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FIRST SUNDAY


In Cycle B we shall expand on the tension between Law and Grace that we


highlighted in Cycle A to that of alienation and reconciliation. We begin with


God's covenant with Noah. There we shall consider how those who assembled


scripture dictated the narrative of God's actions in history.


Unfortunately, they alienated many from the narratives of God's Grace. Non-


Jews, non-Christians, women, homosexuals, slaves, the handicapped and


numerous others found themselves labeled "unacceptable." To this day, the


reconciliation that Christ offered must labor against new forms of prejudicial


alienation.


Much of that prejudice stems from our attempts to control our destinies,


which trap us in diachronic time. Striving for particular outcomes can blind us


to our behavior in the moment. Control alienates us from synchronic time,


where who we are and how we behave matters most.


By demonstrating that eternity is synonymous with synchronic time,1 Christ


reconciled us to God. By so doing, he rescued us thereby from the alienation of


trying to control our own lives and those of others.


Alienation and reconciliation are functions of Law and Grace. Our human


condition prevents us from dwelling exclusively in reconciliation and Grace. Our


relationship with God prevents us from dwelling exclusively in alienation and


control. We must find our place in the tension between them.


Dwelling in the tension brings us back to the Wilderness. Being true to that


tension—with all of its uncertainty, frustration and impotence—leaves us no


1 See Book 1, especially our meditations on the Fifth Sunday in Lent.
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alternative but to rely on God. Once again, the Wilderness is the Promised


Land.


As we did in Cycle A, let us begin our meditations with the Collect for the


First Sunday in Lent:


Almighty God, whose blessed Son was led by the Spirit to be tempted by
Satan; Come quickly to help us who are assaulted by many temptations; and,
as you know the weaknesses of each of us, let each one find you mighty to
save; through Jesus Christ your Son our Lord, who lives and reigns with you
and the Holy Spirit, one God, now and for ever. Amen.


Genesis 9:8-17


8. God spoke as follows to Noah and his sons,
9. "I am now establishing my covenant with you and with your descendants to come,
10. and with every living creature that was with you: birds, cattle and every wild
animal with you; everything that came out of the ark, every living thing on earth.
11. And I shall maintain my covenant with you: that never again shall all living
things be destroyed by the waters of a flood, nor shall there ever again be a flood to
devastate the earth."
12. `And this', God said, "is the sign of the covenant which I now make between
myself and you and every living creature with you for all ages to come:
13. I now set my bow in the clouds and it will be the sign of the covenant between me
and the earth.
14. When I gather the clouds over the earth and the bow appears in the clouds,
15. I shall recall the covenant between myself and you and every living creature, in a
word all living things, and never again will the waters become a flood to destroy all
living things.
16. When the bow is in the clouds I shall see it and call to mind the eternal covenant
between God and every living creature on earth, that is, all living things."
17. "That", God told Noah, "is the sign of the covenant I have established between
myself and all living things on earth."


Among the best-known Bible images is Noah's Ark. It has so captured


imagination that it has become a metaphor for numerous situations. The ark is


a lifeboat. The animals two-by-two symbolize the marital relationship. That


Noah was ridiculed by his neighbors for building a boat so far from the sea has


comforted many an eccentric. Finally, the dove with the olive branch has


become a universal symbol for peace.
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Noah's Ark is also the occasion for the first of our covenants with God. This


covenant precedes that between God and Abram, the subject of our meditation


in Cycle A. That there have been many covenants attests to our dynamic and


evolving relationship with God. As we meditate on the relationship between


alienation and reconciliation, we might consider that this covenant with Noah


constitutes a blessing and a curse. The blessing is that God will never again


destroy all living things. The curse is that God has the capacity at any given


moment to destroy everything. God's promise never again to destroy everything


is conditional upon our behavior. If we break the covenant, so can God. Our


survival depends totally on how we live.


Gender Bias


The first verse of our passage for today contains a curious omission. God


announces his covenant to “Noah and his sons” (v.8), and includes in it


“everything that came out of the ark” (v. 10). Nowhere are women mentioned,


although they obviously made up at least one-half of the travelers on the Ark.


Does this reflect prejudice, either of the author or of God? The role of women in


religion certainly is a major theological concern of our time. Why are women not


specifically named in this account of the recipients of the covenant?


The passage offers no answer. But if we look at what immediately precedes


the lengthy accounts of the flood that begin with Genesis 6:5, we note the


curious and confusing passage of Genesis 6:1-4, which states that the “sons of


God” were so attracted to “the daughters of men” that they “married as many as


they chose.”


Genesis 6:1-4


1 When people began being numerous on earth, and daughters had been born to
them,
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2 the sons of God, looking at the women, saw how beautiful they were and married
as many of them as they chose.
3 Yahweh said, "My spirit cannot be indefinitely responsible for human beings, who
are only flesh; let the time allowed each be a hundred and twenty years."
4 The Nephilim were on earth in those days (and even afterwards) when the sons of
God resorted to the women, and had children by them. These were the heroes of
days gone by, men of renown.


This passage, composed by the “J” (Yahwist) writer, has challenged


commentators from the time it was written.


Gerhard Von Rad has done perhaps the most careful analysis. His


conclusion is that the Yahwist, who located the relationship between God and


humankind within the context of historical events, needed to explain “man’s


general corruption”: “He wanted to represent the mixing of superhuman powers


with man, a kind of “demonic” invasion, and thus point out a further


disturbance caused by sin; and what is more, a more profound disturbance, for


these were not only evidence of dissolution within the human community (Cain,


Lamech); but in the rise of a super humanity (Jac.), overlapping decrees were


broken by which God had separated the upper realm of the heavenly spiritual


world from that of man.” 2


According to Genesis 6:2, the disruption of the boundary between the


“heavenly spiritual world and that of man” came about because the sons of God


were attracted to the beauty of the female humans. They intermarried with


them and had children, the Nephilim, who were the “giants in the earth,” the


“heroes of old” (Gen 6:4).


The main players in this drama are the sons of God and the daughters of


humans. Where are the sons of humans, the ordinary men? Could they not


compete with the sons of God? The sons of God and the beautiful women


2 Von Rad, Gerhard. (1961). Genesis: A Commentary. Philadelphia. The Westminster Press. p. 112
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around them became the progenitors of the brightest and the best. What was


left for the ordinary sons of man?


One can only wonder if those who were denied entry to the exclusive club of


the sons of God set up their own club to exclude those who excluded them. Did


the sons of man establish their own relationship with God, with the “heavenly


spiritual world,” from which women were simply excluded? Genesis 6 is the last


we hear of those sons of God who were attracted to the daughters of men. No


more giants in the earth. The heroes are now relegated to the time prison “days


gone by” (v. 4). From henceforth, the narrative belongs to the sons of men.


Is this why the next verse refers to man’s wickedness and evil thoughts of


the heart? There certainly is a precipitous jump from the time of the Nephilim


to God’s decision to destroy humankind. Certainly, competition among men for


the comeliest of women has existed from time immemorial. It currently fuels a


multi-billion dollar industry that promises men the comeliest of women if they


will only drink the right beer, drive the right car, have the most money, wear


the right clothes—even shave with the right razor.


Like the serpent in the Garden of Eden, Satan plays a role in this. For


example, the search for the comeliest woman never ends. Advertising relies on


this, for how can we be motivated to buy a product if we have what we want?


Advertising must sow discontent if products are to prevail over the competition.


And so, it is not the women themselves that men end up embracing, but an


image that rapidly turns to illusion, beckoning them onward throughout their


lives, wrenching them from the arms of the women they love and who love


them. Satan only entices, never delivers.
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Women are not exempt from the deception. The multi-billion cosmetics and


fashion industries thrive on telling women that men (let alone the sons of Gods)


will not be attracted to them unless they gussie themselves up. Without


adornment, women can never be beauties.


It’s enough to make a culture legislate burkas. Blessed are those who are


content with what they have, who discover the universe of beauty in the eyes of


those they love. Blessed are those who are not attractive enough to play the


game. Blessed are the meek, for they shall inherit the earth.


This may seem a long way from the flood. Yet, it’s really quite simple. If the


sons of God were marrying all the women and producing a line of heroes, of


giants in the earth, what would be the effect on the sons of man? Would they


not feel envy and resentment? What could they do? They clearly had no


influence with the sons of God. But they could write them out of history.


If the daughters of men had a special access to the “heavenly spiritual


world,” perhaps the sons of men could begrudge them that connection, set up


one of their own, and exclude them from it. They could rule supreme in their


own connection with the heavenly spiritual world.


The Children of God


It certainly seems that such is what some of the sons of men did. We might


consider, however, that the Nephilim continue to this day, that the heroes of old


are still with us, that there remain giants in the earth. Perhaps these are the


ones who do not become involved with envy and resentment, who do not favor


one gender over the other, who treat all God’s creation responsibly and


respectfully, who treat all as Christ, who live in the post-Flood world, where the


slate is clean and we can begin anew.
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As we discovered in Cycle A, the most essential aspects of our relationship


with God are functions of synchronic time. Eternally present, they manifest


themselves in diachronic time yet transcend it. From that perspective, the


Nephilim are not a particular group of people, but a state of being, eternally


available to all.


Which shall we be? Children of God or children of men? We already know


the answer. We cannot be exclusively either. We must dwell in the tension that


exists between them. We must dwell in the Wilderness. Like Noah, we must set


ourselves adrift on an uncharted sea. Only then shall we discover the beautiful


bow in the sky that is God's reminder never to wipe us out, no matter how


poorly we navigate the trackless waves.


Psalm 25


1. ADORATION I offer, Yahweh,
2. to you, my God.
BUT in my trust in you do not put me to shame,
let not my enemies gloat over me.
3. CALLING to you, none shall ever be put to shame,
but shame is theirs who groundlessly break faith.
4. DIRECT me in your ways, Yahweh,
and teach me your paths.
5. ENCOURAGE me to walk in your truth and teach me
since you are the God who saves me.


6. GOODNESS and faithful love have been yours for ever,
Yahweh, do not forget them.
7. HOLD not my youthful sins against me,
but remember me as your faithful love dictates.
FOR my hope is in you all day long,
such is your generosity, Yahweh.
8. INTEGRITY and generosity are marks of Yahweh
for he brings sinners back to the path.
9. JUDICIOUSLY he guides the humble,
instructing the poor in his way.
10. KINDNESS unfailing and constancy mark all Yahweh's paths,
for those who keep his covenant and his decrees.


11. LET my sin, great though it is, be forgiven,
Yahweh, for the sake of your name.
12. MEN who respect Yahweh, what of them?
He teaches them the way they must choose.
13. NEIGHBOURS to happiness will they live,
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and their children inherit the land.
14. ONLY those who fear Yahweh have his secret
and his covenant, for their understanding.
15. PERMANENTLY my eyes are on Yahweh,
for he will free my feet from the snare.


16. QUICK, turn to me, pity me,
alone and wretched as I am!
17. RELIEVE the distress of my heart,
bring me out of my constraint.
18. SPARE a glance for my misery and pain,
take all my sins away.
19. TAKE note how countless are my enemies,
how violent their hatred for me.
20. UNLESS you guard me and rescue me
I shall be put to shame, for you are my refuge.
21. VIRTUE and integrity be my protection,
for my hope, Yahweh, is in you.
22. Ransom Israel, O God,


from all its troubles.


Psalm 25, like many psalms, speaks of alienation. In this case it focuses on


the futility of our ever being what God had hoped. Perhaps more accurately, it


expresses our despair over our inability to live up to that which we perceive to


be God’s expectations.


Psalm 25 is attributed directly to David, written during a time that was


considered to be the golden years of the monarchy. David was a great warrior


and a righteous ruler. Israel was enjoying a renaissance in its history. All was


well.


At least, that is the traditional story as written in the books of Kings and


Chronicles. Archeology, however, now brings into question whether David even


existed, and if he did, how extensive was his rule. But that is not our concern.


We are looking at the meaning of the text, whether accurate or not. If for no


other reason, Scripture is important for its theological and psychological


insights.
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Historical accuracy is of little concern to those in the Wilderness, where time


and place have meaning solely in terms of our relationship with God in the here


and now. Faith alone guides us, for we never know what God has in mind. If we


can overcome our doubts and fears, our relationship with God will always see


us through.


For those of us who crossed the Jordan, however, historical fact is essential


for faith. Eschewing the security of faith in a living God, we put our security in


land, government, power, and certainty. No wonder we despair. To seek security


in the world is to be slave to the vagaries of the world.


Straddling the Jordan


This is David’s fate. His deep love for and faith in Yahweh places a


synchronic foot in the Wilderness, while his secular job as King of Israel puts a


diachronic foot in time and place. Forever straddling the Jordan, he is caught in


the tension between alienation and reconciliation, between control and Grace.


Tension permeates the psalm. Interwoven are hymns of praise (vs. 1, 6, 8, 9,


10); complaints of ill ease (vs. 2, 16-20); pleas for protection (vs. 3, 7, 11, 21,


22); and reminders of God’s relationship with us (vs. 4, 5, 12-15). While these


categories are rather loose and some verses combine two or more, they can help


us to sort the psalm out.


The Jerusalem Bible divides the psalm into four sections. Each is a


theological treatise on the relationship between God and us. The first (vs. 1-5) is


a template for the psalm, beginning with a statement of praise for God, followed


by a plea for protection. Underlying this plea is an equation of shame with


defeat (v. 2). The psalmist then says that God never puts people to shame,
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except in those cases where they have broken faith (v. 3). So, verses five and six


ask God to reveal and to bestow the strength to pursue what is required.


As such, verses 1-5 outline one of the most troubling aspects of our


relationship with God. It goes like this: if we love God and try to do what’s right,


why do bad things happen to us? Does God not care about us? The answer is


that of course God cares about us. If we are able to keep our end of the bargain,


the argument goes, God will never let us down. Even so, how do we explain


those things that happen to us that God has not upheld God’s end of the


bargain?


The psalm's answer is simple: God never lets us down. We let ourselves


down. Bad things happen to us through our own fault.


But, what if we cannot find any fault? What if we have done everything God


has asked? This dilemma, which is the subject of the book of Job, is explained


in the psalm by our ignorance of what God wants. If we have been conquered, if


we have been overcome, it is because we have failed either to understand what


God requires or to muster the strength to do it. Thus, verses 4 & 5 ask God to


instruct and to fortify us.


And yet, doubt remains. Verses 6 & 7 not only attribute goodness to God,


they also remind God not to forget it. Implicit in these verses is a grave concern


that God is actually divided into two parts. Like Shiva in Hinduism, is God both


Creator and Destroyer? If so, whichever part reigns at any given moment, we


fear, is not up to us either to predict nor to preordain. We are at the mercy of


God’s whim.


But, how can a God who is eternal and immutable be capricious? Inherent


in verse 7, and continuing in verses 8-10, is the idea that if God does act as
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destroyer, it is because we have failed. We have sinned. Thus, God’s negativity


occurs only if we have failed to adhere to our end of the bargain. As verse 10


states, “Kindness unfailing and constancy mark all Yahweh's paths, for those


who keep his covenant and his decrees.”


Verses 11-15 further explain the dilemma. It begins with a plea for God to


forgive our sin “great though it is” (v. 11). Those who are faithful are taught “the


way they must choose” (v. 12). When they do, they attain happiness and their


children “inherit the land” (v. 13). “Only those who fear Yahweh have his secret


and his covenant” (v. 14), which instructs their understanding and keeps their


“feet from the snare” (v. 15).


Verses 16-22 constitute a plea to God for rescue and relief from the


alienation of loneliness, wretchedness, distress, constraint, misery, pain,


hatred, and troubles. Verses 16-18 repeat the attribution of suffering to sin,


while verses 19-22 assign it to the activity of enemies, culminating in a plea to


ransom the entire people—the state, if you will—from its troubles.


That's the crux of the psalm. Internal distress (“the distress of my heart” (v.


17); “my misery and pain” (v. 18) is connected to external threats (“how


countless are my enemies, how violent their hatred for me” (v. 19)). We have


become isolated (“alone and wretched” (v. 16); “constraint” (v. 17)). But isolated


from whom? From God and from ourselves, because of our sins (v. 18). We call


upon God to take the initiative (“Pity me” (v. 16); “Relieve,” “bring me out” (v.


17); “Spare,” take…away” (v. 18); “guard,” rescue” (v. 20); and “Ransom” (v. 22)),


but in the end, realize that the initiative must be ours (“Virtue and integrity be


my protection” (v. 21)).
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Thus, aloneness, isolation, and vulnerability directly reflect the distance


from God that we create through our sinfulness and our lack of virtue and


integrity. God cannot hold up God’s end of the deal if we have not held up ours.


Our relationship with God has been weakened because of our actions and we


lack the strength to re-establish it. God must take the initiative to reconnect.


Were we able to do so ourselves, we would not have created the distance to


begin with. We are slaves to our own sinfulness.


For the Christian, this is a familiar theme: Our failures cannot be solved


through our own effort. Yet, what kind of a god makes a deal that humans can


never fulfill? Does God not realize we are simply too weak to overcome our


sinful nature? Peter believes that God always knew. In his epistle, he preaches


that Grace reconciles us with God. God’s eternal love overcomes our alienation.


For Peter, the earthly manifestation of that love is Jesus.


I Peter 3:18-22


18. Christ himself died once and for all for sins, the upright for the sake of the
guilty, to lead us to God. In the body he was put to death, in the spirit he was raised
to life,
19. and, in the spirit, he went to preach to the spirits in prison.
20. They refused to believe long ago, while God patiently waited to receive them, in
Noah's time when the ark was being built. In it only a few, that is eight souls, were
saved through water.
21. It is the Baptism corresponding to this water which saves you now, not the
washing off of physical dirt but the pledge of a good conscience given to God
through the resurrection of Jesus Christ,
22. who has entered heaven and is at God's right hand, with angels, ruling forces
and powers subject to him.


God redeems our alienation through Grace. But can we reconcile ourselves


with ourselves? Can we reconcile ourselves with one another? Can we be the


instruments of God's Grace?


We answer these questions every day. Sometimes we succeed in our


emulations of the Nephilim, sometimes we fail. Striving to imitate Christ is
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always asymptotic. We may approach the goal, but we never reach it.


Consequently, the goal is to soldier onward, to keep striving, to live


synchronically, knowing that when we fail we can be washed clean by the


waters of Baptism as was the earth by the waters of the flood.


Peter's epistle highlights how sin, forgiveness, and redemption are the major


elements of the Flood. That he compares the water of Baptism with the water of


the Flood (v. 21) demonstrates the continuity between washing clean and


starting anew. In the second half of verse 21, he reaffirms the symbolic nature


of cleanliness. It is not the “physical dirt” that needs “washing off,” but the lack


of a “good conscience.” Cleanliness applies not to dirt itself, but to that which


defines it as such. Thus, we return to the original premise of Genesis: the


Creation is good. Our use of the Creation introduces the tension between good


and evil.


The Tension Between Good and Evil


Peter describes Jesus as “the upright,” who died for “the guilty.” As Jesus


was guiltless, his death was not that of a criminal or a wrong-doer. Rather, we


transferred our guilt to him by indicting him under our laws. We didn't


condemn him. Our laws did. Had he only obeyed the Law, he would have lived.


This is how we are. We routinely clothe our least defensible actions with a


cloak of legality. When we cannot justify our actions either to ourselves or


others, we appeal to rules, regulations, laws, orders, customs, traditions, mob


psychology or even what we conveniently define as the sheer momentum of


history. We've been known to propagate virtually any evil in the name of good.


Peter demolishes such rationalizations. The focal point of this passage is the


sacrifice made for the guilty, for the sinners. Jesus was put to death not for his
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own guilt, but for ours. Our legalistic quest for cleanliness should begin with


conscience rather than with arbitrary, objective standards that usurp human


motivation (v. 21). Once again, our refuge behind Law is exposed as a sham.


We are to blame for what we do. If we kill for any reason, we have offended


against God. It is right to feel that we have offended, that we are guilty and


unclean. Depending on the circumstances that lead to the killing—necessary


(the need to eat, self-defense or defense of another) or not (avarice, anger,


vengeance—and our response thereto (sorrow, remorse, the firm commitment


never to kill again), we may be forgiven. That will depend on our relationship


with God.


For Peter, that is paramount. He speaks of “the spirits in prison” (v. 19) who


“refused to believe long ago” (v. 20). God, he says, had “patiently waited to


receive them" (v. 20). But we kept on sinning. We alienated ourselves


continually through embracing our own ideas of salvation. We created lexicons


of laws to implement those ideas.


Nothing succeeded until the arrival of Christ. As at the time of the first


covenant when “eight souls…were saved through water” (v. 20), the final


covenant that Christ embodies saves us all through the waters of Baptism.


Yet, even here, the difference between those who were lost in the Flood and


those who are redeemed through Baptism is crucial. Those lost to the Flood


went down into the water but never resurfaced. Only those on the ark survived.


In Baptism we also go down into the water. Now, however, we resurface.


Significantly, someone pulls us up. It need not be a member of the clergy. Any


Christian can baptize another. The fact is, however, no one can be baptized


without the effort of another.
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In the tension between good and evil, which shall we choose? Shall we be


like the Nephilim, those "heroes of days gone by," extending our hands to those


trying to cleanse themselves in the waters of Baptism? Or shall we be rigid


legalists who attempt to clean up the human race by besmudging as many as


possible through indicting them by our laws?


Tension Reduction


In other words, God’s ultimate redemption is extended to us through


someone else. In the case of Baptism within the Church, it comes through an


entire community. Actually, as we note in the creed, the entire Communion of


Saints is present. Such manifestations of the Holy Spirit are the true life of the


Church.


The symbolism of water is very important. As we discovered in our


meditations on water in Cycle A, water cannot be grasped. It slips through our


fingers. It goes where it wills. No one can keep back the sea.


The water of Baptism, through which we are washed clean, requires us to


immerse ourselves in the ungraspable. Not simply an event in diachronic time,


this requires ongoing engagement with the eternal presence of God. The


antithesis of control, it is the essence of relationship. In relationship we


surrender to the other—in trust, faith, and hope. Reconciliation—with God, one


another, or oneself—is impossible if we cannot surrender control.


Relationships with one another bring us into relationship with God. We are


the agents of God’s love, redemption and grace. Through Christ we have been


raised above the level of subordinate creatures to become God’s helpers.3


3 cf: John 15:15
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In chapter four, which follows this passage, Peter elaborates on verse 18 of


our reading for today. As co-workers with God we bear certain responsibilities.


Like Jesus, we must be put to death in the body so that we can be raised to life


in the Spirit.


Obviously, this occurs symbolically. Bodies symbolize needs. If we are to be


co-workers with God, those needs must be washed away to free us for


maximum relatedness to the other. We must be related through mutuality and


reciprocity, rather than through gratification of our own needs at the expense of


another.


The difference can often be quite subtle. We must recognize how easily we


can serve our own desires in the name of serving others. At worst, we risk


everything from false martyrdom to exploitation of others in the name of self-


sacrifice. At best, we delight in helping others.


Thus, says Peter, the water of Baptism does not wash away of physical dirt,


but prepares us for “the pledge of a good conscience given to God through the


resurrection of Jesus Christ.” (v. 21) To have a good conscience we must act


altruistically. However, altruism not only varies according to the situation, but


also can be devilishly difficult to discern. Thus, we pledge to God that we shall


strive to be altruistic.


How? By acting synchronically. We must focus less on what we accomplish


than on how we accomplish it. If we adhere to the Two Great Commandments


(loving God and neighbor), God will be manifested in diachronic history (time


and space). We act with love and integrity and let events work themselves out.


Often the results are not what we expect. Sometimes they're downright


negative. What then? We try again. We correct what can be corrected, eschew
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what doesn't work, and elaborate what does. By so doing, engage our failures.


We make lemonade out of lemons. We persevere. Knowing that the potential for


failure is always present in our efforts and that we can keep trying anyway


affirms that crucifixion and resurrection are the stuff of life. We fail. We try


again.


Resurrection brings us back to life—from the grave, from the water of


Baptism, from our unrecognized and unacknowledged needs and desires.


Resurrection begins with confession. Confession follows upon guilt. Both


acknowledge what is usually unseen, that lies beneath the surface of our best


intent. Through guilt and confession we transcend our blindness and make our


pledge to God. Guilt and confession open us to Resurrection.


We're Not Alone


Peter completes the passage by proclaiming that Jesus “has entered heaven


and is at God's right hand, with angels, ruling forces and powers subject to


him” (v. 22). The power of God that we witness through Christ is absolute and


infinite. Nevertheless, it enters the diachronic flow of history only through the


synchronic presence of God's eternal love. Our choice is either to sabotage or to


complete that love in Creation. We can either alienate or reconcile.


Self-interest is a sneaky and powerful force. We must always remember our


inclination to assuage our guilt by appealing to laws, traditions, regulations,


etc. Not only is this not an option, but it should also be proscribed for others.


As “ruling forces and powers [are] subject to [Christ]” (v. 22), we must obey


them only when our laws, traditions, regulations, etc. correspond with God’s.


We must always be wary of projecting onto God's Law our own needs and


desires. Christ summarized all the laws and words of the prophets in two
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commandments: Love God and love neighbor. Whenever we violate either or


both of those two commandments in the name of enforcing anything that we


assume to be a Law of God, we are in dangerous territory indeed. Trying to


control the diachronic course of events through anything other than acting


synchronically through God's eternal presence is the devil's own game.


Peter completes the cycle of sin-guilt-confession-absolution that began with


the Flood. Written after Christ’s words in Mark’s Gospel (below), he deepens our


understanding of Jesus's words: “Anyone who wants to save his life will lose it;


but anyone who loses his life for my sake, and for the sake of the gospel, will


save it."4 Resurrection will never be ours as long as we are afraid of the water.


Only by surrendering to the ungraspable can we enter into relationship. Only


by going down into the depths do we allow others—acting on behalf of God—to


pull us out. Only then can we truly be redeemed.


Mark 1:9-13


9. It was at this time that Jesus came from Nazareth in Galilee and was baptised in
the Jordan by John.
10. And at once, as he was coming up out of the water, he saw the heavens torn apart
and the Spirit, like a dove, descending on him.
11. And a voice came from heaven, "You are my Son, the Beloved; my favour rests on
you."
12. And at once the Spirit drove him into the desert
13. and he remained there for forty days, and was put to the test by Satan. He was
with the wild animals, and the angels looked after him.


This passage from Mark brings us to the culmination of the lessons for this


First Sunday in Lent. These four readings prepare us to re-discover and to re-


enter that Wilderness which occupies the center of our lives. No longer need we


fear the unknown, especially the unknown consequences of our own actions,


4 Mark 8:35
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for now we are redeemed. Jesus’s Baptism confirms his existence as human.


The voice from heaven affirms his essence as divine.


Peter noted the connection between Baptism and the Flood. In his Baptism,


Jesus sinks below the surface of the water in solidarity with all that was


destroyed by the Flood. His symbolic death in those depths affirms his nature


less as sinful humanity than as that which is destroyed in its innocence


because of a sinful humanity: children and adults, birds and flowers, butterflies


and trees, lions, tigers, lizards, bears, spiders, flies, mosquitoes, weeds, turtles,


porpoises.5


The dove that descends from heaven parallels the dove that returned to the


ark carrying an olive branch. Once again, God’s desire for peace with


humankind is reaffirmed through the Holy Spirit. Note that Jesus’s Baptism


occurs before his death and resurrection. God acknowledges Baptism as the


primary ritual through which God’s relationship with humankind is restored


even before the sins are committed. Thus, reconciliation—the return to


relationship—is the essence of God as revealed in synchronic time.


Nevertheless, as Jesus emerges from the water the heavens are torn apart (v.


10). Like the chaos preceding the first Creation, the new Creation involves a


return to a disordered state. What could that mean?


Diachronic Chaos, Synchronic Order


We perceive God’s creativity in different ways. We’d all like it to be neat and


orderly, as small a disruption in our lives as possible. And, sometimes it is.


Sometimes people come into our lives, or alterations in our lifestyles occur, or


5 Which brings up an interesting question: Did fish survive the flood? Not likely.
They usually don’t survive floods in our present age because their habitats are
pretty much destroyed. There must have been an aquarium on the ark.
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our environments change in ways that are barely noticeable. Only in retrospect


do we realize how profound a change has occurred in our lives.


Correspondingly, God’s interventions can feel very disruptive, sometimes to


the point of shredding life's fabric. Death is perhaps the most noteworthy


example. But there are others—falling in love, being laid off from a job,


inheriting money, failing to be admitted to our first choice of school, our home


being flooded, the birth of a child, disease, accidents, to name a few. Each can


feel chaotic.


We usually question why God does such things. Why do bad things happen


to good people? If something bad happens, isn’t that the work of the devil, not


God? Such questions are at the core of theodicy, which poses the conundrum:


“If there is evil in the world, then God cannot be both all-powerful and all-good.”


Every religion wrestles with this problem. None has solved it.


We consider the difference between diachronic and synchronic perspectives


on God's interventions in history. The diachronic perspective sees God as a


powerful manipulator of events. If a volcano is about to erupt, God can stop it.


If a tsunami is about to wipe out a school full of children, God can prevent it. If


there are those who bear us malice, God can turn their hearts. If we are walking


through a dangerous neighborhood, God can send angels to accompany us. If


our daughter prays for scarlet ribbons and all the stores are closed and


shuttered, God can provide them anyway. If we need money to build a church,


God can provide it.


Well, maybe. But all of that disregards the shame and guilt we can feel when


God does not intervene in events upon our behalf. Certainly there is much in


Scripture to reinforce the idea that bad turns of events are punishments for
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sin. But everyone sins. Why would some be spared and others not? We usually


answer that question with something like "God works in mysterious ways."


The fact is that no one deserves more favor with God than any other. God


loves all of us. Better to believe that God does not intervene in events. The


Creation is what it is and works itself out according to basic laws of biology and


physics. Everything eats something else. Plate tectonics are inexorable. God


does not suspend the laws of biology and physics on our behalf.


In other words, God does not act diachronically. But God does act


synchronically. That is, God is eternally present in our lives surrounding us


with love. When we do the same, life is vastly improved. While God does not


intervene in events, God consistently intervenes in relationship. Relationship


can have enormous influence over events. With regard to the examples above,


relationship cannot prevent volcanoes or tsunamis. But it can turn the hearts


of those who bear us malice, protect us in a dangerous neighborhood, and even


provide those scarlet ribbons.


Through relationship we can transform history. Praying to God to do it for


us through some sort of miraculous intervention in events, however, is never


likely to succeed. When it does, we might consider the possibility that the Devil


is at work. Whenever we feel we can shirk our responsibilities under the Two


Great Commandments, the Devil is likely to be hovering in the shadows.


God understands our dilemma. Jesus is baptized not because he is sinful,


but because he accompanies us through all the trials and heartbreak of living


in diachronic time and space. Christ is in solidarity with all whose lives are


disrupted or terminated as a result of rivers that change course, supernovas


that explode, waters that flood, fires that burn, everything in the natural order
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that disrupts our lives. Christ is God’s love for the creation that permeates and


reconciles the natural order.


Christ is also in solidarity with all those whose lives are disrupted or


destroyed by inability to live synchronically: Victims of crime, environmental


exploitation, political stupidity, economic greed, good intentions gone wrong. All


are beloved by Jesus and close to God. Again, Christ is the ultimate agent of


God’s love in the world. Jesus as God incarnate came to reassure us that in all


the uncertainties and disasters of life, we are never far from God.


Thus it is that when Jesus comes “up out of the water, he saw the heavens


torn apart” (v. 10). Matthew and Luke say simply that the heavens were


opened.6 Only in Mark is the action centered upon Jesus. In Matthew and Mark


it is Jesus who sees the spirit descending like a dove; in Luke the action just


happens. The heavens opening and the spirit descending were not actions


known only to Jesus, for we observe them every time we read the Gospel


narratives. The words have been preserved for us so that we may see it. Once


again, a synchronic encounter permeates diachronic history.


For the heavens to be torn apart as Jesus emerges from the water recalls


God’s promise to us after the Flood. Just as God appeared to Noah then and


made the covenant that the entire world would never again be destroyed (at


least not by God—by us is another matter), God appears now and updates the


covenant. God is not only the destroyer who will withhold God’s hand from total


destruction, but God is also at one—reconciled—with that which was destroyed


as a result of the sinfulness of humankind.


6 Matthew 3:16; Luke 3:21
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God was present with all in Creation that had to be destroyed for the wicked


to be eliminated. God still is. God unites through all eternity with everyone and


everything that is victimized not only by diachronic events, but also by our


synchronic hubris and sinfulness. Only our limited and temporal vision makes


it difficult to see the triumph over time and place that follows upon Christ’s


solidarity with us.


The Symbolism of Forty


After his Baptism, Jesus is led into the Wilderness for forty days and nights.


The number forty is very symbolic. Embalming, as practiced in Egypt, took forty


days. Forty is also interesting numerologically. The Swiss psychiatrist Carl


Jung did extensive research on the meaning of numbers in dreams, mythology


and folklore.7 Throughout his Collected Works one can find references to


numbers. For the numbers one through four, he says the following:


One denotes an idealized state that contrasts with zero. With zero, we have


nothing, as in the formless void that existed prior to the creation. While one


denotes the existence of something, it is totally undifferentiated. Something


may be the opposite of nothing, but it’s not much more elaborate. If all is just


one, than the only thing that exists is oneness.


Two denotes an essential first step toward elaboration and complexity. With


two, we can compare and contrast. There are now two things that stand in


relation to one another, for example, day and night, land and sea, happiness


and sorrow, earth and sky. Even joy and happiness, sorrow and grief,


depression and melancholia, sun and stars, lake and ocean, hill and mountain


7 Jung discussed numbers in many of his articles. For complete references,
refer to Volume 20 of his Collected Works.
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partake of contrast. Consequently, two is the first step toward further


differentiation.


Three moves things beyond the sterile polarity of two. With the appearance


of a third option, the relative stasis of opposition is moved into a more dynamic


state. A third option is always a way to transcend conflict. It opens up new


possibilities.


For example, if I would like to vacation in New York but my partner wants to


go camping in the mountains, we might remain stuck in our conflict until one


of us comes up with a third option. This could be a compromise that


incorporates some of the elements of the original conflict ("We could spend a


week in New York and a week camping in the Adirondacks"), or something else


altogether ("Let’s go to Guatemala"). Either way, by integrating the opposites or


providing something entirely new, three breaks the deadlock of two by opening


the door to a myriad of possibilities.


Four symbolizes a structural completeness. We now move beyond


undifferentiation (one), opposition (two) and possibility (three) to the actuality of


totality. Four lends itself to expressing all the possibilities: time (summer, fall,


winter, spring), direction (north, south, east, west), family (mother, father, son,


daughter), dimension (length, width, depth, time), possibility (either, or, both,


neither). Four is a kind of ultimate inclusion.


The sum of one, two, three, and four is ten. Ten is the base for our number


system. Also, to represent one, two, three, and four graphically by starting with


one dot, two below it, three below that, and four on the bottom is to form a


pyramid with each side comprised of four dots and one in the middle.
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Take a look at the United States one-dollar bill. On the back on the left, at the


top of the pyramid, is the “All-Seeing Eye,” which (according to the United


States Department of the Treasury) suggests the importance of divine guidance


for the American cause. It certainly resembles the dot in the middle of the


pyramid that is constructed of four, three, two, and one dots. It’s not hard to


see how ten became a highly symbolic number.


If four denotes totality, and ten represents the first four numbers in their


totality, how much more complete would four tens be. That is what we have in


the number forty. Jesus’s forty-day (and night) fast in the Wilderness may seem


simply like a very long time to us, which it is. But the number itself represents


much more than that. It is a period of complete wholeness, of four sets of “All-


Seeing Eyes,” which themselves symbolize divine guidance.


The enormous symbolism of forty days (and nights) confirms the central role


of Wilderness experience for Christianity. It is the essential dynamic of Lent.


Our great rescue by God, who has now assumed a form that we can apprehend


directly (Jesus), brings us into a close, intimate relationship with God to the


exclusion of all else on which we might be tempted to place our faith and


allegiance. In other words, it takes us into the Wilderness.


There, however, in our fear and confusion, Satan has great access to us.


Like Jesus, who is led into the wilderness immediately after his Baptism, we are


continually tempted. Like Jesus, we must be able to see through Satan’s offers.


As we shall see, this, too, is an essential lesson of the Lenten experience.
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On this First Sunday in Lent, we began with the Flood and ended with


Baptism. As we noted in Book I, drops of water are indistinguishable from one


another when mixed together. Our ability to define, to delimit, and to control8


are hopeless when immersed in water. We cannot even breathe. The Flood is a


perfect example of dying to our own limitations.


Nevertheless, from rainbow to Baptism, we receive the promise of


redemption through reconciliation. We have but to submit ourselves to the


process. That process is Lent. Let us submit ourselves, then, to this inscrutable


process that transcends the bounds of our sensible, rational, and, ultimately,


fallen world. Let us stride boldly into the Wilderness that is Lent.


8 Berdjaev, Nikolai. (1944). Slavery and Freedom. New York. Charles Scribner's
Sons.
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Second Sunday


Last Sunday we saw how Law and Grace are interwoven with alienation and


reconciliation. Both tensions involve that between control and surrender. While


we are more comfortable with control than surrender, the latter is our surest


way to God.


Today's readings emphasize the point. From Abraham's willingness to


sacrifice his son to God's willingness to do the same, we see how easily we


misinterpret God's Will. As before, let us begin our meditations on Cycle B's


readings for the Second Sunday in Lent with the Collect for the day:


O God, whose glory it is always to have mercy: Be gracious to all who have
gone astray from your ways, and bring them again with penitent hearts and
steadfast faith to embrace and hold fast the unchangeable truth of your
Word, Jesus Christ your Son; who with you and the Holy Spirit lives and
reigns, one God, for ever and ever. Amen.


Genesis 22:1-14


1. It happened some time later that God put Abraham to the test. "Abraham,
Abraham!" he called. "Here I am," he replied.
2. God said, "Take your son, your only son, your beloved Isaac, and go to the land of
Moriah, where you are to offer him as a burnt offering on one of the mountains
which I shall point out to you."
3. Early next morning Abraham saddled his donkey and took with him two of his
servants and his son Isaac. He chopped wood for the burnt offering and started on
his journey to the place which God had indicated to him.
4. On the third day Abraham looked up and saw the place in the distance.
5. Then Abraham said to his servants, "Stay here with the donkey. The boy and I are
going over there; we shall worship and then come back to you."
6. Abraham took the wood for the burnt offering, loaded it on Isaac, and carried in
his own hands the fire and the knife. Then the two of them set out together.
7. Isaac spoke to his father Abraham. "Father?" he said. "Yes, my son," he replied.
"Look," he said, "here are the fire and the wood, but where is the lamb for the burnt
offering?"
8. Abraham replied, "My son, God himself will provide the lamb for the burnt
offering." And the two of them went on together.
9. When they arrived at the place which God had indicated to him, Abraham built an
altar there, and arranged the wood. Then he bound his son and put him on the altar
on top of the wood.
10. Abraham stretched out his hand and took the knife to kill his son.
11. But the angel of Yahweh called to him from heaven. "Abraham, Abraham!" he
said. "Here I am," he replied.
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12. "Do not raise your hand against the boy," the angel said. "Do not harm him, for
now I know you fear God. You have not refused me your own beloved son."
13. Then looking up, Abraham saw a ram caught by its horns in a bush. Abraham
took the ram and offered it as a burnt offering in place of his son.
14. Abraham called this place "Yahweh provides', and hence the saying today: "On
the mountain Yahweh provides."


Among the myriad of troubling passages in the Bible, this ranks with the


most. What parents in their right minds would ever entertain the possibility of


murdering their child? What kind of a God would ever require such a thing?


Can we clean this passage up so that it is acceptable to today’s minds?


The passage stands as written. Our task is to allow it to work on us, to pose


exactly the questions we are compelled to ask, and to ponder the contradictions


and enigmas of the answers. In other words, this passage is not meant to


comfort us, but to put us squarely in Abraham's dilemma. The experience


challenges us as it challenged Abraham.


Of the many ramifications of this passage, we shall consider three. The first


is the controversy over whether God ever intended for Abraham to kill his son.


The second is the reflection of this story in Christ’s crucifixion. The third is the


inescapable moral lesson that has confronted us throughout history and


confronts us today.


Controversy


Jewish theologians debate whether Abraham, in agreeing to sacrifice his


son, obeys or disobeys God’s command. Those who believe that Abraham


passes the test find their evidence in the story itself. God commands, Abraham


obeys. When God sees proof of his faith, God relents and spares Isaac. Were


Abraham to refuse to obey God’s command, he fails the test. His faith has


limits, lacks that one, final, surrender to God.
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That may be the perspective from which the story is written. But other


theologians disagree. Their argument is that God makes it absolutely clear from


the beginning that we are never to take the life of another person. Consider the


Sixth Commandment. Or, when Cain killed Abel. In that early instance God’s


punishment is dramatic and swift.


10. "What have you done?" Yahweh asked. "Listen! Your brother's blood is crying
out to me from the ground.
11. Now be cursed and banned from the ground that has opened its mouth to receive
your brother's blood at your hands.
12. When you till the ground it will no longer yield up its strength to you. A restless
wanderer you will be on earth." (Gen. 4:10-12)


Is Abraham’s mistake the belief that God would countermand the Sixth


Commandment? If so, do we not make the same mistake?1 Those who see


Abraham as failing God's test say that the test is not that Abraham sacrifice his


son. Rather, Abraham must decide whether or not to place God’s immutable


Law above that which he perceives to be God’s Will of the moment. Once again,


we see the contrast between that which belongs to synchronic time (God's


immutable Law) and that which belongs to diachronic time (our perceptions of


God's Will at the moment).


Perhaps most interesting about these two differing theological perspectives is


the question that lies behind them, namely, how do we know the voice of God?


How do we know it is God speaking to us, and not the devil, or our own inner


delusions? This passage from Genesis essentially pits God against God—God in


the moment (diachronic), or God as eternity (synchronic). The voice of God we


presume to hear is of the moment. The sixth commandment is of eternity.


1 Capital punishment being perhaps the most egregious example.
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Reflection


As we shall soon see in our analyses of the passages from Romans and


Mark, God the Father’s sacrifice of His only Son, Jesus Christ, completes the


story of Abraham’s sacrifice of Isaac. While God spares Isaac, God does not


spare His own Son. At first glance, this may seem to confirm that Abraham is


correct in being willing to sacrifice Isaac, that God is testing his faith. But, there


are essential differences between the two accounts.


Firstly, God is divine and Abraham is human. To compare the two is either


to humanize God or to deify Abraham. Neither works. Moreover, God the


Father’s sacrifice of God the Son occurs exclusively within the Godhead. Just as


the Father is God, so is the Son. The two are inseparable. Their dual (and


triune) nature is for the benefit of humankind. Christ’s sacrifice is God’s self-


sacrifice for humankind.


God recognizes the bind we are in when we try to discern God’s Will. We


simply do not possess the wisdom or the perception to see through our own


limitations. While God is always drawing near to us, we are not always drawing


near to God. Nearness is God’s. Distance is ours. To overcome our limitations,


God reaches across the divide and embraces us by embracing our limitations.


What we cannot understand about God’s Will, God obviates.


Secondly, the story of Abraham and Isaac is one of discernment, while the


story of Jesus’s sacrifice is one of redemption. The two accounts are completely


dissimilar. To compare them, to read the one into the other, is to do a gross


disservice to both. Jesus voluntarily sacrifices himself. Isaac is to be sacrificed


by his father. Abraham the father is willing to sacrifice Isaac the son because he
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believes that it is in accord with the Will of God. God's Will, however, is beyond


the realm of the human.


Precisely because we are so prone to error (sometimes despite our best


intent) God rescues us from our own senseless killing of ourselves. We seem to


condemn ourselves to death with depressing regularity. Not only do we harm


our own souls and bodies, we harm others', as well. We win wars by killing


others. We undermine others’ connections to God because we believe that we


must convert them to ours. We destroy the dreams of children by introducing


them to that which we hallucinate as reality.


And so it goes. God recognizes our failures even when we see them as


successes. On behalf of all those who suffer as a result of our good intent, God


suffers the death that we inflict on each other. God becomes like us. God dies


as do we. God dies for us. That is exactly the opposite of Abraham’s intent to


sacrifice Isaac, which he did with the best of motives.


The Moral Lesson


Both stories, however, share one thing in common. We must never kill.


Hedges notwithstanding (self-defense, combat, capital punishment, and so on),


killing in the name of doing God’s Will always puts us in an indefensible moral


position. Abraham was willing to kill Isaac out of devotion to God. Likewise, the


Jews who killed Jesus did it out of devotion to God. The Romans who carried


out the act did it out of devotion to God (who just happened to be the emperor).


We could go on throughout history with similar examples.


In every case, those who do the killing see it as morally justifiable, even


honorable. That is the ultimate conceit. It also flies in the face of a powerful


theme that permeates virtually all cultures and religions, namely, that killing is
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so indefensible that sacrifices must be made in atonement. Early in the


Judaeo/Christian tradition, for example, the blood of animals sacrificed for food


was offered up to Yahweh as a compensation for taking a life. The same


tradition can be found in the rituals of numerous cultures.


Taking another's life is the supreme form of alienation, which may explain


why we so often appeal to Law to justify it. But there is no justification. We can


be redeemed only by God's Grace, which reconciles us both to one another and


to God.


No matter how necessary or defensible we may believe that taking a life is, to


do so is always to place ourselves in the category of doing something wrong.


This is Peter’s dilemma, recounted in the reading from Mark, below.


For now, on this second Sunday in Lent, we find ourselves back in the


Wilderness when it comes to discerning God’s Will. We can never be certain that


we are completely correct in anything we do. We rely on God to decide that. We


can simply place one foot in front of the other as we walk the desert landscape


that characterizes moral uncertainty and hope that we are walking the path of


God.


God knows this. God is with us. God is never closer to us than when we are


devoid of self-justification. When we acknowledge our moral blindness, affirm


that we cannot succeed on our own merits, cease trying to horde presumptions


of righteousness, then—and only then—can we receive the daily manna from


heaven.


We can be fed, but only if we are willing to relinquish the kind of moral


certainty that leads us to believe—like Abraham—that God would ever ask us to


violate the Two Great Commandments. We must walk through the Wilderness
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constantly asking God for direction and praying that God will nudge us in the


right direction when we go astray. Only God can protect us from ourselves.


The psalmist knew this, which Psalm 16 makes very clear.


Psalm 16


1. Protect me, O God, in you is my refuge.


2. To Yahweh I say, "You are my Lord,
my happiness is in none


3. of the sacred spirits of the earth."
They only take advantage of all who love them.


4. People flock to their teeming idols.
Never shall I pour libations to them!
Never take their names on my lips.


5. My birthright, my cup is Yahweh;
you, you alone, hold my lot secure.


6. The measuring-line marks out for me a delightful place,
my birthright is all I could wish.


7. I bless Yahweh who is my counsellor,
even at night my heart instructs me.


8. I keep Yahweh before me always,
for with him at my right hand, nothing can shake me.


9. So my heart rejoices, my soul delights,
my body too will rest secure,


10. for you will not abandon me to Sheol,
you cannot allow your faithful servant to see the abyss.


11. You will teach me the path of life,
unbounded joy in your presence,
at your right hand delight for ever.


Psalm 16 ranks with psalm 23 as a song of comfort. Both speak of


protection, guidance, and rescue (from the Valley of the Shadow of Death (23)


and Sheol (16)). Both are to be read in a quiet voice. Their reassurance is not


that of power and glory, but of humility and vulnerability.
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Verse one speaks of protection and refuge. Verse two criticizes the “sacred


spirits of the earth,” that “take advantage of all who love them” and who “flock


to their teeming idols.” (vs. 3-4) “Spirits of the earth” refer to physical


representations (“idols”) on whom people can “pour libations” (vs. 4). The


psalmist will never follow them, for “my cup is Yahweh,” who “alone…hold[s] my


lot secure” (v. 5).


The difference is clear. On the one hand, people can worship physical things


that can be seen, touched, grasped, and known. On the other hand, people can


worship Yahweh, who can be known only through a faith relationship that


matures over time. The former is easier and false, the latter harder and true.


True God and False Gods


From our meditations in Book One we can see how worshipping physical


things focuses on objects. Worshipping Yahweh, whose name cannot even be


pronounced,2 is an example of a subjective relationship. The former


manipulates and is in the service of control. The latter engages and is in the


service of relationship.


This theme permeates both the Old and the New Testaments. Human beings


seem to require clarity and substance as life preservers in times of difficulty and


confusion.3 Life in the spirit certainly provides us with that, but with an


important exception: We cannot control that to which we cling.


Idols made by human hands are simply products of our own intent. They


simply lead us back to ourselves. They cannot engage us with the eternal


because their essence is of time and space, which perpetually decays.


2 Yahweh is a transliteration of the Hebrew consonants YHWH, which contain no
vowels. As such, God's name can be neither spoken nor read.
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Natural phenomena are one step above this. Plants, animals, weather,


climate, astronomical events—all are of the created order. Like us, they


participate in God’s ongoing Creation. Yet, they, too, are constantly in a state of


decay. While the generative power of complexity can offset the second law of


thermodynamics (entropy), it can never eliminate it. Consequently, natural


phenomena lack the spontaneous liberation from time and space that


characterizes the spirit.


Only that which completely transcends the natural order can liberate us


from it. Verses 5 and 8 elaborate this truth. Yahweh, the ground of our being


(our “birthright”), is our only security. If Yahweh precedes all we do, “nothing


can shake [us].” Keeping Yahweh "at my right hand" means God informs what


we do. 4 With Yahweh as the focus and guide for our actions, we can "rest


secure" (v. 9).


Security, however, does not derive from confidence in our own intent.


Rather, we depend completely on that which transcends our understanding,


knowledge, and mastery. We must be continually instructed and corrected.


Verse 7 speaks of Yahweh as a counselor who speaks to us through the heart.


Verse 11 speaks of being taught “the path of life.”


That we learn the ways of Yahweh less through the mind than the heart


suggests that the certainty of concepts, axioms, and calculations apply only


peripherally to our spiritual course through life. Only God can be our guide.


Like manna in the wilderness, God's guidance is sufficient for the moment


alone. Trying to preserve it so that we can cling to it in times of distress, sell it


3 As life preservers, clarity and substance turn to lead and sink us into the depths.
That's not necessarily all bad: See our meditation on water in last week's lessons.
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to others, or use it for control is a form of idolatry. We connect to something


confined to time and place, rather than to eternity.


When we live fully in God's ineffably synchronic presence, there is great


reward. We receive protection and refuge (vs. 1), happiness (v. 2), “a delightful


place”--“all I could wish” (v. 6), a rejoicing heart, delighted soul, and securely


resting body (v. 9), “unbounded joy” and “delight for ever” (v. 11).


Not a bad bargain. But how many of us can actually forego the reassurance


of our own certainty, especially when that certainty is based on what we believe


to be the immutable essence of God? That is Paul’s focus in Romans 8. If we


cannot be true to our commitment to God, God will have to bail us out. And so


God does. Jesus, who dies for us, removes the ultimate obstacle between us


and God. Jesus pays the price for us. Salvation is ours.


Unfortunately, our obsession with dwelling in the illusions of our own


certainty rarely allows us to enjoy it.


Romans 8:31-39


31. After saying this, what can we add? If God is for us, who can be against us?
32. Since he did not spare his own Son, but gave him up for the sake of all of us, then
can we not expect that with him he will freely give us all his gifts?
33. Who can bring any accusation against those that God has chosen? When God
grants saving justice
34. who can condemn? Are we not sure that it is Christ Jesus, who died, yes and
more, who was raised from the dead and is at God's right hand, and who is adding
his plea for us?
35. Can anything cut us off from the love of Christ, can hardships or distress, or
persecution, or lack of food and clothing, or threats or violence;
36. as scripture says:
For your sake we are being massacred all day long,
treated as sheep to be slaughtered?
37. No; we come through all these things triumphantly victorious, by the power of
him who loved us.
38. For I am certain of this: neither death nor life, nor angels, nor principalities,
nothing already in existence and nothing still to come, nor any power,


4 For most of us, our right hands are more articulated than our left. We grasp with our
left hands and manipulate without right.
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39. nor the heights nor the depths, nor any created thing whatever, will be able to
come between us and the love of God, known to us in Christ Jesus our Lord.


If ever we need reassurance of God's boundless love that reconciles us to


God when we feel alienated, this passage from Paul provides it. Do we feel


massacred and slaughtered by events of the day (v. 36)? The power of God's love


brings us "through all these things triumphantly victorious" (v. 37). We may be


dead in time and space (massacred and slaughtered) but we live forever in


God's eternal love.


For Paul, God’s boundless generosity is proven by God’s willingness to


become human and to suffer the same fate that awaits us all. God is on our


side, says Paul. Making a clear reference to the story of Abraham and Isaac,


Paul assures us that if God is willing to sacrifice his son for us, then we can be


assured that “he will freely give us all his gifts” (v. 32). And what are these gifts?


Verses 34, 35, 38 and 39 tell us. Simply put, nothing can separate us from


God.


Flies In The Ointment


Except, of course, ourselves. Verses 35 and 36 name some of the things that


can lead us to believe that God is not with us. “Hardships or distress, or


persecution, or lack of food and clothing, or threats of violence…being


massacred all day long, treated as sheep to be slaughtered” are some of the


catastrophes that might make us feel that God no longer cares about us.


Certainly, when life is hard or others brutalize us, we wonder why God does not


come to our aid.


The answer is simply that these events are diachronic. But God is


synchronic. God is with us even when these things happen to us. When life
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goes awry, God does not—nor ever will—abandon us. Only when we fall into the


fallacy that a life of ease is proof of God’s caring do we see hardship as proof of


God’s lack of caring. In other words, God is with us through thick and thin,


through plenty and scarcity, through good times and bad.


When things go bad, however, we tend to become fearful of our ability to


control what happens to us. During the good times, we attribute our condition


to luck, or fate, or destiny, or even to our own worthiness. Sometimes, we even


attribute it to God’s caring for us. We say that God has “blessed us” with the


good things, but rarely see God in the bad. That’s understandable. We could


hardly be expected to see God as blessing us when things are bad.


It would be more accurate to see what happens to us as simply that:


Something happening to us. To see God behind anything that happens to us


pretty much necessitates that we see God behind all that happens to us. This is


the point of the book of Job. Throughout his laments and the advice of his


friends, Job consistently seeks the reasons for God’s torment. None is found.


“Curse God and die” is about best advice Job receives.5


The cause of Job’s suffering is the bet that Satan has made with God, as if


Job were a pawn in a game of chess they were playing. One could easily see in


this a lack of caring on God’s part. How could a God who loves us ever allow us


to suffer so greatly?


However disturbing, the answer is that we are buffeted by forces beyond our


control. The Book of Job defines these as the most enormous conceivable—God


and Satan, the two most powerfully conflicting forces that exist. However,


virtually everything that profoundly affects us is beyond our control. Nothing


5 Job 2:9
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that we can do through our own efforts can make them happen or keep them


from happening. Heartbreak, failure, betrayal, catastrophe, death—all are


beyond our control. Trying to control the diachronic dimensions of life rarely


succeeds.


Yet, through it all, God remains united with us. God awaits us in the


synchronic dimensions of life. Unfortunately, we find it difficult to embrace this


reality. We prefer to believe that we can influence events through either our own


efforts or influencing God. Thusly do we turn religion into magic, trading


thereby the synchronic eternity of God for the diachronic illusion of control.


Wanting anything more than fellowship with God forces us back onto our


own efforts, for anything other than the love of God is a function of our


creaturely nature. Whether good or bad happens to us, we should give thanks


for our relationship with God. God rewards us for staying in relationship with


God. Any blessings we receive are aspects of that relationship. Love, friendship,


sacrifice, kindness, and generosity are all dimensions of God’s love. They are


synchronic: infinitely available. Money, facilities, victories, glamour, status are


not. They are diachronic: as transitory as time and space.


Fly Removal


Paul makes it easy for us to understand what God’s blessings are: “the love


of God, known to us in Christ Jesus our Lord” (v. 39). God’s love is immutable,


eternal, and infinitely available. Jesus shared that love with all that he met. He


never built a church, established a university, ran a business, or governed a


nation. Such activities were more the domain of Satan, who tempted him in the


wilderness with promises of success.
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God's actions in history are forever consistent. What those actions


accomplish cannot be predicted ahead of time. It's an exasperation we must


accept. Jesus healed people. Thus, is healing not a blessing from God? Maybe


not. What happens when people are not healed? Has God withheld the


blessing? Is it because we are inadequate that others receive what we do not?


No. Whether we live or die, says Paul, God loves us. Neither living nor dying


is proof of God’s love. They are outside its domain. This is why Paul says in the


glorious words of verses 38 and 39 that “I am certain of this: neither death nor


life, nor angels, nor principalities, nothing already in existence and nothing still


to come, nor any power, nor the heights nor the depths, nor any created thing


whatever, will be able to come between us and the love of God, known to us in


Christ Jesus our Lord.”


Look carefully at the words. How could life, angels, or the heights come


between us and God? Only if we count them as blessings from God. When we


see such things as positive, as proof of God’s love, as blessings, then we must


see their opposites (death, principalities, depths) as negative, as proof of God’s


disapproval, as curses. Absence of the former or presence of the latter become


equated with negativity.


That’s a mistake. We are all aware of how much of a blessing death can be.


When someone we love is suffering grievously, when their bodies hold on for


dear life as their spirits are ready to move on, we pray for death to arrive.


Likewise with principalities. While they can secularize life and seem to remove


God from it, they can also guarantee that we do not do horrible things to one


another in the name of our religions. Finally, who has not marveled at the


splendor of the deep? Even depression, sometimes described as the “depths of
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depression,” can relieve us of over-conscientiousness, unhealthy expenditures


of energy, or workaholism.


Seeing the things we like as blessings and things we don’t as curses is a bias


we all hold. Our bias blinds us to the blessing in what we see as curse and the


curse in what we see as blessing. Both have been the subject of literature,


music, and drama for eons. The curse that comes with a sudden access to


wealth is the subject of the myth of Midas. Likewise, the song “Pamela Brown”


by Leo Kottke describes the blessing that comes with being rejected from a


relationship that might have prevented us from living the life we eventually


found rewarding.6


For the Christian, perhaps the ultimate example is Peter’s relationship with


Jesus as the crucifixion approached. We shall spend a fair amount of time on


that as we move into Holy Week. For now, let’s see what Mark has to say about


it.


Mark 8: 31-38


31. Then he began to teach them that the Son of man was destined to suffer
grievously, and to be rejected by the elders and the chief priests and the scribes, and
to be put to death, and after three days to rise again;
32. and he said all this quite openly. Then, taking him aside, Peter tried to rebuke
him.
33. But, turning and seeing his disciples, he rebuked Peter and said to him, "Get
behind me, Satan! You are thinking not as God thinks, but as human beings do."
34. He called the people and his disciples to him and said, "If anyone wants to be a
follower of mine, let him renounce himself and take up his cross and follow me.
35. Anyone who wants to save his life will lose it; but anyone who loses his life for
my sake, and for the sake of the gospel, will save it.
36. What gain, then, is it for anyone to win the whole world and forfeit his life?
37. And indeed what can anyone offer in exchange for his life?
38. For if anyone in this sinful and adulterous generation is ashamed of me and of
my words, the Son of man will also be ashamed of him when he comes in the glory
of his Father with the holy angels."


6 Written by Tom T. Hall, recorded by Kotke in 1999 on Hear The Wind Howl (Disky
Records).
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For many, these verses from Mark are among the most troublesome. They


seem harsh, convoluted, counter-intuitive, and depressing. They open the door


to innumerable hellfire-and-brimstone sermons. Following them seems


impossible. If Peter is compared with Satan when he tries to dissuade Jesus


from what certainly sounds like a suicidal impulse, what hope can there be for


us? “If this is the life of the Christian,” we may be tempted to cry out, “then


leave me out!”


What a shame that we feel this way, for the key to understanding this


passage (and the theology that elaborates it) appears in verse 33: “You are


thinking not as God thinks, but as human beings do.” Once we understand the


difference, matters become clearer.


God's Ways or Ours?


God’s ways and our ways are not the same, for God has a perspective on


events that we cannot begin to imagine. The continuity of life, of our


relationship of God, of our lives together is not something with which we are


familiar. We see too much separation through time, distance, language, custom,


or even death to be able to believe in the triumph of love over everything. We


forget that we live in time and place. God does not. Time and place are simply


arbitrary schema that we created in an attempt to understand change.


So, when Jesus tells his disciples that his ministry involves death, of course


Peter protests. The literal meaning of rebuke is admonish, in the sense of forbid.


Peter is not simply expressing alarm. He is blocking Jesus’s destiny. He loves


Jesus and wants to hold on to him. Jesus, of course, knows that nothing can


break the bond he has with the disciples: not time, distance, or death. Only we


can distance ourselves from God. God never distances from us.
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Moreover, the phrase "take up his cross" can have little meaning before the


crucifixion. Peter can hardly know that his rebuke of Jesus is a rebuke of God’s


Will. He sees God's Will in a diachronic sense, that is, as synonymous with


history. But God's Will is synchronic, that is, forever and eternally present. By


rebuking Christ's statement Peter locates himself in history, rather than in


eternity. He fails to see that Jesus is not describing an event in history, but a


reality of existence.


God and Will are synonymous. Rebuke the one and we rebuke the other.


This is a very hard lesson to learn. The full weight of this lesson falls on Peter


immediately after the cock crows on the night of Jesus’s arrest. We shall


elaborate that further when we reach the lessons for Maundy Thursday.


As Peter is to Jesus, Jesus is to Peter. Jesus rebukes Peter as a rebuke to


Satan, who thinks "not as God thinks" (v. 33) but infiltrates humankind’s


thinking by promising the impossible.7 Peter gets caught up in the literal horror


of Jesus’s death and misses the far subtler and paradoxical “after three days to


rise again” (v. 31).


The key to this passage is selflessness. "If anyone wants to be a follower of


mine, let him renounce himself and take up his cross and follow me. Anyone


who wants to save his life will lose it; but anyone who loses his life for my sake,


and for the sake of the gospel, will save it. What gain, then, is it for anyone to


win the whole world and forfeit his life? And indeed what can anyone offer in


exchange for his life?” (vs. 34-37). Jesus’s paradoxical words to the disciples


about rising again are now followed by the paradox of renouncing oneself and


giving up one’s life to save it.


7 See our meditation on Genesis on First Sunday, Cycle A
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Could anything epitomize God’s Kingdom more than these counterintuitive


statements? It must truly be not of this world. Humankind, a “sinful and


adulterous generation,” is ashamed of Jesus and his words (v. 38). As Christ is


the Word of God, the two are essentially synonymous. By reacting against


Jesus’s words, Peter is reacting against Jesus himself.


And so we can understand Peter’s passage quoted in the New Testament


lesson today. The Wilderness is not simply a geographical place where


humankind has only God for survival. It is a spiritual place, an existential


reality that occupies the spaces between words, definitions, and meanings. It is


the beyond-time-and-place that we call eternity.


Abraham’s challenge to sacrifice Isaac becomes clearer, as well. God may


choose to sacrifice Jesus, either as murder (Father killing Son) or as suicide


(God killing God). Or God is simply connectedness, relationship, and love,


which transcends and survives all human events. Did Abraham realize that, or


was he simply being blindly obedient?


Each of us must answer that question in our own hearts, as reflected in our


own lives. For, what Abraham faced, Peter faced. What Peter faced, we face.


How wonderful to live only synchronically without having to suffer the vagaries


of destiny in diachronic time and space. But like Abraham and Peter, we must


live in both dimensions. Our only salvation is to "forswear our foolish ways"8


(trying to engineer events in diachronic time and space) in favor of


implementing the Two Great Commandments whenever and wherever we may


be.


8 From the hymn Dear Lord and Father of Mankind, by John G. Whittier
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The question posed by Genesis and Mark lives today. Lent is our time to


ponder it, to let it work on us, to be torn apart by its paradoxes and enigmas,


and, finally, to surrender solely to the love of God as the only true rock on


which we can ground our faith.


Knowing, of course, that from that rock comes water.9


9 See our meditations on the readings for the Third Sunday in Lent, Cycle A.
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THIRD SUNDAY


On this Third Sunday in Lent we come to perhaps the most explicit


examination of Law of all the Lenten readings. We begin with the Ten


Commandments; move on to verses 7-14 of Psalm 19, which begin with the


words "The Law of Yahweh is perfect;" hear Paul expound on Law; and then


discover Jesus overturning the money-changers' tables in the synagogue.


Throughout these readings we shall hear of the necessity of Law, it's value in


informing us of God's Will, it's inability to do much more than to indict us, and


finally, how easily Law can be adapted to our own needs and desires. Perhaps


even worse, Law can be used as a means for one group to exploit another.


For all of its purported immutability, Law can be amazingly ambiguous and


complex. Once again we shall meditate on the fallacy of appealing to a


discernible, specifiable and inviolable mechanism for guaranteeing our


acceptability. We shall see that self-righteousness has no place in religion.


Finally, we shall see that only in the Wilderness of the soul can God overcome


alienation through Christ's ongoing acts of redemption and reconciliation.


Let us begin with the Collect for the Third Sunday in Lent:


Almighty God, you know that we have no power in ourselves to help
ourselves: Keep us both outwardly in our bodies and inwardly in our souls,
that we may be defended from all adversities which may happen to the body,
and from all evil thoughts which may assault and hurt the soul; through
Jesus Christ our Lord, who lives and reigns with you and the Holy Spirit, one
God, for ever and ever. Amen.


Exodus 20: 1-17


1. Then God spoke all these words. He said,
2. "I am Yahweh your God who brought you out of Egypt, where you lived as slaves.
3. You shall have no other gods to rival me.
4. You shall not make yourself a carved image or any likeness of anything in heaven
above or on earth beneath or in the waters under the earth.
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5. You shall not bow down to them or serve them. For I, Yahweh your God, am a
jealous God and I punish a parent's fault in the children, the grandchildren, and the
great-grandchildren among those who hate me;
6. but I act with faithful love towards thousands of those who love me and keep my
commandments.
7. You shall not misuse the name of Yahweh your God, for Yahweh will not leave
unpunished anyone who misuses his name.
8. Remember the Sabbath day and keep it holy.
9. For six days you shall labour and do all your work,
10. but the seventh day is a Sabbath for Yahweh your God. You shall do no work that
day, neither you nor your son nor your daughter nor your servants, men or women,
nor your animals nor the alien living with you.
11. For in six days Yahweh made the heavens, earth and sea and all that these
contain, but on the seventh day he rested; that is why Yahweh has blessed the
Sabbath day and made it sacred.
12. Honour your father and your mother so that you may live long in the land that
Yahweh your God is giving you.
13. You shall not kill.
14. You shall not commit adultery.
15. You shall not steal.
16. You shall not give false evidence against your neighbour.
17. You shall not set your heart on your neighbour's house. You shall not set your
heart on your neighbour's spouse, or servant, man or woman, or ox, or donkey, or
any of your neighbour's possessions."


The Ten Commandments


Let's begin our meditation on the Ten Commandments with a joke. Moses


picks his way down the steep slope of Sinai as the Israelites await below the


results of his encounter with Yahweh. Behind and above him, the mountain


spews fire and smoke as thunder resounds terrifyingly and lightening flashes.


As he comes into view, Aaron calls out to him: “How did it go?”


“Not to bad," says Moses. "I have good news and bad news.” As the Israelites


wait in suspense, he makes his way through the rocks. Finally, he stands


before them and says: “The good news is I got him down to ten.”


“Hooray!” cheer the Israelites. Aaron smiles.


“The bad news” (and here Moses paused) “is that the seventh is still there.”


The Israelites’ faces fall.


It’s an old joke, and some may find it offensive. But it underlines some


interesting facts about the Ten Commandments. First, Moses did bargain with
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Yahweh. As did Abraham. On those occasions when Yahweh tired of


humankind and was inclined to eliminate us, those with the temerity to do so


sought too steer Yahweh away from such a disaster. More than once did Moses


remind Yahweh of the covenant he had made with us.


Second, that there are no women in the joke emphasizes the patriarchal


nature of the Judaeo-Christian tradition. As noted in the analysis of the story of


the Flood on the first Sunday of this cycle, women are rarely a part of Biblical


narratives. Did those who wrote the narratives exclude women, or were women


not part of the events that gave rise to them? Less significant, perhaps, is the


question than the religious institutions and hierarchies that were set up as a


result. There, women have (until recently) been largely excluded, primarily on


the basis of their absence from the Biblical narratives. That, of course, poses


some problems.1


There is a tradition in Judaism that women do not need to be included in


the prayers and ceremonies of the synagogues because they are naturally close


to God. However much that may sound like a hedge, there is truth in it.


Virtually nothing is more important than family. Every human being has a


family of origin. Every human being has a mother and a father. God has clearly


chosen mothers, however, to be the agents of incarnation. As God is clearly


present in every act of incarnation, God and mothers are by nature close.


But what about women who are not mothers? Are they sufficiently close to


God that they, too, have little need of organized religion? According to the Ten


Commandments, it’s simply not an issue. There is absolutely nothing in the Ten


Commandments that says anything about how gender is seen by God or should


1 cf: our meditation on Noah for this cycle's First Sunday in Lent
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be involved in any organizations or rituals oriented around God. As far as the


Ten Commandments are concerned, men and women are so completely equal


before God that gender is irrelevant.


This brings us to the third fact about the Ten Commandments: They have


functioned as immutable law since they were written. They have been neither


edited nor supplemented. They stand as written. No one has improved on them.


They have endured at the core of the Judaeo-Christian-Islamic tradition since


Moses came off the mountain.


Finally, the Ten Commandments have given rise to thought, discernment,


conflict, and analysis for more than two millenia. Their validity is underscored


by the amount of energy that has been expended in trying to understand


exactly what they mean. For example, number six says: “You shall not kill” (v.


13). Other translations say: “You shall do no murder.” The difference between


the two has been used to justify war, capital punishment, revenge, and


assassination. Are we really not to kill, or are we just prohibited from


murdering? Is killing in war considered murder? Can we kill in self-defense?


Moses and the Israelites were the beginning of a tradition of inquiry that has


continued to this day.


The account of the Ten Commandments in this passage from Exodus is the


more elaborated of the two accounts in the Bible (the other is in Deuteronomy).


The fullest elaboration is reserved for the Second and Fourth Commandments.


Biblical scholars generally believe that they were edited and elaborated by


commentators in the first few centuries of their having been written. Perhaps


they constituted a radical departure from the customs of their day.
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The Second Commandment


The Second Commandment states: “You shall not make yourself a carved


image or any likeness of anything in heaven above or on earth beneath or in the


waters under the earth. You shall not bow down to them or serve them. For I,


Yahweh your God, am a jealous God and I punish a parent's fault in the


children, the grandchildren, and the great-grandchildren among those who hate


me; but I act with faithful love towards thousands of those who love me and


keep my commandments” (vs. 4-6).


Images of deities were routinely constructed and worshiped in the religions


of the Middle East. In some places, people believed that the images were the


deities. In others, they realized that the images were simply reflections of the


deities. Either way, the Ten Commandments legislated a new way of conceiving


of God.


If there were to be no images of God, what were people to worship? The


paradigm shift precipitated by the Second Commandment necessitated a


completely different approach.2 Essentially, worshippers were not to know what


the God they worshipped looked like because their God was not of this world.


Their God was not an imminent God, but a transcendent one. Such a


separation of essence from existence endures through Paul, who emphasizes


the split between spirit and matter in his letters (one of which we shall review


below).


2 The following reflections on the Second Commandment closely follow the apophatic
tradition of theology, wherein God is known only after all that God is not is removed
from the description. As our meditations consistently reinforce, eschewing objective
(functions of entities) descriptions of God leaves us with subjective (ie: functions of
relationship) descriptions. Thus, God is best described in relational terms.
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The tension between imminence and transcendence is not the core of the


issue. The main point is that we cannot substitute matter for spirit. However


much we might like to create our own Gods, such a wish demolishes the idea of


God in the first place. Whatever God's relationship with the Creation, God is the


sole creator. We simply reconfigure.


That God is not synonymous with Creation originates with the idea that


nothing in Creation can adequately express God. To try to express God through


material things is to try to turn God into a human creation that can be


manipulated and controlled. However the illusion of control reinforces our


desire to be captains of our own destinies, it is completely inconsistent with a


transcendent deity. Any deity that is not representable is not under human


control. Any arrangements or agreements between God and us would thusly


have to be the prerogative of God.


This is not to say that God is never seen in nature. Psalm 29, for example,


describes God in terms of a thunderstorm blowing ashore from the


Mediterranean Sea. Such metaphorical descriptions testify to the difficulties in


worshipping a God who is unseen. About the closest we can come is through


descriptions of that which God influences, as when we speak of “the Hand of


God,” or “Acts of God.” Even “the Will of God” is an attempt to translate God


into a concept. Basically, such descriptions, metaphors, similes, and analogies


serve to grasp the ungraspable, if not with our hands than at least with our


minds.


The Second Commandment is not limited to prohibitions, however. It also


tells us what we are to do: Love God and obey the commandments (v. 6).


Nothing more is required. In short, the Second Commandment refines religion
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into something accessible to all. There are no inner sancta. There are no favored


few. Anyone who loves God and obeys the Commandments is a member of the


chosen people.


Unfortunately, not everyone is content to share God with all. If God loves


everyone and grants everyone access, then why should we try so hard to be


acceptable to God? If God accepts others who are not as perfect as we are, why


should we labor to do what’s right? Our answer has always been that God is


harsh, punishing and refusing to accept those who do wrong. The notion of an


open, embracing God can become so destabilizing that we often resort to


clarifications, qualifications and definitions in order to manipulate our views of


God to make clear distinctions between who is chosen and who is not.


Finally, the Second Commandment speaks of retribution and redemption.


Verse five says that God will “punish a parent's fault in the children, the


grandchildren, and the great-grandchildren among those who hate me.” While


this may seem particularly retributive, it is clarified by verse six, which


continues “but I act with faithful love towards thousands of those who love me


and keep my commandments.” Clearly, members of generations succeeding one


that hates God finds God’s favor simply by loving God and observing the


commandments.


But we must choose. If we dwell among people who hate God, we cannot


remain neutral and expect God to withhold judgment. We shall receive the same


punishment as everyone else. If a Hitler is loose in our society and we try to


ignore the oppression and murder of particular groups, we shall be punished. If


we remain mute while our government supports oppressive regimes, we shall be


punished. If we refuse to speak out when people are reduced to living in misery
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so that we can buy a cheaper shirt or garden hose, then we shall be punished.


If we abuse our parents because it is the thing to do in our group, we shall be


punished.


What constitutes punishment? We seem to be punished not so much for our


sins as by them. The sinful life exacts a toll all its own. For instance, Allowing


our government to support oppressive regimes sustains political, economic,


social, and even religious injustices that reverberate negatively not only upon


those who are oppressed but upon us, as well. We must live in the same world


as those who are oppressed. They are unlikely to forget, let alone forgive, our


failure to come to their aid.


Failure to observe the commandments alienates us from God and from one


another. Reconciliation begins when we renounce our sins, as well as those of


our parents and grandparents, by loving God and observing the


commandments. Only then can we find harmony and serendipity in God’s


Creation.


The Fourth Commandment


Equally instructive is the Fourth Commandment. Verse eight is very simple:


Keep the Sabbath holy. To do that, we must first remember the Sabbath. We


must be aware that this is a day that is different from others. We cannot simply


go on as if it were just another day. Secondly, we must keep it holy. Notice that


the Commandment does not say that we must make it holy. It already is. Our


job is to preserve it as that.


The translation is pretty much undisputed. The verse as stated here appears


in virtually all translations. What is a matter of dispute is the meaning of holy.


Interpretations range from the ultra-Orthodox, who refrain from even opening a
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refrigerator door, to those who believe that simply remembering that it is the


Sabbath fulfills the requirement to keep it holy.


As with everything else, it’s open to interpretation. Verses nine through


eleven, however, help to clarify the situation. We are neither to labor nor to


work. We must not require someone else to do so. We cannot simply hire non-


Christians to do what we would otherwise do. The idea is that everyone should


have the day off. No one should have to work.


Modern culture departs enormously from this. We work all the time. The


Sabbath is like any other day. In fact, we often work on the Sabbath just to


keep up with the work we could not accomplish during the week. Others of us


work to get ahead of everyone else. Our lives have become so consumed with


work that the Sabbath has become a day to do all the daily chores that are


impossible to do any other time because we are working. In other words, the


work we do for pay has become so lengthy that we do not have time to do the


work required to maintain life.


Maybe the ultra-Orthodox are not so extreme, after all. If we allow ourselves


to do on the Sabbath those chores that have been crowded out by the work we


do during the week, then we shall never keep the Sabbath holy. Granted,


certain people may have to work on the Sabbath. Doctors, nurses, clergy,


medics, police, firemen—anyone who must help others in an emergency—are


fulfilling God's Will by helping others. They can also rotate shifts so that


working on the Sabbath is relatively infrequent.


Perhaps what is most intriguing, if not startling, about the Fourth


Commandment is that it states very clearly that God rests. Somehow, we seem


often to forget this. The comedian George Carlin observed how unkind we are to
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flock to churches and inundate God with prayers on God’s day off. He has a


point. Sunday services observe not the Fourth Commandment, but Easter.


Sunday should be a time for celebration.


Unfortunately, celebration can quickly become laborious. Sometimes,


church can be exhausting. Is this rest? Does it violate the Fourth


Commandment? Do we need to re-examine how we use Sunday?


Conflicts and Contradictions


We must always ponder everything in religion. In this case, we need to


consider the difference between the Fourth Commandment and the Easter


experience. Much of what we are told to believe is in conflict with itself. For


every admonishment in the Bible, we can usually find another that contradicts


it. Jesus's statements that "You have heard it said, but I say unto you" reminds


us that what we assume is one way is often another. We must be wary of then


preserving the “anothers” as new “one ways,” instead of realizing that any time


we presume to know something, we probably don’t. How quickly we forget the


thirty-eighth chapter of the Book of Job.


Conflicts and contradictions in the Bible remind us of how little we know.


There are even passages that defeat our ability to distinguish between that


which is from God and that which is human conjecture. Is God trying to


confuse us? Or is God ultimately so unknowable that we’ll never grasp God’s


totality no matter how hard we try?


Most likely, it's the latter. Yet Matthew 13:10-17 certainly suggests the


former in it’s discourse on why Jesus spoke in parables.
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Matthew 13:10-17


10 Then the disciples went up to him and asked, "Why do you talk to them in
parables?"
11 In answer, he said, "Because to you is granted to understand the mysteries of the
kingdom of Heaven, but to them it is not granted.
12 Anyone who has will be given more and will have more than enough; but anyone
who has not will be deprived even of what he has.
13 The reason I talk to them in parables is that they look without seeing and listen
without hearing or understanding.
14 So in their case what was spoken by the prophet Isaiah is being fulfilled:
Listen and listen, but never understand!
Look and look, but never perceive!
15 This people's heart has grown coarse,
their ears dulled, they have shut their eyes tight
to avoid using their eyes to see, their ears to hear,
their heart to understand,
changing their ways and being healed by me.
16 `But blessed are your eyes because they see, your ears because they hear!
17 In truth I tell you, many prophets and upright people longed to see what you see,
and never saw it; to hear what you hear, and never heard it.


To attribute our lack of understanding to God's retribution serves to preserve


the illusion of our control. That is, if God's actions are in response to our


actions then changing our actions will also change God's.


Likewise with the idea that Jesus spoke in parables to hide what he was


saying from non-believers. Control is present here, as well. Change non-


believing to believing and all will be revealed. Once again, we are the locus of


control.


More likely, Jesus speaks in parables because they most adequately express


the mystery of God’s Will. To Acknowledge limits to our understanding is to


respect God's ineffability and inscrutability. That, however, lands us squarely in


the Wilderness, where we cannot rely on our own powers of interpretation for


salvation. In the Wilderness, we control neither our own lives nor those of


others. We must surrender ourselves not to the illusions of control that force us


to live in diachronic time but to eternity, to the eternal now of synchronic time,


where all that matters is faith in God.
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While parables may sound very simple, in fact they are enormously complex.


Even the parable of the sower, about which Matthew 13:10-17 is a comment,


has its conflicts of interpretation. Some even believe that not only were verses


18-23 added later, but they also defeat the simple, yet amazingly complex


lesson of the parable, namely, God’s largesse in providing what we need.


Which brings us back to the Fourth Commandment. What does "on the


seventh day he rested" mean? Most obviously, it means that God “rested after


all his work of creating” (Gen 2:3). In Hebrew, rested basically means settled or


coming to rest. After all that activity, God settled in place like the foundation of


the world.


Maybe we should borrow an idea from Eastern religions. Perhaps God was


very yang on the first six days and yin on the seventh. As one of the


translations of “yang” is “creative” and of “yin” “receptive,” we might interpret


Genesis 2:3 as saying that on the seventh day God changed from being creative


to being receptive.


The Fourth Commandment leaves to us how to keep the Sabbath holy (other


than by not working). Attempts to discern exactly what God did on the seventh


day so that we can do the same places us back in the realm of control. We'd like


to be able to do what we should do in order to guarantee our salvation. We want


to decide our fate. We don't like living in the Wilderness where we do not know


from day to day where we are going or why.


Again, that is the fallacy of living in diachronic time and space. We are not to


observe the Fourth Commandment to guarantee a certain outcome. Rather, we


observe it to enter eternity with God. Thus, whatever we do on the Sabbath, it


must first be in the service of holiness, next constitute rest. For some, that
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means going to church; for others, having a picnic with the family, or relaxing


with a book, or sleeping.


Salvation comes not from our own efforts, but from God. We observe the


commandments because they work. They improve life. By saving us from


making the most grievous of errors, following the commandments makes life


more enjoyable. We suffer far less alienation. We can live in the eternal present.


We don't need to know if we are saving ourselves, for eternal presence with God


is salvation itself.


Which returns us to the central idea of Lent: When we are in the Wilderness,


we are completely dependent on God’s Grace to stay alive. Like the Israelites, we


receive from God all that we need. Thus, in Lent we are to revisit the


Wilderness. We are to rest, to divorce ourselves from the world of our own


making, to become receptive to all that which is drowned out by our frenetic


daily activities.


We are to cease trying to impose our Will on everything as if we could usurp


God. We are to stop and listen. We are to ponder, consider, and be open to


whatever comes our way. As with all religions, our hospitality becomes the


greatest value.


So, let us heed the Second and Fourth Commandments in Lent. Let us give


up our images of what God is and be open to God’s presence in our lives, a


presence that often comes from that which is least expected. Let us retreat to


the Wilderness, therein to rest.


Psalm 19:7-14:


7. The Law of Yahweh is perfect,
refreshment to the soul;
the decree of Yahweh is trustworthy,
wisdom for the simple.
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8. The precepts of Yahweh are honest,
joy for the heart;
the commandment of Yahweh is pure,
light for the eyes.


9. The fear of Yahweh is pure,
lasting for ever;
the judgements of Yahweh are true,
upright, every one,


10. more desirable than gold,
even than the finest gold;
his words are sweeter than honey,
that drips from the comb.


11. Thus your servant is formed by them;
observing them brings great reward.


12. But who can detect his own failings?
Wash away my hidden faults.


13. And from pride preserve your servant,
never let it be my master.
So shall I be above reproach,
free from grave sin.


14. May the words of my mouth always find favour,
and the whispering of my heart,
in your presence, Yahweh,
my rock, my redeemer.


While in previous meditations we have had much to say about the


limitations of Law, Psalm 19 reminds us of its benefits. Verses 7-9 contain six


sets of combinations that are keys to happiness:


law—perfect, refreshment (v. 7)


decree—trustworthy, wisdom (v. 7)


precepts—honest, joy (v. 8)


commandment—pure, light (v. 8)


fear—pure, lasting (v. 9)


judgments—true, upright (v. 9)


Understanding these verses is easier when we place them in the context of


the psalm as a whole. The first six verses tell how the Creation reveals God:
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1. The heavens declare the glory of God,
the vault of heaven proclaims his handiwork,


2. day discourses of it to day,
night to night hands on the knowledge.


3. No utterance at all, no speech,
not a sound to be heard,


4. but from the entire earth the design stands out,
this message reaches the whole world.
High above, he pitched a tent for the sun,


5. who comes forth from his pavilion like a bridegroom,
delights like a champion in the course to be run.


6. Rising on the one horizon
he runs his circuit to the other,
and nothing can escape his heat.


Even though the Creation gives “no utterance at all, no speech,


not a sound to be heard, [yet] from the entire earth the design stands out, this


message reaches the whole world” (vs. 3 & 4). The message is, of course, “the


glory of God” (v. 1).


While the Creation does not speak in words, Yahweh does. Laws, precepts,


decrees, commandments, and judgments emphasize that Yahweh is the


Creator. Anything that is consistent with Yahweh finds resonance with the


Creation. Yahweh speaks to us in actual words spoken to actual people. We do


not need soothsayers, fortune-tellers, or shamans to interpret it for us. All we


need do is read what Yahweh has spoken through Moses and the prophets.


After the psalmists came Jesus, who also spoke to us in words, some of


which are preserved for us today. Anyone may read them. Verses 10 and 11 tell


us that these words have creative powers. We are “formed by them” (v. 11). To


find harmony in the world, we must be in harmony with the world. As we are


formed by God’s words, “Observing them brings great reward” (v. 11).
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What are these words? They are the laws, decrees, precepts,


commandments, and judgments mentioned in verses 7-9. Our fear of them


purifies us and connects us with that which is eternal. We even use our own


“words” and “whisperings” to “find favor” with God, our “rock” and “redeemer”


(v. 14).


Nowhere, however, does the psalm state exactly to which laws, decrees,


precepts, commandments, and judgments it refers. The Ten Commandments?


The 613 laws in the Torah? Christ's Two Great Commandments? As the psalm


does not specify that to which it refers, we can assume that, as Paul puts it in


the following passage from Romans, "Law is spiritual" (v. 14). Once again, we


find ourselves in the Wilderness where it's impossible to specify exactly what is


what.


Law Versus Laws


When Paul and the psalm speak of Law, they do not mean laws. Laws are


our attempt to put into material, specifiable form the spirituality and divinity of


Law. Laws alienate. Law reconciles.


We can imagine the difference in terms of diachronic and synchronic time.


For instance, God does not say what will happen if we fail to observe the Ten


Commandments. There is no "if-then" diachronic flow of time in Law. Laws,


however, are designed for diachronic time, as violating laws sets off a chain of


events that leads to certain conclusions.


Synchronic time is unconcerned with consequences. We are instructed


simply to do and not to do because that's the right way to live. Law is now. The


consequences of our actions in the eternal now of synchronic time are not


relevant to Law. We do what we do and avoid doing what we shouldn't simply
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because that's who we are. Eschewing the illusion of control that observing laws


in diachronic time hallucinates, we simply are as we are. We live the Law.


Obeying or disobeying laws is secondary.


That makes knowing beforehand the consequences of our behavior pretty


much impossible (a state of affairs that is truer to our human nature than is


the illusion of being able to accomplish desired outcomes). But that's not so


bad. As we have seen, our best motives can lead to some very bad results.


Correspondingly, what we do from ill-intent can sometimes accomplish good.


The problem is, we exist in a fallen state. We may be able to hear the Word


of God, but we are not very successful at abiding by it. As Paul explains in the


Epistle for today, we seem to be of two natures: That which intends to follow


God’s commandments and that which does not. Even worse, we often fail to


notice the difference. Thus, the entire psalm hangs on verse 12: "But who can


detect his own failings?"


Verse 13 lays the blame on our pride, which leads us to perceive our


perceptions as accurate and infallible. Perceptions develop from perspectives,


which are conditioned by emotions, past experiences, and others' influence.


Perceptions can become so ingrained that we often do not realize that they are a


part of us, that they originate in us and not in that which we perceive. We


spend so much time in them that they become our reality.


For example, if I am angry, I may perceive others as provocative (emotions).


Likewise, if I have been rammed from behind while waiting at a traffic light, I


may perceive stopping for a red light to be much more precarious than it


actually is (past experience). Or, if those around me react with shock and
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horror at someone’s statement, I may be much less able to hear what that


person is trying to say (others' influence).


If the accuracy of perceptions is problematic, how much more so is the


accuracy of judgments. If, after a meal in another country, some diners let forth


with audible burps, I may judge them to have poor manners. But their behavior


may accord with the customs of the place and I, who sit in polite silence, may


be the offender. Or, I may notice that people are taking more food than they can


eat. I, in my prudence, finish all the food on my plate. Some cultures see that


as a sign of greed, for they believe that one should always leave a little food to


show one’s appetite has been sated.


Verse 12 is correct: “Who can detect his own failings?” We become enslaved


to our pride (v. 13) when we fail to observe God’s laws, precepts, decrees,


commandments, and judgments. What a chore it is to be slave to pride! We


have to censor our perceptions and behaviors to preserve it. Better to detect our


failings—and accept them.


Psalm 19 equates Law with nature, where the movements of the heavens


and the majesty of the sun reveal God’s “design” in a “message [that] reaches


the whole world” (vs. 1-2). Creation's design is reflected in laws, precepts,


decrees, commandments, and judgments.3 That is why they are so perfect,


refreshing, trustworthy, wise, honest, pure, lasting, true, and upright. They


bring us joy and light.


That is also why they are so frustratingly difficult to pin down. Despite


millennia of trying to figure out the laws of nature, we haven't made much


progress. Every discovery seems to reveal a myriad of further challenges to our
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understanding. Yet, we would be foolish to stop trying. The search for


understanding reconciles us with the Creation. It overcomes the alienation that


derives from feeling at the mercy of something we cannot control.


In conclusion, we might wish to contrast the Creation as it is presented to


us and that which we ourselves create. Consider the Wilderness. However


beyond our comprehension it may be and however difficult it may be to live


there, it's beauty impresses our imaginations and transcends our


understanding.


Compare that with the concrete of highways and malls of the world. How


much can we see God’s design revealed in those? That's essentially the


difference between Law and laws. The former, while practically indefinable, has


a marvelous beauty all its own. The latter instill a false sense of certainty and


security that can prove quite ugly in its outcome. During Lent, we willingly give


up the latter so we can more genuinely live in the former.


Let's see what Paul has to say about all this. Then we'll join Jesus in the


synagogue as he overturns the table of the moneychangers, who were simply


giving people the means to obey the laws of the day with regard to Temple


offerings.


Romans 7:13-25:


13. Does that mean that something good resulted in my dying? Out of the question!
But sin, in order to be identified as sin, caused my death through that good thing,
and so it is by means of the commandment that sin shows its unbounded sinful
power.
14. We are well aware that the Law is spiritual: but I am a creature of flesh and
blood sold as a slave to sin.
15. I do not understand my own behaviour; I do not act as I mean to, but I do things
that I hate.
16. While I am acting as I do not want to, I still acknowledge the Law as good,


3 See our meditation on patterns during the Fifth Sunday in Lent, Book
One.
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17. so it is not myself acting, but the sin which lives in me.
18. And really, I know of nothing good living in me, in my natural self, that is, for
though the will to do what is good is in me, the power to do it is not:
19. the good thing I want to do, I never do; the evil thing which I do not want, that is
what I do.
20. But every time I do what I do not want to, then it is not myself acting, but the sin
that lives in me.
21. So I find this rule: that for me, where I want to do nothing but good, evil is close
at my side.
22. In my inmost self I dearly love God's law,
23. but I see that acting on my body there is a different law which battles against the
law in my mind. So I am brought to be a prisoner of that law of sin which lives inside
my body.
24. What a wretched man I am! Who will rescue me from this body doomed to
death?
25. God, thanks be to him, through Jesus Christ our Lord.
So it is that I myself with my mind obey the law of God, but in my disordered nature
I obey the law of sin.


We must remember two things about this passage from Paul. First, when he


speaks of Law he actually means laws. He is not referring to Law as in the Two


Great Commandments. Instead, he's citing laws in the sense of the 613 laws in


the Torah (the "written code" of verse 6).


Second, we must view it in the context of the verses that immediately


precede and follow it. There, Paul points out the consciousness-raising power of


Law (laws). Without laws we would not know right from wrong. However, they


can neither redeem nor save us. In fact, they condemn us to eternal


punishment, for we are never able to live up to them.


That said, we must also remember that we cannot redeem ourselves. Even


were we able to observe the Two Great Commandments (let alone the 613 of the


Torah)—which we cannot—the initiative for reconciling us to God will always lie


with God. In other words, we are saved not by our own efforts but by God's


eternal love.


That is why, according to Paul, God intervened through Christ's sacrifice.


Christ redeems us where the Law cannot. Nevertheless, while Christians are
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freed from the Law, they are not free from sin. In these verses Paul explains the


difference.


Law and Sin


Paul makes an interesting point: The Law that informs us of sin can also


enslave us to it. If we cling to the Law, we are never out of sin, for even if “in my


inmost self I dearly love God's Law, …I see that acting on my body there is a


different Law which battles against the Law in my mind” (vs. 22-3).


In our confessional prayer we echo Paul's words: "the good thing I want to


do, I never do; the evil thing which I do not want, that is what I do" (v. 19).4 As


Paul says, despite our best intent, we consistently fall into sin. Obsession with


Law reminds us of our failings every moment of our lives. In that way, we


become slave to sin.


Paul locates our sinfulness in our human condition. It is not Law that


makes us sinful. Law is good. But sin is more powerful. Law has no influence


beyond what we give it. Sin undermines our best efforts to conform to that


which Law prescribes and proscribes.


Paul locates sinfulness in a tension between mind and body, or spirit and


flesh. The terms are unimportant. As long as we are unable to do what is right,


we are unable to fulfill what Law demands. We remain in a constant state of


sin. Our lives are hopeless. We shall never get it right. We exist irredeemably in


a fallen state.


4 "We have left undone those things which we ought to have done, and we have done
those things we ought not to have done." Daily Morning Prayer, Rite One. (1979) The
Book of Common Prayer. New York. The Church Hymnal Corporation.
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So Law guarantees failure. Our attempts to live up to it amount to endless


servitude. Rather than liberating us, Law continually locates us in a sinful


state. As Paul says, “So I find this rule: that for me, where I want to do nothing


but good, evil is close at my side (v. 21).


Verses 13-20 explain how difficult it is to obey the Law. We may be of good


intent, but we still do the things we hate (v. 15). We find it so hard to


understand how we can act in ways that undermine our efforts to keep the Law


that something else must be controlling us (vs. 16-17, 20). The result is self-


alienation (v. 18) and hopelessness (v. 19). Law cannot prevent sin from taking


us over (v. 20).


Redemption and Reconciliation


Christ changed all that. In the verses that precede this passage, Paul


describes how Baptism, like Christ’s death upon the Cross, enables us to die to


the life of sin we live under the Law and to be born anew into life in Christ. In


verse 6 he says: “But now we are released from the Law, having died to what


was binding us, and so we are in a new service, that of the spirit, and not in the


old service of a written code.”


Remember the Last Sunday in Lent of Cycle A? We spent some time


meditating on chapter 6, verse 17: “Once you were slaves of sin, but thank God


you have given whole-hearted obedience to the pattern of teaching to which you


were introduced….” In verse 14 Paul elaborates that verse: "We are well aware


that the Law is spiritual…." The written code of Law has been replaced by its


spirit.


Our previous meditation focused on how, having died to the Law that


enslaved us, we become free to give our “whole-hearted obedience to the pattern
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of teaching” that is Christ. We noted that “the spirit” and “pattern of teaching”


(some translations use “form of teaching,” or “standard of teaching”) command


us to adhere to Christ’s essence as it was revealed in his existence. Thus, we


are not to follow Christ so much as we are to be like Christ. We are to dwell in


Christ, not in some objectified external authority like the Law.


This is a very important point that bears on our habitation of the spiritual


Wilderness. Not only is the Law unable to save us, it can keep us from living


our lives in Christ, as well. As Henri Nouwen5 wrote, we are not so much to do


as Christ did as to live as authentically as Christ did. In other words, we are to


be as true to who we are and to where we find ourselves as did Christ.


Law should authenticate who we are rather than dictating who we must be.


If we allow it to do the latter, we can become enslaved to sin by always fearing


that we shall offend. Consequently, we cannot actualize God's plan for us


because we are too afraid of failure. We cannot follow the path God lays out for


us because we fear we'll make a mis-step.


This is essential to Paul’s conversion on the road to Damascus. As Saul, he


was arresting and condemning Christians because they broke the Law. Upon


his conversion, he faced the dilemma of following what he perceived to be God’s


Call to him even though it violated the beliefs upon which his faith was


grounded. Thus, Paul’s liberation was the freedom to follow God regardless of


what the Law dictated. No longer was the Law the way to God. Rather, God was


the way to the Law.


For this reason, we look beyond the obvious in Paul’s words in verse 23


about the conflict between the law of the body versus the law of the mind: “but I
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see that acting on my body there is a different law which battles against the law


in my mind. So I am brought to be a prisoner of that law of sin which lives


inside my body”. Paul seems to be referring to natural inclinations, such as the


Seven Deadly Sins6, that overrule our ethics. Certainly, these do conflict with


our intent to do what is right. But are there not other natural inclinations that


violate the Law yet seek to function at a level higher than the Law?


Joseph Fletcher stirred up a firestorm of controversy when he proposed that


“Situation Ethics” might be of higher motivations than slavish adherence to law.


In a particularly poignant anecdote, he tells of a woman imprisoned during the


Holocaust who discovered that the only way out was through illness or


pregnancy. So she slept with one of the guards. Upon becoming pregnant, she


was released and made her way to rejoin her family. Her husband and children


always celebrated the child who was subsequently born as the one who had


returned their mother to them.7


What if she had adhered to the Law and refused to commit adultery? Was


she justified in violating the Seventh Commandment? The fact is that moral


dilemmas are much more common than moral certainties. When Paul speaks of


the law of the body that wars with the law of the mind, he’s referring to


something we all know well. But is he oversimplifying the degree to which


conflicts come less from our own inclinations than from the ambiguity inherent


in all moral dilemmas?


5 Nouwen, Henri J. M. (1990) Wounded Healer: Ministry in Contemporary Society. New
York. Doubleday.
6 The Seven Deadly Sins are pride, envy, anger, avarice, sadness, gluttony, and lust.
7 Fletcher, Joseph F. (1966) Situation Ethics: The New Morality. Philadelphia.
Westminster Press.
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It gets worse. One of the Seven Deadly Sins is pride. Strict adherence to the


Law can easily become arrogance via the Law. Verses 12 and 13 of the Psalm


for today articulate this well: “But who can detect his own failings? Wash away


my hidden faults. And from pride preserve your servant, never let it be my


master. So shall I be above reproach, free from grave sin.” The other side of the


Law’s ability to point out our fault is our ability to use it as an "out", that is, an


excuse for not having to face how vulnerable we are to error.


We've all heard the old saying “This hurts me more than it does you.”


Usually, it is cited just before or as we were being spanked as children. We all


saw through it. Nevertheless, any hypocrisy on our parents’ parts is minor


compared with the evil that we do in the name of good. Punishment is perhaps


only the most egregious of our moral hypocrisy. The death penalty,


extraordinary rendition, spraying marijuana plants with herbicides toxic to


humans, road rage, and social isolation are among the behaviors that are


diagnostic for moral arrogance.8


The fifth chapter of the Gospel of Matthew puts self-righteousness in its


proper perspective. Holding ourselves above others because we have never


committed their offenses crumbles in the face of our hidden longings. Jesus


was well-aware of this and made it clear that no one is morally superior to


anyone else. We are all in the same boat.


That is exactly the point of the passage from John appointed for today’s


Gospel reading. Authority is the issue for the local religious leaders. They want


to know on what authority Jesus throws out the money changers from the


8 Or, consider Supreme Court Justice Scalia's perspective that torture is exempt form the
Fourteenth Amendment ("cruel and unusual punishment") because "it's not punishment."
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Temple. His answer, cryptic as it is, appropriately scrambles our moral


certainty.


John 2:13-22:


13. When the time of the Jewish Passover was near Jesus went up to Jerusalem,
14. and in the Temple he found people selling cattle and sheep and doves, and the
money changers sitting there.
15. Making a whip out of cord, he drove them all out of the Temple, sheep and cattle
as well, scattered the money changers' coins, knocked their tables over
16. and said to the dove sellers, "Take all this out of here and stop using my Father's
house as a market."
17. Then his disciples remembered the words of scripture: I am eaten up with zeal
for your house.
18. The Jews intervened and said, "What sign can you show us that you should act
like this?"
19. Jesus answered, "Destroy this Temple, and in three days I will raise it up."
20. The Jews replied, "It has taken forty-six years to build this Temple: are you
going to raise it up again in three days?"
21. But he was speaking of the Temple that was his body,
22. and when Jesus rose from the dead, his disciples remembered that he had said
this, and they believed the scripture and what he had said.


Imagine how Jesus’s behavior must have looked. As far as we knew back


then, God demanded sacrifices. Only the best and the unblemished were


acceptable. In the days of nomadic tribal life, sacrificing the best must certainly


have been difficult. In Jesus’s time, when urbanization was on the increase,


having anything at all to sacrifice must have been even more so. Where was one


to procure a sheep, or a dove?


Where there's a market, there's a supplier. In the Temple, moneychangers


and marketers provided all that was needed—for a fee, of course. Consequently,


sacrifice had turned into a business. When Jesus disrupted this commerce, the


authorities wanted to know what authority gave him the right to do so. He


could have quoted Psalm 51: “Sacrifice gives you no pleasure, burnt offering


you do not desire. Sacrifice to God is a broken spirit, a broken, contrite heart


you never scorn” (vs. 16-17).
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Instead, Jesus’s actions in the Temple that day had a dual purpose: To


terminate exploitation and to challenge idolatry. He decried the marketing that


was exploiting people and put the entire process of sacrifice back into its proper


place. Thus, his words “stop using my Father’s house as a market” (v. 16) refers


to the incompatibility of commerce with sacrifice. Commerce seeks to gain


something, primarily profit. Sacrifice is exactly the opposite, for it is a process


of giving-away. Sacrifice teaches the value of having less. Commerce believes in


the value of having more.


Money and Religion


The kind of commerce that went on in the Temple was doubly wrong. Firstly,


it exploited people. As usual, those who were unfamiliar with the local customs


were most vulnerable. Exchange rates among currencies were not fixed as they


are today. The official currency at Jesus’s—the Roman denarius—was not


allowed in the Temple. Consequently, anyone who needed to change money was


at the mercy of the unscrupulous.


Furthermore, who knew the value of a dove, or a cow, or a sheep? The


definition of “acceptable sacrifice” was assigned by the Temple officials. Could


they have cooperated with the merchants in exchange for a cut of the take?


Possibly. More importantly, decisions about what to sacrifice were far removed


from individual discretion. The whole process was institutionalized and


manipulated.


Secondly, commerce became an end in itself. Rather than facilitating a


religious process, it usurped it. As people began to accept that the criteria for


sacrifice were set by the merchants, marketing's ability to define what


constituted sacrifice increased. Profit motive determined sacrifice.
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Can we afford a $100 cow or a $500 cow? If profit is the point of sacrifice,


which will gain us more with God? Does having more give us more clout with


God? Do the rich find greater favor with God?


Even in Jesus’s day, that idea was suspect. The psalms and the prophets


are full of railings against mistreatment of the poor. The cries of the poor are


heard by God, both say continually. In the marketplace, however, more bucks


delivers more favors.


The relationship between money and religion is an issue today. According to


Global Mission,9 ""Annual [world-wide] church embezzlements by top


custodians [of funds] exceed the entire cost of all foreign missions world-wide."


[Moreover,] Because procedures are lax, "trusted church treasurers are


embezzling each year $25 billion from church funds[.]""10


Those statistics refer to illegal church activities. How much more egregious


are the highly commercialized ventures of religious organizations that influence


people of limited means to give ever-increasing amounts of money to ensure


their salvation? Religion and commerce make a nasty pair.


Right from the beginning, the role that sacrifice plays in our relationship


with God has been distorted by commercialization. So Jesus intervenes. As


proof of his authority he offers the astonishing promise that if the Temple is


destroyed he will “raise it up” in three days. That the authorities take these


words literally is no surprise. The entire enterprise of sacrifice had become


materialistic. How could they not fall into a materialistic interpretation?


Jesus is referring not to the substance of the Temple, but to its essence,


which, as the Word of God incarnate, he was. The Temple, as Locus Dei, had


9 WorldChristianDatabase.org
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been defiled. A commentary (obviously added later) attests that “the


Temple…was his body” (v. 21). The Resurrection fulfills this prophecy that


Jesus made after throwing out the moneychangers.


Temple commerce was in the service of fulfilling the Law, which strictly


legislated the nature and procedures of sacrifice. Obsessive attention to the


letter of the Law, however, obliterated its intent. As in the Sermon on the


Mount, Jesus is saying: "You have heard it said, but I say unto you…." In this


case, he corrects our erroneous assumptions about the nature and place of


sacrifice in our relationship with God.


The Temple that Jesus challenges us to destroy is the edifice we build to


ensure our salvation. As Paul makes clear, we consistently try to deny our


fallen state. To raise ourselves up, we adhere to our assumptions about how we


can assure our own salvation. That inevitably engenders pride (cf: Psalm 19).


Our faith becomes calcified in tradition and presumption. When faith and trust


are replaced by routine and self-justification, the dynamic organicity of the


original experience is eclipsed by the stasis of empty rituals. The living


unpredictability of God’s Grace is paved over by our addiction to that which is


concrete and graspable. Thusly does control supplant faith.


What About Alienation and Reconciliation?


On this, the Third Sunday in Lent of Cycle B, we began our meditations with


the Ten Commandments. In our meditations during Holy Week, we shall


consider—as we did with Joseph Fletcher's example of the woman who survived


the concentration camp—how even those may sometimes have to be discarded


in favor of higher moral principles.


10 Martin Marty. Sightings. January 14, 2008.
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We then looked at Psalm 19's song of praise for Law, which we contrasted


with laws. Paul told us how Law can enslave us too sin by making us


hypervigilant. Finally, we looked at Christ's overturning of the money-changers'


tables, an act that symbolizes overturning our assumptions about the nature of


sacrifice.


We had little to say about alienation and reconciliation in our meditations


today. All we need say at this point is that laws, which exist to spur us to better


behavior, often alienate us from ourselves, others and God. Law is powerless


over sin. Only the redeeming and reconciling power of God can defeat sin. As


Christians, we praise God for sending us Jesus whose sacrifice as the Christ


overcame sin and death.


Christ revealed to us the sacrifice that is pleasing to God. That sacrifice is


we ourselves, not something we purchase or fabricate, as well as the sacrifices


we make for each other. The best sacrifice—to God, to other, and to self—is self-


sacrifice.


Nevertheless, remember that self-sacrifice embraces no particular goal. From


our meditation on Exodus 20 we can say that self-sacrifice exists in the eternal


now of synchronic time. It is of little use for controlling outcomes in diachronic


time. In diachronic time, sacrifices require particular things (animals, money) to


accomplish particular objectives (our needs and desires).


The Wilderness exists in synchronic time. Crossing the Jordan was an event


in history, in diachronic time and space. Now, during Lent, we have the


opportunity to correct the error. Crossing back across the Jordan into the


Wilderness removes us from the curse of diachronic time and space (and the


control it engenders) that characterizes the Promised Land.
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FOURTH SUNDAY


How curious are today's readings! The Old Testament lesson sets the stage


by alleging that God becomes angry with us when we do not follow God’s ways.


When our lives become centered on things other than God, we suffer. If we are


too immersed in the ways of the world, we shall suffer at the hands of the


world. But, God always relents. God sets limits to our punishment. Eventually,


the day of redemption arrives. Such was the case when Cyrus of Persia


conquered the Chaldaeans and decreed that the Temple in Jerusalem was to be


rebuilt.


So it is with the psalm, the New Testament lesson and the Gospel. All speak


of how God responds when we go astray. Woven into these readings are all of


the tensions that we have considered so far: synchronic-diachronic, Law-Grace


and alienation-reconciliation. The vengeance of Yahweh set forth in the Old


Testament reading is balanced by the psalm and corrected by the New


Testament reading and the Gospel. Consequently, today's readings clarify that


no matter how our sins alienate us from God, God is always ready and waiting


to welcome us back in reconciliation and love. God does not punish us.Our sins


do.


Let us begin with the Collect for the Fourth Sunday in Lent:


Gracious Father, whose blessed Son Jesus Christ came down from heaven to
be the true bread which gives life to the world: Evermore give us this bread,
that he may live in us, and we in him; who lives and reigns with you and the
Holy Spirit, one God, now and for ever. Amen.


2 Chronicles 36:14-23


14. Furthermore, all the leaders of Judah, the priests and the people too, added
infidelity to infidelity, copying all the shameful practices of the nations and defiling
the Temple of Yahweh which he himself had consecrated in Jerusalem.
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15. Yahweh, God of their ancestors, continuously sent them word through his
messengers because he felt sorry for his people and his dwelling,
16. but they ridiculed the messengers of God, they despised his words, they laughed
at his prophets, until Yahweh's wrath with his people became so fierce that there
was no further remedy.
17. So against them he summoned the king of the Chaldaeans and he put their young
men to the sword within the very building of their Temple, not sparing young man
or girl, or the old and infirm; he put them all at his mercy.
18. All the things belonging to the Temple of God, whether large or small, the
treasures of the Temple of Yahweh, the treasures of the king and his officials,
everything he took to Babylon.
19. He burned down the temple of God, demolished the walls of Jerusalem, burned
all its palaces to the ground and destroyed everything of value in it.
20. And those who had escaped the sword he deported to Babylon, where they were
enslaved by him and his descendants until the rise of the kingdom of Persia,
21. to fulfil Yahweh's prophecy through Jeremiah: Until the country has paid off its
Sabbaths, it will lie fallow for all the days of its desolation, until the seventy years
are complete.
22. In the first year of Cyrus king of Persia, to fulfil the word of Yahweh through
Jeremiah, Yahweh roused the spirit of Cyrus king of Persia to issue a proclamation
and to have it publicly displayed throughout his kingdom:
23. `Cyrus king of Persia says this, `Yahweh, the God of Heaven, has given me all the
kingdoms of the earth and has appointed me to build him a Temple in Jerusalem,
which is in Judah. Whoever there is among you of all his people, may his God be
with him! Let him go up.' "


This passage is part of a larger body of work that embraces Chronicles I-II,


Ezra, and Nehemiah. All occupy a relatively unknown period in history. The


Chronicler, as the authors of these books has been called, had a particular


political perspective that infuses all four books. For example, the rebuilding of


the Temple as part of the Davidic tradition was a direct slap in the face of the


Samaritans, who believed that the Temple was more rightfully part of a religious


(as opposed to nationalistic) tradition. Thus, it is important to bear in mind that


the passage has a particularly political background.


However the passage might have been engineered to support a


denominational perspective, the theology is clear: God punishes and God


redeems. With that in mind, our elaboration of this passage willingly submits


itself to the perspective of the author, without reference to whatever axes of the


day may have been being ground.
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The Illusion of Exile


What is it like to be in exile? How can we, as Psalm 137 so poetically says,


“sing the Lord’s song in a foreign land?” For those who were carried away from


their homes and land, worship was a constant source of pain and sorrow. Every


refugee knows what this is like. Yet, if we look forward to today’s Gospel


reading, we are reassured that no matter where we are there will always be


enough to feed us.


The disaster of the Chaldean conquest is attributable, says the Chronicler,


to the people’s refusal to listen to Yahweh’s warnings. In other words, events of


history are a function of God. However humankind may be exercising its free


will in the atrocities it commits, God remains in charge. Verses 14-21 make this


very clear. As we are beginning to realize, this tension between diachronic and


synchronic views of time permeate virtually all of Scripture.


Furthermore, the sins of the leaders are the most egregious. The young and


old, men and women who are slaughtered or held captive acquire that fate as a


result of our arrogance. From the moment we ate the apple in the Garden of


Eden, we have sought to be like the gods. Not for us the humility of the limited.


No, we presume to know what is best for us and for everyone else.


Leaders of the people are most susceptible to such arrogance. For good or


for evil, power has a profound influence on those who possess it. The powerless


are at their mercy. Thusly does power carry great responsibility. When the fate


of others rests on our decisions, we must decide wisely. Such, of course, is not


always the case. Power can either alienate or reconcile.


Two very important lessons are contained in this reading. The first embodies


alienation: the fate of refugees who cannot live in their chosen land. The second
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embodies reconciliation: Cyrus's willingness to rebuild the Temple. Would that


his example were followed by all religions of the world.


To be religious and to long to be close to God is often to feel like refugees


living in an alien land. Even more problematic are those of us who identify our


faith with a particular terrestrial location. Then, we are doubly cursed. We feel


both alienated from God and homeless.


In last Sunday's New Testament reading, Paul says that we are at war with


ourselves in our devotion to God. That conflict is enormously compounded


when we are in conflict over our physical location. We can resolve that problem.


We are never refugees when our native land is to be with God. To be in God’s


presence is to be at home anywhere. Exile is an illusion.


Repatriation and Reconciliation


Today's reading attributes the Israelite's repatriation to the fulfillment of


God's prophecy through Jeremiah. Acting diachronically, they believed, God


used Cyrus to carry out something in time and space. That may be true, but


Cyrus acted synchronically in his openness to religions other than his own. His


tolerance made it possible for the Jews to return from their physical exile.


The Chronicler, who focused on the Temple as the locus of political and


religious power, saw Cyrus’s edicts as a cause for great celebration. Who would


not rejoice at the possibility of returning to the place we call home, there to


practice our religion unfettered by earthly authorities? But we are not alone in


receiving God's Grace. Like Cyrus, should we not extend God's Grace to other


religions through tolerance? Are we not in a position to relieve the suffering of


the alienated by facilitating their return to their spiritual homes? Reconciliation


is always the surest way to peace.
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We begin this Fourth Sunday in Lent as aliens in a strange land. We


recognize how much of our malaise comes from simply not being where we want


to be. This is the diachronic fallacy in which we identify God's ongoing eternal


(synchronic) presence with events in history. We identify spirituality with place.


We limit God to the Creation. Rather than seeing that God's Grace exists


wherever we are and depends solely on our relationship with God, we mistake


the physical for the spiritual. Alienation form place becomes alienation from


God.


There is neither place nor time in the Wilderness, however. There, we live


synchronically. In the Wilderness, we are not going anywhere. It is not a


transition to something else (as from Egypt to the Promised Land). In the


Wilderness, alienation doesn't exist. There is no "place" from which to feel


alienated.


We simply dwell in the Wilderness, where God is always present and looking


after our needs. There we are free to follow Cyrus's. We can incarnate God's


Grace and reconciliation by lightening one anothers’ burdens. We can allow one


other to celebrate our relationships with God, each in our own way. We can


refrain from imposing our standards and values of worship on others. We can


ask the same from them.


When we reach that point we shall be free to wish for one another "Peace


within your walls, prosperity in your palaces!" As Psalm 122 proclaims, we shall


rejoice at entering the "house of Yahweh"—but only if we do not confuse the


heavenly Jerusalem of the Wilderness with some piece of real estate in


diachronic time and space.
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Psalm 122


1. I rejoiced that they said to me,
"Let us go to the house of Yahweh."


2. At last our feet are standing
at your gates, Jerusalem!


3. Jerusalem, built as a city,
in one united whole,


4. there the tribes go up,
the tribes of Yahweh,
a sign for Israel to give thanks
to the name of Yahweh.


5. For there are set the thrones of judgement,
the thrones of the house of David.


6. Pray for the peace of Jerusalem,
prosperity for your homes!


7. Peace within your walls,
prosperity in your palaces!


8. For love of my brothers and my friends
I will say, "Peace upon you!"


9. For love of the house of Yahweh our God
I will pray for your well-being.


Religious tolerance is the melody that allows us sing the Lord’s song with


lightness of heart. Psalm 122 begins with one of the most touching images of


the psalter: “I rejoiced that they said to me, "Let us go to the house of Yahweh."


At last our feet are standing at your gates, Jerusalem!” (vs. 1 & 2). The return


from exile, the feeling of being back where we belong, the joy of freedom of


expression—all derive from being free to worship as we desire.


Nevertheless, as we saw above, we must beware of conflating spiritual with


physical place. How much suffering has been caused by exclusive claims to


specific parcels of real estate, as if God chooses to be confined to particular


locations! How easily we project onto God our own limitations in time and


space.
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The problem is that we grow attached—to people, places, and times. We


become part of where and when we are. Continuity is reassuring. Familiarity is


comforting.


But, it’s a trap. To the degree that we locate ourselves in time and space, we


limit our relationships with God. Life becomes a search to preserve what is,


rather than to embrace what could be.


Jerusalem: Earthly or Heavenly?


Verses three through five define Jerusalem’s status as holy place. It is a


“united whole” where “the tribes go up” to the “thrones of judgment.” In the


second half of verse five, the psalmist reveals the reason why Jerusalem is so


important: It contains “the thrones of the house of David.”


Sounds suspiciously like the Chronicler. The tribes of Israel were only


loosely organized into a confederation—an amphictyony, as von Rad puts it—


that differed within itself as to the proper places and styles of worship.1 Those


who wanted a state headed by a powerful king needed a central location that


could be identified with a particular form of worship to which all would adhere.


Enter the Chronicler, who imposes an identity on any who disagree.


Jerusalem now becomes a capitol. All believers will now be compelled to either


participate in all that Jerusalem stood for or be relegated to the margins of the


faith.


Can there be any more fitting punishment for us who sought to escape the


Wilderness with all possible speed? Our personal relationship with Yahweh is


1 von Rad, Gerhard. (1965) Old Testament Theology. Edinburg. Oliver and
Boyd.
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consummated through fealty to an institution. The “wandering Arameans” of


Deuteronomy 26:5 wander no more.2 We're now entrenched in a city.


No wonder verses six through nine beg for peace in Jerusalem, a walled city


of homes and palaces. No more is there congress with others. That which is


within becomes forever distinguished from that which is without. “You’re either


with us or against us” becomes the motto for Jerusalem, which faces threats


from without (those who had no place in the new holy city by virtue of their


birth) and from within (those members of the amphictyony who disagreed with


the new paradigm).


That, fortunately, is only part of the story. References soon creep into the


vernacular of a “Heavenly Jerusalem.” We who embrace this return to a


spiritual presence of God see Jerusalem as an earthly symbol of God’s eternal


kingdom. Return to Jerusalem is tantamount to return to the Wilderness,


where homes and palaces are spiritual dwellings that can never be taken away.


It's Symbolic


We appeal to symbols to portray that which transcends concepts and ideas.


Symbols are media through which we approach the ineffable. Over time,


however, we often mistake the content of symbols (the images that comprise


their appearance) for what they are getting at. We confuse the notes with the


music. It's like trying to play jazz by strictly adhering to what is printed on the


page.


Fortunately, it doesn’t work. Every time we try to represent God’s presence,


whether by golden calves or by particular locations, we find ourselves drawn


2 See our meditation on the Old Testament lesson on the First Sunday in Lent,
Cycle C.
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through those representations to something that lays beyond them. We become


drawn to “the border of the Holy.”3 There we discover that the essence of


symbols is not what they embody but the dynamic they generate.


Only the eternal presence of the Wilderness in the earthly Jerusalem


differentiates it from any other city. In short, what makes Jerusalem unique is


the Wilderness that lies inherently within it. Wilderness reconciles us to God by


overcoming our alienation in time and space.


Not everyone can discern that, however. Those of us who cling to the


materiality of Jerusalem—its walls, Temple, houses, palaces, and thrones—find


that what we are trying to grasp slips through our fingers like the sand that


surrounds the city.


When we embrace the Wilderness's spiritual presence in any particular place


we become free to worship God in all the peace and prosperity the psalmist


seeks. Finding God in all that Jerusalem symbolizes, we can once again wander


in the Wilderness unbothered by where we are or how we can survive. We can


live synchronically—anywhere, with anyone, in any time period—and be close to


God, for God’s eternal presence transcends any time or place. We gain eternity.


The stage is set for the feeding of the five hundred. That which makes little


sense in the confines of diachronic time attests to God's eternal presence in our


lives. Paul refers to this as Grace. We who are refugees, lost in time and place,


find a new home in the Heavenly Jerusalem. Like the city itself, we are united,


whole, at home, in palaces, giving thanks for our return, praying that nothing


can separate us from the new peace we have found. We can truly say with the


3 Countryman, L. William. (1999) Living On The Border Of The Holy: Renewing


The Priesthood Of All. Harrisburg, Pennsylvania. Morehouse Publishing.
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psalmist “"Let us go to the house of Yahweh." At last our feet are standing at


your gates, Jerusalem!”


Ephesians 2:4-10


4. But God, being rich in faithful love, through the great love with which he loved us,
5. even when we were dead in our sins, brought us to life with Christ, it is through
grace that you have been saved,
6. and raised us up with him and gave us a place with him in heaven, in Christ Jesus.
7. This was to show for all ages to come, through his goodness towards us in Christ
Jesus, how extraordinarily rich he is in grace.
8. Because it is by grace that you have been saved, through faith; not by anything of
your own, but by a gift from God;
9. not by anything that you have done, so that nobody can claim the credit.
10. We are God's work of art, created in Christ Jesus for the good works which God
has already designated to make up our way of life.


How lovely is verse ten: “We are God's work of art." Most of us probably do


not think of ourselves as that. Inundated by barrages of the best market


research has to offer, we hear regularly that we do not have what we want and


are not who we want to be. Hopefully, we'll become so alienated from ourselves,


one another and God that we'll seek reconciliation in frenzies of buying. Such is


life in the modern world.


Works of Art in a Diachronic World


Fortunately, Paul continues in verse ten to describe just what makes us


works of art: "created in Christ Jesus for the good works which God has already


designated to make up our way of life.” Our status as works of art is reflected in


the good works that we do. Action and agent share in the beauty of holiness


that surrounds life in the Two Great Commandments.


All the essentials of the Wilderness are here—God’s love as manifested both


in our creation and our walk with God in service to others. Our survival


depends not on where we are, but on God’s Grace, which Paul defines as


“faithful love…the great love with which he loved us” (v. 4), “goodness” (v. 7),
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and salvation (v. 8). We are saved “not by anything of [our] own, but by a gift


from God” (v. 8).


This is life in the Wilderness. We are creatures dependent on God for all


good things. “…how extraordinarily rich [God] is in grace” (v. 7), says Paul. God


will never fail to provide. Only when we mistake our own efforts for God’s Grace


do we become vulnerable to disappointment, for—unlike God—we are not


“extraordinarily rich…in grace” (v. 7). We launch our actions onto the uncertain


seas of diachronic time and place. The world is too much with us.4 Our only


salvation is to love God and neighbor and to forget about the future.


Paul's welcome news to us refugees who have found a home in the


Wilderness comes with an edge. Christ is God’s act of salvation made necessary


by our complete inability to redeem ourselves. We are slaves to sin, says Paul.


As we have noted previously, Law cannot save us from sin. In fact, it condemns


us to it. Only a supreme act of God can rescue us from our hopelessness.


4 "The World Is Too Much with Us," by William Wordsworth. The complete poem
is:


The world is too much with us; late and soon,
Getting and spending, we lay waste our powers;
Little we see in Nature that is ours;
We have given our hearts away, a sordid boon!
This Sea that bares her bosom to the moon,
The winds that will be howling at all hours,
And are up-gathered now like sleeping flowers,
For this, for everything, we are out of tune;
It moves us not.--Great God! I'd rather be
A Pagan suckled in a creed outworn;
So might I, standing on this pleasant lea,
Have glimpses that would make me less forlorn;
Have sight of Proteus rising from the sea;
Or hear old Triton blow his wreathed horn.
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Who could argue with Paul’s perspective? We certainly are unable to redeem


ourselves. We certainly do sin on a regular basis, even when we try not to. To


that extent, Paul’s perspective seems valid.


Misreading Paul


Nevertheless, it is limited. Paul was human, with all the limitations any


human faces. His influence in the Church today derives from three aspects of


his theology.


Firstly, he extended Christ's ministry to all of humankind. No longer was


salvation only for the Jews. No longer was one ethnic group the Chosen People.


Christ is for all and assignable by none. No person or organization determines


who has access to Christ. We alone decide that for ourselves.


Secondly, Paul truly understood the relationships among sin, Grace, Law


and Faith. He accurately assessed the benefits and liabilities of Law. He realized


that only through God's initiative are we saved. We cannot save ourselves, no


matter how hard we try. Yet, God loves us dearly and embraces us


unconditionally. All we must do is want to be embraced.


Finally, he engaged in a life-long process of discernment. He never stopped


questioning, never stopped considering, always sought insight, was eternally


open to God’s actions in history, and fully appreciated the largess of God’s


grace.


Unfortunately, we have tended to immortalize number two. We fail to follow


in the tradition of number three. And we use these two in the service of


sabotaging number one. In other words, we calcify Paul's ongoing theological


reflections into codes that we then use to stigmatize others.
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Consider the perils of viewing Christianity solely through the lens of Paul’s


concerns with sin, Law, and redemption. Too often, Christianity is implemented


solely as a response to sin. That kind of Christianity focuses on our sinful


nature to the exclusion of all else that exists in the relationship between us and


God. From there it is a short distance to organizing groups into "us" and


"them", the former less sinful (or sinful in less egregious ways) than the latter.


We are all sinners. As we saw in our meditations last Sunday, we do those


things we ought not to do and leave undone those things we ought to do. Yet, to


see ourselves and others as lost souls is to ignore the very essence of Paul’s


writings for today, namely, that God’s love and Grace is extended to us not


simply to redeem us from our sinfulness, but also because we are delightful in


God’s eyes.


We do a lot that is good. We sacrifice ourselves for others. We feed the


hungry, visit those in prison, and care for the sick. We love each other and try


to make each other happy.


As God extends Grace to us, so we share that Grace with others. We may be


refugees who often feel far from God, but we manage to relieve each other’s


burdens in that predicament. We may be on the wrong track, but we seek to be


closer to God. In other words, we are much more than sinners trying futilely to


raise ourselves above eternal perdition.


Throughout the Pauline Epistles runs a strong theme of God’s love for us.


Too often, that theme is conflated with Paul’s challenges to the legalists of his


day. We can come to feel that there is nothing we can do to justify ourselves in


God’s eyes, that only through Christ's redeeming act of sacrifice on the cross


are we acceptable to God.
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Paul would hardly have agreed, as this passage demonstrates. “We are God’s


work of art." We are not deformed, damaged, worthless, unattractive works of


art. We are beautiful, acceptable, desirable, and attractive in God’s eyes. We


just happen to do the wrong thing more than we would like. We just happen to


fall prey to our worst inclinations, wreaking havoc on God’s Creation, despoiling


its beauty and destroying its very existence.


We are rightfully skeptical of our self-worth. Paul affirms that we are


beautiful because we are God’s Creation. Recognizing that our beauty is not of


our own making allows us to realize that what we consider to be others'


ugliness is not of their making either. We are united in our beauty as creations


of God. No one is more beautiful than another. No one is uglier.


Beauty is synchronic. It inhabits eternity. Ugliness is diachronic. It has


meaning only as a function of time and place. Only when we stray from the Two


Great Commandments can we even consider such bizarre concepts as ugliness.


Likewise, redemption is synchronic. It transcends time and place. It is not


an action in history. God loves us before we are redeemed. Succumbing to the


seduction of false gods (see "marketing," above) breaks God's heart.


Consequently, God redeems us even before we sin. Everything God does is


synchronic. Thus, redemption is not an act; it is a state of being. The Grace of


reconciliation enfolds us even while we are in the act of alienating ourselves


from God. Redemption manifests itself through the eternal presence of God's


love in Creation.


And so, we move on to John’s Gospel. We learn that we are not alone in the


Wilderness. We are not refugees. We belong here. Each one of us belongs to


God. The proof is in the feeding of the five thousand. How many in that group
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were considered unworthy, ugly, unredeemed? Yet, all were fed. No one was


turned away. God’s Grace extends to all. Only when we fall prey to distinctions


in time and space do we see things otherwise.


John 6:4-15.


5. Looking up, Jesus saw the crowds approaching and said to Philip, "Where can we
buy some bread for these people to eat?"
6. He said this only to put Philip to the test; he himself knew exactly what he was
going to do.
7. Philip answered, "Two hundred denarii would not buy enough to give them a little
piece each."
8. One of his disciples, Andrew, Simon Peter's brother, said,
9. `Here is a small boy with five barley loaves and two fish; but what is that among
so many?"
10. Jesus said to them, "Make the people sit down." There was plenty of grass there,
and as many as five thousand men sat down.
11. Then Jesus took the loaves, gave thanks, and distributed them to those who were
sitting there; he then did the same with the fish, distributing as much as they
wanted.
12. When they had eaten enough he said to the disciples, "Pick up the pieces left
over, so that nothing is wasted."
13. So they picked them up and filled twelve large baskets with scraps left over from
the meal of five barley loaves.
14. Seeing the sign that he had done, the people said, "This is indeed the prophet
who is to come into the world."
15. Jesus, as he realised they were about to come and take him by force and make
him king, fled back to the hills alone.


Of all the necessities of life, eating and sleeping are perhaps the most basic.


Without either, we do not survive. And so, with the story of the feeding of the


five thousand, we learn of God’s generosity in providing us with the one thing


we cannot provide for ourselves: Food. We can always sleep. But we cannot


create food. We can only facilitate the processes by which it grows. The actual


generation of food is beyond our capacities. It is miraculous.


When there was neither enough food to eat nor money to buy more, Jesus


simply took what existed and distributed it. Not only was there enough, there


was more left over.
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Editorial Comments


We are all pretty familiar with this story and the message it imparts. We


know that God can do more for us than is logical, or than we can expect, or


than is necessary. Yet, this story contains so much more. For instance, there is


the matter of verse six. After asking Philip where they could buy bread, John


editorializes: “He said this only to put Philip to the test; he himself knew exactly


what he was going to do.”


We must always challenge the accuracy of interpretations inserted after an


event in the Bible. Consider John 21:19, which interprets Christ’s statement to


Peter in verse 18 (“…when you were young you put on your own belt and


walked where you liked; but when you grow old you will stretch out your hands,


and somebody else will put a belt round you and take you where you would


rather not go") as indicating “…the kind of death by which Peter would give


glory to God.”


Anyone who is old understands that Christ is simply stating a truth about


aging: In old age we lose a great deal of our freedom. We end up at the mercy of


just about everything, from our deteriorating bodies and minds to those who


look after us. John’s interpretation sounds more like an attempt to tie


everything together in ways that might make sense but stretch the text beyond


its essence.


With regard to verse six of today's Gospel, would not Jesus naturally ask


where bread could be purchased? If we must seek some ulterior motive, need


we look farther than the degree to which it is not within human power to create


food? Philip’s answer in verse seven ("Two hundred denarii would not buy
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enough to give them a little piece each.") certainly points out how we often lack


the resources to do the needful.


Jesus then goes on to demonstrate the solution to the dilemma: Trust God.


What humankind cannot accomplish God does with dispatch. Nevertheless, in


diachronic time and space we can completely sabotage God's synchronic Grace.


With regard to food, for example, we would do well to remember what the Cree


Indians knew:


“Only after the last tree has been cut down,
Only after the last river has been poisoned,
Only after the last fish has been caught,
Only then will you find you can’t eat money.”


Peter’s plea concerns exactly that message. The relationship between food


and money is never secure. We do not have the resources to create food. For


that, we must rely on the largesse of the environment, of nature, of the world


that God has created. But, if we abuse that world, if we take too much, if we are


not mindful of our effect on the environment, we shall lose it all. Extinction is


forever. When was the last time we ate cod? Those fish stocks have plummeted


to such a degree that recovery is in doubt.


Food Is Sacred


Note that the crowd Jesus feeds is the one that pursued him to the other


side of the lake from Bethesda, where he had healed the man at the pool. The


thematic similarities are striking. Just as we cannot create food, neither can we


heal. The best we can do, even with all the medical technology we possess, is to


create the conditions under which healing can happen. Whether or not it does


is not under our control.
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No wonder that after being fed the crowd wants to make Jesus their king (v.


15). How startling it is to be jolted out of our illusions of control! And when we


are, how often we look around for others onto which we can hang our hopes for


control. We expect our rulers to do for us what we cannot (or will not) do for


ourselves. We even invest them with Godlike qualities: We flock to them when


they are around, we expect them to favor us if we have supported them, we


idealize them, our media focuses on them, we preserve their words in libraries


in perpetuum, all from our despair over not being Godlike.


We're not alone in our desire for powerful leaders to compensate for our


inadequacies. Upon crossing the Jordan and entering the supposed Promised


Land, the Israelites quickly began to demand of Samuel, their religious leader,


that he appoint a king, so that they could be powerful like the other peoples.


Samuel’s subsequent dialogue with God is very instructive. It has much to say


about our present dilemmas.5


The feeding of the five thousand shows us that food is sacred. At the


Passover supper before he was crucified, Jesus made this very clear. Food is the


body of Christ. Not just any food. Not just the food that is consecrated by


clergy. All food.


When Jesus takes bread in his hands and tells us that it is his body, he is


teaching us that food is the eternal manifestation of God’s love for us and,


thereby, sacred. All that we do with food—how we cultivate it, how we process


it, how we eat it, how we dispose of what is left over—constitutes a sacred act.


We are engaging the body of Christ.


5 1 Samuel 8
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While we may feel like refugees living in the Wilderness, we are provided


with all that we need. To look to other times or places for our salvation is to be


seduced by false promises and false prophets. We may even demand kings. We


may hoard what we have in fear that God’s love for us is not under our control,


that we cannot guarantee it by our own effort. We may allow diachronic time


and space to separate us from the synchronic love of God.


That is why we give things up for Lent. Not only is liberty synonymous with


downward mobility (the more we can do without, the freer we are), but we also


learn the true value of that which we do not have it. Some we'll realize we don't


need. Others will become essential. When we learn what it is like not to have as


much food as we want, we may find ourselves demanding that nature not be


traded away for money.


Re-living the Gospel


What might it be like to experience that day when Jesus fed the five


thousand? Let's imagine ourselves there. The landscape is one of rolling hills, a


maritime climate, the air filled with fragrances, and the food. What might it be


like to be in the home of the small boy who brings the five barley loaves and two


fish to the meeting with Jesus (v. 9)?


Early in the morning, as the boy prepares to attend this religious event, his


mother places in his hands a basket containing the five barley loaves and two


fish. His is the important task of looking after the lunch. As he leaves, his


mother tells him: "Now there's more than enough for any who didn't bring a


lunch, so be sure to share."


When he arrives at the meeting place, is he astonished to see the size of the


crowd? While we are used to being in crowds of tens of thousands, in those
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days five thousand men and boys in one place would have been impressive


indeed. Does he notice a sense of crisis making its way through the crowd when


it's time to eat? Maybe he notices those in charge talking among themselves,


with worried expressions on their faces.


Who notices the basket his mother had placed in his hands, back at home,


early that morning? Is he struck with wonder as the food is being distributed? A


miracle occurs right before his eyes. Were he bored before, he is electrified now.


It is an experience he will never forget.


He and his father would surely talk about it all the way home. When they get


back, they tell his mother all about it, filling in the details for one another. But


perhaps most significantly, that night, while he lies in bed looking out at the


diamond stars in the dark sky and thinking "Gee, that was neat! I wonder how


he did that?"; and while his father sits in silence, mulling over the Torah yet


again; his mother would be sitting in affectionate amusement over the men in


her family.


"What have they discovered now?" she thinks to herself. "How full they are of


the experience of the day!" She exchanges a knowing glance with her daughter.


For according to Jewish tradition, women are by nature close to God, sharing a


relationship with God about which men can only guess. Thus, what the men in


her family had witnessed and experienced that day is old news to her, for she


already knows about these sorts of things. She experiences the miracle of the


loaves and fishes every day.


Jewish tradition has it that women understand implicitly what men labor


their whole lives to learn. Is that why Christ is a man? Perhaps what God's Son


needs to learn God's Daughter already knows.
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FIFTH SUNDAY


On this last Sunday in Lent of Cycle B we come to the climax of our Forty


Days in the Lenten Wilderness. The point of the passage is particularly apt: Law


is no longer external, but internal. Rather than taking our cues for righteous


living from an external code enforced by those who purport to be privy to its


secrets, we shall follow what God has written on our hearts. In other words,


everyone is born with a conscience. That we often give evidence to the contrary


is the subject of the psalm, epistle, and gospel writings that follow.


Let us begin with the Collect for today:


Almighty God, you alone can bring into order the unruly wills and affections
of sinners: Grant your people grace to love what you command and desire
what you promise; that, among the swift and varied changes of the world,
our hearts may surely there be fixed where true joys are to be found; through
Jesus Christ our Lord, who lives and reigns with you and the Holy Spirit, one
God, now and for ever. Amen.


Jeremiah 31:31-34


31. `Look, the days are coming, Yahweh declares, when I shall make a new covenant
with the House of Israel (and the House of Judah),
32. but not like the covenant I made with their ancestors the day I took them by the
hand to bring them out of Egypt, a covenant which they broke, even though I was
their Master, Yahweh declares.
33. No, this is the covenant I shall make with the House of Israel when those days
have come, Yahweh declares. Within them I shall plant my Law, writing it on their
hearts. Then I shall be their God and they will be my people.
34. There will be no further need for everyone to teach neighbour or brother,
saying, `Learn to know Yahweh!' No, they will all know me, from the least to the
greatest, Yahweh declares, since I shall forgive their guilt and never more call their
sin to mind."


"Within them I shall plant my Law, writing it on their hearts" (v. 33). Today


we draw distinctions between heart and mind. Whether or not that dichotomy


was relevant in Jeremiah's time is irrelevant. For us today these words mean


that no longer is Law a function of intellect, mind, concept, and decree. Those


laws derived from our desire to control diachronic time, namely, to be the
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captains of our destinies, to determine our futures. If we obeyed the law, so we


reasoned, we could be blameless.


What does it mean to have Law written on our hearts? Is the heart somehow


purer, less insidious, less conniving, more good-willed than the mind? Unlikely.


If the heart is synonymous with passion, then the mind simply engineers what


the heart commands. The two work in concert. What, then, is the advantage of


Law being written on the heart?


Law and Love


Christ elaborated this passage in his account of the Two Great


Commandments. Summing up all the law and prophets, he charges us to love


God and to love our neighbors as ourselves. Even before Christ, the heart was


identified with love. "Hardness of heart" means "unloving." Consequently, for


Law to be written on the heart means that God's Law is a Law of love.


Our job is to learn how to love. Openness, acceptance, confession,


forgiveness, reconciliation, inspiration, humility, forbearance, tolerance,


helpfulness, support, kindness, gentleness, sacrifice—all are forms of love.


Knowing that, much falls into place. We thought that being acceptable to


God meant we had to behave according to certain prescriptions. We were not


wrong. As we have said before, laws help us to know how to treat one another.


Our mistake is to believe that perfectly observing laws can save us from sin.


Unfortunately, it can't.1


Our constant and consistent failure to transform our sinful nature alienates


us from ourselves, one another and God. Only love—the Law of God written on


1 cf: Romans 4:15 (New Testament Lesson for Second Sunday in Lent Cycle A);
7:23 (New Testament Lesson for Third Sunday in Lent Cycle B)
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our hearts—can redeem us and reconcile us to God. God loves us. To emulate


that love—for ourselves, one another and God—is not only to observe that Law


as it is written on our hearts, but also to extend redemption and reconciliation


to the whole of Creation.


Thus, Jeremiah's words express an extraordinary shift in our view of Law.


They follow a period when Josiah (640-609 BC), following in the footsteps of


Hezekiah (715-687 BC), tried to purge the cult from foreign influences. Basing


his reforms on a book of laws (a version of Deuteronomy) that had been found


during a refurbishing of the temple, Josiah sought to return worship to that


practiced in the days of Moses.


As usual, there were dissenters. Many factions existed in Judah at that


time, not to mention the split that had widened between Judah and Israel.


Reform meant throwing off the yoke of Assyrian domination, during which


many of the elements of Assyrian religion had entered the cultic life of Judah


and Israel. Now there was to be a focus on Jerusalem as the rightful location of


the religion of the Jews, with all that that entailed for those elements within


Judaism that had located themselves elsewhere. Here was a consolidation of


power, with the faithful expected to go along.


The politics of Josiah’s reforms can be read elsewhere. For us, only the


words of the young prophet Jeremiah need concern us here.2 The setting was


one of confusion over destiny and of return to fundamentals. God engages us in


a new relationship. Even though we may try to increase our respect for and


observation of Law, we must surrender the illusion of self-redemption. The


2 Jeremiah was about twenty when he received his call from Yahweh.
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chasm between Law and the nation (which we had established to observe Law)


is so great that only an act of divine intervention can remedy the situation.


God acts. Declaring the old covenants dead, God determines to establish a


new one. This new covenant will not consist of words preserved in some


external medium. Instead, Law will be written on our hearts, where it can never


deteriorate, be overwritten, or forgotten (v. 33). God’s Law will now be “planted”


in the human heart, there to grow and flourish independently of our attempts to


revise it according to our designs.


Law no longer needs to be taught, as we shall already have access to it in


our own hearts. We shall know God intuitively. We shall discover that God


endlessly forgives our sins. No longer will adherence to external laws determine


our fate. Neither can anyone presume to assure or deny us salvation. God will


“forgive [us our] guilt and never more call [our] sin to mind" (v. 34). All we need


do is follow our hearts.


That also means that we can blame only ourselves when we sin. We know


right from wrong, for it is written on our hearts. Conscience informs us of our


obligations and our offenses. Our own wills are now the source of our


sinfulness. Ignorance of the law is no longer an excuse.


Conflicts and Clarifications


That each of us has God's Law written on our hearts does not guarantee


unanimity of interpretation. Each of us may have a vastly different


interpretation of Law than another. Some of the fiercest and most un-religious


conflicts between and among people are functions of disagreements over Law.


Human nature makes us highly susceptible to rigid, arbitrary interpretations


that offer illusions of certainty.
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Thus the need for communities of believers who share interpretations of


Law. Ideally, dialogues occur within and across communities. Intra- and inter-


religious dialogues are essential for understanding Law as it is written on our


hearts. That God forgives us our misinterpretations and misdeeds empowers us


likewise to forgive one another. Above all, we must open ourselves to one


another, eschew power over one another, and allow our perspectives and beliefs


to be stretched beyond our level of comfort.


The beauty and majesty of Law remains with us all the days of our lives. It


epitomizes the kind of cleansing that Lent provides. It returns us to the


Wilderness, from which we strayed to live in worlds of our own making where


we search in vain for illusory assurances that we accurately perceive "reality."


Love gives us a synchronic home that insulates us from the pitfalls of


engineering our destinies in diachronic time and space.


In diachronic time and space, today's solutions become tomorrow’s


problems. No matter how hard we try, solutions never endure. Failure becomes


inevitable. With conscience screaming in our ears, we become paralyzed by the


terror of doing the wrong thing.


How refreshing to be in communion with a God who understands this. How


fortunate that God is also human and knows what we are up against. The


psalm for today elaborates our pain. The epistle reflects on Christ’s sufferings.


The Gospel gives us a first-hand account of those sufferings.


On this, our last Sunday in Lent, let us bind our hearts to Christ. Let us


open our hearts to ourselves and to one another, there to read the Law within.


Let us leave behind excuses for our behavior and return to the Wilderness,
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where we are enfolded in God’s love, as revealed in God’s Law, written on our


hearts, forever.


Psalm 51


1. Have mercy on me, O God, in your faithful love,
in your great tenderness wipe away my offences;


2. wash me clean from my guilt,
purify me from my sin.


3. For I am well aware of my offences,
my sin is constantly in mind.


4. Against you, you alone, I have sinned,
I have done what you see to be wrong,
that you may show your saving justice when you pass sentence,
and your victory may appear when you give judgement,


5. remember, I was born guilty,
a sinner from the moment of conception.


6. But you delight in sincerity of heart,
and in secret you teach me wisdom.


7. Purify me with hyssop till I am clean,
wash me till I am whiter than snow.


8. Let me hear the sound of joy and gladness,
and the bones you have crushed will dance.


9. Turn away your face from my sins,
and wipe away all my guilt.


10. God, create in me a clean heart,
renew within me a resolute spirit,


11. do not thrust me away from your presence,
do not take away from me your spirit of holiness.


12. Give me back the joy of your salvation,
sustain in me a generous spirit.


13. I shall teach the wicked your paths,
and sinners will return to you.


14. Deliver me from bloodshed, God, God of my salvation,
and my tongue will acclaim your saving justice.


15. Lord, open my lips,
and my mouth will speak out your praise.


16. Sacrifice gives you no pleasure,
burnt offering you do not desire.
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17. Sacrifice to God is a broken spirit,
a broken, contrite heart you never scorn.


18. In your graciousness do good to Zion,
rebuild the walls of Jerusalem.


19. Then you will delight in upright sacrifices,
burnt offerings and whole oblations,
and young bulls will be offered on your altar.


Psalm 51 appears in the Lenten lectionary twice, today and on the first


Sunday in Lent, Cycle A. In Cycle A, we discussed its relationship with the Old


Testament reading from Genesis and the New Testament reading from Paul.


Today, the psalm appears between Jeremiah’s announcement of God’s


impending new covenant and Hebrew’s comparison between Christ and clergy.


David and Bathsheba


Our meditation in the Cycle A account of Psalm 51 looked at David’s murder


of Uriah the Hittite and his subsequent marriage to Bathsheba, the trappings of


religion as irrelevant without personal sacrifice (vs. 16-17), and the terrible


estrangement from God that our sins create. Having explored that Wilderness


landscape, we can now focus on some of the subtler nuances of the psalm that


drive us ever deeper into the Wilderness that is Lent.


Let us begin with verse 4, which reads “Against you, you alone, I have


sinned, I have done what you see to be wrong, that you may show your saving


justice when you pass sentence, and your victory may appear when you give


judgment.” This may seem a rather limited view of sin's offenses when we


consider how Bathsheba and Uriah must have felt about David’s actions.


Certainly they were sinned against! But David is focusing on how our sins
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against one another transcend personal affronts to become affronts against


God.


Even when we think that our sins offend no one, we are offending God. Sins


of omission, wherein we fail to do what we ought, are as egregious as sins of


commission, when we actively harm another. David is not ignoring the horror


he has perpetrated on Uriah and Bathsheba. Rather, his focus is on our


relationship with God. Thus, he refers to the “saving justice” that God shows in


“pass[ing] sentence” and the “victory” that is revealed in God’s “judgment.”


What does he mean? For that, we must turn to his encounter with Nathan


the prophet. The story goes as follows:


2 Samuel 12


1. Yahweh sent the prophet Nathan to David. He came to him and said: In the same
town were two men, one rich, the other poor.
2. The rich man had flocks and herds in great abundance;
3. the poor man had nothing but a ewe lamb, only a single little one which he had
bought. He fostered it and it grew up with him and his children, eating his bread,
drinking from his cup, sleeping in his arms; it was like a daughter to him.
4. When a traveller came to stay, the rich man would not take anything from his
own flock or herd to provide for the wayfarer who had come to him. Instead, he
stole the poor man's lamb and prepared that for his guest.
5. David flew into a great rage with the man. "As Yahweh lives," he said to Nathan
"the man who did this deserves to die.
6. For doing such a thing and for having shown no pity, he shall make fourfold
restitution for the lamb."
7. Nathan then said to David, "You are the man! Yahweh, God of Israel, says this, `I
anointed you king of Israel, I saved you from Saul's clutches,
8. I gave you your master's household and your master's wives into your arms, I
gave you the House of Israel and the House of Judah; and, if this is still too little, I
shall give you other things as well.
9. Why did you show contempt for Yahweh, by doing what displeases him? You put
Uriah the Hittite to the sword, you took his wife to be your wife, causing his death by
the sword of the Ammonites.
10. For this, your household will never be free of the sword, since you showed
contempt for me and took the wife of Uriah the Hittite, to make her your wife.'
11. `Yahweh says this, `Out of your own household I shall raise misfortune for you.
Before your very eyes I shall take your wives and give them to your neighbour, who
will lie with your wives in broad daylight.
12. You have worked in secret, but I shall work this for all Israel to see, in broad
daylight.'"
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What a powerful story! Nathan has been called the bravest of all the


prophets, for he had the courage to confront David with his appalling behavior.


David was the most powerful and revered king of Judah, itself the dominant of


the two Kingdoms into which the Israelites had split. David could have had


Nathan executed for insubordination. Far less than what Nathan did has led to


the demise of many a public official, employee, family member, or even a


member of the clergy, who has dared to confront those in power.


But, despite his arrogance and selfishness (not to mention his appetite for


violence), David loved and respected God. Nathan, moreover, was not only


brave; he was intelligent, as well. He seduced David into playing God (to which,


as a king surrounded by sycophants, David must certainly have been


vulnerable). David’s identification with God as lawgiver and law enforcer


backfires, as he unknowingly condemns himself in outrage over the injustice


portrayed in Nathan’s story.


David is trapped by his own words. He realizes what he has done. More than


that, he realizes that God understands its true nature even if others do not (or


do, but fear David’s power too much to say anything). Thus, it dawns upon


David that God’s judgment always brings victory to truth over deception. The


sentence God imposes is truly “saving justice.” David is, essentially, converted


to the true religion. His soul is saved by God’s wrath.


As God’s spokesperson, Nathan pronounces the sentence God will impose


upon David. He reminds David of all the blessings God has bestowed upon him,


all the promises he has kept, and what God’s anger will now ordain for the


household of David. While David’s confession and repentance saves his own life,


his child will die.
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The story continues:


13. David said to Nathan, "I have sinned against Yahweh." Nathan then said to
David, "Yahweh, for his part, forgives your sin; you are not to die.
14. But, since you have outraged Yahweh by doing this, the child born to you will
die."
15. And Nathan went home. Yahweh struck the child which Uriah's wife had borne
to David and it fell gravely ill.
16. David pleaded with Yahweh for the child; he kept a strict fast and went home
and spent the night lying on the ground, covered with sacking.
17. The officials of his household stood round him, intending to get him off the
ground, but he refused, nor would he take food with them.
18. On the seventh day the child died. David's retinue were afraid to tell him that the
child was dead. "Even when the child was alive", they thought, "we reasoned with
him and he would not listen to us. How can we tell him that the child is dead? He
will do something desperate."
19. David, however, noticed that his retinue were whispering among themselves,
and realised that the child was dead. "Is the child dead?" he asked the officers. They
replied, "He is dead."
20. David got off the ground, bathed and anointed himself and put on fresh clothes.
Then he went into Yahweh's sanctuary and prostrated himself. On returning to his
house, he asked to be served with food and ate it.
21. His retinue said, "Why are you acting like this? When the child was alive, you
fasted and wept; now that the child is dead, you get up and take food!"
22. `When the child was alive", he replied, "I fasted and wept because I kept
thinking, `Who knows? Perhaps Yahweh will take pity on me and the child will live.'
23. But now that he is dead, why should I fast? Can I bring him back again? I shall go
to him but he cannot come back to me."


Now we can see how David could compose Psalm 51. Upon hearing God’s


sentence against him, this powerful king had gone into seclusion and bargained


with God. He does all the religiously prescribed rituals to change God’s mind.


He employs the customary means of influencing a wrathful God: Keeping a


strict fast and covering himself with sacking (other translations omit “sacking”)


as he lies on the cold ground (v. 16). Those around him try to dissuade him, to


no avail.


Essentially, David is testing God. Will God relent if he does all that is


required to assuage God’s anger? No. When the child dies, David realizes that


his theology is wrong. Ritual, custom, law, and belief cannot substitute for


righteous living. He sings: "Sacrifice gives you no pleasure, burnt offering you


do not desire. Sacrifice to God is a broken spirit, a broken, contrite heart you
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never scorn" (vs. 16 & 17). The trappings of religion are no substitute for


observing the pattern of teaching in religion.3


That places verses 18 and 19 (“In your graciousness do good to Zion, rebuild


the walls of Jerusalem. Then you will delight in upright sacrifices, burnt


offerings and whole oblations, and young bulls will be offered on your altar.”) in


a curious perspective. Scholars generally agree that they were added later.


Those who had the privilege of editing the original texts were clearly not happy


with David’s conclusion to the psalm. Did they fear that people might abandon


the customs and traditions of the church? Did the clergy of the day fear for


their livelihood?


Which brings up another interesting point. What about Bathsheba? Here is


a woman whose husband was killed, was forced into marriage with a king who


was a Peeping Tom,4 was essentially raped by that king, and saw her beloved


child killed in retribution. Where is her account? Why only David’s? How did


God bring reconciliation to Bathsheba?


We looked at the exclusion of women from the official accounts of Church


history in our meditations on the third Sunday in Lent of this cycle, (and


peripherally in our meditation on the second narrative of Creation on the first


Sunday in Lent, Cycle A). History demonstrates that it is a direct result of a


Church hierarchy populated exclusively by men. Furthermore, any religion that


tries to redress this inequity inevitably incurs the wrath of the entrenched. The


last two verses of Psalm 51 attest to their desire always to have the last word.


3 cf: Romans 6:17 and our meditation on the New Testament lesson for Fifth
Sunday in Lent, Cycle A
4 2 Samuel 11:2-5
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How often the miraculous, ongoing (synchronic) salvation history of God’s


“saving justice” threatens the established order.


Fortunately, God has the upper hand. After losing her child, Bathsheba bore


another son. You might wish to read verse 24 of 2 Samuel 12 to find out who


that was. God’s saving justice works in mysterious ways!


Hebrews 5:(1-4)5-10


1. Every high priest is taken from among human beings and is appointed to act on their behalf in
relationships with God, to offer gifts and sacrifices for sins;
2. he can sympathise with those who are ignorant or who have gone astray, because he too is
subject to the limitations of weakness.
3. That is why he has to make sin offerings for himself as well as for the people.
4. No one takes this honour on himself; it needs a call from God, as in Aaron's case.
5. And so it was not Christ who gave himself the glory of becoming high priest, but
the one who said to him: You are my Son, today I have fathered you,
6. and in another text: You are a priest for ever, of the order of Melchizedek.
7. During his life on earth, he offered up prayer and entreaty, with loud cries and
with tears, to the one who had the power to save him from death, and, winning a
hearing by his reverence,
8. he learnt obedience, Son though he was, through his sufferings;
9. when he had been perfected, he became for all who obey him the source of eternal
salvation
10. and was acclaimed by God with the title of high priest of the order of
Melchizedek.


The Epistle to the Hebrews, whose author(s) is (are) unknown, clarifies the


relationship between God, Jesus, and the clergy. It fits very well with the


lessons of Psalm 51. Those who are “taken from among human beings


and…called by God to act on their behalf in relationships with God…” (v. 1) are


fallible. We make the same mistakes as others. Confession and absolution begin


at home, so to speak.


David may be an extreme example. His offense against God was far more


extreme than anything we are likely to do. But, so was his service to God. His


influence clearly magnifies his transparency.
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Most of us get away with much because we are too insignificant to notice.


Sometimes, we seek to maintain our insignificance precisely so that we can


remain unnoticed. Thusly do we compound our offenses: Firstly, by the sins


themselves; secondly, by trying to keep them from being seen; finally, by


betraying our calling through cultivating insignificance.


Melchizedek


Melchizedek is upheld as the model priest. His encounter with Abram can be


read in Genesis 14. The king of Salem, he blessed Abram upon his return from


rescuing Lot and his family, who had been taken captive in a war between kings


in the area of Sodom. Chedor-Laomer was the leader of a group of kings (tribal


leaders) who allied themselves with him to deal with a rebellion of tribes that


had been under their domination.


One of these rebellious kings was the king of Sodom, where Lot and his


family lived. When Abram learned that they had been captured and taken away,


he and 318 members of his household gave chase. He defeated Chedor-Laomer


at Dan under cover of night. Recapturing all that had been taken away, he


returned to his own land.


On the way home, he encountered the kings of Sodom and Salem.


Melchizedek, the king of Salem, blessed Abram with these words: “Blessed be


Abram by God Most High, Creator of heaven and earth. And blessed be God


Most High for putting your enemies into your clutches."5


5 Genesis 14:19
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Verse six of today's reading quotes verse four of Psalm 110, where David


proclaims that “You are a priest forever in the order of Melchizedek” (v. 4).6 In


Chapter Seven of Hebrews, verse six of today's passage is combined with


Genesis 14 to argue that Christ is a priest although he is not a Levite.


That is no small argument, for it challenges the previous assumption that


priests come exclusively from Aaron's lineage. Chapter 7 of Hebrews argues that


Melchizedek is the progenitor of a line of priests that replaces, if not


supercedes, the Levites. This challenge serves to justify Jesus as a true priest


and the Son of God.


Placing Melchizedek over Aaron also disengages priesthood from the law.


Now priesthood derives not from one’s birth, but from one’s motives and


behaviors. However human, priests are chosen by God. As humans, we are prey


to all that humans endure: sin, disgrace, the need for confession and


repentance, and the healing that comes through expiation. As chosen by God,


we are challenged to submit to God’s will, as did Jesus (vs. 7 & 8). If we can


accomplish that, we win for ourselves the “title of High Priest” (v. 10).


Consequently, “of the order of Melchizedek” (v. 10) sets the standard of


priesthood at one's relationship with God, rather than one's station in life.


Priesthood Is Synchronic


Thusly does the law become subservient to God’s Will and our behavior.


Curiously, though, Hebrews attributes Jesus’s elevation to High Priest to His


actions as a human: “he learnt obedience, Son though he was, through his


sufferings; when he had been perfected, he became for all who obey him the


6 Psalm 110 is also noted for David’s phrase “Yahweh declared to my Lord,”
which Jesus quotes in Mt 20:44, Mk 12:36, and Lk 20:42.
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source of eternal salvation” (vs. 8 & 9). Was Jesus not God? Did Jesus learn to


obey himself? Was the Jesus who walked the earth more human than divine? If


he had to be perfected, was he not “perfect God and perfect man?” Was there a


gradual emergence and perfecting of Jesus’s divinity as His humanity was


slowly transformed through suffering? If so, which words and actions of the


pre-perfected Jesus must we take seriously?


Our Priesthood


The author of Hebrews wrestles with these questions (as have theologians


since). However, we who are returning to the Wilderness have little need for the


answers. As we saw in our meditation on Jeremiah that began today's readings,


our faith is grounded in trust in God rather than in rational argument. Our job


is to love God and neighbor. The actual essence of the Godhead is not our


concern.


This passage subverts the presumed certainty of laws to the struggle for


understanding that every faithful believer must engage, a struggle that is the


hallmark of a priest in the order of Melchizedek. Informing that struggle are the


Two Great Commandments: love for God and love for neighbor. All else is


simply interesting discussion around the campfire on crystal-clear Wilderness


nights when we want to know and to understand7 more about God.


How we discuss is more important that what we discuss. Openness,


forbearance, humor, appreciation, collegiality, community, struggle, effort—all


facilitate and promote understanding, of God, one another and ourselves. We


must become comfortable with challenge, conflict and ambiguity. Verstehen is


7 Understanding as in the German verstehen: to stand in the midst of, as
opposed to begrifen: to grasp.
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the sine qua non of theological debate. While no content is taboo, abuse is.


Within and across religious divides, we must engage God's love by loving one


another.


Because priesthood does not depend on some legislated standard that


carries the authority for vocation, we can allow ourselves to be simple human


beings who happen to be called by God. We "can sympathise with those who are


ignorant or who have gone astray, because [we] too [are] subject to the


limitations of weakness. That is why [we have] to make sin offerings for


[ourselves] as well as for the people" (vs. 2 & 3). The luxury of dwelling in


illusions of superiority is never available to a priest. Only when we acknowledge


our status as fallible human beings can we claim “the title of high priest of the


order of Melchizedek” (v. 10).


The following passage from John elaborates how the desire to assure our


destinies in diachronic time (history) must die in order for us to enter the


eternal (synchronic) Kingdom of God. Death is less an event than a change in


attitude. We must die to the world of vertical hierarchies among peoples, of


illusions of certainty about ineffable topics, of claims of special status due to


our own efforts—in short, of the desire to control.


Jesus knew that the desire to control our destinies leads inevitably to


alienation. Obsession with control leads to extremism, radicalism,


totalitarianism, autocracy, and plutocracy, as well as the horrors they spawn:


war, genocide, torture, extraordinary rendition, collateral damage, oppression,


rape, murder, kidnapping, poverty, ignorance, slavery, and the many forms of


terror that we see in our world today.
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Jesus eschewed control to the point of death, for God has no use for


oppressors. God loves the oppressed. Forswearing control, however, is


frightening. Perhaps that explains our reluctance to live in the Wilderness.


While we may be closer to God, we must leave behind the supposed security of


our illusions of control. In the Wilderness, we have only God. Somehow, that


seems never to have been enough.


Can we die like Jesus? Can we die to Christ? Let's see what John has to say.


John 12:20-33


20. Among those who went up to worship at the festival were some Greeks.
21. These approached Philip, who came from Bethsaida in Galilee, and put this
request to him, "Sir, we should like to see Jesus."
22. Philip went to tell Andrew, and Andrew and Philip together went to tell Jesus.
23. Jesus replied to them:
Now the hour has come
for the Son of man to be glorified.
24. In all truth I tell you,
unless a wheat grain falls into the earth and dies,
it remains only a single grain;
but if it dies
it yields a rich harvest.
25. Anyone who loves his life loses it;
anyone who hates his life in this world
will keep it for eternal life.
26. Whoever serves me, must follow me,
and my servant will be with me wherever I am.
If anyone serves me, my Father will honour him.
27. Now my soul is troubled.
What shall I say:
Father, save me from this hour?
But it is for this very reason that I have come to this hour.
28. Father, glorify your name!
A voice came from heaven, "I have glorified it, and I will again glorify it."
29. The crowd standing by, who heard this, said it was a clap of thunder; others
said, "It was an angel speaking to him."
30. Jesus answered, "It was not for my sake that this voice came, but for yours.
31. `Now sentence is being passed on this world;
now the prince of this world is to be driven out.
32. And when I am lifted up from the earth,
I shall draw all people to myself."
33. By these words he indicated the kind of death he would die.


This penultimate experience of the disciples, as recounted by John,


introduces us to the most important aspect of Wilderness experience, namely,
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dying. This was alluded to in verse seven from the passage from Hebrews cited


above: “During his life on earth, he offered up prayer and entreaty, with loud


cries and with tears, to the one who had the power to save him from death…”


Combine this with verse nine: “when he had been perfected, he became for all


who obey him the source of eternal salvation,” and we discover the true


liberation of Christianity. That is, we all die. But dying does not lead to death.


Death is the nothingness that is all we can see before we die. Jesus foretells


what Christ demonstrated, namely, that in dying we end up not in nothingness,


but in eternal life.


In other words, our diachronic viewpoint sees death as an interruption in


the flow of history (particularly ours). We fail to realize that the flow of history is


a function of Creation, of time and space. Permeating the diachronic flow of


history is the synchronic eternity of God's Kingdom that transcends time and


place.


Eternal Regeneration


Jesus illustrates this through the metaphor of a seed falling to the ground.


For all intents and purposes, it is dead. And, in terms of what it has been,


much is dead. The husk dries and falls away. The seed’s connection to the life


force of the plant is severed. No longer does the seed receive nourishment and


growth. Cut off and helpless on the ground, the seed is alone and abandoned.


We might say that it is suffering an extreme form of alienation.


But we know that such is not the whole story. Inside the seed is the


blueprint for life--its DNA, as we call it today—that manifests itself through


proteins, which carry on the activities that we call “life.” In fact, Richard


Dawkins says that: "…any one individual body is just a temporary vehicle for a
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short-lived combination of genes. The combination of genes which is any one


individual may be short-lived, but the genes themselves are potentially very


long-lived. Their paths consistently cross and re-cross down the generations.


One gene may be regarded as a unit which survives through a large number of


successive individual bodies."8


There is something within us that predates and succeeds us. In Dawkins's


terms, genetics would be the synchronic dimension of diachronic time.


Thus, the seed that is cut off from the plant remains a part of nature. The


rain-softened earth receives and nurtures it through its fallow period, a time


that certainly conforms to our descriptions of death. As the sun returns and


warms the earth, however, chemical reactions begin.


DNA is converted to RNA. RNA generates proteins. Proteins build structures


and processes. Through a seemingly infinite series of feedback loops, the


building blocks of the new plant communicate with one another, extending


structure, curtailing it where necessary, adapting it to the design inherent in its


very being.


Before long, walking in wonder through a world re-awakening after the


darkness of winter, we see the little shoots pushing up through the leftover


detritus of autumn. Spring is upon us. Reconciliation of seed and plant


becomes complete.


Jesus’s metaphor of the seed introduces us to the three essential themes


that follow. Firstly, God consistently acts in history to correct the mistakes we


make from a diachronic perspective. In this case, Jesus is about to correct our


impressions of who are the Chosen People. Secondly, the essential element of


8 Dawkins, Richard. (1976) The Selfish Gene. New York. Oxford University Press. p. 26.
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this action will be His dying. Finally, that which will fuel the action is the


paradoxical truth that those who follow Him into death will join Him in His


natural domain, namely, the synchronic reality of eternity.


On this, the last Sunday in Lent for Cycle B, our Gospel reading contains all


that we need to know about Wilderness experience. We could go on at length


about the implications of this passage, but for now we shall limit ourselves to


these three major elements.


God Acts To Correct Our Diachronic View of Life


What is important about Greeks wanting to speak with Jesus? Why would


such an event be the occasion for Jesus to summarize His mission? The answer


is very intriguing. Commentators agree that the Greeks who came to Jesus were


converts to Judaism. Thus, they were Gentiles. Their appearance follows upon


two important themes immediately preceding this passage: The death and


resurrection of Lazarus and the expansion of Jesus’s ministry to the Gentiles.


We meditated on the story of Lazarus’s resurrection on the last Sunday in


Lent of Cycle A. Following that event, the church leaders determined that it was


time to put a stop to Jesus’s ministry.9 Caiaphas summarized the challenge: “It


is better for one man to die for the people, than for the whole nation to be


destroyed” (John 11:49). Thus, Jesus’s fate is sealed by his revelation of the


true nature of death (Lazarus's resurrection). He violates the laws of diachronic


time. Jesus then dies in diachronic time so that we can discover how to live in


synchronic time.


Expansion of Christ's ministry to the Gentiles disrupted the established


religion's diachronic assumptions. The prevailing view was that in the past God
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had chosen a particular people from a particular place who would be the only


ones to enjoy God's favor in the present and the future. Jesus challenged that


view by proclaiming that God's actions in history are synchronic: always and


everywhere the same.


Thus, the expansion of Jesus’s ministry to the Gentiles was already (had


always been and would always be) well underway. Previous to this encounter


with the Greeks had been the incident between Jesus and the Cyrophoenician


woman. Her challenge to the accepted (diachronic) view of the day gave Jesus


the opportunity to clarify who receives God's Grace.


Now, Greeks who have converted to Judaism want to see Jesus. Fr.


Raymond Brown, in his Anchor Bible commentary, notes that chapters eleven


and twelve in John’s Gospel contain “a series of universalistic references


pointing out God’s intent to save the Gentiles. Now the Gentiles come to Jesus


to see him. Truly, this is a climactic scene.”10


That scene poses an interesting point for those who choose to dwell in the


Wilderness. God is available to any and all who desire God. As we discovered in


our meditation on the second Sunday in Cycle A, whether or not one is chosen


by God depends entirely on one’s decision whether or not to choose God. The


Chosen People are simply those who choose God.


Dying Is the Essential Element in God's Action


What does choosing God have to do with the Wilderness? From the time we


are born our lives depend on those who take care of us. Our bodies are


nurtured by their bodies. Consequently, our first encounters with that which


9 John 11:45-54
10 Brown, Raymond E., S.S., (1966). The Gospel According to John (i-ix).
(Anchor Bible). New York. Doubleday & Co., Inc.
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looks after, protects, nurtures, and guides us are functions of physicality. The


material world is the mediator of God’s love for us.


How could we not confuse God with the material world? If we are not able to


trust the physical world, we cannot grow. Only later do we learn that the


physical world is not all there is, that there is something that transcends


physicality, that endures when physicality disappears, that works through—but


is not confined to—materiality. Then, we must make a basic choice: Whether to


cling to materiality as it comes and goes in diachronic time or to embrace that


which forms the essence of physicality in synchronic time.


How difficult it is to give up the concrete actuality of physicality for the


nebulous essence that hovers within it! Yet, that is exactly what we must do.


We must relinquish the reassurance of rationality as it organizes that which we


experience through our senses, that we can see, touch, taste, hear, and feel. At


first, we may feel alienated from all that reassures us.


Nevertheless, when we enter the Wilderness, where we cannot hold in our


hands the certainty of materiality, other senses open up: Those that inform us


of God’s presence, that give us a sense of spirituality, that slake our thirst for


righteousness. Only in the wilderness does the world that is too much with us


recede and make room for other connections, relationships, experiences. As


with the seed that fell to the ground only to rise again, reconciliation occurs.


However difficult it may be to conceive, we must die to this world in order to


experience what lies beyond this world. Our choice of God demands that we put


away with the things of this world so that our spiritual receptors can be free to


open up. Paradoxically, we can then rejoin the world unencumbered by the


limitations of time and space. Once we awaken we can see the world of both
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dream and waking. We discover the blessed liberation that awaits us in


synchronic timelessness and placelessness.


Truth Is Paradoxical


Life in the Wilderness saves us from death in the world. Much that we


admired when we dwelt in time and space will now disgust us. Much will hold


little interest. However, much will also come alive in ways that we could never


have previously imagined. Relationships, for example, offer their greatest


rewards to those for whom physical delights are in the service of spiritual


delights.


In short, we shall find ourselves enjoying the world only insofar as it


partakes of the Wilderness. Wilderness becomes our world, to which all else is


related, but subservient. Where the world of materiality fails to partake of the


mysteries of God, we sojourn only so long as we must. Where it brings us closer


to God, we linger. Life in the spirit is lived where Wilderness and materiality


dance with each other.


Eternity permeates life. It exists wherever we partake of God’s love. We


inhabit eternity in every act of sacrifice on another’s behalf. Wherever we are


channels for God’s love to enter the world, there is eternity. In other words, we


do not enter God’s kingdom after we die, at some point in the diachronic future.


Rather, we are there already in the synchronic now, provided we can allow


ourselves to die to materiality, thereupon to live in the spirit.


That is God’s great gift to us. Jesus taught us that salvation is here and now


for those who choose it. No matter where, no matter who, everyone is chosen by


God. God reaches out for us in all times and in all places. All we need to do is to


reach back. If the world possesses us, with all of its temporality and materiality,
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we shall have difficulty extending ourselves beyond it. We shall have difficulty


reaching God.


That is why, every year, for forty days and forty nights, we give up as much


materiality and temporality as we are able. We voluntarily trade the illusions of


diachronic history for the enduring synchronic truth of the Wilderness, where


our only connection to life is through God. Every year we remember where God


leads those whom God has chosen who have answered the call. We must have


the courage to choose God.


That the Wilderness is a place of peace and security is a truth that is lost


only when we refuse to go there.
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Summary


Our meditations on the readings for Cycle B in Lent continued our focus on


law and grace in Cycle A, this time with an emphasis on alienation and


reconciliation. Looking back over our readings for these five Sundays, here is


what we have found:


Old Testament Lessons


Our meditations on the First Sunday in Lent began with the Genesis


account of Noah's ark. We wondered why there is no mention of women in verse


eight. Our meditations led us to Genesis 6:1-4 and the curious relationship


between women and the Sons of God. What kind of alienation did the sons of


men feel that may have led them to exclude women from accounts of their


religion?


We returned to Genesis on the Second Sunday. We considered the


possibility that in obeying God's order to sacrifice his son, Abraham failed the


test, namely, he forgot God's commandment that we should never take a


human life. Our meditation led us to the difficulty of discerning God's Will and


the error of mistaking our will for God's. Again God rescues us from this


alienation through the sacrifice of Christ. That sacrifice far surpasses


Abraham's intended sacrifice of his son.


How fitting that our Third Sunday's readings began with the Exodus


account of the Ten Commandments. We meditated long on the second and


fourth, which are the most lengthy of the ten. How are we to fulfill the


commandments? Are they iron-clad? We employed the tension between


diachronic and synchronic views of time to consider more deeply those


questions.
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On the Fourth Sunday we began with the Chronicles account of the


Babylonian Captivity and the subsequent rescue by Cyrus of Persia. The former


embodies alienation, the latter reconciliation. According to the Chronicler, both


are in God's hands. We wondered if we might all become aliens in a strange


land when we abandon the Wilderness.


Finally, on Fifth Sunday we learned from Jeremiah that God gives up the


hope that we might ever be able to figure out what Law requires and decides to


locate it in our hearts. We meditated on what that might mean. Is the heart


somehow more reliable than the mind? We realized that communities of


believers must engage one another in dialogues about what Law means and


commands. Only then can we be reconciled with ourselves, one another and


God.


The Psalms


Psalm 25 begins Cycle B's psalter with a powerful statement of alienation.


We meditated on the theodicy question, which says: "If God is both all good and


all powerful, how can evil exist in the world?" We concluded that bad things


happen to us as a result of our own devices rather than as punishment from


God. Redemption and reconciliation, however, are always available when we


embrace God.


Psalm 16 resembles Psalm 23 in it's hymn of comfort. We meditated on the


difference between relationship with objects and with subjects. The former


characterizes right relationship with God. The latter is the basis for turning


religion into magic. Our goal is to relate to God as subject, not as object. That,


however, places us squarely in the Wilderness, for we must surrender control.
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Third Sundays Psalm (19) is a hymn to the beauty of Law. We based our


meditation on synchronic and diachronic perspectives. Like subjective and


objective relationship, the former engages us with the ineffable purity of God


while the latter seduces us into thinking we can control our destinies.


Depending on which view we take, Law can either unite us with God or form the


basis for self-justification.


On the Fourth Sunday, Psalm 122 sings of reconciliation. Here, return from


exile refreshes our souls with images of home. Nevertheless, our meditation


helped us to see that home is synonymous less with a physical than with a


spiritual place. Curiously, what makes any place special is its spiritual


dimension, which partakes of the Wilderness.


The Fifth Sunday brought us to Psalm 51's great lament that speaks so


eloquently of alienation. Grounded in David's murder of Uriah the Hittite and


the taking of his wife, we meditated on what God expects of us. Again, we


decided that we ourselves are responsible for our own and one other's suffering.


We are never above the Law. Only God can redeem us and reconcile us to


ourselves, others and God.


New Testament


In First Sunday's New Testament lesson, Peter compares the water of


Baptism with the water of the flood. In our meditation we looked at how laws


can be used to cloak our actions with legitimacy. Baptism, which forces us to


immerse ourselves in the ungraspable nature of water, symbolizes well the


synchronic nature of our relationship with God.


Second Sunday's passage from Paul's letter to the church in Rome led us to


meditate on the fallacy of attributing blessings to God but not curses. Paul says
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that much of that fallacy is a function of our desire to be able to control what


happens to us. We are buffeted by the world—by each other—but nevertheless


cannot be parted from God.


On the Third Sunday we again read from Paul's letter to Rome, in which he


considers the relationship between law and sinfulness. We meditated on dying


to sinfulness and the degree to which observing laws can rob us of authentic


existence in Christ. We saw that moral dilemmas are as common as moral


certainties. Laws are not always helpful in negotiating those dilemmas.


Back to Paul on the Fourth Sunday, this time in his letter to the church at


Ephesus. We considered how following Christ into the Wilderness gives us a


home that overcomes our alienation as refugees. There, like Paul, we can be


eternally open to God's Grace as it appears in our lives, without fear of violating


codes.


Finally, on the Fifth Sunday, we considered the description of priesthood in


a very intriguing passage from Hebrews. We learned that Christ, who


transcends so many of the categories by which people define priesthood, is true


to the lineage of Melchizedek (as opposed to Aaron, who is not). We found that


the struggle for understanding, rather than adherence to codes, characterizes


priesthood.


The Gospels


The lessons from the Old Testament, Psalms, and New Testament come to


fruition in the Gospels. On the First Sunday we read Mark's account of Jesus's


Baptism, which we compared with the Old Testament account of Noah and the


flood. Like Noah on the trackless oceans, our salvation—the means by which
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humankind is reconciled with God—lies in the trackless landscape of the


Wilderness.


We moved on to Mark's account of Peter's protest against the impending


death of Christ. We saw that the Will of God can be understood only


synchronically. Interpreting God's Will diachronically opens the door to


confusing our will with God's, with all the disastrous perceptions and behaviors


such confusion can generate.


The Third Sunday's Gospel contains John's account of Jesus overturning


the tables of the moneychangers in the temple. On this day we meditated on the


dangers of making a business out of religion. Moreover, following law as an end


in itself rather than a means to an end can blind us to the constant presence of


God's Grace in our lives. What is the meaning of sacrifice? Ultimately, we


discovered, sacrifice is self-sacrifice.


This led directly into the John's Gospel, which we read on Fourth Sunday,


about the feeding of the five thousand. We felt that there were two main


messages of that narrative. The first is that food is sacred. We are unable to


create it. We have it only as a gift from God. The Second is that in the


Wilderness we are given all that we need to survive. Past and future are of no


concern. The eternal now is all that matters.


Finally, the Fifth Sunday Gospel brought us John's account of Jesus's


encounter with the Greeks. Here our meditation focused on the diachronic and


synchronic views of death. From the diachronic perspective, death is the final


end to life. What existed before no longer exists. From the synchronic


perspective, however, death and life are enfolded with one another. Neither


cancels the other. Both are ongoing and eternal.
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Summary


Alienation and reconciliation lie at the heart of synchronic and diachronic


views of our relationship with God. To see God as the God of history is fine if we


view God's actions as synchronic, that is, eternally the same. God always


reconciles. Only when we attempt to engineer history do we fall prey to the


diachronic fallacy. There, we see God as intervening in events of history, rather


than in the hearts and souls of those who make history.


Now we move on to the difference between literal and symbolic


interpretations of Scripture. We shall not disparage literal interpretations, for


where symbolic interpretations are literally real. We shall seek only to disabuse


ourselves of the notion that literal interpretations of the Bible can authorize us


to enforce our own will upon God. That Promised Land is the worse possible


illusion, for it deprives us and others of the enlivening reconciliation with God


that comes only when we surrender ourselves totally to God. That is possible


only when we see God as subject who operates synchronically.
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Ash Wednesday 
 
 
     Today we cover ourselves with ashes, to remind ourselves both of our mortality and 


that the way to resurrection is the way of the Cross. As we anticipate the triumph of 


Easter, fresh from the promise of the Nativity, now is the time to review how we conduct 


ourselves in relationship with God. What do we assume is pleasing to God? How does 


that depart from what God has commanded us to do? Do we find ourselves on the wrong 


track? Has our best intent led us astray? 


     Lent Arrives on Ash Wednesday in "darkness and gloom…cloud and blackness" (Joel 


2:2). As God approaches, we are to "sound the alarm" (Joel 2:1). Our complacency and 


self-satisfaction has led us to put our faith in empty gestures, as if by practicing some 


rote agenda God will be pleased. 


     But God is not pleased. Empty ritual has no place in God's living, breathing, 


progressing Creation. We need to examine ourselves and to repent of our errors. We need 


to "tear [our] hearts and not [our] clothes" (Joel 2:13), for God sees our duplicity in the 


supposedly good things we do (Isaiah 58:3ff). 


     How is it that we so often end up duplicitous in our best-intended actions? Why do 


we so easily take the wrong path? The easy answer is "The Fall." But what exactly is 


that? How does it operate in our lives today? 


     That is the main focus of Lent. Self-examination and confession are the staging 


grounds for reconciliation and redemption. We must open our minds and our hearts. 


What then becomes visible to us may not be what we want to see, but it certainly is what 


we ought to see. Only then can we live in the truth that is God as it lives incarnate in our 


lives. 


     So let us begin our sojourn in the Wilderness that is Lent with the Collect for Ash 


Wednesday: 
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Almighty and everlasting God, you hate nothing you have made and forgive the sins of 
all who are penitent: Create and make in us new and contrite hearts, that we, worthily 
lamenting our sins and acknowledging our wretchedness, may obtain of you, the God 
of all mercy, perfect remission and forgiveness; through Jesus Christ our Lord, who 
lives and reigns with you and the Holy Spirit, one God, for ever and ever. Amen. 


 
The readings for Ash Wednesday are: 
 
Joel 2:1-2,12-17 
 
1. Blow the ram's-horn in Zion, 
sound the alarm on my holy mountain! 
Let everybody in the country tremble, 
for the Day of Yahweh is coming, 
yes, it is near. 
2. Day of darkness and gloom, 
Day of cloud and blackness. 
Like the dawn, across the mountains 
spreads a vast and mighty people, 
such as has never been before, 
such as will never be again 
to the remotest ages. 
12. `But now, declares Yahweh,  
come back to me with all your heart, 
fasting, weeping, mourning." 
13. Tear your hearts and not your clothes, 
and come back to Yahweh your God, 
for he is gracious and compassionate, 
slow to anger, rich in faithful love, 
and he relents about inflicting disaster. 
14. Who knows if he will not come back, relent 
and leave a blessing behind him, 
a cereal offering and a libation 
to be presented to Yahweh your God? 
15. Blow the ram's-horn in Zion!  
Order a fast, 
proclaim a solemn assembly, 
16. call the people together, 
summon the community, 
assemble the elders, 
gather the children, 
even infants at the breast! 
Call the bridegroom from his bedroom 
and the bride from her bower! 
17. Let the priests, the ministers of Yahweh, 
stand weeping between portico and altar, 
saying, "Spare your people, Yahweh! 
Do not expose your heritage to the contempt, 
to the sarcasm of the nations! 
Why give the peoples cause to say, 
`Where is their God?' " 
 
OR 
 
Isaiah 58:1-12 
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1. Shout for all you are worth, do not hold back, 
raise your voice like a trumpet. 
To my people proclaim their rebellious acts, 
to the House of Jacob, their sins. 
2. They seek for me day after day, 
they long to know my ways, 
like a nation that has acted uprightly 
and not forsaken the law of its God. 
They ask me for laws that are upright, 
they long to be near God: 
3. `Why have we fasted, if you do not see, 
why mortify ourselves if you never notice?" 
Look, you seek your own pleasure on your fast days 
and you exploit all your workmen; 
4. look, the only purpose of your fasting is to quarrel and squabble 
and strike viciously with your fist. 
Fasting like yours today 
will never make your voice heard on high. 
5. Is that the sort of fast that pleases me, 
a day when a person inflicts pain on himself? 
Hanging your head like a reed, 
spreading out sackcloth and ashes? 
Is that what you call fasting, 
a day acceptable to Yahweh? 
6. Is not this the sort of fast that pleases me: 
to break unjust fetters, 
to undo the thongs of the yoke. 
to let the oppressed go free, 
and to break all yokes? 
7. Is it not sharing your food with the hungry, 
and sheltering the homeless poor; 
if you see someone lacking clothes, to clothe him, 
and not to turn away from your own kin? 
8. Then your light will blaze out like the dawn 
and your wound be quickly healed over. 
Saving justice will go ahead of you 
and Yahweh's glory come behind you. 
9. Then you will cry for help and Yahweh will answer; 
you will call and he will say, "I am here." 
If you do away with the yoke, 
the clenched fist and malicious words, 
10. if you deprive yourself for the hungry 
and satisfy the needs of the afflicted, 
your light will rise in the darkness, 
and your darkest hour will be like noon. 
11. Yahweh will always guide you, 
will satisfy your needs in the scorched land; 
he will give strength to your bones 
and you will be like a watered garden, 
like a flowing spring 
whose waters never run dry. 
12. Your ancient ruins will be rebuilt; 
you will build on age-old foundations. 
You will be called "Breach-mender", 
`Restorer of streets to be lived in". 
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Psalm 103 
 
1. Bless Yahweh, my soul, 
from the depths of my being, his holy name; 
 
2. bless Yahweh, my soul, 
never forget all his acts of kindness. 
 
3. He forgives all your offences, 
cures all your diseases, 
 
4. he redeems your life from the abyss, 
crowns you with faithful love and tenderness; 
 
5. he contents you with good things all your life, 
renews your youth like an eagle's. 
 
6. Yahweh acts with uprightness, 
with justice to all who are oppressed; 
 
7. he revealed to Moses his ways, 
his great deeds to the children of Israel. 
 
8. Yahweh is tenderness and pity, 
slow to anger and rich in faithful love; 
 
9. his indignation does not last for ever, 
nor his resentment remain for all time; 
 
10. he does not treat us as our sins deserve, 
nor repay us as befits our offences. 
 
11. As the height of heaven above earth, 
so strong is his faithful love for those who fear him. 
 
12. As the distance of east from west, 
so far from us does he put our faults. 
 
13. As tenderly as a father treats his children, 
so Yahweh treats those who fear him; 
 
14. he knows of what we are made, 
he remembers that we are dust. 
 
15. As for a human person, his days are like grass, 
he blooms like the wild flowers; 
 
16. as soon as the wind blows he is gone, 
never to be seen there again. 
 
17. But Yahweh's faithful love for those who fear him 
is from eternity and for ever; 
and his saving justice to their children's children; 
 
18. as long as they keep his covenant, 
and carefully obey his precepts. 
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19. Yahweh has fixed his throne in heaven, 
his sovereign power rules over all. 
 
20. Bless Yahweh, all his angels, 
mighty warriors who fulfil his commands, 
attentive to the sound of his words. 
 
21. Bless Yahweh, all his armies, 
servants who fulfil his wishes. 
 
22. Bless Yahweh, all his works, 
in every place where he rules. 
Bless Yahweh, my soul. 
 
2 Corinthians 5:20b-6:10 
 
5:20b. in the name of Christ we appeal to you to be reconciled to God.  
21. For our sake he made the sinless one a victim for sin, so that in him we might become the 
uprightness of God. 
6: 1. As his fellow-workers, we urge you not to let your acceptance of his grace come to 
nothing.  
2. As he said, "At the time of my favour I have answered you; on the day of salvation I have 
helped you"; well, now is the real time of favour, now the day of salvation is here.  
3. We avoid putting obstacles in anyone's way, so that no blame may attach to our work of 
service;  
4. but in everything we prove ourselves authentic servants of God; by resolute perseverance 
in times of hardships, difficulties and distress;  
5. when we are flogged or sent to prison or mobbed; labouring, sleepless, starving;  
6. in purity, in knowledge, in patience, in kindness; in the Holy Spirit, in a love free of 
affectation;  
7. in the word of truth and in the power of God; by using the weapons of uprightness for 
attack and for defence:  
8. in times of honour or disgrace, blame or praise; taken for impostors and yet we are 
genuine;  
9. unknown and yet we are acknowledged; dying, and yet here we are, alive; scourged but not 
executed;  
10. in pain yet always full of joy; poor and yet making many people rich; having nothing, and 
yet owning everything. 
 
Matthew 6:1-6;16-21 
 
1. `Be careful not to parade your uprightness in public to attract attention; otherwise you will 
lose all reward from your Father in heaven.  
2. So when you give alms, do not have it trumpeted before you; this is what the Hypocrites do 
in the synagogues and in the streets to win human admiration. In truth I tell you, they have 
had their reward.  
3. But when you give alms, your left hand must not know what your right is doing;  
4. your almsgiving must be secret, and your Father who sees all that is done in secret will 
reward you. 
5. `And when you pray, do not imitate the Hypocrites: they love to say their prayers standing 
up in the synagogues and at the street corners for people to see them. In truth I tell you, they 
have had their reward.  
6. But when you pray, go to your private room, shut yourself in, and so pray to your Father 
who is in that secret place, and your Father who sees all that is done in secret will reward 
you. 
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16. `When you are fasting, do not put on a gloomy look as the Hypocrites do: they go about 
looking unsightly to let people know they are fasting. In truth I tell you, they have had their 
reward.  
17. But when you fast, put scent on your head and wash your face,  
18. so that no one will know you are fasting except your Father who sees all that is done in 
secret; and your Father who sees all that is done in secret will reward you. 
19. `Do not store up treasures for yourselves on earth, where moth and woodworm destroy 
them and thieves can break in and steal.  
20. But store up treasures for yourselves in heaven, where neither moth nor woodworm 
destroys them and thieves cannot break in and steal.  
21. For wherever your treasure is, there will your heart be too. 
 
 
Several themes run through the readings for today. They are: 
 


1. We are inclined to use religion as magic. That is, we often assume that many of 
the things that happen (positive and negative) are God's responses to our 
behavior. Thus, we try to influence God by performing rituals and actions that will 
guarantee our desired outcomes. 


2. God does not prevent negative things from happening. But God does redeem us 
from their consequences. 


3. God favors the oppressed and opposes the oppressor.  
4. We are the primary means by which God redeems the oppressed from their 


oppressors. 
5. Sacrifice must never be solely a self-serving act. For example, however beneficial 


fasting may be for spirituality, if it fails to provide food for the hungry, it is not 
pleasing to God. 


 
These five themes permeate the Lenten readings. Nevertheless, while the themes 


themselves may be clear, the circumstances in which we find ourselves with regard to 


them can be highly complex. Consider, for example, the Hypocrites: 


     Matthew tells us that we are not to seek the attention of others in our relationship 


with God. He spells out the Hypocrites' motives in the second verse: "to win men's 


admiration" (v. 2). In other words, they seek to display what they do in order to win a 


reward. In this case, however, at the same time that they are seeking relationship with 


the Eternal, they are orienting themselves to the worldly. Do they prefer earthly rewards 


to God? 


     Not likely. They may simply be confusing the two. Remember that the church of their 


day was highly hierarchical. Given the Law and the power of the Sanhedrin, certain ways 


of relating to God were deemed acceptable and others were not. The problem for the 
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Hypocrites was to differentiate which of humankind's values were appropriate for 


spirituality and which were not. In this case their behavior may be an attempt less to 


win admiration than to receive collective approval. Unsure of themselves, they sought 


affirmation. In short, their security lay in following the rules. 


     Are we so different today? In seeking the approval of others, do we not attempt to 


assure ourselves that we are doing the correct thing? With regard to earthly matters, this 


may not necessarily be wrong. But with regard to our relationship with God, it simply 


doesn't work. For in doing like the Hypocrites, we confuse the earthly with the heavenly. 


Our relationship with God is between us and God. Does our difficulty in sensing God's 


presence lead us, like the Hypocrites, to seek worldly confirmation of our efforts? 


     Being in touch with God is not always easy. Sometimes God seems to ignore our 


prayers or seems not to be present when we pray. At other times we ourselves may not 


be present. Distracted, diffused, or simply out of touch, we long for confirmation that we 


and God are still together. Then, the temptation to appeal to the reassurance of others is 


never far away. Unfortunately, emulating or seeking approval from those we admire 


reifies a relational space permeated by vertical hierarchies, for we seek admiration from 


those we admire. By seeking elevation to the status of those whom we have elevated, we 


mire ourselves in endless feedback loops. 


     It begins with the need for confirmation of our relationship with God. Our motives 


range from wanting to be elevated in the eyes of others to wanting to be rescued from our 


own insecurity. This is not to suggest that seeking confirmation from others should be 


excluded from the religious life. Community exists in part to provide a forum for our 


perceptions and ideas, so that we may share, clarify and refine them. That, however, 


occurs only when we feel assured that our relationship with God is intact. That 
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confidence comes not from confirmation of our efforts by others, but simply from faith 


that God never abandons us.  


     Thus, to seek anything less than total reliance on God's love is to lay up for ourselves 


treasures on earth. With regard to seeking the assurance of others, it is not 


"moths...woodworms...and thieves" (v. 19) that rob us of our treasure, but our own self-


doubt. "For where your treasure is, there will your heart be also" (v. 21). If we are 


besieged by self-doubt, that treasure will masquerade as either self-reinforcement or 


others' reassurance. Unfortunately, when we seek the reassurance of others, we find it 


only in their hands, here on earth, rather than in heaven with God. 


     This is the central challenge of Easter. Lent is the time when we willingly allow our 


faith to be challenged. Entering the Wilderness of complete dependence on God, we force 


ourselves to rely only on trust—trusting in that which we are not always able through 


our own efforts to perceive. The traditional sacrifices of Lent—fasting, covering the 


crosses, giving something up—are symbols of self-sacrifice. By divesting ourselves of the 


familiar and reassuring, we engage a progression whose goal is the utter dependence of 


Wilderness experience. The great paradox of Easter is that only by risking everything—


even death itself—can we be certain of God's eternal presence in our lives. 


     Sacrifice is insufficient, however, if we do not share that which we sacrifice with those 


who have not. Food, shelter, love, liberation—all of these are ours to give away. Paul 


understood the paradox of receiving by giving. As he explains in his letter to the Church 


at Corinth:  


 
…in everything we [must] prove ourselves authentic servants of God; by resolute 
perseverance in times of hardships, difficulties and distress; when we are flogged 
or sent to prison or mobbed; labouring, sleepless, starving; in purity, in 
knowledge, in patience, in kindness; in the Holy Spirit, in a love free of affectation; 
in the word of truth and in the power of God; by using the weapons of uprightness 
for attack and for defence: in times of honour or disgrace, blame or praise; taken 
for impostors and yet we are genuine; unknown and yet we are acknowledged; 
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dying, and yet here we are, alive; scourged but not executed; in pain yet always 
full of joy; poor and yet making many people rich; having nothing, and yet owning 
everything (vs. 4-10). 


 
The paradoxes of imposters/genuine; unknown/acknowledged; dying/alive; 


scourged/not executed; pain/joy; poor/rich; nothing/everything constitute indefinable 


spaces "in-between" where we dwell most authentically with God. Only in the 


Wilderness, where we abandon the security of living in time and space, can we be truly 


close to God. 


    Our paradoxes recall those of the Hypocrites. To embrace a demonstrative spirituality 


(wishing to be noticed) is to set ourselves apart from others. Any adulation we attract (an 


unlikely occurrence at best) is more than offset by our separation from those we hope to 


impress. Thusly do we find ourselves isolated, alienated and excluded.  


     Yet, even here God is at work. God utilizes our own foolhardiness to set in motion 


courses of events that are themselves corrective measures. For as we find ourselves 


increasingly separated from others, we are also left with no companion other than God. 


Alienation from the sources of our own self-assurance, we are liberated to discover God 


precisely in those liminal spaces between elements of a paradox. 


     Then, to our great joy and relief, we discover that God "is tenderness and pity, 


slow to anger and rich in faithful love" (Psalm 103, v. 8); whose "faithful love for those 


who fear him is from eternity and for ever; and his saving justice to their children's 


children; as long as they keep his covenant, and carefully obey his precepts" (vs. 17-18). 


No longer do we have to prove ourselves to self and other. Now, relationship with God is 


found within our efforts, not as results thereof. 


     Our Lenten challenge is to integrate the eternal with the temporal, the transcendent 


with the limited, the "I AM" with the "it is." By ceasing to advertise our efforts and by 


sacrificing so that others may have, we bring together our spiritual and earthly lives. We 
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can be received as we are, not as we try to be. Appeals to others for confirmation of our 


worth can wind itself down, allowing us to share as equals in one another's relationships 


with God.  


     Then, when we "go to [our] private room[s] and, when [we] have shut the door[s]," we 


can "pray to [our] Father who is in that secret place, and [our] Father who sees all that is 


done in secret will reward [us]" (Mt 6:6). Surrendering our need for elevation in earthly 


hierarchies, surrendering ourselves on behalf of our fellow humans, our prayers in 


secret will be rewarded in the fullness of God's grace. United with God, we are united 


with others.  


     So let us go forth into the Wilderness that is Lent. There, stripped of all our self-


constructed assurances of what and how we should be, we can dwell secure in the 


eternity of God's love.  
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PREFACE 


 


     Life in the Wilderness is usually described as a "sojourn." Does this mean 


that Wilderness is something to be endured on the way to some better place 


elsewhere—the Promised Land, for example? Jesus limited his time there (forty 


days and nights). Perhaps the Wilderness is not a place in which to take up 


residence. Even those Israelites who were forbidden to enter the Promised Land 


were simply left behind by their offspring who crossed the Jordan.  


     Wilderness is not necessarily viewed as negative. Much has been written 


about the spiritual advantages of sojourning in the Wilderness. Admittedly, 


these are generally ascetic: To deprive ourselves of that security and comfort 


supposedly available outside the Wilderness is to deepen our appreciation of 


those same blessings. Wilderness is sometimes viewed as a place where we can 


relate to God freed from the distractions and seductions of everyday life. 


     Regardless of its potentially positive aspects, virtually all theologians agree 


that Wilderness sojourns should be temporary. Unfortunately, the duration of 


our sojourns in the Wilderness are not always up to us. Terminal illness, 


refugee status, incarceration, destitution, addiction, and chronic mental illness 


can all confine us to the Wilderness for the duration of our lives. What then? 


How are we to view our sojourn when it is not a sojourn at all, when the 


Wilderness is the only place we are ever likely to know? When we feel trapped in 


the Wilderness with no hope of escape, are we doomed to an eternity of 


darkness? Have we been left behind, eternally forgotten? Is all lost? 


     Not quite. The following meditations on the readings for Lent and Holy Week 


approach the Wilderness not as a place to be endured or passed through, but 
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as the location of our most authentic relationship with God. We shall consider 


the possibility that we are actually never out of the Wilderness, that our desire 


for a Promised Land blinds us to the reality that we are already there—in the 


Wilderness. 


     What if we were to give up the idea that Wilderness is something to be left 


behind on our way to the Promised Land?  What if we could see how it 


epitomizes ideal relationship with God? Wilderness certainly forces us to 


relinquish self-determination, leaving us no alternative but to rely on God 


alone. Maybe we should reconsider our views of Wilderness. Perhaps we should 


strive not extricate ourselves from the Wilderness, but to ground ourselves more 


authentically therein. 


     If so, Lent provides a yearly opportunity to do just that. Is not Lent 


essentially synonymous with Wilderness? While we may cling to a sense of 


Easter promise, of things yet to come, of destiny, even of revelation, Lent brings 


us inexorably to the Cross. It cannot help but remind us of impending doom, as 


if we are descending into some sort of spiritual underworld. While such 


darkness may seem antithetical to life in the Spirit, we must remember 


Kierkegaard's warning that "only he who descends into the underworld rescues 


the beloved." (Fear and Trembling)  


    For the believer, the beloved is God. The essence of being is relationship with 


God. But to be in relationship with God is to engage the incomprehensible. We 


cannot figure God out. While that may lead us to feel comfortless, not knowing 


also frees us from preconceptions and presumptions. Perhaps the greatest 


mystery of faith is that God's infinite love is most secure precisely when we 


surrender our desire to control it. God loves us whether or not we love God.  
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     Thus, the following meditations are not a roadmap to some distant Promised 


Land of self-determination. We shall consider that the Wilderness is the 


Promised Land. To dwell with God in the Wilderness requires that we cease 


trying to be somewhere else. Consequently, the following meditations are not 


commentaries that attempt through clarification, definition and translation to 


lead us out of the confusion, ambiguity, and uncertainty of the Wilderness. 


Rather, they employ a meditative, contemplative and quiet perspective through 


which to discover the paradoxical triumph of the Wilderness. 


     The Scripture readings are taken from the Jerusalem Bible, whose 


translations are beautifully poetic. While the readings are taken from the 


Lectionary of the 1979 Book of Common Prayer, the meditations were 


formulated through forty years of preaching and teaching in the Episcopal 


Church.  


     Many have been generous, thoughtful and supportive guides along the way. 


George Barrett, Bob Spears, Frank Griswold, Don Stivers, Richard Cohoon, 


Harvey Guthrie, Roy Parker, and Bill Scrivener are only a few of the outstanding 


clergy who have accompanied me on my sojourn in the Wilderness. In the 


Academy, Warren Ramshaw, Tony Aveni, Arthur Dyck, Mircea Eliade, Bernie 


McGinn, Don Capps, David Tracey, and Norm Watt have given me the tools to 


discern life in the spirit. Tim Tayne solved the problem of linking the tables of 


contents to the texts, something neither Microsoft nor Adobe were able to do.  


     Finally, my family—Dorothy and John, Nancy and Mary, Juliet, Leah and 


Claire—have been and forever will be my teachers and companions on my 


Wilderness sojourn.  
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     Family, friends and colleagues are the living embodiment of God's love. 


Incarnation is an ever-present reality. May we celebrate our lives together in the 


eternal Wilderness of God's love. 
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FIRST SUNDAY 


 


     We have now meditated on the general theme of synchronic and diachronic views of 


life using the lenses of Law versus Grace (Cycle A) and alienation versus reconciliation 


(Cycle B). Today we begin Cycle C's readings, which we shall view through the lens of 


literal versus symbolic interpretations so that we may better understand the relationship 


between Law and Grace. 


     As before, let us begin our meditations with the Collect for the First Sunday in Lent: 


 
Almighty God, whose blessed Son was led by the Spirit to be tempted by 
Satan; Come quickly to help us who are assaulted by many temptations; and, 
as you know the weaknesses of each of us, let each one find you mighty to 
save; through Jesus Christ your Son our Lord, who lives and reigns with you 
and the Holy Spirit, one God, now and for ever. Amen. 


 


 
Deuteronomy 26:(1-4)5-11 
 
1. `When you have entered the country which Yahweh your God is giving you as heritage, when 
you have taken possession of it and are living in it,  
2. you must set aside the first-fruits of all the produce of the soil raised by you in your country, 
given you by Yahweh your God. You must put these in a basket and go to the place where Yahweh 
your God chooses to give his name a home.  
3. You will go to the priest then in office and say to him, `Today I declare to Yahweh my God that 
I have reached the country which Yahweh swore to our ancestors that he would give us.' 
4. `The priest will then take the basket from your hand and lay it before the altar of Yahweh your 
God.  
5. In the presence of Yahweh your God, you will then pronounce these words: 
`My father was a wandering Aramaean, who went down to Egypt with a small group 
of men, and stayed there, until he there became a great, powerful and numerous 
nation.  
6. The Egyptians ill-treated us, they oppressed us and inflicted harsh slavery on us.  
7. But we called on Yahweh, God of our ancestors. Yahweh heard our voice and saw 
our misery, our toil and our oppression;  
8. and Yahweh brought us out of Egypt with mighty hand and outstretched arm, 
with great terror, and with signs and wonders.  
9. He brought us here and has given us this country, a country flowing with milk 
and honey.  
10. Hence, I now bring the first-fruits of the soil that you, Yahweh, have given me.' 
"You will then lay them before Yahweh your God, and prostrate yourself in the 
presence of Yahweh your God.  
11. You must then rejoice in all the good things that Yahweh your God has bestowed 
on you and your family, you, the Levite and the foreigner living with you. 
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The Earliest Creed 


 


     Deuteronomy 26:5 is considered to be one of the oldest creeds in the Bible.  A creed is 


a statement of faith that specifies who a people (or person) is in relationship with a 


particular deity. In this passage, a particular group within the Hapiru outlines the basis for 


its relationship with their God. Several points bear mentioning. 


     Firstly, a ―small group‖ has become a ―great, powerful, and numerous nation‖ (v. 5). 


Secondly, a major source of that group's identity is oppression (v. 6). Thirdly, their god, 


the ―God of our ancestors,‖ saw their plight and responded to their pleas (vs. 7 & 8). 


Finally, that same god brought them to a country and gave it to them, a ―country flowing 


with milk and honey‖ (v. 9). These four principles comprise the bedrock on which the 


Old Testament is grounded. 


     We meditated previously on the degree to which the Israelites construed their 


relationship with God in terms of a literal series of events and locations in history.
1
 While 


there is no basis to deny that such events exist, a more symbolic perspective enriches life 


and provides a deeper view of history as it develops over the ages. 


     Unfortunately, such an understanding of God, place, and destiny is often in conflict 


with, if not in outright opposition to, the more literal view. Such conflicts are most likely 


unavoidable wherever we attempt to discern the complexity of life and of God. Where 


some see symbolism as providing richly organic interpretations, others see it as a threat to 


ultimate truth. The opposite also holds. 


     The themes that this early creed interweaves are not always found together. In various 


places they appear quite independently of one other. But here, the themes of God’s 


                                                 
1 See especially Second Sunday in Lent, Cycle A. 
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intervention in history, God’s promise and fulfillment thereof, and the obligation of 


humankind in response are combined into one statement. What might these mean to us 


today? 


 


What Does It Mean? 


 


     Firstly, God takes note of us. This would seem to be obvious to anyone who believes 


in God, for who among us could place our faith in a God who had no concern for us? 


Nevertheless, during those dark nights of the soul that we encounter throughout life, we 


may need to be reminded of God's presence. So, here in the first part of the creed we 


learn that God cares about what happens to us. 


     Secondly, God does something about our plight. God does not simply soothe us with 


nice words and empty promises. Rather, God acts in history, through places, events, and 


people. Thus, our history is—as the German theologians put it—a heilesgeschicte, 


namely, a salvation history. This is not simply a history of our salvation, a religious 


history that may exist in the interstices of ―regular,‖ or temporal history. Our salvation 


history is a constant and continuing presence of God in everyday life.
2
   


     Finally, as a result of God’s reaching out to us, we are called to respond. God initiates 


relationship with us. God seeks us out before we even know there is such a thing as God. 


In return, we prostrate ourselves in humility and offer up the ―first fruits of our labors‖ (v. 


10). Even before we take care of ourselves and others, we first acknowledge God's 


largesse. We must not give in to our fears that there may not be anything to follow our 


                                                 
2 This is a function of synchronic and diachronic views of time. See our 
meditation on the Third Sunday in Lent, Cycle B 
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first fruits. We must resist the temptation to store up first what we have and then to give 


to God what is left. 


     This is a core principle of Wilderness existence: We must not seek to ensure our own 


security. God will give us each day our daily bread. Trying to store it signifies our lack of 


faith.  Consequently, even as God accedes to our need to live in a land that fits our 


definitions of security, God also demands that we preserve in that land the essence of our 


relationship with God. In other words, the only way we can have what we are looking for 


it is to give it up.  


Grace Is Synchronic 


 


     We can see the truth of this paradox in all aspects of life. Only when we realize how 


little wisdom we possess can we be truly wise. Only when we give up the desire for 


money can we be truly wealthy. Only when we disavow any ownership of those we love 


can we be truly loved. Only when we have complete faith in God’s love for us can we be 


truly secure in life. Only when we give up all those things in life upon which we depend 


for security can we have complete faith in God. 


     This passage from Genesis is one of the great examples of God giving us what we 


want while revealing the illusory nature of much that we want. Verse 9 tells us that God 


has ―…brought us here and has given us this country, a country flowing with milk and 


honey. ― But, exactly where is ―here,‖ ―this country‖ that is ―flowing with milk and 


honey?‖ The Israelites assumed that it was the land beyond the Jordan. They failed to 


realize, however, that the Promised Land is actually located in the heart, in faith in God. 


Where we are located geographically is immaterial. The Promised Land is our 


relationship with God. It can be on either side of the Jordan. It can be anywhere.  
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     Thus, verse 10 commands that we say ―Hence, I now bring the first-fruits of the soil 


that you, Yahweh, have given me.’ ―You will then lay them before Yahweh your God, 


and prostrate yourself in the presence of Yahweh your God.‖ We are to remind ourselves 


continually, through well-established and faithfully carried out rituals, that only what 


comes from God has value.  


     For example, consider how well manna symbolizes the ephemerality of materiality. 


While God gives us as much as we need, it lasts only for a day. To try to hold onto manna 


is to watch it rot in our hands. Fortunately, the manna we need for the day always appears 


at dawn. But we cannot store it up for future needs.  


     Manna symbolizes God's Grace. Trying to store up Grace also doesn't work. Grace is 


always there when we need it. Trying to assure ourselves of its presence by doing what 


we believe will motivate God to give it to us when we want it is the surest path to 


alienation, both from God (who may not respond as commanded) or ourselves (we drown 


in our impotence).  


     The problem is that we tend to think of material things as existing in diachronic time: 


here today and gone tomorrow. But, God does not dwell in diachronic time. God dwells 


in synchronic time, where Grace is eternally present. As we shall see in our meditations 


on the Third Sunday in this Cycle, even God's name reveals God's eternal presence. Thus, 


giving back to God the first fruits of all that God has given us reminds us of God's 


endless and eternal Grace. 


Pass It On 


 


     Only when we freely and fearlessly give back to God that which God has given us can 


we understand how limitless is God’s largess. For if we do not give back, we become 
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prey to the illusion that God's Grace inhabits time and space. Grace becomes only that 


which we hold in our hands at the moment. Only when we give back do we realize that 


God’s gifts are endless and limitless. 


     Once we grasp that basic truth, giving becomes a constant joy—addictive, so to speak. 


Thus, verse 11 becomes a command that is easy to carry out. It simply follows from our 


joy at realizing how much God loves us: ―You must then rejoice in all the good things 


that Yahweh your God has bestowed on you and your family, you, the Levite and the 


foreigner living with you.‖ Giving never ends. All that we give comes from God. By 


giving it away, we keep it in motion. By keeping it in motion, it constantly returns to us.  


     Consequently, we are to keep in motion all that God gives. Holding on to what has 


been given is the surest way to lose faith in God’s Grace. How can we receive if we’re all 


clogged up with what we’ve already been given? How can we perceive God's Grace if we 


are fixated upon that which we hold in our hands? 


     We are to share with our families, with the ―Levites‖ (the priestly caste), and 


foreigners. The Deuteronomist's inclusion of foreigners among those blessed by Yahweh 


underscores a basic premise of all religions, namely, that we must always extend 


hospitality to foreigners. They are the most vulnerable. They are in an unfamiliar land, 


experiencing unfamiliar customs, surrounded by unfamiliar faces. Foreigners need our 


help. Thus, we are to welcome them and rejoice with them in God’s ubiquitous 


generosity. For in truth we are all "strangers in a strange land."
3
 That kind of insecurity 


the Israelites knew well. 


                                                 
3 Robert Heinlein used this quotation from Scripture (See Exodus 2:22 & 18:3) 
as the title for his book Stranger in a Strange Land. )(1991) New York. Ace 
Books.)  
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     A symbolic reading of foreigners recognizes that the term refers to anyone not 


considered to be a part of the group in which they find themselves. Thus, we can consider 


to be foreigners those among us who have not been given a place among us. We can also 


consider as foreigners those aspects of our personalities that have been given no place 


among our "acceptable" attributes.  


     In other words, we cannot exclude from our consideration any aspect of Creation. We 


must be open to and willing to engage anything and anyone. Our actions toward 


ourselves and one another must be characterized by openness, consideration, tolerance, 


forbearance, sincerity, integrity, and charity. That is how God blesses us. We must do 


likewise. 


     Finally, from a symbolic perspective, particular tracts of real estate have little meaning 


in the trackless infinity of the universe. God cannot be confined to any particular location. 


To God, one place is no different than another. There is just the Creation. We cannot 


divide it into more or less favorable places. The only ―place‖ that matters is our 


relationship with God. 


     Psalm 91 articulates this well. To appreciate its full meaning we shall view it 


symbolically. As we meditate on its verses, let us keep in mind the illusions of time and 


space that interfere with our relationship with God. 


 
Psalm 91 
 
1. You who live in the secret place of Elyon, 
spend your nights in the shelter of Shaddai, 
 
2. saying to Yahweh, "My refuge, my fortress, 
my God in whom I trust!" 
 
3. He rescues you from the snare 
of the fowler set on destruction; 
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4. he covers you with his pinions, 
you find shelter under his wings. 
His constancy is shield and protection. 
 
5. You need not fear the terrors of night, 
the arrow that flies in the daytime, 
 
6. the plague that stalks in the darkness, 
the scourge that wreaks havoc at high noon. 
 
7. Though a thousand fall at your side, 
ten thousand at your right hand, 
you yourself will remain unscathed. 
 
8. You have only to keep your eyes open 
to see how the wicked are repaid, 
 
9. you who say, "Yahweh my refuge!" 
and make Elyon your fortress. 
 
10. No disaster can overtake you, 
no plague come near your tent; 
 
11. he has given his angels orders about you 
to guard you wherever you go. 
 
12. They will carry you in their arms 
in case you trip over a stone. 
 
13. You will walk upon wild beast and adder, 
you will trample young lions and snakes. 
 
14. `Since he clings to me I rescue him, 
I raise him high, since he acknowledges my name. 
 
15. He calls to me and I answer him: 
in distress I am at his side, 
I rescue him and bring him honour. 
 
16. I shall satisfy him with long life, 
and grant him to see my salvation." 
 


     Psalm 91 defines the Promised Land in symbolic terms. Rather than a piece of real 


estate, the Promised Land is life lived in God. Verses one and nine make this clear: God 


is a dwelling place, a ―refuge‖ and a ―fortress‖ (v. 9), a ―secret place‖ where we can 


―live,‖ and a ―shelter‖ where we can ―spend our nights‖ (v. 1). Nothing that befalls us can 


remove us from our home in God. 
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     Elyon translates as ―most high.‖ Shaddai is more difficult. It’s origins are obscure. 


Most likely, it means ―mountain,‖ although some scholars translate it as ―breast,‖ while 


still others connect it with the verb sadad, meaning ―to devastate.‖ Whatever the nuances 


of translation, the gist is clear: God is above the fray, a solid ground that nurtures us and 


protects us from the exigencies of temporal and spatial existence. 


 


Security 


 


     Consequently, verses three through sixteen of the Psalm proclaim God's protection. 


We have only to accept it: "You who live in the secret place of Elyon, spend your nights 


in the shelter of Shaddai, saying to Yahweh, "My refuge, my fortress, my God in whom I 


trust!"…you who say, "Yahweh my refuge!" and make Elyon your fortress" (vs. 1, 2 & 


9). In short, to receive God's protection we have only to live in God. 


     Committing ourselves to living in God has its challenges, however, for that places us 


squarely in the Wilderness. It's rather like the fourth verse of the Lord’s Prayer, where we 


pray: "Thy Will be done on earth as it is in heaven."  


     Are we ready to live in God's Will as it is in heaven? Remember, in heaven there is 


neither time nor space. As we discovered in our meditation on the Fifth Sunday in Lent of 


Cycle B, death and life are synonymous in eternity. In synchronic time, neither as we 


know it exists. In the diachronic time of Creation, however, death appears as an ending, 


rather than as a transition from one reality to another. 


     Thus, Psalm 91 must be understood in the context of eternity. If we try to apply the 


psalm solely to earthly existence, the limitations of time and space generate fear and 


betrayal when the disasters mentioned in the psalm strike. Living in God means that 
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nothing that happens to us in temporal and spatial existence can remove us from God. It 


does not mean that we are freed from the liabilities of time and space. 


     To live in God is to live in eternity—synchronic time. Disasters do not change our 


being in God. Death does not remove us from God. Nothing that happens deprives us of 


eternity. Once we understand that, we gain the ultimate security: freedom form the 


vagaries of time and space.  


     By now it should be apparent that diachronic time lends itself to literal interpretation, 


while synchronic time can be appreciated only from a symbolic perspective. Thus, only 


when we fall prey to concretive fallacies do we lose the comfort of Psalm 91. To take life 


literally and to fail to dwell in the symbolic is to end up imploring God to alter the laws 


of physics on our behalf. Literalism is a sure path to disillusionment and the alienation it 


engenders.  


     This is the core of Psalm 91. For that reason alone, it forms the basis for each of the 


readings today, if not for all of the readings of Lent. Everything that life in the 


Wilderness offers is contained in this psalm. Verses 14 (`Since he clings to me I rescue 


him, I raise him high, since he acknowledges my name’) and 16 (―I shall satisfy him with 


long life, and grant him to see my salvation") are the epitome of life in God, of life in the 


Wilderness. If God is our only dwelling place, we are above the fray (Elyon, Shaddai). 


That which is of the earth remains with the earth. That which transcends it transforms us. 


Which shall we choose, temporality or eternity, materia or spirit, our own will or God’s? 


     The answer determines how we view death and how we live life. Fear of death can 


lead us do the most despicable things. We go to war because we fear for our safety. We 


horde material possessions to ward off death, whether literal or figurative (the death of 
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our status, our lusts, our preconceptions, our fantasies of security). If we truly believe that 


our lives in God will never end (are eternal), what happens to us in this life loses 


importance as we find ourselves consumed by those aspects of terrestrial existence that 


partake of eternity: love, faith, and hope. 


     In other words, we take up residence happily and contentedly in the Wilderness, where 


the allure of material existence has no place. In the Wilderness, it’s only us and God. As 


Thomas Hardy wrote: "…the magnitude of lives is not as to their external displacements, 


but as to their subjective experiences."
4
 


     Paul takes up this theme in the next reading. Satan challenges Jesus with it in the 


Gospel. Actually, it’s the main theme of all religions. Meditating on it during Lent is a 


spiritual exercise that can wean us from our literal views of God. In the Wilderness, in 


Elyon and Shaddai, symbolism is salvation.  


 
Romans 10:(5-8a)8b-13 
 
5. Moses writes of the saving justice that comes by the Law and says that whoever complies with it 
will find life in it.  
6. But the saving justice of faith says this: Do not think in your heart, `Who will go up to 
heaven?", 
7. that is to bring Christ down; or `Who will go down to the depths?", that is to bring Christ back 
from the dead.  
8. What does it say, then? The word is very near to you; it is in your mouth and in your 
heart, that is, the word of faith, the faith which we preach,  
9. that if you declare with your mouth that Jesus is Lord, and if you believe with 
your heart that God raised him from the dead, then you will be saved.  
10. It is by believing with the heart that you are justified, and by making the 
declaration with your lips that you are saved.  
11. When scripture says: No one who relies on this will be brought to disgrace,  
12. it makes no distinction between Jew and Greek: the same Lord is the Lord of all, 
and his generosity is offered to all who appeal to him,  
13. for all who call on the name of the Lord will be saved. 
 


                                                 
4 Hardy, Thomas. (1980) Tess of the D'Ubervilles: A Pure Woman. New York. 
Penguin Books. p. 170. Hardy continues: "The impressionable peasant leads a 
larger, fuller, more dramatic life than the pachydermatous king." 
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     In this passage from Romans Paul summarizes the foundations of his theology. 


Several points are fairly obvious. Firstly, Paul makes a distinction between Law and faith 


(vs. 5-6). Secondly, he universalizes Jesus’s ministry: there is ―no distinction between 


Jew and Greek: the same Lord is the Lord of all‖ (v. 12). Thirdly, the mouth and the heart 


are crucial elements of the testimony of faith (vs. 8-10). Finally, the resurrection is the 


turning point of God’s relationship with us, and ours with God (v. 9). 


     In this passage all three of the lenses by which we focus on the meaning of the Lenten 


Wilderness combine with one another. Law and Grace, alienation and reconciliation, 


literal and symbolic demonstrate their origins in the difference between synchronic and 


diachronic perspectives. The beginning of the passage speaks of the relationships that 


exist among Law, alienation, literal interpretation, and a diachronic view of time.  


 


Salvation: Literal and/or Symbolic 


 


     Verses six and seven speak of a literal, diachronic interpretation of relationship with 


God that results in alienation. That is, by taking Christ's crucifixion and resurrection 


literally (or, perhaps we should say, only literally), we confuse the ongoing and eternal 


synchronic presence of God in our lives with specific events in diachronic history.  


     Thusly do we miss the fact that "the saving justice of faith says...the word is very near 


to you; it is in your mouth and in your heart, that is, the word of faith…" (vs. 6 & 8). 


Furthermore, if we extend a Law-alienation-literal-diachronic perspective to verse 9, we 


miss the entire point of the Christian message, namely, that salvation relies more on 


openness of heart than on testimony. That is, to interpret literally: "declar[ing] with your 


mouth that Jesus is Lord…and believing…that God raised him from the dead" (v. 9) is to 
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miss the revelation in verse 10 that "It is by believing with the heart that you are justified, 


and by making the declaration with your lips that you are saved." 


     In other words, essential to the Lenten Wilderness experience is the recognition that 


we are saved from death when we understand that the (diachronic) events of history 


embody a meaning that is constantly and eternally (synchronic) the essence of salvation, 


namely, relationship with God. Paul emphasizes this in verse 10. Our "declaration" is not 


that "Jesus is Lord…and that God raised him from the dead," but that we are justified by 


God's ongoing presence in and throughout history. To give supremacy to events and 


testimonies is to devalue their meaning for our ongoing, developing, maturing, 


increasing, and limitless relationship with God. 


     What makes Paul the outstanding theologian who has stood the test of time is that he 


recognized the Law-alienation-literal-diachronic errors in the Pharisaic view of God. 


These were problematic only to the degree that they comprised the totality of the 


Pharisaic view. Unfortunately, we are all attracted to Law, the literal, and the diachronic 


because their specificity makes them seem so secure. Ultimately, however, they alienate 


us from God's ineffable presence. 


 


Salvation: Legal Problems 


 


     A Pharisee, Paul was trained in the Torah, the five books attributed to Moses that 


make up the first five chapters of the Old Testament. The role of the laws of Moses is 


clear: they provide us with guidelines of how to live our lives in communion with God. 


Like all guidelines, they encourage us to do certain things that are salutary (chapter 13 of 


Leviticus, an early medical text; or chapters 14 and 15, early public health texts) and to 
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refrain from doing others that are deleterious (chapter 18, which prescribes the 


parameters of relationship).  


     Trying to live rightly is difficult when we try to codify it, however. Consider building 


codes. What begins as a sensible attempt to create safe buildings quickly deteriorates into 


massive tomes of nit-picking regulations. While we all justifiably castigate such excess, 


the reason it exists has far less to do with the nastiness of the regulators than with our 


own inclinations to bend the rules. 


     For example, a builder who increases the height of each step on a stairway can fit a 


stairway into a smaller space (steeper angle) and build it more cheaply (fewer steps). 


Taken to an extreme (and upon whom do we rely to define ―extreme‖ but those whom we 


hire to regulate such matters) the stairway will be dangerous. Our familiarity with 


―normal‖ step height will cause us to trip on these higher steps.  


     So, the regulators must set a standard for step height in the building code. But, what is 


a ―normal‖ step height? How much leeway should be allowed? Suppose step height is set 


at thirteen inches. Some will argue that that’s too high; others, too low. So, to grant some 


latitude for differing applications, suppose that height is set at a range—say between 


twelve and fourteen inches. Some unscrupulous contractor may decide that it’s cheaper to 


build steps within that range but not confined to a uniform height. What if one step is 


twelve inches, another thirteen, another twelve and a half, and so on? Why spend time 


and effort making each step exactly the same height when regulations allow a range?  


     What further complicates things is culpability. Suppose someone falls on the stairs 


because the steps are not a uniform height, is injured, and sues the owner of the building. 


The owner didn’t construct the steps, so refers the suit to the builder (sues the builder, in 
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effect). The builder did everything legally, so refers the suit to the regulators (sues them). 


There are now three lawsuits, an injured party, and a useless stairway. Enormous sums of 


money are spent trying to sort it out (like the old Jewish joke about the two men arguing 


over a cow. One pulls on the head, the other on the tail, while the lawyer sits and milks 


it). 


     Thusly do codes quickly become onerous. We always find a way around them. So, we 


have to make more to cover the violations. The above example dealt only with steps on a 


stairway. Imagine if we were trying to compose laws of conduct for an entire people! 


That’s exactly how the Torah wound up with 613 laws, which accounts only for the 


written part. Add the Talmud, midrash, mishnah, and commentaries by individual rabbis, 


and the corpus of law becomes enormous and ponderous. Even then, it fails to encompass 


all situations. New challenges always arise. 


     As a Pharisee, Paul’s life was devoted to untangling such controversies. He was a 


lawyer in a highly legalistic society. Imagine how refreshing it must have been to 


encounter a spiritual leader who preached that ―saving justice‖ is far less a matter of the 


head than of the heart. Justification is a function less of the regulators than of the 


regulated. We decide if we are saved. God has already decided. 


     Purity of heart supersedes purity of mind. Christ is not a code of conduct. Christ is a 


person. Imitating Christ has less to do with observing codes than with opening our hearts.  


 


Salvation: Open To All 


 


     Paul’s second point is that there is ―no distinction between Jew and Greek: the same 


Lord is the Lord of all‖ (v. 12). The Law of Moses pertained solely to Jews. Not a 


member of the group, not subject to the laws. On the one hand, this allowed for a great 
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deal of latitude in tolerating other groups’ codes of conduct. On the other, it assigned 


exclusivity to the group (Jews) that could rapidly deteriorate into elitism.  


     For Paul, anyone could try to be like Jesus. It required no membership in a group. It 


created no group with exclusive claims to legitimacy. Verses 11-13 state this principle 


clearly: ―When scripture says: No one who relies on this will be brought to disgrace, it 


makes no distinction between Jew and Greek: the same Lord is the Lord of all, and his 


generosity is offered to all who appeal to him, for all who call on the name of the Lord 


will be saved.‖ Again, salvation depends on what one holds in one’s heart, not how well 


one follows the rules.  


     As Paul says elsewhere, rules exist to assist us in areas of moral ambiguity, when we 


either cannot decide which is the right thing to do or cannot resolve the conflict between 


what we feel we should do and what we want (or do not want) to do. So, in and of 


themselves, rules are not wrong. They are simply inadequate. Thus, the need for more 


(endless) rules.  


     Much better to purify motives than to regulate behavior. While the latter may always 


be necessary, salvation should not rest with it. Better to ―appeal to…the Lord‖ for 


guidance. Being in relationship with a living dynamic that is the source of life itself is by 


definition enlivening. Rather than being constantly in violation of the rules, we are 


constantly alive in relationship. Furthermore, rules are culturally conditioned; 


relationship is not. Rules are not open to all. Relationship especially with God always is. 


 


Salvation: Pass It On 


 


     Paul’s third point is especially revolutionary: ―The word is very near to you; it is in 


your mouth and in your heart, that is, the word of faith, the faith which we preach, that if 
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you declare with your mouth that Jesus is Lord, and if you believe with your heart that 


God raised him from the dead, then you will be saved. It is by believing with the heart 


that you are justified, and by making the declaration with your lips that you are saved‖ 


(vs. 8-10). 


     The Judaism of his time was very cognitive. Rules and codes are a function primarily 


of the brain. To their credit, the Jews engaged in constant argument over their 


interpretation. In fact, the primary way of learning about Judaism was and is through 


argument. Challenging, disagreeing, persuading, and examining are the tools of learning. 


     As a Pharisee, Paul was an expert in that tradition. Yet, however enlivening, the 


debates were (and are) endless. Looking for answers leads inevitably to more questions. 


When salvation is at stake, the questions generated by answers can undermine our 


security. We often prefer simply to repeat what we have been told. But if the word has 


taken root in our hearts, we possess the gift of salvation. Such a gift is so precious and 


fulfilling that we cannot help but share it with others. We declare to share. 


     Thusly are we compelled to declare that Jesus is Lord (v. 9). That, however, does not 


constitute proof of salvation. Knowing that God loves us so much that all we need do is 


accept that love is the key to salvation. It is not the lordship of Christ that we proclaim; 


rather, it is the triumph of God's love for us that overcomes the alienation of 


unworthiness. 


     Of course, there are many ways of proclaiming our joy over God's love for us. We can 


sing, compliment, soothe, reassure, admonish, persuade, embrace, sustain, comfort, 


rejoice, laugh, accompany, guide, and so on. The importance lies not in the words, but in 
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the Word that is Christ. Sharing Christ’s love for us is the only requirement. That is why 


we share what is in our hearts. 


 


The Salvation of Resurrection 


 


     Paul’s fourth point is contained in verse 9: ―…if you believe with your heart that God 


raised him from the dead, then you will be saved.‖ Resurrection is the whole point of the 


Christian message. Yet here we must be careful. Resurrection is not an event in 


diachronic time. It is a dimension of life itself in the eternity of synchronic time.  


     If we believe that Christ survives death, then so can we. If we survive death, then 


nothing in life can threaten us. If nothing can threaten us, we can live life to the fullest. If 


we live life to the fullest, then death loses its grip. 


     Consider terrorism and war. War as a response to terrorism is an option only for those 


who fear death. If we do not fear death, we need not kill anyone whom we perceive to be 


a threat. Absent the need to kill, we can actually engage. How basic to Christianity that 


is! If we cannot enter into relationship with one another, we cannot share the love of 


Christ. Failure to share Christ’s love cuts God off from the world. We are an essential 


means by which God’s salvation is mediated to others. 


     Imagine not being afraid of death. Imagine engaging others authentically, in love, with 


appreciation for what they can bring to us, even if that is death. Imagine saying to the one 


who is about to kill us: "God loves you. Your sins are forgiven." Imagine using the last 


moment of our lives to share with another the greatest gift ever given to us. 


     However, only when we acknowledge our own fear of death and sink into its despair 


can we experience the ongoing resurrection of life. Only then are we free to engage both 


one another and life itself without reservation. 
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     That’s the point of Lent. We are not so much to observe the crucifixion as to 


experience it. We must indulge our despair; welcome all of the ways in which life has not 


been what we have hoped; immerse ourselves in our lost hopes, broken relationships, and 


failed endeavors. In so doing, we die to our hopelessness. 


     On Easter we can look up from our darkness and notice those around us, those who 


love us, those for whom our existence is a joy. We may not, at first, realize that such is 


the case. That’s the nature of resurrection. It sneaks up on us, surprises us, enlivens us. 


But first we have to die. 


     After his Baptism, Jesus entered the Wilderness. Baptism symbolizes death and 


resurrection.
5
 We die to sin and are resurrected to eternal life. We die to the diachronic 


and are resurrected into the synchronic.  


     Luke's account of Christ's Baptism is the second in our three cycles of Lent, following 


upon Matthew's account in our Gospel reading for the First Sunday in Lent of Cycle A. 


There we compared it with the temptation in the Garden of Eden.  Here we shall focus 


more on the temptations themselves. Again, we shall see how a Law-literal-diachronic 


view of life alienates us from God and contrasts sharply with the Grace-symbolic-


synchronic view that reconciles us with God. 


 
Luke 4:1-13 
 
1. Filled with the Holy Spirit, Jesus left the Jordan and was led by the Spirit into the 
desert,  
2. for forty days being put to the test by the devil. During that time he ate nothing 
and at the end he was hungry.  
3. Then the devil said to him, "If you are Son of God, tell this stone to turn into a 
loaf."  
4. But Jesus replied, "Scripture says: 
Human beings live not on bread alone." 
5. Then leading him to a height, the devil showed him in a moment of time all the 
kingdoms of the world  


                                                 
5 See our meditations on the First Sunday in Lent, Cycle A 
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6. and said to him, "I will give you all this power and their splendour, for it has been 
handed over to me, for me to give it to anyone I choose.  
7. Do homage, then, to me, and it shall all be yours."  
8. But Jesus answered him, "Scripture says: You must do homage to the Lord your 
God, him alone you must serve." 
9. Then he led him to Jerusalem and set him on the parapet of the Temple. "If you 
are Son of God," he said to him, "throw yourself down from here,  
10. for scripture says: He has given his angels orders about you, to guard you, and 
again: 
11. They will carry you in their arms in case you trip over a stone." 
12. But Jesus answered him, "Scripture says: Do not put the Lord your God to the 
test." 
13. Having exhausted every way of putting him to the test, the devil left him, until 
the opportune moment. 


 


     This reading from Luke reflects this Sunday's first reading. Deuteronomy speaks of 


our reliance on God for everything that we need, for the maintenance of life itself, for our 


reasons for being here at all. In this passage, we find out what our inner voice of doubt is. 


Although the passage calls it "the devil" and the Collect for today calls it "Satan," just 


what is this, and why does the Holy Spirit lead Jesus into the wilderness to be tempted by 


it? Certainly the experience helped Jesus to understand what we are up against. But there 


must be more to it than that. 


     Devil is actually another word for Satan, which comes from the Hebrew satan, for 


―adversary.‖ Theologically, he is second only to God, losing primacy due to his status as 


created, not creator. Yet, he always competes with God and feels free to challenge God. 


God and Satan even make bets with each other (cf: Job).  


 


The Devil's Bargain 


 


     Enslavement to the Devil begins when, like the Devil, we try to be equal with God. 


When we believe that we can figure God out, that we can see what God sees, when we 


identify our will with God’s, then we fall into Satan's grip. Like the Devil, we fail to 


appreciate the degree to which we are derivative. 
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     That makes the Devil something more than simply a tempter. The Devil is also our 


accuser. Any time we make a pact with the Devil, we reveal our proclivity toward sin. 


The Devil is our reminder that we are punished not so much for our sins as by them.  


     This is especially the case when we are unaware that we are sinning. For example, 


when we build a huge dam so that we can control flooding and generate power, the 


resulting environmental devastation (elimination of the fertilizing effect of the silting that 


accompanies flooding, elimination of access for spawning fish, salinization, parasitic 


proliferation, and so on) stands as a glaring accusation of our presumptuousness. 


     Never do we immerse ourselves so deeply in denial as when we are forced to admit 


how inadequate is our understanding of ourselves, the Creation, and the Will of God. So 


vociferously do we reject our sinful nature that we easily fall prey to the temptation to 


posit a malevolent force that steals us away from God. How well the idea of a Devil 


allows us to ignore the fact that our obsession with being equal to God falls so short that 


it serves as an indictment of our impudence. We do not like to admit that what we 


consider to be our most high-minded actions are often little more than egotistical 


enforcements of our will upon others. 


     The Devil, or Satan, may be little more than our longing for our own will to supercede 


God’s, for things to be as we see fit, rather than as God sees fit. If so, the Devil embodies 


our desire to be able to do magic. The difference between magic and religion is quite 


simple. Magic says ―not thy will, but mine.‖ Religion says ―not my will, but thine.‖   


     Free will then becomes more than the ability to choose. It becomes the capacity to 


enforce our personal will on Creation. Essentially, Satan or the Devil is the name we give 


to our failure to subordinate ourselves to the Will of God. Satan is how we define 
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ourselves out of Creation in order to gain dominion over it. We engineer rather than 


collaborate.  


     The Devil’s temptations epitomize our attempts to figure things out in a logical, linear 


fashion; to see our ideas as superior to God’s will; to supercede God’s will with ours; 


and, finally, to overcome the limitations of our existence. In short, temptation consists of 


trying not only to have things our way, but also to believe that our ways are superior to 


God’s.  


 


The Three Temptations of Christ 


 


     Perhaps most intriguing is the place of Biblical quotations. In the first two, Jesus 


quotes the Bible in refuting the Devil. In the third, the Devil uses the Bible to tempt 


Jesus. In the battle between God and Satan, Scripture can serve either.  


     The three temptations cover just about the range of human concern. The first refers to 


need; the second to power; the third to justification. All three are human concerns, not 


divine. 


 


The First 


 


     The first temptation involves the need to eat. What is more basic than food? Without 


it, we die. After fasting for forty days, Jesus as human was famished. The Devil 


challenges him to prove that he is divine by turning stones into bread. That is a 


particularly devilish trick! If Jesus turns stones into bread, than he is not fully human. He 


is not subject to human limitations.  


     If he refuses to turn stones into bread, than he doesn't face the desperate need to eat 


that we humans face. Whichever Jesus chooses, his divinity bails him out of his 
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humanity: He transcends his human nature. He is not—never has been and never will 


be—one of us. 


     In quoting scripture—―Human beings live not on bread alone‖—Jesus seems to be 


dodging the question. On closer inspection, however, we recognize the claim that God 


has on us, namely, that we, too, can participate in divinity. By recognizing that the 


essentials of basic material existence (food, among other things) are not all that there is to 


being human, Jesus places us in the same category as himself. We are both matter and 


spirit. Whichever receives the greater emphasis is our free choice. Sometimes it makes 


more sense to emphasize the former, sometimes the latter. 


     What pacts with the Devil do we make in the name of feeding ourselves? Do we fill 


our bodies with junk food that appeals to our tastes but not to our health? Do we 


manipulate the Creation in order to make it conform to our will and not to God’s? Where 


do artificial fertilizers, herbicides, pesticides, and genetically modified foods fit into all 


this? Are polluted waters, impotent species and environmental devastation witness to our 


capitulation to the Devil’s first temptation? 


 


The Second 


 


     The second temptation is all about power. Satan offers Jesus all the kingdoms of the 


world. What a magnificent gift that would be! Imagine all laws and decrees conforming 


to God’s Will. Imagine all governments being invested with the same love and 


compassion for all people that Jesus manifested. Imagine foreign policy being based on 


forbearance and non-violence. If Jesus had accepted the Devil’s offer, would we not live 


in a better world today? 
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     Ah, but that’s only part of the bargain. To win this prize, Jesus must do homage to the 


Devil. Jesus doesn’t even confront the Devil’s presumption of control over the kingdoms 


of the world. He simply reaffirms the first and second commandments: That homage 


must be offered to God alone.  


     How might we succumb to the Devil’s second temptation? Certainly, we often wish 


that governments of the world followed Christian values. But what happens when we try 


to make all the kingdoms of the world not only respectful of Christian values, but actually 


Christian, as well? In the United States, we fall afoul of the First Amendment to the 


Constitution. There are those who would willingly abrogate freedom of religion to 


promote their own. There are judges who would enshrine the Ten Commandments in the 


courtroom. There are politicians who would legislate that the Ten Commandments be 


posted in schools.  There are citizens who parse the Bible for their own convenience and 


seek to have it legislated upon all. 


     Interesting that such efforts, according to Jesus in his reply to the Devil’s second 


temptation, constitute homage to the Devil. Who would think that? We must always be 


suspicious of our attempts to impose our will on the Creation, especially that aspect of 


Creation that consists of humankind. 


 


The Third 


 


     The third temptation is the most dramatic. Citing Psalm 91, the Devil quotes verses 


eleven and twelve: "he has given his angels orders about you to guard you wherever you 


go. They will carry you in their arms in case you trip over a stone." Now he tries to force 


Jesus to demonstrate who he really is. Is he or is he not the Messiah? That this third test 
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occurs on the parapet of the temple emphasizes the political nature of the temptation, for 


Jesus is being tempted to define himself in terms of the religion of the day.  


     But there's more. The Devil, who is created and not creator, tempts Jesus to choose 


which he'll be. If he refuses to jump, he denies his divinity. If he jumps, he denies his 


humanity. Once again, Satan has set a devilishly brilliant trap. 


     Jesus answers via Deuteronomy 6:16--―Do not put Yahweh your God to the test as 


you did at Massah.‖ Massah, which means ―trial, temptation‖ is another name for 


Meribah, where the Israelites complained that they had no water in the Wilderness.
6
 They 


decided that God had led them astray, that slavery in Egypt was preferable to the 


Wilderness. In other words, they preferred secular society to God. Again, Jesus’s answer 


contains more than is immediately apparent. 


     Jesus’s answer to Satan at the third temptation sums up all three temptations: They 


seek to remove us from God and unite us with the Devil. In this last temptation, Jesus is 


summing up the essence of his ministry among us, namely, that we are to rely on God 


alone for guidance in the daily challenges of our lives.  


     Curiously, the role of the Church in our reliance on God is ambiguous. Sometimes, the 


Church is correct in its assertions. Each Scriptural quotation that Jesus uses to defuse the 


wiles of Satan was recorded by the Church. Yet, the Church can become so set in its 


ways that it deviates from God’s Will. Such was the church of the day in Jesus’s time. 


Thus, the parapet of the temple was the site not only of God's Will, but of Satan's, as 


well. That the Devil takes Jesus there for the third temptation is of no little import. 


 


Our Temptations 


                                                 
6 see our meditations on the Third Sunday in Lent, Cycle A. 
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     We cannot sit back and relax in complacent assumption that what we believe is what 


God would have us do. In the conflict between synchronic and diachronic views of time, 


we must never abandon the eternal for the temporal. That is, we must not seek to engineer 


history in ways that contradict what God requires in the moment, namely, the two Great 


Commandments.
7
 


     The fact is, we simply cannot predict anything in diachronic time. To live in God is to 


wander in the Wilderness. We move onward into the unknown future of diachronic time 


armed only with our synchronic faith that, however badly we screw up, God does not 


abandon us. The worst that can happen is that we will end our lives in the Wilderness and 


be joined with God throughout the rest of eternity.  


     Maybe that’s not strictly true. The worst that can happen is that we shall manage to 


find the Jordan, cross it into a land of our own making where we can impose our will 


upon others, frustrating thereby God’s will and earning not only others' enmity, but God's 


as well. Our only consolation, in that case, is that whereas the other may never forgive us, 


God always will. 


     Thusly is the Devil always seeking—as the last line of our readings for today points 


out—the next opportune moment. The Devil simply waits for us to screw up. The 


temptations of Christ illustrate how our own needs and our attempts to demonstrate to the 


world our place in God’s plan make us vulnerable to temptation.  


     Gratifying our needs while proving to the world our place in God's plan often 


promotes abuse. Justifying our will by defining life in terms of Law, interpreting God's 


                                                 
7 To love God with all of our heart, soul, mind, and strength; and to love our 
neighbors as ourselves. 
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actions literally, or viewing life diachronically alienates us from God, others and 


ourselves. Only by dwelling in the spiritual Wilderness, where Grace prevails, symbolism 


reveals truth, and life is synchronic (eternally present) can we be reconciled with God, 


others and ourselves. 


     The Gospel today brings us full circle to the Gospel for the First Sunday in Lent for 


Cycle A. That itself constitutes a synchronic perspective. We are launched into Cycle C 


in the same way as Cycle A. All things in God fold into one another. Sequence and 


succession simply do not exist in God's eternal presence. 
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SECOND SUNDAY 


 


     We begin the Second Sunday with an extraordinary account of one of the earliest 


rituals in the Middle East. Yahweh's encounter with Abram constitutes an excellent 


example of how synchronic time (eternal present) reveals God in diachronic time 


(sequential history). Thus, it is understandable only from a symbolic perspective. We 


shall find that today's Psalm, New Testament reading and Gospel demand a similar 


approach. 


   Let us begin with the Collect for the Second Sunday in Lent: 


 
O God, whose glory it is always to have mercy: Be gracious to all who have 
gone astray from your ways, and bring them again with penitent hearts and 
steadfast faith to embrace and hold fast the unchangeable truth of your 
Word, Jesus Christ your Son; who with you and the Holy Spirit lives and 
reigns, one God, for ever and ever. Amen. 


 


 
Genesis 15:1-12,17-18 
 
1. Some time later, the word of Yahweh came to Abram in a vision: 
Do not be afraid, Abram! I am your shield and shall give you a very great reward. 
2. "Lord Yahweh," Abram replied, "what use are your gifts, as I am going on my way 
childless? . . .  
3. Since you have given me no offspring," Abram continued, "a member of my 
household will be my heir."  
4. Then Yahweh's word came to him in reply, "Such a one will not be your heir; no, 
your heir will be the issue of your own body."  
5. Then taking him outside, he said, "Look up at the sky and count the stars if you 
can. Just so will your descendants be," he told him.  
6. Abram put his faith in Yahweh and this was reckoned to him as uprightness.  
7. He then said to him, "I am Yahweh who brought you out of Ur of the Chaldaeans 
to give you this country as your possession."  
8. "Lord Yahweh," Abram replied, "how can I know that I shall possess it?"  
9. He said to him, "Bring me a three-year-old heifer, a three-year-old she-goat, a 
three-year-old ram, a turtledove and a young pigeon."  
10. He brought him all these, split the animals down the middle and placed each half 
opposite the other; but the birds he did not divide.  
11. And whenever birds of prey swooped down on the carcasses, Abram drove them 
off. 
12. Now, as the sun was on the point of setting, a trance fell on Abram, and a deep 
dark dread descended on him.  
13. Then Yahweh said to Abram, "Know this for certain, that your descendants will be exiles in a 
land not their own, and be enslaved and oppressed for four hundred years.  
14. But I shall bring judgment on the nation that enslaves them and after this they will leave, with 
many possessions.  
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15. For your part, you will join your ancestors in peace; you will be buried at a happy old age.  
16. In the fourth generation they will come back here, for until then the iniquity of the Amorites 
will not have reached its full extent." 
17. When the sun had set and it was dark, there appeared a smoking firepot and a 
flaming torch passing between the animals' pieces.  
18. That day Yahweh made a covenant with Abram in these terms: 
"To your descendants I give this country, 
from the River of Egypt to the Great River, 
the River Euphrates, 
 


     This very old and fascinating passage from Genesis contains two main theological 


themes, one that looks toward the future, another that incorporates the past. As such, this 


passage marks the transition from the old worship of the Hapiru (the term given to the 


ethnic group eventually identified as Hebrews)
8
 to that of a new consciousness that 


dawned with Abram. The old tradition is represented in verses 9-17, excluding verse 13-


16. The new tradition is summarized in verses 1-8 and culminates in Yahweh’s promise 


in verse 18. 


 


Covenant and Ritual 


 


     The older theological tradition describes Yahweh's response to Abram’s request for a 


sign through a ceremony of the day that marked an agreement between parties. 


Covenants, as we have come to call them, were based on an early form of agreement that 


followed suzerainty treaties between a people and its leader. These treaties established 


mutual obligations between ruler and ruled. Those who were to be ruled ceded certain 


rights to the ruler, who made certain guarantees in return. 


     Actually, the covenant between God and Abram developed later than the ritual that 


Abram performs in Genesis.  Ritual, which is basic and physical, often precedes and 


becomes assimilated subsequently into more rational and sophisticated forms. Such is the 


                                                 
8 See our meditations on the Psalm on the Second Sunday in Lent, Cycle A and 


on the Gospel on the Third Sunday in Lent, Cycle A. 
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case with this reading from Genesis, in which the newer form of agreement between God 


and humankind is grounded in the ritual that preceded it. 


     Among the peoples of the Middle East at the time of Abram (particularly the 


Amorites) were ceremonies that memorialized covenants, one of which involved cutting 


animals in half and creating a path between the halves through which the two parties to 


the covenant walked. The severed animals symbolized the curse that either side would 


endure were they to violate the covenant. 


     One can easily perceive the power of the ritual. The covenant ensures the integrity of 


the agreement between the parties. Alienation is reconciled by those who walk between. 


Should either break the agreement, reconciliation reverts to the original alienation. Even 


worse, the one who breaks the covenant ends up like the elements of the ritual: 


Dismembered, desolate, and unable to function. 


 


The Dreadful Birds of Prey 


 


     Abram keeps the birds of prey from feeding on the carcasses. Could there be a more 


graphic representation of the doubts that assail our views of our commitments? How 


often do we appeal to ―extenuating circumstances‖ to back out of commitments? How 


easily covenants can become burdens that we would just as soon see dissolved! As this 


passage so graphically portrays, every covenant has its birds of prey. 


     Abram’s commitment to his relationship with Yahweh is symbolized by his vigilance 


and persistence. Nevertheless, ―as the sun was on the point of setting, a trance fell on 


Abram, and a deep dark dread descended on him‖ (v. 12). In the brief moment just before 


the sun finally set, Abram found himself suspended between day and night. The 


symbolism could not be clearer: Abram is caught between darkness and light, the Devil 
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and God, unconsciousness and consciousness. As he falls into a trance, a ―deep dark 


dread descended upon him‖ (like the "birds of prey"). 


     What is the nature of Abram’s dread? Imagine being in his place: We have just had an 


encounter with God. Torn from the fabric of our everyday experience, we are catapulted 


from spatial and temporal existence into the breathless disorientation of eternity. The 


most powerful force in the universe, the most powerful force of the universe itself, the 


most powerful of powers, an essence so complete that it annihilates all attempts at 


conceptualization has just declared its intent to create an inviolable covenant with us. 


Who are we to receive such attention from the Living God? Who wouldn’t be filled with 


deep, dark dread? 


     As if to reassure us that we are still a part of history, located in familiar (diachronic) 


time and place, an editor much later inserts verses 13-16. Both a reassurance and an 


explanation, the verses relieve the tension of the account of Abram’s encounter with 


Yahweh and explain why the covenant was not fulfilled in Abram’s lifetime (something 


that could not be known until well afterward).  


     Curiously and paradoxically, these verses are not unlike the birds of prey that attempt 


to destroy our covenant with God, for the essence of our relationship with God is so far 


beyond our comprehension
9
 that we are powerless to make of it what we would. Defining 


God is akin to trying to know God’s name, an endeavor so futile that the original Hebrew 


word that we now translate as ―Yahweh‖ had no vowels in it. In other words, it was 


unpronounceable. Whatever control over God we may think we have derives simply from 


                                                 
9 In the sense of the French comprendre: “to grasp” 
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the agreements we have made, agreements that history proves we are usually unable to 


fulfill. Diachronic time is not where we relate best with God. 


 


Smoking Pot and Flaming Torch 


 


     Fortunately, God inhabits synchronic time, where eternal presence fills in for our 


inadequacies. Verse 17 reveals God’s grace toward a clearly terrified Abram: ―When the 


sun had set and it was dark, there appeared a smoking firepot and a flaming torch passing 


between the animals' pieces.‖ Abram need do nothing. God will provide. Rather than 


Abram having to walk between the halved carcasses side-by-side with the intimidating 


presence of God, a smoking firepot and a flaming torch does it for him.  


     From a symbolic perspective, the smoking firepot could represent the dark, 


mysterious, ethereal presence of God, while the flaming torch would be the light of God 


that guides us. That would be consistent with Exodus, which speaks of the pillars of 


cloud and fire leading the Israelites
10


 and of the theophany at Sinai.
11


  


     Smoking pot and flaming torch symbolize both Yahweh's compassion for Abram and 


God's ongoing compassion for us today. Even the alienation of lacking an heir is of no 


consequence for the One who is All. Abram is united with God through his faith, a faith 


that eschews explanation. Covenant reconciliation is guaranteed by God’s good grace and 


our good intent. 


Faith and Relationship 


 


     The upshot of the passage is that Abram is righteous because he puts his faith in 


Yahweh. He need do no more than believe. However unlikely (or impossible!) it may 


                                                 
10 Exodus 13:21-22 
11 Exodus 19:18 Actually, that these images appear regularly in the Bible with 
relation to theophanies suggests that they belong to the synchronic view of God. 
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appear that Abram is to have an heir, if Yahweh says it will be, then it will. 


Consequently, Abram’s faith is the basis for his righteousness. He must ignore logic, 


rationality, and precedent to continue in relationship with Yahweh. 


     Simply being able to talk with Yahweh testifies to Abram’s great faith. Imagine how 


confusing, upsetting, terrifying and discombobulating an actual physical encounter with 


God must be! How many of us have had such an experience? Moreover, Abram’s 


encounter occurs at night. How tempting to write it off as a strange dream, a night 


fantasy, or a momentary psychotic break.  


     Abram, however, is in relationship with God. Their covenantal reconciliation already 


exists in their ongoing, eternally present synchronic relationship. The synchronic view 


seems never enough, however, for the Biblical authors add verses 13-16 to provide a 


diachronic perspective. Combined with the account of land ownership in verses 7 and 18 


they exemplify our concern with Law, literal interpretation, and history. For Israel, must 


land and destiny always be synonymous? 


     From the Garden of Eden to crossing the Jordan, destiny and land have been major 


concerns. The next three readings address those concerns. We shall see that land 


ownership must be symbolic, rather than literal. The same, we shall discover, is true of 


destiny. 


 
Psalm 27 
 
1. Yahweh is my light and my salvation, 
whom should I fear? 
Yahweh is the fortress of my life, 
whom should I dread? 
 
 
2. When the wicked advance against me 
to eat me up, 
they, my opponents, my enemies, 
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are the ones who stumble and fall. 
 
3. Though an army pitch camp against me, 
my heart will not fear, 
though war break out against me, 
my trust will never be shaken. 
 
4. One thing I ask of Yahweh, 
one thing I seek: 
to dwell in Yahweh's house 
all the days of my life, 
to enjoy the sweetness of Yahweh, 
to seek out his temple. 
 
5. For he hides me away under his roof 
on the day of evil, 
he folds me in the recesses of his tent, 
sets me high on a rock. 
 
6. Now my head is held high 
above the enemies who surround me; 
in his tent I will offer 
sacrifices of acclaim. 
I will sing, I will make music for Yahweh. 
 
7. Yahweh, hear my voice as I cry, 
pity me, answer me! 
 
8. Of you my heart has said, 
"Seek his face!" 
Your face, Yahweh, I seek; 
 
9. do not turn away from me. 
Do not thrust aside your servant in anger, 
without you I am helpless. 
Never leave me, never forsake me, 
God, my Saviour. 
 
10. Though my father and mother forsake me, 
Yahweh will gather me up. 
 
11. Yahweh, teach me your way, 
lead me on the path of integrity 
because of my enemies; 
 
12. do not abandon me to the will of my foes,  
false witnesses have risen against me, 
and are breathing out violence. 
 
13. This I believe: I shall see the goodness of Yahweh, 
in the land of the living. 
 
14. Put your hope in Yahweh, be strong, let your heart be bold, 
put your hope in Yahweh. 
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     Psalm 27 is among the best examples of the internalization of the paradigm of the 


Promised Land. There is no ambiguity: Verses 4-6 are the core of the psalm--―One thing I 


ask of Yahweh, one thing I seek: to dwell in Yahweh's house all the days of my life, to 


enjoy the sweetness of Yahweh, to seek out his temple. For he hides me away under his 


roof on the day of evil, he folds me in the recesses of his tent, sets me high on a rock. 


Now my head is held high above the enemies who surround me; in his tent I will offer 


sacrifices of acclaim. I will sing, I will make music for Yahweh.‖ The land in which we 


dwell, from which we gain our identity, that is the ground of our being, is none other than 


God. 


 


The Landscape of Love 


 


     The psalmist knew this well. If the attribution of this psalm to David is accurate, then 


we can easily understand how he is able to differentiate the reality of God’s presence 


from the trappings of the religion of his day.  


     David is king. Following Saul, who was appointed by Samuel, he is the second in a 


line that generated controversy even before it was established. As we saw on the Fourth 


Sunday in Lent of Cycle A, Yahweh tells Samuel to choose a king to replace Saul. Kings 


were a radical shift in theology among a people who believed that God alone should be 


their ruler. But factions in the tribes clamored so loudly and persistently for a king that 


God decided to teach them a lesson, all of which is recorded in chapters 7 and 8 of I 


Samuel. 


     David goes through many trials, not the least of which are those of his own making. 


His elimination of Uriah the Hittite so that he could posses Bathsheba is among the most 


painful. David knows well the difference between intent and actuality. Falling prey to his 
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own desires consistently threatens to place him beyond God's Grace. And yet, God never 


deserts him. Punishes him, yes. But abandons him? Never. 


     And so it is that in so many of David’s songs, he sings of the magnitude of God’s 


love. David knew that there was nothing earthly—no place, time, or linage—that could 


substitute for faith in God. In fact, earthly images are simply that: Reflections of 


something virtually ungraspable. Verses 4-6 articulate this truth. House, temple, roof, 


tent, and rock are simply metaphors to launch us beyond our need for concrete 


representations of God. They are like springboards to a purity of faith that needs no 


location, time or lineage. 


     Verses 7-9 emphasize this point. ―Yahweh, hear my voice as I cry, 


pity me, answer me! Of you my heart has said, "Seek his face!" Your face, Yahweh, I 


seek; do not turn away from me. Do not thrust aside your servant in anger, without you I 


am helpless. Never leave me, never forsake me, God, my Saviour.‖ This heartfelt plea 


declares how essential face-to-face relationship with God is. Nothing earthly can 


substitute for relationship with God.  


     Verses 10-12 speak of the comfort and support that attends that relationship: ―Though 


my father and mother forsake me, Yahweh will gather me up. Yahweh, teach me your 


way, lead me on the path of integrity because of my enemies; do not abandon me to the 


will of my foes, false witnesses have risen against me, and are breathing out violence.‖ 


Even the alienation of losing such essential elements of terrestrial existence as our fathers 


and mothers can be reconciled by relationship with God. Moreover, security lies with the 


integrity we learn from God’s teaching. Walking the path of integrity is the only defense 


we have against our enemies, who lie about us to serve their own ends.  
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     Those enemies are often less a function of the external world than of the internal. We 


can be our own worst enemies. However much we may wish to blame others for our 


outlooks and behaviors, ultimately we alone decide who we are and what we should do.  


     The path of integrity we must walk is that of our own internal conflicts, which divide 


us against ourselves. Like walking between halved animals, we must be strong enough to 


walk with God. Integrity is that strength, which we must show in the face of internal 


division. We might think of it in the sense of structural integrity. 


 


Land As Metaphor 


 


     Verses 13 and 14 tell of the ultimate security that is ours when God is with us: ―This I 


believe: I shall see the goodness of Yahweh, in the land of the living. Put your hope in 


Yahweh, be strong, let your heart be bold, put your hope in Yahweh.‖ Here, land is a 


metaphor. Land is synonymous with life. The Promised Land is eternal life. The 


Promised Land is synchronic. 


     Consequently, crossing the Jordan is synonymous with death. It locates us squarely in 


diachronic time while extracting us from the most authentic and unmediated relationship 


with God that we have in the Wilderness. Crossing the Jordan seeks a literal land rooted 


in diachronic time that can reassure us as we encounter the ungraspable, inconceivable, 


and ineffable reality of God. Ironically, crossing the Jordan lands us squarely in a 


wilderness not of God's making, but of ours. 


     This brings us back to the beginning of the psalm. Verses 1-3 are the essence of 


Wilderness experience: ―Yahweh is my light and my salvation, whom should I fear? 


Yahweh is the fortress of my life, whom should I dread? When the wicked advance 


against me to eat me up, they, my opponents, my enemies, are the ones who stumble and 
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fall. Though an army pitch camp against me, my heart will not fear, though war break out 


against me, my trust will never be shaken.‖ In the Wilderness, face-to-face relationship 


with God occurs in a synchronic eternal present that engages us with eternity. Dwelling 


in eternity allows us to transcend any eventuality. We cannot be killed. We can only be 


launched beyond time and space. 


     Living in eternity, however, has its challenges. We are used to negotiating life 


diachronically. Land gives us identity, the times define where we fit into history. These 


locate us in time and place. Without them, we are uncertain of who or where we are. 


     Living in relationship with God, however, transcends all that. We need neither time 


nor place, for we ―dwell in Yahweh’s house all the days of [our] life‖ (v. 4). This may 


seem like a very difficult thing to do, but of one thing we can be sure: Sooner or later, we 


shall all have to adjust to living in eternity. The only question is, do we want to prepare 


for it now, or delay until the last few moments in this life and the first few in the next?  


     Preparing for eternity means living our lives in that which is eternal: God’s love here 


and now. Waiting until the last moments of this life means rushing headlong into 


something to which we have paid insufficient attention. We plunge into an unknown that 


would be more familiar if we could wean ourselves from the diachronic and embrace the 


synchronic aspects of life.   


     The following passage from Paul speaks of transforming the "wretched body" into the 


"glorious body" (v. 21). As in Psalm 27, enemies figure prominently. Yet Paul makes the 


transition from assigning enemy status to others to recognizing our own comparable 


failings. We might echo Pogo: "We have met the enemy and they are us."
12


  


                                                 
12 The cartoonist Walt Kelly wrote the comic-strip "Pogo." 
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     Enemies are those whose "…minds are set on earthly things" (v. 19). They symbolize 


how often our perceptions of others are based on what we fail to recognize in ourselves. 


Thus, to see that our literal views of others symbolize ourselves is to understand the basic 


meaning of Scripture. 


  
Philippeans 3:17-4:1 
 
17. Brothers, be united in imitating me. Keep your eyes fixed on those who act 
according to the example you have from me.  
18. For there are so many people of whom I have often warned you, and now I warn 
you again with tears in my eyes, who behave like the enemies of Christ's cross.  
19. They are destined to be lost; their god is the stomach; they glory in what they 
should think shameful, since their minds are set on earthly things.  
20. But our homeland is in heaven and it is from there that we are expecting a 
Saviour, the Lord Jesus Christ,  
21. who will transfigure the wretched body of ours into the mould of his glorious 
body, through the working of the power which he has, even to bring all things under 
his mastery. 
4:1. So then, my brothers and dear friends whom I miss so much, my joy and my 
crown, hold firm in the Lord, dear friends. 
 


     This reading from Paul’s letter to the church in Philippi defines the essence of the 


readings from Genesis and Psalm 27. The crux is contained in verses 20 and 21: ―But our 


homeland is in heaven and it is from there that we are expecting a Saviour, the Lord Jesus 


Christ, who will transfigure the wretched body of ours into the mould of his glorious 


body, through the working of the power which he has, even to bring all things under his 


mastery.‖ Our homeland is in heaven. Our wretched bodies will be transformed ―into the 


mould of his glorious body.‖ All this will be accomplished through the ―power which he 


has, even to bring all things under his mastery.‖ 


     Whatever else one may think of Paul and his writings, this is a masterpiece, for here 


we learn how to transcend the times and places of our earthly existence. Because God 


reigns supreme over all upon which we rely for self-definition, the very power we need to 
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launch ourselves into God’s kingdom is right here on earth. In fact, it is our very essence. 


Everything is of God. Everything participates in God. 


 


The Spiritual in the Material 


 


     This is the lesson we failed to learn in the Wilderness. In what we perceived as a 


hostile and barren land, God was present. When we feared we would have no water, God 


brought it forth from the rock. When we feared we would have nothing to eat, manna 


appeared. Perhaps most astonishing, when we were afraid we would be poisoned by 


snakes, it was the snake itself that provided our protection. In other words, all that we 


need to quench our thirst, feed our hunger, and relieve our fear is present in the very thing 


that we perceive to be the threat. Ironically, that which we need often exists in that which 


we perceive to be the source of our deprivation. 


     How can this be? Because all things are possible with God. God rules over all. God’s 


power permeates everything. What is that power? Verses 3:17 and 4:1 provide the 


answer: ―Brothers, be united in imitating me. Keep your eyes fixed on those who act 


according to the example you have from me…So then, my brothers and dear friends 


whom I miss so much, my joy and my crown, hold firm in the Lord, dear friends.‖ We 


experience the power of God in the power of love. Paul tells us how: his ―crown‖—a 


universal symbol of power—is comprised of those he loves. 


     Just as we who abide in love are Paul’s crown, we who cannot see beyond the material 


are his enemies. Verses 18 and 19 emphasize this point: ―For there are so many people of 


whom I have often warned you, and now I warn you again with tears in my eyes, who 


behave like the enemies of Christ's cross. They are destined to be lost; their god is the 


stomach; they glory in what they should think shameful, since their minds are set on 
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earthly things.‖ We for whom ―god is the stomach…who glory in what they should think 


shameful‖ are ―enemies of Christ's cross‖ because we mistake the material world for the 


spiritual. We cling to the things of this life. We fear death because we’ve never seen 


what’s on the other side. We fail to see how crucifixion and resurrection are 


synonymous—ongoing, eternal dynamics of life itself. 


     Thusly are our minds inevitably ―set on earthly things.‖ How could it be otherwise? 


All that we know and understand has come to us through our experience of time and 


space. While God’s power may be imminent in all things, it is far too subtle for us to 


grasp readily or easily. 


     Or is it? When we probe deeply into the things of this world, be they the vast expanse 


of interstellar space or the molecular dynamics of DNA, we are consistently amazed, 


astounded, and confounded by the complexity and beauty of it all. Who has not looked 


upon a butterfly or a flower and marveled at the seemingly routinely-produced 


magnificence of their beauty? Who has never been amazed at the appearance of life after 


a winter, or a volcanic eruption, or terrible fire? Simply looking at the moon at night fills 


us with wonder.  


     The magnificence of the Creation is simply astonishing. All too often, however, 


amazement and appreciation fall prey to greed and lust. Then, we stand in need of Paul’s 


admonishments. Our relationship with Creation is irreparably damaged when wonder is 


replaced by mastery. We may think we can improve on Creation—and perhaps in some 


ways, we can—but generally we cannot—if not in the short run, then in the long. Dams 


that prevent floods evolve into fish killers, salinizers, and silt-blockers. Chemical 


fertilizers increase crop yields, but alter the gender of reptiles. That little animal that 
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doesn't seem worth the laws that protect it may turn out to be an essential part of the food 


web. Consider the little Western Fence Lizard—whose very existence is threatened by a 


habitat attractive to development—that is able to neutralize the spirochete of Lyme 


disease, inhibiting its spread west of the Rockies.
13


 


     And so it goes. Getting stuck in the exigencies of time and space can lead to the most 


egregious violations of the beauty and wonder created by God. Imagine, for example, 


how our decisions might change had we the perspective of eternity? What might we do or 


refrain from doing were we to be mindful of the consequences that extend beyond our 


lifetimes—or tomorrow, for that matter? How much better off would we be if we could 


relinquish the diachronic view for the synchronic? 


     From Abram to David to Paul, we have appreciated how we are grounded in a reality 


that transcends our comprehension. In Luke's Gospel, Jesus not only articulates the need 


to see beyond the obvious, he embodies it as well. The ―narrow door‖ to which he refers 


is our passage to the Kingdom of God. The door is narrow because it is designed for each 


of us alone. It admits no other. 


      
Luke 13:(22-30)31-35 
 
22. Through towns and villages he went teaching, making his way to Jerusalem.  
23. Someone said to him, "Sir, will there be only a few saved?" He said to them,  
24. `Try your hardest to enter by the narrow door, because, I tell you, many will try to enter and 
will not succeed. 
25. `Once the master of the house has got up and locked the door, you may find yourself standing 
outside knocking on the door, saying, `Lord, open to us,' but he will answer, `I do not know 
where you come from.'  
26. Then you will start saying, `We once ate and drank in your company; you taught in our 
streets,'  
27. but he will reply, `I do not know where you come from; away from me, all evil doers!' 
28. `Then there will be weeping and grinding of teeth, when you see Abraham and Isaac and 
Jacob and all the prophets in the kingdom of God, and yourselves thrown out.  


                                                 
13


 Lane RS, Mun J, Eisen L, Eisen RJ (2006). "Refractoriness of the western fence lizard 


(Sceloporus occidentalis) to the Lyme disease group spirochete Borrelia bissettii". J. 


Parasitol. 92 (4): 691–6. 
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29. And people from east and west, from north and south, will come and sit down at the feast in 
the kingdom of God. 
30. `Look, there are those now last who will be first, and those now first who will be last.") 
31. Just at this time some Pharisees came up. "Go away," they said. "Leave this 
place, because Herod means to kill you."  
32. He replied, "You may go and give that fox this message: Look! Today and 
tomorrow I drive out devils and heal, and on the third day I attain my end.  
33. But for today and tomorrow and the next day I must go on, since it would not be 
right for a prophet to die outside Jerusalem. 
34. `Jerusalem, Jerusalem, you that kill the prophets and stone those who are sent 
to you! How often have I longed to gather your children together, as a hen gathers 
her brood under her wings, and you refused!  
35. Look! Your house will be left to you. Yes, I promise you, you shall not see me till 
the time comes when you are saying: 
Blessed is he who is coming in the name of the Lord!" 
 
 


     This apocalyptic passage from Luke contains much that applies to today's meditations, 


which have explored the relationship between our grounding in the Creation and our 


transcendence of the same through life in the Spirit.  Land and destiny preoccupy us 


because we are part of the Creation, which is a function of time and space.  


 


Land and Identity 


 


     God transcends the Creation. To the degree that we do also, we live independently of 


time and space. How are we to understand that? Let's see if we can unravel the mystery a 


bit. We'll begin with a brief meditation on land. 


     In the beginning, our habitation in the Garden of Eden placed our relationship with 


God in a particular location. Earth became an essential component of our identity. We 


are, in fact, made from it.
14


 Moreover, all that sustains our bodies is from the earth.
15


  


     Nevertheless, food does not come without a price: We must cultivate the Garden and 


take care of it.
16


 Finally, if we disobey God’s commands we shall lose what we have and 


become slave to the dust from which we were taken (and to which we shall return).
17


 


                                                 
14 Genesis 2:7 
15 Genesis 2:16 
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     Whether we view the story of the Garden of Eden as literal history or as an attempt to 


explain our origin and our relationship with the Creation, the meaning is the same: our 


identity is inextricably bound up with the land. 


     Who could possibly dispute that? Our physiques, facial features, skin color, dress, 


customs, even the character of our relationships with God derive from the land we 


inhabit. Europeans differ in skin color from Africans, who differ in facial features from 


Tibetans, who differ in physique from Polynesians, who differ in religion from Middle 


Easterners. In short, land determines identity. 


     Does that not provide us with an essential clue to understanding the preoccupation 


with land that runs throughout the Old Testament? It’s quite simple: If land gives us our 


identity, than land is us. Land is our origin. Land gives us life.  


     But there's a catch. If we identify too closely with land, it will also be the cause of our 


death. Land is diachronic—located in time and space. To identify with land is to define 


ourselves diachronically—located in time and space. With that we become limited, 


derivative, finite, and mortal. Then, according to Paul, we relate to God not through 


Spirit, but through flesh. 


 


Luke's Perspective 


 


     That is the main point of this extraordinary reading from Luke. We could write an 


entire book about it, but for our purposes today, we need only observe the following:  


 


1) we enter God’s Kingdom only ―through the narrow door‖ (v. 24) 


                                                                                                                                                 
16 Genesis 2:15 
17 Genesis 2:17-19, 23 
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2) we gain entrance when God knows where we ―come from‖ (vs. 25-7) 


3) the last shall be first and the first last (v. 30) 


4) those who seem enemies are often friends (vs. 31) 


5) Jerusalem must be open to all (vs. 34-5) 


 


These five points clarify relationship with God and Creation. To enter the Kingdom, we 


must be faithful to both. Creation is our substance. Spirit is our essence. Only through 


reconciling the two can we have everlasting life. 


     How do we accomplish that? Perhaps the key lies in the phrase ―narrow door‖ (v. 


24).
18


 What kind of a symbol is the narrow door? Taking it literally, a narrow door is one 


through which only one person can pass at a time. Expanding this into a symbol, we can 


say that the narrow door represents our access to eternal life. Each of us has our own 


path, our own door through which we must walk.  We cannot simply follow someone 


else.  


 


The Narrow Path 


 


     The narrow door lies at the end of a narrow path. Narrow can be seen in two ways. 


Firstly, the narrow path means sticking to where we belong, on a path wide enough only 


for our feet. The diversions that might seem to broaden the path may simply erase it. We 


all know what it is like to be tempted away from what we treasure, temptations which 


lead us to lose both our way and the goal to which we aspire. 


     For instance, writing a doctoral dissertation can lead us to research areas that seemed 


relevant to our argument, but which turn out to be the academic equivalent of dry holes. 


                                                 
18 See also Matthew 7:13-14 
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They yield nothing and deprive us of time and energy to finish our dissertations. How 


often we are tempted to settle for an ABD (all but dissertation) because we cannot keep to 


the narrow path. 


     Correspondingly, consider what happens when we are offered a "better" job that gives 


us less time for our families. We may feel that we can do it for a while, improve the 


family finances, and then return to spending time with each other. But, by the time we 


have ―made our mark,‖ so to speak, our children are grown, we hardly know our spouses 


anymore, and whatever money we made is rapidly expended trying to win the love of 


those whom we never should have deserted in the first place. We lose what we had and 


what we had hoped to gain. 


     Sticking to the narrow path helps us to avoid such temptations. As usual, however, 


there's a catch. A second meaning of "narrow path" may be that we view it too narrowly. 


The temptation to depart from the narrow path can sometimes lead us to discover 


possibilities that are unimaginable if we adhere strictly to what we suppose is our 


prescribed destiny. We ought not to be too narrow-minded on our narrow path. 


     We also must be wary of accepting others' views of the narrowness of our paths. Too 


often we fail to respond to God's call because it fails to conform to others' experience of 


their calls. God can lead us into some pretty unlikely areas. 


     Consequently, we must walk the line between too narrow and too wide a path. While 


we should always be open to the perspectives and advice of others, we must not allow 


them to lead us away from who we are, from our uniqueness among human beings. The 


narrow path is for us alone. When we depart from it, we may be following someone 


else’s path or their idea of what our path should be. Actually, if we can see the path 
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before us, it most likely is someone else's. If a path is visible, someone else has walked it 


before. 


 


How will Good Know Us? 


 


     God creates each of us to be only who we are, not to be who someone else thinks we 


should be. Listening to others is always wise, but blindly following their advice is fraught 


with dangers. Each of us is unique. We all have unique relationships with God. If we live 


our lives imitating others, we shall not be recognizable when we arrive at the door that 


opens only to us. God will not know where we come from (v. 25). We shall be so 


derivative that any vestige of who we were created to be will be lost.  


 


The Last Shall Be First 


 


     That is why God especially loves those who are excluded from groups.
19


 Groups can 


restrict the individuality of their members: we are expected to subscribe to the same ideas 


and beliefs, conform to the same behaviors, and base our identity as much on the group as 


on who we are. While groups can unite us in ways that multiply our talents and energies, 


they can also be stultifying. At their worst, groups can dominate both their own members 


and those of other groups, create ―in-groups‖ who have all the power, and delude 


themselves into thinking that the spoils of power are proof of God’s favor toward them. 


     Verse 30
20


 puts an end to that presumption. As far as God is concerned, there are no 


―in‖ or ―out‖ groups. We are all judged according to our love for God and love for 


neighbor. Any other criteria are little more than fabrications to inflate our vanity. We are 


saved not because we belong to a particular group or subscribe to a particular creed but 


                                                 
19 See our meditation on the Fourth Sunday in Lent of Cycle B. 
20 See also Matthew 19:30, 20:16; and Mark 10:31 
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because God loves us—each and all. To preserve our orientation to eternal life we need 


only subscribe to the eternal in the temporal, namely, love for God and neighbor. 


 


The Warning From the Pharisees 


 


     Ah, the Pharisees! How often are they cast in an unfavorable light? How often did 


Jesus advise us not to become like them, obsessed as they could be with the minutia of 


Law, turning it into legalism? In a curiously paradoxical manner, to hate the Pharisees (or 


to see them as the bad guys) is to become exactly what we accuse them of being, namely, 


judgmental and divisive. 


     Not all Pharisees were hostile to Jesus. Some invited him to their homes.
21


 Others 


became Christians (Paul being perhaps the most famous). Some Pharisees were genuinely 


concerned with God’s ongoing revelation and challenged their colleagues when the 


apostles were judged by legalistic standards.
22


 Here, in verse 31, ―some Pharisees‖ warn 


Jesus that Herod means to kill him. 


     Here again, implicit in the passage is the lesson that we should beware of judging 


individuals by the groups to which they belong. Our duty as Christians is always to 


embrace those who live by the two great commandments, whatever their group. The 


Pharisees in verse 31 are Jesus’s friends. The warning to us is clear: beware of judging 


others. 


 


Jerusalem: Earthly or Heavenly? 


 


     The lesson reaches its climax in Jesus’s poignant lament in verses 34 and 35: 


"Jerusalem, Jerusalem, you that kill the prophets and stone those who are sent to you! 


                                                 
21 Luke 7:36, 11:7, 14:1 
22 Acts 5:33-39 
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How often have I longed to gather your children together, as a hen gathers her brood 


under her wings, and you refused! Look! Your house will be left to you. Yes, I promise 


you, you shall not see me till the time comes when you are saying: ―Blessed is he who is 


coming in the name of the Lord!" 


     This is God speaking. God is eternal, thus these words are eternal. They are meant for 


no particular time and place, although many interpreters place this passage in the context 


of history (the destruction of the Temple in 70 AD). They are synchronic: Meant for all 


times and places throughout eternity. 


     Thus, we come to the penultimate lesson of Wilderness experience: God is present 


where humanly-derived distinctions among believers are absent. When we are willing to 


forego the hollow security of definitions and identifications, then we can truly abide with 


God.  


     To abandon assumptions, however, is to enter the timeless nowhere of the Wilderness. 


When we enter the Wilderness, we depend on God in the moment, throughout all 


moments. We cannot extend our security through our own devices, as we did in trying to 


preserve manna from one day to the next. Rather, we live with God in eternity, that is, 


freed from concerns about time and space. 


     Thusly is destiny confined to the moment. It exists only in the moment, not before, not 


after. In every moment our destiny is to do the Will of God. The Will of God is 


synonymous with love. If we love in the moment, we have fulfilled our destiny. 


     So we see that place, identity, and closeness to God can coexist in our temporal 


existence. Jerusalem is the paradigm. That great home to three major religions must be 
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open to all. We must not kill those sent to us (v. 34). We must allow God to gather the 


children there (v. 34). And we must bless those who come to us in God’s name (v. 35). 


     Lord in verse 35 is from the Greek word kurios, which means ―supreme in authority.‖ 


Kurios is a word that Christians used to mean the supreme God as revealed in Jesus. 


When we realize that Jesus was God appearing to all humankind, we can decipher this 


enormously important verse in Luke: Jerusalem must epitomize openness to all who 


come in the name of God, who is  the supreme ruler of all humankind. Thus, however one 


identifies God—as Yahweh, God, Jesus, Allah, Ram, Vishnu, Buddha, or any other 


name—that is Kurios. 


     Jerusalem is the ultimate symbol of humankind living together in gratitude to the God 


who reigns supreme over all. Unfortunately, we shall always be inclined to claim 


Jerusalem—as symbol or real estate—for ourselves alone. We do so by denigrating every 


relationship with God other than our own. Thusly do we define God by the nature of our 


relationship with land. Thusly do we define God in human terms. Thusly do we profane 


God. 


     We must patiently and lovingly disabuse ourselves and one another of our delusions. 


We must see through our identification with particular pieces of real estate. Only then can 


we accept all who come in the name of the Lord. Only then can we free ourselves from 


the illusions of a Promised Land across the Jordan and joyfully accept our habitation in 


the Wilderness.  


     There, our only salvation is God. There, any who love and serve God in love and 


peace (whatever their name for God) are welcome. As we saw in our meditation on the 
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First Sunday in this Cycle, welcoming the stranger (both within and without) is the 


ultimate good. 


     Only when we accept God's transcendence of definitions can we evaluate one another 


solely by the two great commandments: To love God and to love neighbor. To 


accomplish that is truly to come to Jerusalem ―in the name of the Lord.‖  


     What a wonderful day when the heavenly Jerusalem becomes the model for the 


earthly Jerusalem! 
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THIRD SUNDAY 


 


     Today, on the Third Sunday in Lent of Cycle C, we learn God's name. The story of 


Moses and the burning bush is symbolic to an extreme. The psalm, the New Testament 


reading, and the Gospel all incorporate richly symbolic perspectives. Interweaving 


synchronic and diachronic perspectives, they teach us how to recognize the nuances of 


God's presence in our lives. 


     Let us begin with the Collect for the Third Sunday in Lent. 


 
Almighty God, you know that we have no power in ourselves to help 
ourselves: Keep us both outwardly in our bodies and inwardly in our souls, 
that we may be defended from all adversities which may happen to the body, 
and from all evil thoughts which may assault and hurt the soul; through 
Jesus Christ our Lord, who lives and reigns with you and the Holy Spirit, one 
God, for ever and ever. Amen. 


 
 
Exodus 3:1-15 
 
1. Moses was looking after the flock of his father-in-law Jethro, the priest of Midian; 
he led it to the far side of the desert and came to Horeb, the mountain of God.  
2. The angel of Yahweh appeared to him in a flame blazing from the middle of a 
bush. Moses looked; there was the bush blazing, but the bush was not being burnt 
up.  
3. Moses said, "I must go across and see this strange sight, and why the bush is not 
being burnt up."  
4. When Yahweh saw him going across to look, God called to him from the middle of 
the bush. "Moses, Moses!" he said. "Here I am," he answered.  
5. "Come no nearer," he said. "Take off your sandals, for the place where you are 
standing is holy ground.  
6. I am the God of your ancestors," he said, "the God of Abraham, the God of Isaac 
and the God of Jacob." At this Moses covered his face, for he was afraid to look at 
God. 
7. Yahweh then said, "I have indeed seen the misery of my people in Egypt. I have 
heard them crying for help on account of their taskmasters. Yes, I am well aware of 
their sufferings.  
8. And I have come down to rescue them from the clutches of the Egyptians and 
bring them up out of that country, to a country rich and broad, to a country flowing 
with milk and honey, to the home of the Canaanites, the Hittites, the Amorites, the 
Perizzites, the Hivites and the Jebusites.  
9. Yes indeed, the Israelites' cry for help has reached me, and I have also seen the 
cruel way in which the Egyptians are oppressing them.  
10. So now I am sending you to Pharaoh, for you to bring my people the Israelites 
out of Egypt." 
11. Moses said to God, "Who am I to go to Pharaoh and bring the Israelites out of 
Egypt?"  
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12. "I shall be with you," God said, "and this is the sign by which you will know that I 
was the one who sent you. After you have led the people out of Egypt, you will 
worship God on this mountain." 
13. Moses then said to God, "Look, if I go to the Israelites and say to them, `The God 
of your ancestors has sent me to you,' and they say to me, `What is his name?' what 
am I to tell them?"  
14. God said to Moses, "I am he who is." And he said, "This is what you are to say to 
the Israelites, `I am has sent me to you.' "  
15. God further said to Moses, "You are to tell the Israelites, `Yahweh, the God of 
your ancestors, the God of Abraham, the God of Isaac and the God of Jacob, has sent 
me to you.' This is my name for all time, and thus I am to be invoked for all 
generations to come. 
 


     Today's readings are among the Bible's most powerful. We begin with God’s call to 


Moses, proceed to David’s hymn to God, then to Paul’s interpretation of the Exodus, and 


finally to Jesus’s definition of sin and death. Throughout all four readings are images of 


God as all-powerful and all-loving. How the two conflict defines many of the concerns 


addressed by the readings. 


     This passage from Exodus describes a defining moment in our early relationship with 


God. In fact, our home in the Wilderness is foretold here in Moses’s questions about his 


vocation and his relationship with an ineffable God whose name he does not know. In 


this passage, we discover not only who we are, but also who God is. Not surprisingly, 


God’s name identifies relationship as God’s presence in Creation. 


     Exodus is to Genesis as history is to folklore.  In Genesis, folklore elaborates the 


human condition. In Exodus, history authenticates the identity of a certain group of 


people. In that history, the Wilderness again assumes a place of primacy. God calls 


Moses where he lives (in the Wilderness) to become part of God's ongoing salvation of 


humankind. 


 


Yahweh's Call 


 


     One of the tribes of the Hapiru, that of the descendants of Jacob, has failed to return 


from Egypt, where they had gone generations earlier for food when their land was 
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plagued by famine. Then, they traded what they had for what they needed. Now, it was 


time for them to return to their origins. As God had chosen Moses for the mission, he was 


about to become a central figure in the history of the Jewish people. 


     This passage from Exodus creates a subtle transition from folklore to history. It begins 


with a burning bush: just the sort of supernatural imagery that characterizes folklore. 


Both Moses's encounter with the burning bush and Abram's experience of the ritual that 


sealed the covenant involve fire, which gains its meaning as a symbol from its literal 


ability to transform substances. Without fire we could not cook. Without cooking, much 


food is unavailable to us. Fire also turns solids and liquids into gases. Thus, it symbolizes 


the power that liberates spirit from matter. 


     The passage ends with the revelation of God’s name as both the impetus for 


generating history and the guiding principle of that history. What does that mean? 


     In order to enlist the Israelites in a common, diachronic endeavor, Moses must 


convince them that God has chosen him synchronically to be their leader. To do that, he 


must know God’s name (v. 13). If the one who sent him is authentic, then the Israelites 


will have to respond, both because they recognize the name and because they understand 


how God is part of their history, for they still locate themselves in the Patriarchal 


tradition of Abraham, Isaac, and Jacob. However long they have been in Egypt, they have 


preserved their relationship with the God they knew before they went there. 


 


God's Name 


 


     The name that God gives Moses epitomizes God's relationship with humankind. In 


Hebrew, the name is Ehyeh-Asher-Ehyeh. Ehyeh is the first person singular of the verb 
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―to be.‖ The tense, however, is not clear.
23


 Thus, the phrase can be interpreted in several 


ways: 


 


 I was who I was 


 I was who I am 


 I was who I shall be 


 I am who I was 


 I am who I am 


 I am who I shall be  


 I shall be who I was 


 I shall be who I am 


 I shall be who I shall be 


If you find this confusing, that is exactly the point. Combining all nine, the nuances of 


each define essential aspects of God. God was, is and is to be. God is now and will be in 


the future what God always was. What God always was is what God is now and will be 


in the future. Thus, God is immutable.  


     God's name also means that God will be in the future whatever God chooses to be ("I 


shall be who I shall be"). The possibilities for God are limitless. In fact, whatever God 


chooses to be in the future, however it may appear to us to be different from what God 


was in the past, it is the same as what God was in the past and is in the present. Thus, 


God inhabits diachronic time synchronically. 


                                                 
23 cf: Plaut, W. Gunther, ed. (1981) The Torah: A Modern Commentary. New 


York. Union of Hebrew Congregations. p. 405 
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     Trying to figure this out may feel like sojourning in the Wilderness, for it places us in 


a tension between diachronic and synchronic perspectives. Let us simply say that God is 


immutable and transcendent. God is forever the same throughout ever-changing history. 


If we truly open ourselves to God, if we enter into an ongoing relationship with God, if 


we can loosen ourselves from the moorings of doctrine and dogma, then whatever the 


future brings, we shall be able to recognize God from what we know of God now.  


     Those who followed the Patriarchal tradition understood this. In revealing how Moses 


should refer to God, Ehyeh-Asher-Ehyeh contains the essence of their understanding of 


God. God has always been present in history. God will be present in the future. God is 


present now. But God does not engineer history over time. God influences history only 


through our adherence to the Two Great Commandments moment by moment. Without 


that, anything goes.  


     The Israelites' experience in the Wilderness confirms God's name. Ours does, too. We 


may not know what the future will bring, but we can be assured that God will be present. 


Like manna in the Wilderness, we cannot preserve for tomorrow our relationship with 


God today. Like manna, we shall always have God with us. God will fulfill our need for 


God on a daily basis.  


     To try to preserve our current relationship with God is to risk missing it in our future. 


As the saying goes, those who are in love with the spirit of the times are headed for 


divorce. Nevertheless, however God appears in the future, God will be of the same 


essence as today. 
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     In other words, the only thing that changes in our relationship with God is time. God 


is eternal. We are temporal. In translating between the two, we often see God as less 


immutable than God is.  


    We come and we go. God always is. Only our perspective of God changes. As we 


confront the challenges of the times in which we live, God is always the same. Change 


exists only from a diachronic perspective. Ehyeh-Asher-Ehyeh. 


 


Vocation 


 


     Equally significant in God's call to Moses is the account of how God acts through 


history. Somehow, we always cling to the hope that God will intervene directly in human 


affairs to bail us out of our foolhardiness. How often, when we are in difficulty, do we 


ask God to get us out? How often do we pray that God will change what is or was or is to 


be? When we are driving to the hospital after learning that our child has been struck by a 


car, how fervently do we implore God to effect a miracle? When we commit a terrible 


offense, how often do we plead that the consequences not befall us? When we are in 


excruciating pain, how often do we pray that God will relieve it? 


     Simply turning to God often ameliorates our difficulties. If we pray to God that we 


shall receive a promotion, pass the exam, or find the money to pay the rent, sometimes 


simply turning to God puts things in a perspective that makes getting what we think we 


need less critical. Sometimes, when we are in pain, simply praying to God confirms that 


we are not alone, making the pain easier to bear. 


     Nevertheless, as with Moses, God acts in history through us. Like Moses, we are 


God's agents. And, like Moses, when faced with the enormity of what needs to be done 
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on others' behalf, we often ask God to choose someone else.
24


 That rarely works. 


Consider all that Jonah went through to avoid his call to Nineveh, only to be vomited up 


on its shores. When God calls, we had better go. 


     It's worth all the trials and tribulations we must endure. Think about it: when our 


neighbors fall into hopelessness and despair, who better to bear it with them than us? 


When someone is hungry, who better to feed them than us? When a little girl who has 


been sold into sexual slavery prays to God to rescue her, who better to do so than us? 


When someone being tortured prays for release, who better to secure it than us? 


     Unfortunately, we usually feel inadequate to the task. Sometimes it involves facing 


ourselves, our values and emotions in ways that disturb us. Other times, it puts us in 


conflict with those whose interests are served by abusing others. One thing is for certain: 


Speaking out against abuse will incur the wrath of the diachronically embedded. 


Diachronic often has little use for synchronic.  


     Most often, however, we simply feel that we are not competent to do what is needed. 


Sitting with our neighbors in their grief places us squarely in our impotence to change 


diachronic time. Nevertheless, who doesn't appreciate the heartfelt support of a neighbor? 


Do any of us expect our neighbors to have superhuman powers? Probably not. But the 


love of those who accompany us in our suffering can produce miracles. God acts through 


us, if we only give God the chance.  


 


Worshipping God on the Mountain 


 


     There is so much to be learned from this passage. We have hardly delved deeply 


enough. However, we might consider one last lesson. In verse 12, God says ―…this is the 


                                                 
24 Exodus 4:13 
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sign by which you will know that I was the one who sent you. After you have led the 


people out of Egypt, you will worship God on this mountain." Knowing that God is 


present in our lives requires that we ―worship God on this mountain.‖  


     Again, this is not a literal place, although mountains have a grandeur that cannot fail 


to impress. It is a spiritual place where we encounter God as Moses did the burning bush. 


It is a place of dialogue, questioning, magic, and wonder. One's mountain is unique to 


one's life. It sticks up above the plain of everyday life. Sometimes, only we know where 


and what it is.  


     Furthermore, all that occurred in this account of Moses and God must be present in 


our relationship with God. All of the import, grandeur, mystery, dialogue, challenge and 


counter-challenge, surrender, acceptance, devotion, love—even bargaining—must be part 


of our relationship with God. Only then can we truly see ―the sign by which you will 


know that I was the one who sent you‖ on our missions in life. 


     Standing on a mountaintop places us above the minutia of life. We can almost touch 


the sky. The air is thinner, purer, cooler. Mountains often generate their own weather, 


which can be unpredictable. A mountaintop is a wilderness, indeed. Rarely, when there, 


are we surrounded by others. 


     Imagine the mountaintops of our lives. When and where are we alone with God? 


When does relationship with God expand our viewpoints? Are our spiritual mountaintops 


regularly available to us? When there, are we afraid of the altitude, unpredictability, 


loneliness? Are we reluctant to come down and return to the fray? Do we prefer 


seclusion? 
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     We find answers in the next three readings. For example, Psalm 103 reaffirms and 


deepens our knowledge of God’s redeeming love for us. No matter what our worries and 


concerns, our sufferings and pain, our hopes and longings, God is with us. God is love. 


Love cures all, strengthens all, and redeems all. 


      
Psalm 103 
 
1. Bless Yahweh, my soul, 
from the depths of my being, his holy name; 
 
2. bless Yahweh, my soul, 
never forget all his acts of kindness. 
 
3. He forgives all your offences, 
cures all your diseases, 
 
4. he redeems your life from the abyss, 
crowns you with faithful love and tenderness; 
 
5. he contents you with good things all your life, 
renews your youth like an eagle's. 
 
6. Yahweh acts with uprightness, 
with justice to all who are oppressed; 
 
7. he revealed to Moses his ways, 
his great deeds to the children of Israel. 
 
8. Yahweh is tenderness and pity, 
slow to anger and rich in faithful love; 
 
9. his indignation does not last for ever, 
nor his resentment remain for all time; 
 
10. he does not treat us as our sins deserve, 
nor repay us as befits our offences. 
 
11. As the height of heaven above earth, 
so strong is his faithful love for those who fear him. 
 
12. As the distance of east from west, 
so far from us does he put our faults. 
 
13. As tenderly as a father treats his children, 
so Yahweh treats those who fear him; 
 
14. he knows of what we are made, 
he remembers that we are dust. 
 
15. As for a human person, his days are like grass, 
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he blooms like the wild flowers; 
 
16. as soon as the wind blows he is gone, 
never to be seen there again. 
 
17. But Yahweh's faithful love for those who fear him 
is from eternity and for ever; 
and his saving justice to their children's children; 
 
18. as long as they keep his covenant,  
and carefully obey his precepts. 
 
19. Yahweh has fixed his throne in heaven, 
his sovereign power rules over all. 
 
20. Bless Yahweh, all his angels, 
mighty warriors who fulfil his commands, 
attentive to the sound of his words. 
 
21. Bless Yahweh, all his armies, 
servants who fulfil his wishes. 
 
22. Bless Yahweh, all his works, 
in every place where he rules. 
Bless Yahweh, my soul. 
 


     What a glorious testimony to God’s love is Psalm 103! The power of God that 


redeems us from the abyss of our presumption shines forth in song. Verses one and two 


remind us to ―bless‖ God, from the depths of our souls, in remembrance of his kindness 


toward us. Yet, what does it mean to ―bless‖ God? Isn’t it God who blesses us? 


 


Sacred Blessings 


 


     Yes and no. God certainly blesses us with life and love. All that comes from God is 


sacred. As humans trapped in diachronic time and place, however, we seem routinely to 


forget that. We profane the Creation by treating it as a means to our ends, ends which all 


too often are grounded in the seven deadly sins. We use others for our lust. We denigrate 


Creation through anger, neglect it through sloth, exhaust it through gluttony, demean it 


through envy, exploit it through greed, and then have the nerve to feel proud of our 


domination. Consequently, we must continually remind ourselves of the holiness of all 
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that God has made. We must bless God. We must affirm the holiness of all that is of God. 


We must bless Creation. 


     Verses three through fourteen enumerate how we experience God’s love. In verses 


three through five we read that God forgives, cures, redeems, crowns, contents and 


renews. Verse six contains the heart of God’s love for those who are damaged by our 


failure to bless Creation: ―Yahweh acts with uprightness, with justice to all who are 


oppressed.‖ God's justice informs us of the appalling negativity of our abuse of the 


Creation, whether of one another or of the natural order.  


 


Loving Justice 


 


     Of course, just as God needed Moses to put God’s justice into effect, God needs us to 


do the same. Here we come to the amazing love that inhabits God’s justice: When we 


rescue those who are abused we terminate the negativity not only of those who suffer, but 


also of those who abuse. Stopping abuse rescues both the abused and the abuser. Such is 


the great equanimity of God’s justice: It redeems both those who sin and those are sinned 


against. 


     Verse seven describes God’s justice for the Israelites. Verses eight through thirteen 


then describe the power of justice for overcoming our sinfulness. This again relates to a 


major theme of the Exodus, namely, God’s faithfulness to the Israelites in the face of 


their faithlessness toward God.  


     We must remind ourselves that the Exodus symbolizes an aspect of life that everyone 


experiences. Diachronic time can so possess us that we find ourselves distant from God. 


We desperately need rescue. We need to be pulled out of our despair and brought into 
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hope and love. We need a redeemer to save us from our alienation and to reconcile us to 


God. 


     Verses fourteen through seventeen elaborate the quandary of living in diachronic time. 


Life in Creation is temporary, transient, insubstantial, and ephemeral. Our lives are 


shorter than we would like. That which we enjoy the most seems rapidly to come to an 


end. Suffering feels like it lasts forever. Our hopes and dreams my never be realized in 


our own lifetime. Seeing beyond our transitory diachronic locations is beyond our 


capacities. Our own lifetimes are all that matters. The future is at best uncertain, at worst 


non-existent.  


     Such thinking skews our behavior. The eternal present of synchronic time seems 


inconceivable. So we act rashly, seemingly without forethought. We do the dumbest 


things. We act in self-interest because we fear that if we don’t, something will be 


irretrievably lost. Like Jacob's family trapped in Egypt, we feel imprisoned in time and 


space. 


     Verses seventeen through nineteen reassure us that while we may inhabit diachronic 


time, God inhabits synchronic time. Verse seventeen makes this clear: ―But Yahweh's 


faithful love for those who fear him is from eternity and for ever; and his saving justice to 


their children's children.‖ But creates an abrupt shift from our slavery to time and space. 


Love is ―from eternity.‖ God’s justice is eternally present. Thus, to participate in love and 


justice is to transcend time and place. Loving one another and striving for justice moves 


us beyond limitations and unites us with God.  


     Verse eighteen tells us how both to love God and to work for justice. We must ―keep 


his covenant‖ and ―obey his precepts.‖ God’s covenant and precepts are not limitations, 
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they are liberations. Limitations spring from our human nature. Freedom is simply living 


synchronically. Whatever restrictions we may link to keeping God’s covenant and 


obeying his precepts are nothing more than limitations on our inclination to live 


diachronically.  


     Verse nineteen grounds the psalm: ―Yahweh has fixed his throne in heaven, 


his sovereign power rules over all.‖ God's heavenly power permeates the Creation. The 


Creation participates in the eternal and the immutable. The immortality and security we 


all seek in time and space actually exists. It is God, who creates, loves, and reaches out to 


us. Even when we lose our connection with God’s Grace, God redeems us. Again and 


again God rescues us from the diachronic limitations of time and space and returns us to 


synchronic eternity. 


     Verses twenty and twenty-one have a decidedly militaristic tone. Understood in 


context, however, they soften up. Remember that leaving the Wilderness by crossing the 


Jordan was tantamount to abandoning the Promised Land. From that moment on, the 


Israelites had to force their way into that which they believed was rightfully theirs.  


     Again, the lesson applies to all of humankind. Lusting after that which we don't have 


robs us of that which we do. Attacking others for what they have (that we think should be 


ours) launches us into endless disasters. 


     We seem to find that a difficult lesson. To this day, we war against one another 


because to try to free ourselves from the limitations of time and space. Verse twenty-one 


reveals our error: Mighty warriors and armies must be servants who fulfill God’s 


commands and wishes. In other words, warriors and armies are not those who fight 


against one another, but who fight for one another.  
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     Think of the phrase ―Salvation Army.‖ In our town, the Salvation Army operates the 


soup kitchen and a shelter for the homeless. All of us who are involved with those 


endeavors are in constant struggle with lack of funding, community resentment, 


breakdowns of equipment, and sanitation. And that does not begin to describe the 


struggle to rescue those who need our services from addiction, mental illness, despair, 


and alienation. 


     Sound like war? It is. But not with others for what they have. It is a war to preserve 


those from the tragedies of lusting over what they have not. 


     Verse twenty-two is the psalm’s glorious refrain.  ―Bless Yahweh, all his works, in 


every place where he rules. Bless Yahweh, my soul.‖ The psalm does not end with its 


words. It expands to all Creation throughout all eternity.  


     Here we have David at his best. When we bless God, we find our communion with 


―all his works, in every place where he rules.‖ We find our home in the synchronic, in 


eternal presence.  


    Psalm 103 is a round. Verse twenty-two returns us to verse one: "Bless Yahweh, all his 


works, in every place where he rules. Bless Yahweh, my soul. 


Bless Yahweh, my soul, from the depths of my being, his holy name;" This song can be 


always in our hearts. As long as we are in the psalm, we are with God. Its words 


comprise a roadmap in the Wilderness, where we can meet, engage, and dwell with God 


forever. 


     Paul understands this. He knows the psalm. He experiences the revelation of Christ. A 


devoted and zealous believer who gives himself totally to God, he experiences—and in 


experiencing, recognizes—God’s ongoing activity in the life of his soul. Surrendering 
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himself completely to God, he expects nothing less from us. Nevertheless, he is deeply 


understanding of our weakness, for he is intimately familiar with his own. However harsh 


we may find God’s judgment, it is there to bring us closer to God’s love. 


 
1 Corinthians 10:1-13 
 
1. I want you to be quite certain, brothers, that our ancestors all had the cloud over 
them and all passed through the sea.  
2. In the cloud and in the sea they were all baptised into Moses;  
3. all ate the same spiritual food  
4. and all drank the same spiritual drink, since they drank from the spiritual rock 
which followed them, and that rock was Christ.  
5. In spite of this, God was not pleased with most of them, and their corpses were 
scattered over the desert.  
6. Now these happenings were examples, for our benefit, so that we should never 
set our hearts, as they did, on evil things;  
7. nor are you to worship false gods, as some of them did, as it says in scripture: The 
people sat down to eat and drink, and afterwards got up to amuse themselves.  
8. Nor, again, are we to fall into sexual immorality; some of them did this, and 
twenty-three thousand met their downfall in one day.  
9. And we are not to put the Lord to the test; some of them put him to the test, and 
they were killed by snakes.  
10. Never complain; some of them complained, and they were killed by the 
Destroyer.  
11. Now all these things happened to them by way of example, and they were 
described in writing to be a lesson for us, to whom it has fallen to live in the last 
days of the ages.  
12. Everyone, no matter how firmly he thinks he is standing, must be careful he does 
not fall.  
13. None of the trials which have come upon you is more than a human being can 
stand. You can trust that God will not let you be put to the test beyond your 
strength, but with any trial will also provide a way out by enabling you to put up 
with it. 
 


     Paul begins his lesson by recounting our spiritual heritage. We are descended from 


those who sojourned in the Wilderness. Those who followed Moses all experienced the 


same thing. None escaped the trials and rewards of the Wilderness. As all had to 


experience the Wilderness in that time, so must all who choose to follow God enter the 


Wilderness now. 


     For Paul, however, the Wilderness was not simply a particular place in which a 


particular people lived at a particular time, namely, in the past. The most important 


elements of the Israelites’ experience in the Wilderness—cloud, sea, food, drink—were 
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all spiritual. However literal they felt at the time, their importance, their very essence, 


was of God. And, because God was creating an especially profound and impressive 


revelation to humankind, they were essentially experiencing Christ. As Paul writes, the 


spiritual rock from which they all drank as they wandered through the Wilderness was 


Christ himself. As they all experienced the same spiritual Christ in the Wilderness, those 


who count themselves among their descendents and followers share identical origins in 


Christ. 


     These two principles--that the essence of the Wilderness is spirituality and that the 


essence of the Israelites’ heritage is Christ—form the core of Paul’s theology. 


 


Sin and Redemption 


 


     That Jesus incarnates Christ in the Wilderness follows the tradition of verses one 


through five of the first Chapter of the Fourth Gospel: ―In the beginning was the Word: 


the Word was with God and the Word was God. He was with God in the beginning. 


Through him all things came into being, not one thing came into being except through 


him. What has come into being in him was life, life that was the light of men; and light 


shines in darkness, and darkness could not overpower it.‖ By emphasizing the Israelite’s 


commonality as an experiencing community, Paul establishes that their common 


heritage—at least as far as the historical event of the Exodus is concerned—is centered in 


Christ. Thus, their time in the Wilderness connected them with a God who transcends the 


(diachronic) time and space of Creation.  


     After liberating the eternal presence of God’s salvation from the limitations of history, 


Paul indulges in what can only be described as a typical Pauline rant. Remember, Paul 


was a Pharisee. His theological foundation (his meta-theology, as it were) was that 
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humankind could redeem itself through proper living. Were we able to obey God’s 


covenant and precepts (re: verse 18 of Psalm 103, above), we would not fall from grace, 


incur God’s wrath, and suffer the trials and setbacks of the finite life. Paul’s post-


conversion theology has much in common with his pre-conversion theology.  


     Thus, having just established the eternal presence of God’s salvation through Christ, 


Paul makes sure that none who embraces that redemption goes astray and becomes lax in 


devotion to God’s Will. In short, as appears so often in Paul’s theology, the promise of 


redemption does not obviate Law. In that regard, Paul is being faithful to Jesus’s 


statement in Matthew 5:17-19: ―Do not imagine that I have come to abolish the Law or 


the Prophets. I have come not to abolish but to complete them. In truth I tell you, till 


heaven and earth disappear, not one dot, not one little stroke, is to disappear from the 


Law until all its purpose is achieved. Therefore, anyone who infringes even one of the 


least of these commandments and teaches others to do the same will be considered the 


least in the kingdom of Heaven; but the person who keeps them and teaches them will be 


considered great in the kingdom of Heaven.‖       


     Paul worries that some will see Christ's promise of redemption as license to sin. Thus, 


he emphasizes that even the Chosen People were destroyed by God when they 


succumbed to their suffering and sinned against God. Redemption is not infinitely 


available. We must confess and repent. Confession and repentance are not rote exercises, 


however. Our hearts must be in it. 


     Paul's enumerations of the disasters that plagued those Israelites who went astray 


(23,000 because of sexual immorality!) fall under the heading of "bad things happen to 


bad people." Complain and you'll die (v. 10). Test God and die of snake bite (v. 9). In 
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other words, we can explain the disasters that happen to people as divine retribution for 


their sins. Why disasters happen to some but not to others (when we are all sinners) is 


conveniently ignored. 


 


Sin and Punishment 


 


     The bad things that happen to us as a result of non-human actions—natural disasters, 


disease, aging, and so on—are hardly punishment for our sins. Of course, if we build 


houses on barrier islands or next to wilderness forests, or if we engage in behavior that 


wantonly spreads disease, or if we fail to respect our bodies as they age, then we are 


being stupid. Not necessarily sinning, but certainly not exercising good responsibility for 


our actions. 


     Natural disasters are simply a part of life. Like it or not, every living thing is a source 


of food for other living things. We are no exception. Disease is basically something 


enriching its life at our expense. Natural disasters are nothing more than ordinary 


readjustments to the natural order that just happen to have a negative impact on us. Even 


aging, with its attended deterioration and breaking down, is a part of life, however much 


we may wish it wasn’t. All have little to do with sinfulness. They just happen.  


     Paul's blanket assumption that bad things happened to certain of the Israelites because 


they "set [their] hearts on evil things" (v. 6) is too extreme. While some complained, had 


second thoughts, questioned Moses’s judgment, or sowed discord, few would have 


equated that with pursuing evil. Rather, they questioned Moses’s interpretation of God’s 


Will.  


     Paul is on firmer ground in equating the Israelites' experience in the Wilderness with 


Baptism (v. 2) and Eucharist (vs. 3 & 4). In those three short verses he demonstrates how 
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the synchronic dimension of life (that which always is) interweaves with the diachronic 


dimension (the events of history). He warns us not to be disheartened by the ways in 


which history may not reassure us of God's presence.  


      He states in the last verse (v. 13) that: ―None of the trials which have come upon you 


is more than a human being can stand. You can trust that God will not let you be put to 


the test beyond your strength, but with any trial will also provide a way out by enabling 


you to put up with it.‖ Paul encourages us to remain firm in our faith despite the negative 


things that happen to us. To some degree, this is a direct refutation of all that he has said 


in verses five through eleven.  


     Bad things happen to everyone. We cannot differentiate between those who have 


incurred the wrath of God and those who have not. We all deserve punishment. While we 


certainly are punished by our sins (perhaps the more grievous precipitating the worse 


punishments), natural disasters make no distinctions among those they affect.  


     Paul's says that no suffering will be more than we can tolerate. No matter how bad it 


gets, God will never burden us with more than we can endure. We shall always have an 


―out‖ by means of our capacity to ―put up with it.‖  


     Is Paul telling us that we can find comfort in suffering because it could always be 


worse? Probably not. Instead, Paul is more likely moving back a bit from his ―God will 


strike you down if you offend God‖ to more of a ―Sufferings are inevitable, but God will 


look after you‖ approach. Consequently, according to Paul the evil that befalls us is not 


exclusively punishment. It can also be a test. 


     Paul seems to be confusing the diachronic with the synchronic. The limitations of time 


and space are burden enough. Trying to assign blame for natural disasters and the 
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impedimenta
25


 of life may have some currency in the realm of sin and punishment, but 


that connection is diachronic. Basically, it's an "if-then" way of viewing things. 


     God dwells in the synchronic. God's actions in history are not sequence-oriented. God 


is love. Love manifests itself in every moment of time. Only we can decide how effective 


that love is in ameliorating (or overcoming) the exigencies of diachronic time and space.      


     I'm not sure if Paul ever met or read Luke. As our next passage explains, repentance 


and acceptance of God are not inextricably connected to punishment. Again, the lesson is 


that we are punished not so much for our sins as by them. God as hanging judge never 


enters into the picture. 


      
Luke 13:1-9 
 
1. It was just about this time that some people arrived and told him about the 
Galileans whose blood Pilate had mingled with that of their sacrifices. At this he 
said to them,  
2. `Do you suppose that these Galileans were worse sinners than any others, that 
this should have happened to them?  
3. They were not, I tell you. No; but unless you repent you will all perish as they did.  
4. Or those eighteen on whom the tower at Siloam fell, killing them all? Do you 
suppose that they were more guilty than all the other people living in Jerusalem?  
5. They were not, I tell you. No; but unless you repent you will all perish as they 
did." 
6. He told this parable, "A man had a fig tree planted in his vineyard, and he came 
looking for fruit on it but found none.  
7. He said to his vinedresser, `For three years now I have been coming to look for 
fruit on this fig tree and finding none. Cut it down: why should it be taking up the 
ground?'  
8. `Sir,' the man replied, "`leave it one more year and give me time to dig round it 
and manure it:  
9. it may bear fruit next year; if not, then you can cut it down.' " 
 


     Luke highlights Christ's teaching about the relationship between sin and punishment. 


The fate of the Galileans killed by Pilate was not punishment for their sins. Were that the 


case we would all continually have disasters befalling us. Death is not the result of sin. 


                                                 
25 Latin for baggage. The root of our word impediment. 
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Only if we refuse to accept the redeeming power of Christ shall we lose our lives as 


certainly as did those whom we assumed were being punished for their sins.  


 


Sin and Death 


     For the Galileans, to have their blood mingled with that of Pilate's sacrifices was a 


dual loss of life. Firstly, they were dead. What was their offense? Most likely, they 


resisted the occupation.  


     Secondly, mingling Galilean blood with that of Roman sacrifices was the ultimate 


profaning of the sacred. Blood and life were intricately interwoven, if not synonymous. 


By mixing the bloods Pilate (or his minions) assured that the Galileans' blood would be 


profaned forever by heathen Roman blood. Apparently, Pilate loved to tweak the nose of 


the theology of the time. 


     Jesus says that death is due not to sinfulness but to lack of repentance. If we fail to 


repent, we choose to remain in sin rather to risk redemption. Sin threatens our connection 


with God only to the degree that we refuse to confess and repent. God is synonymous 


with reconciliation. 


     Perishing should be understood not only literally, but also symbolically. Literally, 


perishing refers to diachronic time: Death at the end of our lifetime. If we have no 


interest in living in God, then death will end our lives. We shall succumb to diachronic 


time with no recourse in synchronic time.  


     Symbolically, perishing refers to the quality of our lives in synchronic time: Death 


permeates every moment. Alienation from God is the worst that can happen. 


Disconnecting ourselves from God’s love leaves us living lives of impoverishment and 
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sterility. Better to dwell in God’s love and have the tower at Siloam fall upon us, for then 


death will usher us into eternal life in God's love. 


     All of this is borne out well in the parable of the fig tree. Literally, the one who tends 


the tree cares more about it than the one who owns it. Spiritually, Jesus is our mediator 


and advocate. If ever God grows tired when we repeatedly fail to take up the 


opportunities for good works (fruit) that are given us, Jesus will look after us. God's 


wrath (to the degree that it even exists) is balanced by God's compassion.   


 


Fertile Ground for Redemption 


 


     Perhaps the most important nuance of the parable is the vinedresser’s excuse for the 


tree: The ground is too depleted to support growth. Consequently, the vinedresser will 


―dig round it and manure it‖ (v. 9). 


     Parables are symbolic. How often do we fail at good works because the soil cannot 


support us? How often do we do bad things to others because we live in environments 


that give us no nourishment for positive growth? In such cases, what would Jesus do? 


     The parable is clear. Jesus tries to improve our environments so that we can bear the 


fruit of good deeds. God changes us through nurturance, not punishment. But, here we 


return to the first reading about Moses’s call. However much Jesus may wish to improve 


the circumstances in which we live, He cannot do it without human help. Once again, if 


God’s will is to be done, we have to do it. 


     The child starving when homework must be done, the mother trying to cope with 


misbehaving children after a long day’s labor, the father trying to represent the highest 


ideals when he is unemployed and cannot find a job, the politician longing to pass 


humane laws but faces vociferous opposition that would lead to defeat in the next 
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election, the CEO wanting to operate a more environmentally sound corporation but 


whose shareholders oppose it—all need us to improve their circumstances. 


     The last thing we should do is to cut others down for their sins. The first thing we 


should do is to improve their circumstances so they can bear fruit. The former attitude 


focuses on the negative; the latter, on the positive. The parable of the fig tree in Luke 


demonstrates God’s desire to further our capacity for good. God is less concerned with 


our sins. 


     Finally, what is fertilizer? Usually, it's the waste leftover from other endeavors 


(compost, offal, manure). Symbolically, then, that which is of the lowest value, which we 


throw away, which may even be repugnant, may be exactly what is needed for us to bear 


fruit. Judging, evaluating, labeling, Pharisaic purity, moralizing—these may be the 


infertile soil that precludes fruitfulness. A healthy dose of excrement may be just what's 


needed. 


     All four readings reinforce the lesson that God is always improving our circumstances. 


Far from abandoning us to our own devices, God constantly seeks to strengthen our 


connection with God. We are the ones who focus on our sins (not to mention focusing on 


others'). Every ounce of energy expended on bemoaning sinfulness is energy not 


available to better our and others' circumstances. 


     Today's lesson is clear. We are God’s representatives in the world. We are not here to 


judge. We are here to cultivate. Good deeds, like good fruit, are nourishing to all. Ranting 


about others’ sinfulness depletes the soil of our connectedness to God. However solid and 


reassuring it may feel to point out others’ failings, we gain nothing by it. However we 


may be criticized (―soft on crime,‖ ―bleeding heart liberal‖) for refusing to join the 
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blamers, we accomplish more in the long run by seeking to generate opportunities for 


growth than by trying to exorcise the unworthy from polite society.  


     That is precisely why living the words of Luke’s Gospel place us squarely in the 


Wilderness. We lose the certainty of those who live their lives solely in time and space. 


But, as Exodus shows, we are better able to hear God’s call in the Wilderness. As David 


sings, in the Wilderness we see God’s great deeds. And, as Paul writes, in the Wilderness 


we meet Christ. 
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FOURTH SUNDAY 


 


     On this, the Fourth Sunday in Lent of Cycle C, we take up our position squarely in the 


Wilderness. All that we have meditated up to this point leads us here. In this penultimate 


series of readings, Lent achieves its status as an existential reality, which must be ever-


present in our spiritual lives. No longer a particular period in diachronic time, Lent 


reveals itself as synchronic—the living, eternal, non-sequential presence of God in every 


moment of history. 


     Today we cross the Jordan. As we shall see, having accomplished the act in diachronic 


time (history), we cannot reverse it. The Wilderness is no longer a particular place in 


time. It is an aspect of soul. From Joshua to Psalm 34, through Paul's letter to the church 


at Corinth to the parable of the Prodigal Son, one thing remains clear: things are not as 


we think they are. 


     To realize that truth is to enter the Wilderness. While we may lose the (illusory) 


certainty of history, we gain the security of life with God in the moment. Not all feel 


comfortable making that trade. True to God's gift of free will, however, we can decide for 


ourselves whether or not to go. 


     Let us begin with the Collect of the Fourth Sunday in Lent: 


 
Gracious Father, whose blessed Son Jesus Christ came down from heaven to 
be the true bread which gives life to the world: Evermore give us this bread, 
that he may live in us, and we in him; who lives and reigns with you and the 
Holy Spirit, one God, now and for ever. Amen. 


 
 
Joshua (4:19-24); 5:9-12 
 
19. It was the tenth day of the first month when the people came up from the Jordan 
and made their camp at Gilgal, on the eastern border of Jericho.  
20. As regards those twelve stones, which they had taken from the Jordan, Joshua 
set them up at Gilgal.  
21. He then said to the Israelites, "When, in the future, your children ask their 
fathers, `What are these stones?'  
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22. you will explain to your children, `Israel crossed this Jordan dry-shod.  
23. For Yahweh your God dried up the waters of the Jordan in front of you until you 
had crossed, just as Yahweh your God did to the Sea of Reeds, which he dried up 
before us until we had crossed it;  
24. so that all the peoples of the earth may know how mighty the hand of Yahweh is, 
and always stand in awe of Yahweh your God.' " 
 
5:9. Yahweh then said to Joshua, "Today I have taken the shame of Egypt away from 
you." Hence, the place has been called Gilgal ever since. 
10. The Israelites pitched their camp at Gilgal and kept the Passover there on the 
fourteenth day of the month, at evening, in the plain of Jericho.  
11. On the very next day after the Passover, they ate what the land produced, 
unleavened bread and roasted ears of corn.  
12. The manna stopped the day after they had eaten the produce of the land. The 
Israelites from that year onwards ate the produce of Canaan and had no more 
manna. 
 
 


     Having trudged together through the Wilderness, we find ourselves accompanying the 


Israelites to the other side of the Jordan. The history that has been catalogued under a few 


essential themes now reaches its climax. We have reached the Jordan and crossed it. The 


Promised Land lies ahead. All we have to do is wrest it from those who already live 


there, among whom are our fellow Hapiru who never went to Egypt. 


 


The God of History or the God of Immediacy? 


 


     At this penultimate moment in our history, we would do well to remind ourselves that 


from Deuteronomy onward we have attempted to shoehorn the vagaries and complexities 


of history into an idealized vision of a central theme. In this case, it is that God is present 


in history and either supports us or not depending on how faithful we are to God’s 


commands. Consistent with the covenants, God is as bound to us as we are to God. While 


we are to do God’s bidding, God’s bidding exists for our benefit. We are tied to one 


another: As goes one, so goes the other. 


     This is how it is to be for the rest of the Bible, Old and New Testaments. It forms the 


core of our worship as believers. It ranks among the greatest realizations in the history of 
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humankind. God and humankind are linked. Whether acknowledged or not, God and 


humankind exist in relationship with one another. We are forever linked throughout all 


eternity. God is with us and we are with God. 


     There is, however, one rather significant challenge to this view: What do we do with 


those who also believe that they are in relationship with God but whose God does not 


resemble ours, whose codes of conduct do not agree with ours, and whose influence over 


others is greater than ours? In other words, what do we do when religions (not to mention 


motives and goals) conflict? 


     For the book of Joshua and the editors who assembled it, the answer is simple: We kill 


them. And so, as we emerge from the Wilderness, where our relationship with God 


depends solely on love and devotion, we cross a line. Shall we dwell in synchronic 


immediacy with God, or shall we become architects of our own destiny, a destiny in 


which God may participate or not, depending on our needs and desires? 


     When we crossed the Jordan, we chose the latter. To this day we are trying to live with 


our decision. We cannot, of course, go back to the Wilderness, for that disappeared the 


moment we left it. Wilderness as geographical location has become transformed into 


Wilderness of the soul, where dependence on God forces us to question all we do, think, 


say, and believe. From Descartes, who reasoned that our ability to doubt proves we exist, 


to Hartshorne, who wrote of The Faith To Doubt,
26


 to all the greatest theologians in the 


history of our religion, from Abraham to Moses to the prophets to the Gospelers to the 


Epistlers and, of course, to Jesus himself, the lesson is clear: We live our lives in 


uncertainty and complexity.  


                                                 
26 Hartshorrne, M. Holmes. (1963) The Faith To Doubt. New York. Prentice-Hall. 
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     Like it or not, we live in the Wilderness. We depend on God to give us direction and 


definition. When we acknowledge this, we can be at home in our wanderings. When we 


do not, we force ourselves onto a straight line that leads directly to the Jordan, where we 


are faced with the ultimate decision of our lives: Do we cross and live our lives under the 


illusion of certainty, or do we turn back and embrace complexity? We answer that 


question in every moment of our lives. The former places us above God, while the latter 


allows us to dwell in relationship with God. With that in mind, let us now wander through 


this reading from Joshua.  


 


Gilgal 


 


     We have arrived at a place that is henceforth to be called Gilgal. According to the 


writer of the Book of Joshua, ―Yahweh then said to Joshua, "Today I have taken the 


shame of Egypt away from you." Hence, the place has been called Gilgal ever since‖ (v. 


9). The symbolism of this passage is unmistakable. Gilgal means ―ring of stones.‖ The 


stones themselves come from the Jordan, which the Israelites ―…crossed…dry-shod‖ (v. 


22). The writer continues: ― For Yahweh your God dried up the waters of the Jordan in 


front of you until you had crossed, just as Yahweh your God did to the Sea of Reeds, 


which he dried up before us until we had crossed it‖ (v. 23). 


     At first glance, it seems that crossing the Jordan is a continuation of the Exodus from 


Egypt. From that perspective, crossing the Jordan continues the journey from slavery to 


freedom, from captivity to the Promised Land. 


     Certainly, that is how the writers of Deuteronomy and Joshua see it. In fact, it is 


fundamental to the entire idea that God’s intervention in history redeems the Chosen 


People from the vagaries of existence in time and space, not to mention from the effects 
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of having to live with those who are not chosen by God. In other words, it forms a core of 


our religious mythology. 


     We had thought that crossing the Jordan would bring us to our final destination, where 


we could dwell alone with God in harmony and love, far from the slavery that the People-


Not-Chosen imposed upon us in Egypt. Now, we who survived of the trials of the 


Wilderness (minus those who ―had not obeyed the voice of Yahweh,‖ whom ―Yahweh 


had sworn…never to let them see the land which he had sworn to their ancestors that he 


would give us, a land flowing with milk and honey‖ (v. 6)) receive our reward: A land 


flowing with milk and honey wherein we can dwell with God in peace throughout all 


eternity. 


 


A Few Problems 


 


     Unfortunately, there are a few problems. Firstly, this new Promised Land is already 


occupied. Unlike the Wilderness, people live here. Fresh from the trials of the 


Wilderness, we now face the prospect of having to wrest this land from what can only be 


the People-Not-Chosen. Of course, we realize, this means war.  


     And so, we fall prey once again to our own illusions. We simply cannot believe that 


an uninhabited land where we can rely completely upon God could be the Promised 


Land. So, we fight against God, leave the Wilderness, and fight against everyone else by 


occupying the land our relatives never left in the first place.  


     In other words, by crossing the Jordan we condemn ourselves to lives of conflict. We 


force ourselves to hold ourselves apart from others. Generation after generation, we fight 


both amongst ourselves over God's intent and with the People-Not-Chosen for ownership 


of land. 
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     Secondly, we miss the warning signs of our delusions. Verse 12 is ominous, indeed: 


―The manna stopped the day after they had eaten the produce of the land. The Israelites 


from that year onwards ate the produce of Canaan and had no more manna.‖ No more 


manna! What were we thinking (assuming, of course, that we were thinking at all and not 


simply being blinded by our own self-absorption)? Throughout our time in the 


Wilderness, we were fed daily with a delicate food that tasted like ―coriander 


seed..like…wafers made with honey."
27


 Now, in the Promised Land, we find only 


―…what the land produced, unleavened bread and roasted ears of corn‖ (v. 11).  


     How did we fail to see the lesson? Did we really prefer unleavened bread and roasted 


corn to manna? Who roasted the corn and made the bread? Wasn’t that more than a little 


evocative of Genesis 3:19: ―By the sweat of your face will you earn your food….‖ 


However did we come to believe that the Promised Land lay beyond the Jordan? Given 


the change in diet alone, we should have turned back. 


     Thirdly, we assumed that crossing the Jordan dry-shod was evidence of God’s favor 


toward us: ―…that all the peoples of the earth may know how mighty the hand of 


Yahweh is, and always stand in awe of Yahweh your God' " (v. 24). Curiously, the 


Jordan River did not dry up until we decided to cross. Did it not occur to us that this may 


have been prophetic? In retrospect, it certainly seems so. Today, the Jordan barely flows. 


Where the Israelites crossed, it is indeed dry. Leaving the Wilderness placed our lives 


squarely in our own control. The result—the Jordan River being perhaps the least 


egregious example—has been little else but disastrous. 


                                                 
27 Exodus 16:31 
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     The evidence builds that when we crossed the Jordan, we left God behind. We left the 


Promised Land for a land of our own making. Go to Israel today. What do you find? 


Malls, factories manufacturing weapons of war, traffic jams, high walls separating the 


Chosen People from the People-Not-Chosen. Just like everywhere else we place our own 


will above that of God. Israel is just the spot closest to the Wilderness. We can follow our 


trail from there throughout the world. It’s no coincidence that Israel and Los Angeles 


resemble each other. It’s the same in Hong Kong and Singapore. The New Delhi that 


replaces Old Delhi looks suspiciously like any other city in the West. 


     Interwoven with all that, however, are the people who have returned to the Wilderness 


in spirit. There, we try to live together in forbearance and love. Eschewing the 


presumption of an inside track on God’s Will, we remain open to the complexities and 


challenges that life throws at our assumptions. We try, if we can, to leave Gilgal and its 


ring of stones, which is the fourth problematic image in this passage from Joshua. 


 


The Ring of Stones 


 


     The ring, or circle, is a universal symbol in humankind’s spirituality.  The circle 


usually connotes wholeness and completeness, for the circle is complete in itself and all 


that lies within. As such, we use it to symbolize the completeness of our love and 


devotion for one another (wedding rings), for God (Bishops’ rings, monks’ and nuns’ 


rings), even for learning (class rings). We sing religious songs about the circle being 


unbroken.  


     However, there is a darker side to rings and circles. In his twenty-four hour opera of 


the same name, Wagner elaborates the dangers of our lust for the power of the ring. In 
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Meetings With Remarkable Men,
28


 Gurdjieff tells of people being unable to free 


themselves from the circles that others draw around them. Thus, circles also symbolize 


those human encounters where nothing gets in or our, where there is no beginning and no 


end. The uroborus, for example, is symbolized by the snake eating its own tail. Like the 


womb that refuses to relinquish the fetus, the circle can be a place of suffocation and 


death. 


     The symbolic meaning of a circle depends on how we use it. Like Markham's epigram 


about circles of love and hate,
29


 hate draws circles that exclude, while love draws circles 


that include. Being contained in the circle of God’s love places us squarely in a spiritual 


Wilderness, where all who choose God can join us. But are we ready for that?  


     Our job must never be to exclude, for in so doing we may undermine God’s love for 


the Creation. To always include is to leave to God what to do with those we include. One 


of the most wonderful gifts of submitting ourselves to God’s Will is that we never have to 


decide who is worthy and who is not. 


     Thus, living in the Wilderness grants us ultimate freedom. We can open ourselves to 


the creation and let God's love flourish in the moment. We are a means by which God’s 


love is implemented. Only if we castigate ourselves when results differ from expectations 


will we feel punished. Our job is simply to remain open to God’s Will by acknowledging 


                                                 
28 Gurdjieff, Georges Ivanovitch. (1985) Meetings With Remarkable Men. 
London. Arkana Books. 
29  Edwin Markham's epigram is "Outwitted," and reads thusly: 
 
He drew a circle that shut me out— 
 Heretic, a rebel, a thing to flout. 
But love and I had the wit to win: 
 We drew a circle that took him in! 
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our lack of foreknowledge. After all, Ehyeh-Asher-Ehyeh has no meaning in diachronic 


time.
30


 We know only that in synchronic time God loves the Creation and wants us to do 


the same. 


     So, on this Fourth Sunday in Lent when we have crossed the Jordan and left the 


Wilderness, the message is clear. We cannot go back. But we can bring the Wilderness 


with us. The decisions we have made may be irreversible, but their consequences are not. 


Our next three readings illuminate this truth. We can read and reflect on them not as 


people who have crossed the Jordan and now live in a Promised Land of our own 


making, but as people living in the Wilderness, open each day to what God has in store, 


relying not on our presumed powers of self-redemption, but on God’s constant 


interventions in our lives. Let us feast on the sweet honey manna of God’s daily Grace, 


rather than on the unleavened bread and roasted corn of our own misguided presumption. 


 


Psalm 34 
 
Aleph 
1. I will bless Yahweh at all times, 
his praise continually on my lips. 
 
Bet 
2. I will praise Yahweh from my heart; 
let the humble hear and rejoice. 
 
Gimel 
3. Proclaim with me the greatness of Yahweh, 
let us acclaim his name together. 
 
Dalet 
4. I seek Yahweh and he answers me, 
frees me from all my fears. 
 
He 
5. Fix your gaze on Yahweh and your face will grow bright, 
you will never hang your head in shame. 
 
Zain 
6. A pauper calls out and Yahweh hears, 


                                                 
30 See our meditation on the Old Testament lesson for last Sunday 
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saves him from all his troubles. 
 
Het 
7. The angel of Yahweh encamps 
around those who fear him, and rescues them. 
 
Tet 
8. Taste and see that Yahweh is good. 
How blessed are those who take refuge in him. 
 
Yod 
9. Fear Yahweh, you his holy ones; 
those who fear him lack for nothing. 
 
Kaph 
10. Young lions may go needy and hungry, 
but those who seek Yahweh lack nothing good. 
 
Lamed 
11. Come, my children, listen to me, 
I will teach you the fear of Yahweh. 
 
Mem 
12. Who among you delights in life, 
longs for time to enjoy prosperity? 
 
Nun 
13. Guard your tongue from evil, 
your lips from any breath of deceit. 
 
Samek 
14. Turn away from evil and do good, 
seek peace and pursue it. 
 
Ain 
15. The eyes of Yahweh are on the upright, 
his ear turned to their cry. 
 
Pe 
16. But Yahweh's face is set against those who do evil, 
to cut off the memory of them from the earth. 
 
Zade 
17. They cry in anguish and Yahweh hears, 
and rescues them from all their troubles. 
 
Qoph 
18. Yahweh is near to the broken-hearted, 
he helps those whose spirit is crushed. 
 
Resh 
19. Though hardships without number beset the upright, 
Yahweh brings rescue from them all. 
 
Shin 
20. Yahweh takes care of all their bones, 
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not one of them will be broken. 
 
Taw 
21. But to the wicked evil brings death, 
those who hate the upright will pay the penalty. 
 
22. Yahweh ransoms the lives of those who serve him, 
and there will be no penalty for those who take refuge in him. 
 


     Psalm 34 is a stunning example of how psalmists create an experience of the very 


reality they articulate. Psalm 34 sings of the truth of God as life itself. God is life. Access 


to life leads through God. Life in God is authentic life. Life without God is no life at all. 


     The psalm begins with three verses that tell how to engage God. We are to 


―bless…praise…proclaim…acclaim‖ Yahweh, continually and everywhere. This is how 


we enter into life. By uniting our hearts with God, we gain eternity. Verse four makes this 


clear: ―I seek Yahweh and he answers me, frees me from all my fears.‖ To focus our 


attention and efforts on God is to gain ultimate freedom.  


 


Seeking God 


 


     Notice that the psalm does not say that freedom is a consequence of finding God. 


Merely seeking God ensures us peace and security. As verse five says ―Fix your gaze on 


Yahweh and your face will grow bright, you will never hang your head in shame.‖ The 


point is simple and essential: we do not need to wait until we find God to receive God’s 


blessings. We need only fix our gaze upon God for our countenance to brighten. God’s 


grace is not contingent upon our attaining some fullness of relationship with God. Rather, 


God’s grace is bestowed upon us the moment we first desire God. 


     This wonderfully comforting fact is entirely consistent with Wilderness experience. 


Wandering in the Wilderness never brought us to a particular destination. Being in the 


process of becoming was the essence of our relationship with God. Only when we 
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became tired of wandering were we seduced by the idea of a destination at the end of our 


wanderings.  


     Destination is a diachronic idea. Destination follows upon journeying. Journey is a 


synchronic idea. It never ends. It is always present. Consequently, the journey is the 


destination. To seek a destination at the end of the journey is to lose both.  


     Psalm 34 embodies the basic truth that only in seeking do we attain fullness of 


relationship with God. Once we feel we have attained some designated end, we are lost. 


To believe that we have achieved a particular level of relationship with God is to fall prey 


to an illusion that separates us from God.  


     Achieving a level requires measurement. Measurement becomes the basis for 


differentiating ourselves from one another. Differentiating leads inevitably to vertical 


hierarchies of worth. In short order, we become judges of our own and others’ value. 


Unable to tolerate the uncertainties of our journey together, we create little Promised 


Lands in which some are welcome and others are not. Thusly does our gaze slip from 


God and become focused on one another. 


     Verses six through ten describe the blessings that are bestowed when we seek God. 


Verse six begins with a word beloved by all religions: ―A pauper….‖ Once again, the 


focus is on that state of being where we have nothing. Having nothing makes it possible 


to gain access to everything. We barely need note that verse six begins with the blessings 


that are bestowed not upon those who already have sufficient worldly treasures (wealth, 


power, beauty, status, esteem, and so on) but upon those who have nothing. The less we 


have of the world’s rewards, the more available we are to God’s. 
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     Verse ten is a reprise of verse six. One would expect that the young lion, who can 


roam the world and attack at will, would be the one to have it all. But such is not so in the 


Kingdom of God. There, power and strength are worthless if the desire to seek God is not 


present.  


     And so, in verses eleven through fourteen, the psalmist teaches us how to seek God. 


―Delights‖ and ―prosperity‖ will be ours when we can ―Guard [our] tongue[s] from evil, 


{our] lips from any breath of deceit‖ (vs. 12-13). Verse fourteen, however, transitions 


away from the negative (what we must not do) and toward the positive (what we must 


do): ―Turn away from evil and do good, seek peace and pursue it.‖ Again, the emphasis is 


proactive and synchronic: on seeking. Nevertheless, there is a subtle shift here. Now, 


rather than seeking God, which may appear to many to be a hopelessly nebulous task, the 


psalmist instructs us about how to find God: ―seek peace and pursue it.‖ 


 


 


The Peace of God 


 


     Seeking God by seeking peace locates the divine squarely in the realm of the human. 


There, peace requires acceptance, forbearance, intimacy, understanding, forgiveness, 


openness, and willingness to change. Nevertheless, embracing life while eschewing 


control can be rather daunting. So, verses fifteen through twenty reassure us that God is 


ready to lighten our load. God’s ear is turned to our cry (v. 15). God rescues us from all 


our troubles (v. 17) and hardships (v. 19), helps us when our spirits are crushed (v. 18), 


and preserves us physically (v. 20).  


     To choose to do evil, however, is to deny ourselves eternity. Cut off from memory (v. 


16) and existence (v. 21) is our penalty for hating the upright (v. 21). Verse 22 completes 
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the psalm by affirming once again that when our intent is borne out in action, we become 


united with God: ―Yahweh ransoms the lives of those who serve him, and there will be 


no penalty for those who take refuge in him.‖  


     The language of the psalm is deeply comforting. Simply reciting the psalm creates 


exactly the relationship with God that the psalm proclaims as ideal. Wanting God, 


focusing our lives on God, serving God, and taking refuge in God are, in fact, being with 


God. Perfection is not required. Being better than others is not the goal. Simply filling our 


lives with the desire for God and acting accordingly brings us into eternity. Nothing else 


matters. 


     Thusly does the Wilderness become our home. For some, it is heavenly. For others, it 


is best escaped, usually in favor of the illusion of some Promised Land elsewhere. 


     Paul was well aware of this delusion. In the passages that follow, he speaks of the new 


creation that gives us new being. We lost the old creation of the Wilderness through our 


obsession with living the perfect life through becoming perfect in a perfect land. The 


antidote to that thinking, says Paul, lies in God’s reconciliation through Christ. 


 
2 Corinthians 5:17-21 
 
17. So for anyone who is in Christ, there is a new creation: the old order is gone and 
a new being is there to see.  
18. It is all God's work; he reconciled us to himself through Christ and he gave us the 
ministry of reconciliation.  
19. I mean, God was in Christ reconciling the world to himself, not holding anyone's 
faults against them, but entrusting to us the message of reconciliation. 
20. So we are ambassadors for Christ; it is as though God were urging you through 
us, and in the name of Christ we appeal to you to be reconciled to God.  
21. For our sake he made the sinless one a victim for sin, so that in him we might 
become the uprightness of God. 
 


     These five verses from Paul’s second letter to the church in Corinth articulate the 


essence of the Wilderness experience. To understand what Paul is saying, the first verse 
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(17: "So for anyone who is in Christ, there is a new creation: the old order is gone and a 


new being is there to see.") should be seen in relation to who God is, namely Ehyeh-


Asher-Ehyeh. As we have seen before, the verb does not designate tense. What was and is 


and is to be are eternally present in the name through which we apprehend God. Thus, the 


phrases new creation and new being are to be understood in the sense of verse four of 


chapter ten of Paul’s first epistle to the church in Corinth: ―And all drank the same 


spiritual drink, since they drank from the spiritual rock which followed them, and that 


rock was Christ.‖  


 


Love and Order 


 


     What may sound complex is actually quite simple. The Wilderness is a state of being 


in relation to God, not a geographical place located in time and space.  Relationship with 


God—however it may appear to us to be a function of time and place—is grounded 


firmly in eternity. By being in relationship with God, we gain access to eternity. Love is 


eternal. God’s love has no beginning and no end.  


     It is not unusual to feel when deeply in love that we have somehow always known the 


one we love, that we were united in love even before we met. This feeling derives from 


the fact that when we love we become congruent with eternity. We enter synchronic time. 


We feel that our love existed before we met and will survive our partings. However 


counter-intuitive or illogical such feelings are, they are entirely accurate and true. 


However difficult it may be to justify or to explain, love and eternity are of the same 


essence. 
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     For example, a woman became horribly depressed after the death of her husband. 


They had been deeply in love and were very well suited to each other. He died suddenly 


and unexpectedly. Life was as dust in her hands after that. 


     Once she realized that she would see him again after she died, that their love was and 


would be eternal, she brightened up. Living suddenly regained its color. She became 


involved with life as she had never been before. She was stronger, brighter, more self-


assured than even when her husband was alive. 


     By embracing the synchronic reality of her and her husband's love, she experienced 


the eternal presence of God's love. Diachronic history, with its beginnings and endings, 


no longer dominated her outlook. She realized that not only would she join her husband 


upon her death (diachronic), but also that she and he were united together in love at that 


very moment, in every moment of time (synchronic). She had not lost him at all. 


     No wonder that being in Christ is synonymous with being in the Wilderness. Paul 


recognized that to be in the Wilderness is to be in Christ.
31


 New creation and new being 


transform the old order. Order refers to the diachronically static categories we impose on 


the synchronically eternal fluidity of God’s love. Just as God crystallized eternity into a 


temporal and physical Creation, we crystallize temporality and physicality into order.  


     God’s complexity is simply beyond our comprehension. To sort it all out, we impose 


arbitrary distinctions on the unfathomable. Then, we project our created order onto God 


(and, by inference, the Creation). Finally, we settle back and presume that we have 


grasped God’s essence, when we have actually grasped little more than our own 


fabrications.  


                                                 
31 1 Corinthians 10:4 
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Alienation and Reconciliation 


 


     Paul realized how alienating such behavior is. His key to restoring a proper 


relationship with God lies in reconciliation: ―It is all God's work; he reconciled us to 


himself through Christ and he gave us the ministry of reconciliation. I mean, God was in 


Christ reconciling the world to himself, not holding anyone's faults against them, but 


entrusting to us the message of reconciliation. So we are ambassadors for Christ; it is as 


though God were urging you through us, and in the name of Christ we appeal to you to be 


reconciled to God‖ (vs. 18-20). 


     Reconcile comes from the Latin verb reconciliare, which means ―to make good again, 


to repair.‖ Reconciliare, in turn, comes from the combination of re and conciliare, which 


means ―to bring together again, to reunite.‖ That Christ is God ("God was in Christ") and 


was present at the Creation means that God’s reconciling power predates, exists 


coextensively with, and survives Creation.  


     To create means to locate in time and place. Consequently, anything that is created is 


as much a part of time and place as of eternity. Time and place are more amenable to 


differentiation than is eternity, for differentiation means the separation of one thing from 


another. One time can be differentiated from another as can one place from another. That 


is the essence of temporality and physicality. Eternity, however, is another matter. It 


cannot be differentiated. 


     Consequently, as Creation differentiates, so does God-in-Christ recombine. Or, as 


differentiation alienates, Christ reconciles. Located in time and place as part of the 


Creation, we depend on Christ to reconcile us to eternity and, thusly, to God. 


Reconciliation that abolishes temporality and location is synonymous with Wilderness. 
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     No wonder we had so much difficulty there! No wonder we longed for a ―Promised 


Land‖ that would bring to an end what we hoped would prove to be merely a ―sojourn‖ in 


the Wilderness. Deprived in the Wilderness of the orderly security of time and place, we 


felt dislocated, adrift, disoriented, and confused. Longing for the reassurance of our own 


certainty compelled us to adopt a particular view of things so that our creativity could do 


the rest. Disturbed by the infinite possibilities of God's majesty, we limited ourselves and 


Creation. 


     Thusly did (and do) sin and guilt enter into our relationship with God. We realize that 


deluding ourselves in the name of security leads to our undoing. Law facilitates our 


awareness of those delusions. Unfortunately, as Paul soften emphasizes, Law cannot 


redeem. It simply informs. Thus, it cannot reconcile. For that, we need Christ. We need 


God to restore our relationship. That leads directly back to the Wilderness. 


     What is Paul’s solution to the uncertainties of living in the Wilderness? The ministry 


of reconciliation: ―…we are ambassadors for Christ; it is as though God were urging you 


through us, and in the name of Christ we appeal to you to be reconciled to God (v. 20).‖ 


Only by aligning ourselves with that which permeates Creation, namely, God’s 


redeeming love, can we recover what we lose through our attempts to impose our own 


ideas of order onto the world. Doing so, however, demands that we surrender judgment 


and unite with God’s love for all Creation. 


     We are back to the eternal nature of love. Reconciliation with God begins with 


reconciliation with one another. God’s love resides in our love for one another. To 


experience fully God’s redemptive powers we must open ourselves to one another. 
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       Fortunately, one of the greatest joys of becoming a Christian is that we no longer 


have to judge one another. Certainly, we must always seek to increase our awareness of 


the consequences of our own and others’ behavior. But judging others' value to God is 


never our responsibility. Every element of the Creation is valuable to God. That is why 


destroying any element of the Creation—either of necessity or of desire—puts us at odds 


with God.   


     Paul’s view of the ministry of reconciliation is best summed up in God's words in Ez 


33:11: "I take pleasure, not in the death of a wicked man, but in the turning back of a 


wicked man who changes his ways to win life." By loving one another we implement 


reconciliation and redemption. Love and redemption are synchronic. They dwell in 


eternity.  


     Redemption is God’s assurance that however we become trapped in time and space, 


eternity is within our grasp. To enter eternity we have only to open ourselves to God’s 


love. To open ourselves to God’s love we have only to love one another. Thusly is our 


love for one another the essence of the ministry of reconciliation.  


     The parable of the Prodigal Son is among the best examples of the intertwining of love 


and reconciliation. All three main characters—father, elder son, and younger son—are 


transformed by love. We tend to identify with the sons, either the one who wantonly 


squanders his inheritance or the other who resents his father’s largess toward his brother. 


The father symbolizes God, who we hope will treat us in our stupidity as the father in the 


parable treats his son. If the father symbolizes God’s love for us, how much more should 


we emulate the father in our love for one another? 
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     Therefore, the greatest insight into the ministry of reconciliation comes from our 


identification with the father. To reconcile others to God we must be able to reconcile 


them to ourselves. The father in the parable shows us exactly how to accomplish the task. 


As always, love accomplishes the miracle of reconciliation. Like a father who cannot but 


love and in loving cannot but welcome his son back into the fold, we must do the same 


for others. 


 
Luke 15:11-32 
 
11. Then he said, "There was a man who had two sons.  
12. The younger one said to his father, `Father, let me have the share of the estate 
that will come to me.' So the father divided the property between them.  
13. A few days later, the younger son got together everything he had and left for a 
distant country where he squandered his money on a life of debauchery. 
14. `When he had spent it all, that country experienced a severe famine, and now he 
began to feel the pinch;  
15. so he hired himself out to one of the local inhabitants who put him on his farm to 
feed the pigs.  
16. And he would willingly have filled himself with the husks the pigs were eating 
but no one would let him have them.  
17. Then he came to his senses and said, `How many of my father's hired men have 
all the food they want and more, and here am I dying of hunger!  
18. I will leave this place and go to my father and say: Father, I have sinned against 
heaven and against you;  
19. I no longer deserve to be called your son; treat me as one of your hired men.'  
20. So he left the place and went back to his father. 
"While he was still a long way off, his father saw him and was moved with pity. He 
ran to the boy, clasped him in his arms and kissed him.  
21. Then his son said, `Father, I have sinned against heaven and against you. I no 
longer deserve to be called your son.'  
22. But the father said to his servants, `Quick! Bring out the best robe and put it on 
him; put a ring on his finger and sandals on his feet.  
23. Bring the calf we have been fattening, and kill it; we will celebrate by having a 
feast,  
24. because this son of mine was dead and has come back to life; he was lost and is 
found.' And they began to celebrate. 
25. `Now the elder son was out in the fields, and on his way back, as he drew near 
the house, he could hear music and dancing.  
26. Calling one of the servants he asked what it was all about.  
27. The servant told him, `Your brother has come, and your father has killed the calf 
we had been fattening because he has got him back safe and sound.'  
 28. He was angry then and refused to go in, and his father came out and began to 
urge him to come in;  
29. but he retorted to his father, `All these years I have slaved for you and never 
once disobeyed any orders of yours, yet you never offered me so much as a kid for 
me to celebrate with my friends.  
30. But, for this son of yours, when he comes back after swallowing up your 
property, he and his loose women, you kill the calf we had been fattening.' 
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31. `The father said, `My son, you are with me always and all I have is yours.  
32. But it was only right we should celebrate and rejoice, because your brother here 
was dead and has come to life; he was lost and is found.' " 
 


     One of the best known and loved of Gospel stories, the Prodigal Son symbolizes 


God’s eternal embrace. Like the sons in the story, we live in time and place, where 


everything seems to have a beginning and an end. Love, however, is of God. God is 


love.
32


 Consequently, love is eternal. As we saw above, when we abide in one another’s 


love, we abide in eternity. To deny others our love is to deprive both them and ourselves 


of eternity.  


     The parable of the Prodigal Son epitomizes God-Among-Us, or the Holy Spirit. Life 


in the Spirit occurs through love. The parable also advises us on how we should treat 


each other, for God’s love is always the ideal by which we most happily and fruitfully 


live our lives. 


     Remember that parables are symbolic. Through telling a story they tell us about 


ourselves. Parables do not end with their last words, however. They live on in us. We are 


the ones who complete the stories. 


 


Short and Long Term Gain 


 


     How often we resemble the son who asks for his inheritance and then squanders it! 


After all, we are sinners who stand in need of God’s powers of reconciliation. Often, 


when we either deliberately stray from God or simply lose our way, only God can find us 


and reconnect. We seem much better at breaking relationships than at maintaining them. 


How like the son we are: easily deluded, undeservedly confident of both ourselves and a 


future that is impossible to foresee. 


                                                 
32 1 John 4:8 & 16 (my emphasis) 
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     The son who requests his inheritance suffers from impatience. He knows that 


something is coming his way, but it’s coming too slowly. Waiting often breeds insecurity. 


What if he’s not around when it comes due? What if something intervenes between now 


and then to reduce or to eliminate what might have come his way? Better to cash in now 


than to wait for something that may never come. 


     The problem with this line of thinking is immediately apparent: It’s a product of living 


a temporal and spatial existence. Thoughts of eternity don’t enter into such an inner 


dialogue. The son who lives in the eternity of love—his father’s, his brother’s, his 


mother’s, his sister’s—is willing to sacrifice it for the lure of acquirable goods in time 


and space.  


     It should be clear by now that our worst mistakes occur when diachronic time 


obscures synchronic time. 


     In once sense, it’s logical. Eternity is always there. The love that unfolds in eternity 


will still be there tomorrow. Money, status, physical pleasure, debauchery could all 


disappear in a moment. If that which is eternal must be sacrificed momentarily for that 


which is temporal, what’s actually lost? 


     And so, he cashes in his chips. Leaving home and the family that loves him, he goes 


off to seek his fortune in the indeterminate future, in a yet-to-be disclosed location. At 


first he finds what he’s looking for. But time and space have their limits. In time, the 


fortunes of the place he inhabits change. By then, he has expended the finite in search of 


the ephemeral. As the parable says, he now ―feel[s] the pinch‖ (v. 14).  


     Like the pinch that ensures that we aren’t dreaming, this pinch serves as a warning. 


Things are not what they seemed. Reduced to a life below that of his father’s hirelings, he 
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is forbidden to eat even that which he feeds to the pigs. The message is clear: He's worth 


less than the livestock. 


     At this point, the parable reaches its penultimate conclusion. The Prodigal Son realizes 


what he has done and declares that he has ―…sinned against heaven and against [his 


father]; I no longer deserve to be called your son; treat me as one of your hired men‖ (vs. 


18-19). He could have clung to his lost honor and refused to be reconciled to his father. 


He could have hidden his face in shame and never allowed his failures to be seen. 


     This is perhaps the main point of the parable. Of course, we all make mistakes. We 


regularly go off course. We choose the wrong paths. But, how can salvation be ours if we 


stubbornly adhere to that which was our undoing in the first place? The Church has 


known since its inception that there can be no redemption without confession. 


 


A Complicated Return 


 


     The son acknowledges his presumption and excesses. He returns to his father fully 


prepared to be rejected and confined to a life among his father’s servants. He has 


accepted the consequences of his actions. 


     His reception is nothing like he expected. His father welcomes him back and restores 


him to his former status in the family. The older son, however, is not pleased with this 


development.  


     After the prodigal son, the character with whom we are most likely to identify is the 


older brother. His complaint echoes the parable of the laborers who were hired early in 


the day and then complain when they are paid the same as those hired later.
33


 The father 


                                                 
33 Matthew chapter 20 
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in the parable does not rebuke his elder son. He assures him that ―…you are with me 


always and all I have is yours‖ (v. 31). 


     But there is something more here. The elder brother points out: ―All these years I have 


slaved for you and never once disobeyed any orders of yours, yet you never offered me 


so much as a kid for me to celebrate with my friends. But, for this son of yours, when he 


comes back after swallowing up your property, he and his loose women, you kill the calf 


we had been fattening‖ (vs. 29 & 30). Could the older brother's complaint explain why 


the younger son asked for his inheritance and, once received, failed to exercise proper 


stewardship. 


     The parable strongly suggests, as the elder son points out, that the father has not been 


particularly generous with his sons. The younger, perhaps despairing of ever receiving 


anything from his father, decides to cash in while he still has the capacity to enjoy. 


Having had little experience with largesse, of course he spends it unwisely. 


     If the father symbolizes God, do we also feel that God withholds the riches we feel we 


are due? Do we confuse diachronic riches for synchronic riches? Do we pray to God to 


give us money, jobs, fame, success, a Mercedes-Benz? Are we not content with eternal 


love in every moment? 


     Does God treat some better than others? Why should some starve to death while 


others gorge themselves to death? Why should some have access to better lives than 


others? Why do natural disasters impoverish some while enriching others? 


     Are we to blame? Do we lose sight of the fact that we are the agents of God's love, 


mercy, reconciliation, and redemption? Do we at worst create disparities among 


ourselves or at least fail to remedy them? 
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     Did God fail to appreciate our hopelessness? Did God overestimate our ability to see 


through diachronic illusions of security to the synchronic eternal love in every moment? 


Is Jesus God's ultimate attempt to correct a flaw in the Creation? 


     After the younger son leaves, does his father realizes the cost of his parsimony? He 


has his money, but he has lost his son. Will he ever see him again? What fate awaits his 


son in the wild and rowdy Gotham? It is not only the son who is lost. The father is, as 


well. 


     Is this why, "While he was still a long way off, his father saw him and was moved 


with pity. He ran to the boy, clasped him in his arms and kissed him‖ (v. 20). Are we 


seeing why the parable follows immediately upon Jesus’s words in Luke 15:7 that 


―…there will be more rejoicing in heaven over one sinner repenting than over ninety-nine 


upright people who have no need of repentance.‖  


     Maybe. But maybe there’s even more. Could it be that the father realizes his own 


fault? Could it be that the prodigal son’s return redeems not only himself, but his father, 


as well? Both receive a second chance. 


     Nothing is mentioned about the prodigal son being given a new inheritance. At least, 


not yet. Presumably, what he has squandered he has lost. The elder brother will now 


inherit all that is left. And yet, what has the younger son lost? Only those things that 


inhabit time and space. As far as the parable is concerned, he formed no lasting 


relationships, found no rewarding form of service and gained no greater appreciation for 


God while he was living his life of debauchery. Only when he lost his material goods and 


pleasures did he see beyond his limited vision. That may be more gain than loss. 
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     Presumably, the elder brother never fell for the illusions and delusions that possessed 


his younger brother. He never lost his way. He never died to eternity by living a life of 


materiality. He abided in his father’s love, as did his father in his. But when his younger 


brother appeared to be rewarded for his profligacy, he cannot participate. True to his 


feelings, he refuses to join the party. 


     His father could have left him outside. He could have let him nurse is wounds alone. 


But, as is evidenced by his warm greeting to his younger son, this father cannot help but 


love. He cannot help but care. Even when accused of preferring one brother to another, he 


does not recoil from the elder brother. 


     He explains that his largesse does not ignore the younger son’s foolishness. He says 


that becoming possessed by the illusion of permanence we assign to time and space 


means that we lose not only our way, but also eternity. We die. That the younger son also 


recognizes this means that he has found his way back from death, to the eternity of love 


and relationship that his family provides. He ―was dead and has come to life; he was lost 


and is found" (v. 32). 


 


What Next? 


 


     One wonders what comes next. The parable does not tell us. The story ends here. Can 


the older brother ever accept the younger? Will there be lawsuits between them when the 


father dies? What is the role of the mother? Other siblings? 


     We do not know. But we can find out. We can see how the parable plays out in our 


own lives. In what ways are we impatient with knowing our futures? How might we be 


dissatisfied with all that God provides?  
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     Who have we refused to forgive? Have we forgiven ourselves? Can we confess when 


we lose our way? Can we refrain from judging others who lose theirs? Do we deny one 


another God’s love because we feel we or others are unworthy of it? 


     Only we can answer these questions. The parable of the Prodigal Son was told to us 


and for us. How will we live it out? Will we return to the eternal life in the Spirit that we 


had in the Wilderness? Or will we remain on the other side of the Jordan, confined to our 


small circle of stones, convinced we have entered Paradise when we have little more than 


a world of our own making? 


     Where would we prefer to live? 
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FIFTH SUNDAY 


 


     We have arrived at the Last Sunday in Lent of Cycle C. While all three cycles are 


complete in themselves, this is the final Sunday of our long exposition on the ways in 


which Lent reconstitutes Wilderness experience. Our sojourn is not at an end, but at the 


beginning. Like the following reading from Isaiah, we are on the verge of witnessing 


something new in our lives.  


     Having trudged through the preceding commentaries, we stand now at the threshold of 


a new understanding of our relationship with God. We are ready to cross the Jordan, this 


time in the right direction. For, rather than emerging from the Wilderness into the false 


promise of our own conceptions of what constitutes Paradise, we now cross back into the 


Wilderness in search of that Paradise we never adequately understood. We are ready to 


open ourselves entirely to God. 


     Let us begin with the Collect for the Last Sunday in Lent: 


 
Almighty God, you alone can bring into order the unruly wills and affections 
of sinners: Grant your people grace to love what you command and desire 
what you promise; that, among the swift and varied changes of the world, 
our hearts may surely there be fixed where true joys are to be found; through 
Jesus Christ our Lord, who lives and reigns with you and the Holy Spirit, one 
God, now and for ever. Amen. 


 


 
Isaiah 43:16-21 
 
16. Thus says Yahweh, 
who made a way through the sea, 
a path in the raging waters, 
17. who led out chariot and horse 
together with an army of picked troops: 
they lay down never to rise again, 
they were snuffed out, put out like a wick. 
18. No need to remember past events, 
no need to think about what was done before. 
19. Look, I am doing something new, 
now it emerges; can you not see it? 
Yes, I am making a road in the desert 
and rivers in wastelands. 
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20. The wild animals will honour me, 
the jackals and the ostriches, 
for bestowing water in the desert 
and rivers on the wastelands 
for my people, my chosen one, to drink. 
21. The people I have shaped for myself 
will broadcast my praises. 
 


     This magnificent reading from Isaiah promises a new Exodus. However, rather than a 


leading out (of Egypt) it describes a leading back (from exile). If we missed it before, we 


are now assured that there will be "something new…in the desert;" "a road," "rivers," and 


"water…for my people, my chosen one, to drink" (vs. 19 & 20). There is no need to think 


of past events. What happened then is happening now.   


 


The Eternal Return 


 


     In these verses, Isaiah collapses diachronic time into synchronic time. The only 


important happenings in history are those that are constantly repeated in eternal presence. 


The unfolding of events is secondary to that. Our concern must not be with "past 


events…what was done before" but with "something new" (vs. 18 & 19). That 


"something new" is our dawning recognition of the eternal presence of God's hand in our 


lives. 


     Verse sixteen reminds us of how we found ourselves in the Wilderness to begin with: 


God led us there. Verse seventeen reminds us of what we were freed from when we were 


led into the Wilderness: Pursuit by forces determined to enslave us or to force us to pay 


with our lives. The two, of course, are synonymous. To be enslaved is to be robbed of our 


lives, for our lives are in the hands of others. Free will is a distant illusion.  


     Forces that threaten to enslave us pursue us relentlessly. That matter incarnates our 


soul seduces us into thinking that matter can provide us with what we need. And, to a 


degree, it does. Our bodies require food, shelter, heating and cooling, moisture and 
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dryness, ground under our feet, and so on. How easily we come to equate these with 


health and happiness.  


     It’s even worse to lust after material things.  No matter how much we are able to 


obtain, more remains to lure us into further pursuit. How much money is enough? How 


much land? How many fashionable items of clothing? How much or many of anything 


material? We know the answer: "A little more." 


     By focusing on the materiality of the Exodus—its political, economic, and social 


aspects—we condemn ourselves to remain in flight. That is exactly how those who wrote 


of the experience from the illusory security of the Promised Land saw the sojourn in the 


Wilderness. It was a sojourn, something to be endured on the way to somewhere else, at 


best a test of faith. Why else would anyone put up with it?  


     Biblical writers thought that the reason the generation that entered the Wilderness did 


not exit was punishment for their unworthiness. But doesn’t that suggest that the roots of 


suffering in the Wilderness had less to do with the Wilderness itself than to people’s 


attitudes toward it? The Wilderness was not to blame. In fact, had people’s attitudes been 


more accepting, would they have wanted to leave the Wilderness at all? Would they have 


followed Joshua across the Jordan, where they were destined to become either real estate 


brokers or the armies that protect them? 


     Isaiah certainly thought otherwise. Verses eighteen and nineteen are very clear: ―No 


need to remember past events, no need to think about what was done before. Look, I am 


doing something new, now it emerges; can you not see it? Yes, I am making a road in the 


desert and rivers in wastelands.‖ We are to forget what happened in the past not because 
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it is passé and no longer relevant, but because we got it wrong. The lessons of the past 


have less to do with what actually happened than with how we interpreted it. 


     And so, Isaiah tells us that God is ―doing something new.‖ But, can we see it? Good 


question. If we missed it before, what’s to guarantee that we won’t again? So, God spells 


it out for us. Creation is occurring. Our way in life is to be facilitated (―road‖) and 


refreshed (―rivers‖). But—and this is crucial—where is this all to occur? In the ―desert‖ 


and ―wasteland.‖ 


     ―Well,‖ we might say, ―that sounds good. Our lives could use a little facilitation and 


relief.‖  


 


Diachronic Exile, Synchronic Return 


 


     Such a statement, however, would be rather revealing. Firstly, it means that however 


much we believe we have entered the Promised Land, it still feels like a wilderness. 


Secondly, God is not saying that the road and river will lead us out of or through the 


Wilderness. No, they are located in the Wilderness. Finally, if even now we have missed 


the point, verse twenty makes it adamantly clear: ―The wild animals will honour me, the 


jackals and the ostriches, for bestowing water in the desert and rivers on the wastelands 


for my people, my chosen one, to drink.‖ Our future lies nowhere else but in the 


Wilderness. And for that, we should praise God. 


     While Biblical commentators point out that Isaiah sees God as referring to the people 


in exile, we shall view the words as symbolic of us. We are all in exile. Exile is the 


human state of being. When our focus is on diachronic time and space, we are in exile 


from God's synchronic presence. Destiny alienates us form immediacy. 
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     Verse 21 seals the message: ―The people I have shaped for myself will broadcast my 


praises.‖ Even here, however, we can easily miss the point. Will all who find the road and 


the river broadcast God’s praises? Hardly. Many will—once again—see them only as 


ways out of the Wilderness. Only the wild animals and ―the people I have shaped for 


myself‖ will ―honor‖ God and ―broadcast…praises.‖  


     We who seek to leave the Wilderness are not ―the people I have shaped for myself.‖ 


We are the others who prefer to shape ourselves. Only when we discover our lives in the 


Wilderness can we celebrate our existence as shaped by God. 


     The psalm is also symbolic. Before we who welcome life in the Wilderness become 


too sure of ourselves, we need to remind ourselves that we are also the "they" who seek 


to escape it. We are torn within ourselves. Just as the Israelites praised God for rescuing 


them and complained about their lives in the Wilderness, so do we. Sometimes we like 


being in the Wilderness (like backpacking and camping in virgin forests), and sometimes 


we don’t (like sleeping in a tent on hard, lumpy ground and eating dried soup). 


     During Lent we put ourselves back on track by encouraging that part of us that knows 


and loves dwelling in the Wilderness with God. Rather than engaging in some esoteric 


form of self-flagellation, we simply cut back on the material addictions of life in order to 


strip away that which obscures our vision of what God is doing in our lives. As in verse 


nineteen, we try to see. 


     Each of the three remaining lessons speaks to reclaiming our lives in the Wilderness. 


The psalm pleads for rescue from exile. By now, it should be clear that possession by 


those inclinations that lead us away from a Wilderness experience of God constitutes 


exile. Thus, Paul proclaims that we are to count as loss everything but knowledge of 
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Christ. Only then can we experience resurrection. Finally, the Parable of the Wicked 


Tenants challenges us to think about how nothing belongs to us unless we give it up. 


 
Psalm 126 


 
1. When Yahweh brought back Zion's captives 
we lived in a dream; 
 
2. then our mouths filled with laughter, 
and our lips with song. 
Then the nations kept saying, "What great deeds 
Yahweh has done for them!" 
 
3. Yes, Yahweh did great deeds for us, 
and we were overjoyed. 
 
4. Bring back, Yahweh, our people from captivity 
like torrents in the Negeb! 
 
5. Those who sow in tears 
sing as they reap. 
 
6. He went off, went off weeping, 
carrying the seed. 
He comes back, comes back singing, 
bringing in his sheaves. 
 


     Verse four reminds us of verse nineteen of Isaiah 43. There shall be a return from 


captivity. We shall be brought back to the land we loved. Reminiscent of the fifth verse 


of Psalm 137, we need no longer ―sing a song of Yahweh on alien soil.‖ Imagine how 


horrible it is to have one’s most cherished traditions treated as charming curiosities by 


people who have us completely in their power.  


     Verse one sets the tone for the psalm. The return from exile was so sudden, 


impressive, unbelievable, and reassuring of God’s love that it was like living in a dream. 


Laughter and song flowed freely, as the second verse attests. Even more, the nations of 


the world were struck with wonder and awe at the power of God on behalf of the people.  
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     Verse two also restores a modicum of superiority to the Chosen People. Their self-


confidence had been deeply wounded when the Babylonians carried them away into 


captivity. How could a people so certain of their favor with God suffer such humiliation?  


     The immediate interpretation was that they had been unfaithful to God, that they had 


failed to honor their part of the covenant. If God is truly sovereign, must not events obey 


God’s will?
34


 Thus, if something bad happens to the Chosen People, either they must be 


to blame or God is not sovereign. However painful, the former is the more palatable 


choice. 


     Verse three confirms God’s delight in the Chosen People. Return from exile was a gift 


from God. Nevertheless, verse four adds a compelling theme. We're exiles again. Our 


former return now needs to be repeated. 


 


Land and Control 


 


     What, then, might be the nature of the current captivity? Whatever it meant literally to 


the people of the time, to us today it symbolizes all that separates us from God. For the 


Chosen People, land was the proof of their status. Land and worship were inextricably 


intertwined. During the Babylonian captivity, they could not worship as required because 


they had become separated from their land. 


     Therein lies the clue for us today. What is our ―land?‖ Do we see land literally or 


symbolically? What do we believe is necessary for our very existence? In what do we 


ground our worship of God, our values for living, our guidance for behavior? What can 


we not live without? What makes us ungrounded? 


                                                 
34 By now this should be recognizable as an error based on a diachronic view of 
relationship with God. 
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     Land is a good symbol. It is concrete, stuff, material, place. We can see land, stand on 


it, alter it, cultivate it, build on it, and so on. It is also a good metaphor for that which 


assures us of certainty and control. From earning degrees to nation building, from 


medication to meditation, from nutrition to genetic engineering, we try to master and 


control the course of our lives.  


     In so doing, we try to get rid of the unknown. Even God can become suspect, like all 


the other unknowns. God’s presence then becomes something to fear, like disease, 


famine, or war—that have all been seen periodically as forms of God’s punishment.  


     Unfortunately, efforts to control life often have little effect. What happens, happens. 


None of us knows whether or not we shall be alive in the next moment. However much 


we may strive for certainty, it always seems to recede more rapidly the more fervently we 


pursue it. 


 


Sowing and Weeping 


 


     Verses five and six illustrate this point: ―Those who sow in tears sing as they reap. He 


went off, went off weeping, carrying the seed. He comes back, comes back singing, 


bringing in his sheaves.‖ Possibly based on an old Egyptian practice of treating sowing as 


funereal, sowing begets weeping. Reaping, which is symbolic of the resurrection of the 


plant after being buried, begets singing. Those driven into exile, who wept as they went, 


now sing as they return. 


     Symbolically, weeping is an appropriate response to living a conditional existence, the 


primary elements of which are time and space. Exile, then, would be distance from God. 


The genius of psalm 126 is the interweaving of distancing ourselves from God with 
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sowing the seeds that will grow into sheaves. What could such seeds possibly be? How 


could anything potentially positive evolve from moving away from God? 


     One is reminded of Paul Ricoeur’s account of the analysis of symbols. First, we 


objectify them. Then, we analyze them. Both actions bring distance to the immediacy we 


formerly experienced in our encounter with the symbols. Yet, the understanding we 


discover in our analysis of symbols enables a ―second immediacy‖ that is far more 


profound than our original, naïve relationship. Our appreciation of symbols is deepened 


as we examine them, both in themselves and in context.
35


 


     Georg Hegel described the difference between our subjective experience of God and 


our objective attempt to describe it to others. The former is immediate and idiosyncratic. 


The latter is removed and general. In other words, more distant, but more nuanced.
36


 


     Ricoeur and Hegel describe how our experience of God changes over time. What 


begins as relatively unreflecting and unconscious becomes over time more objective and 


conscious. Our challenge is to interweave the two sufficiently that we retain both the 


compelling emotionality of the former and the rational sophistication of the latter. For the 


mature religious personality, both are necessary.
37


 


     Something is inevitably lost when we try to discuss with others the complexity of our 


experiences of God. Is this the reference for verse five of the psalm? Could it be that we 


plant the seeds of a more mature faith when we distance ourselves from our experiences 


of God so that we can gain perspective, which we can then offer to others? Do we not 


                                                 
35


 Ricoeur, Paul. (1969) The Symbolism of Evil. Boston. Beacon Press. 
36


 Hegel, Georg W. F. (Hodgson, Peter C., ed.) (1988) Lectures on the Philosophy of 


Religion: One Volume Edition. The Lectures of 1827. Berkeley, CA. University of 


California Press. 
37


 Allport, Gordon w. (1950) The Individual And His Religion: A Psychological 


Interpretation. New York. Macmillan Press. 
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weep over the frustration of trying to communicate fully and exactly our love for God? 


Do we not sing when we see the spark of God's love enkindled in others' hearts?  


     Perhaps it all comes down to how we engage others. If we do so as models of God's 


love for all Creation, we'll most likely end up singing. If we do so presuming to be the 


model of God's love, with little respect for others' perspectives and experiences, we shall 


most likely find ourselves (and them) weeping. 


     That would make sense of the idea that when the crop matures we can return to God 


singing of our deeper, more nuanced relationship. But, there may be another explanation. 


In the next lesson, Paul ―counts…as loss‖ everything other than ―the supreme advantage 


of knowing Christ Jesus my Lord…. For him I have accepted the loss of all other things, 


and look on them all as filth if only I can gain Christ‖ (Phil 3:8).  


 


Loss and Gain 


 


     What if exile is necessary to free us from confinement in time and space? What if we 


truly discover God only when we leave behind the times and places where we originally 


encounter God? What if our tears upon having to surrender that which is familiar are 


actually the seeds of a more mature and gratifying relationship with God? 


     That would be the real genius of the psalm. The last two verses seem somehow out of 


step with the previous four. Following as they do on the plea for return from captivity 


(―like torrents in the Negev‖), perhaps they remind us that captivity has its value. If 


nothing else, it forces us to discover God in places and at times other than what we 


expect. Once we have made that discovery, we can be assured that no time or place can 


separate us from God. We are free. We return singing with joy because we have been 
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liberated from captivity in the limited times and places where we assumed God would be 


found. 


     In a very paradoxical way, exile liberates us from captivity. That which evicts us from 


time and space thrusts us into that which transcends time and place.
38


 Such an experience 


feels like the Wilderness, for we recognize very little, find many elements intimidating 


and, hopelessly lost, must rely on God to find us. As we have seen so many times before 


in our meditations, the Wilderness is where God's Grace compensates for the limitations 


of Law and overcomes our alienation from diachronic time and space through 


reconciliation in God's eternal synchronic presence.  


     Only through exile do we truly find our home. To dwell fully in the Wilderness, 


however, we must supplement the literal with the symbolic. Only then can we experience 


God authentically liberated from the tyranny of location and timing. 


     Paul elaborates this beautifully. Loss brings gain. Verses thirteen and fourteen are 


grand elaborations of what it means to surrender all that to which we cling in our quest 


for certainty. To embrace the journey is to become freed from the tyranny of the goal.  


     Paul teaches us that Christ is a verb, not a noun. If we can understand that, we can 


understand how the goal is, in fact, the journey.  


 


 
 
 
Philippians 3:8-14 
 
8. Yes, I will go further: because of the supreme advantage of knowing Christ Jesus 
my Lord, I count everything else as loss. For him I have accepted the loss of all other 
things, and look on them all as filth if only I can gain Christ  
9. and be given a place in him, with the uprightness I have gained not from the Law, 
but through faith in Christ, an uprightness from God, based on faith,  
10. that I may come to know him and the power of his resurrection, and partake of 
his sufferings by being moulded to the pattern of his death,  


                                                 
38 Again, from a diachronic to a synchronic perspective. 
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11. striving towards the goal of resurrection from the dead.  
12. Not that I have secured it already, nor yet reached my goal, but I am still 
pursuing it in the attempt to take hold of the prize for which Christ Jesus took hold 
of me.  
13. Brothers, I do not reckon myself as having taken hold of it; I can only say that 
forgetting all that lies behind me, and straining forward to what lies in front,  
14. I am racing towards the finishing-point to win the prize of God's heavenly call in 
Christ Jesus. 
 


     This is vintage Paul. One might wonder from what he is going ―further‖ in verse eight. 


Reading the first seven verses of chapter three reveals that Paul is describing how his 


impeccable lineage and activities as a Pharisee mean nothing to him now that he has 


discovered his life in Christ. They are for him, simply ―loss.‖  


     In verse eight he goes further. Not only is his pedigree and resume now worthless to 


him, so also is ―everything else.‖ Only Christ matters to him now. 


 


Living Faith 


 


     The significance of Paul’s statement must not be underestimated. He had 


accomplished everything that his religion defined as exemplary. He had fulfilled every 


expectation. His efforts on behalf of his God defended the faith from the Christian 


infidels. Having dedicated his life to God, he was living in a way that was entirely 


supported by his culture. 


     That he was able to embrace a radically new theology lends credibility to his openness 


to God. No encrusted ideologue, Paul genuinely lived his faith. His conversion on the 


road to Damascus was entirely consistent with his Pharisaic theology. His relationship 


with God was amplified, rather than confined by, his theoretical framework. 


     Conversion, however, seems a relatively tame word to describe what happened to 


Paul. It was more like he had been ripped out of his old skin and placed in a new one. 
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―Put off the old man and put on the new,‖
39


 indeed! While most conversions are 


notoriously transitory, Paul's was different. His endured. 


     Paul saw through the diachronic dimensions of his faith. By recounting his lineage and 


credentials in verse five (―Circumcised on the eighth day of my life, I was born of the 


race of Israel, of the tribe of Benjamin, a Hebrew born of Hebrew parents. In the matter 


of the Law, I was a Pharisee‖) and by referring to them in verse three as his ―physical 


qualifications,‖ he locates them in time and space. His conversion on the road to 


Damascus likewise locates the event in time and space.  


     With his conversion, however, time and place became irrelevant. He discovered that 


eternity was ubiquitous and omnipresent. Once conversion thrust him into the synchronic 


dimension of his faith, he remained there for the rest of his life.  


     Afterward, Paul was able to accept everything that destiny had in store for him. 


Imprisonment, frustration, opposition—nothing could shake his faith, for his faith was no 


longer located in time and space. He had truly entered the Wilderness.  


     Verses nine through eleven elaborate this well: ―and be given a place in him, with the 


uprightness I have gained not from the Law, but through faith in Christ, an uprightness 


from God, based on faith, that I may come to know him and the power of his resurrection, 


and partake of his sufferings by being moulded to the pattern of his death, striving 


towards the goal of resurrection from the dead.‖ The Law, for all its ability to raise our 


consciousness about what is right and wrong or permitted and proscribed, is confined to 


particular events in time and space. That is why laws must constantly be revised. 


                                                 
39 Colossians 3:9&10 
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     Paul has left the confines of the Law for the freedom of faith. This is his new ―place.‖ 


Knowing Christ is to know ―the power of his resurrection,‖ that is, complete freedom 


from time and place. Dying to diachronic history, eternity replaces time, faith replaces 


place. Essentially, Paul has reversed the course of Israel’s history and re-crossed the 


Jordan back into the Wilderness. 


 


Suffering and Sacrifice 


 


     Absolutely crucial is Paul’s next statement: ―and partake of his sufferings by being 


molded to the pattern of his death.‖ The significance of Jesus’s death will be the major 


concern of our next series of meditations where we shall focus on the readings for Holy 


Week. For now, let us simply note that Jesus’s death is an act of sacrifice for all 


humankind.  


     However, exactly what is sacrificed? Certainly, the person of Jesus. For terrestrial 


beings, that is pretty much the sum total of everything. But, for Jesus, there is more. In 


sacrificing himself he also surrenders earthly power, authority, and dominion. His refusal 


to come down from the cross preserves for us our Free Will in accepting or rejecting him. 


     That is what Paul understands. Death is a stripping away. At the moment of our death, 


nothing that has come before will provide us with foreknowledge of what—if anything—


is to come. As we slip over the line between what we have been and what we are to 


become, the diachronic perspective has nothing to say to us. We have absolutely nothing 


to hold onto but our faith. If our synchronic faith is alive, death is irrelevant. Nothing 


changes.  
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     For Paul, suffering is diachronic, for death puts an end to that sequence of events we 


call life. Once we realize that, we can put diachronic time and place into perspective and 


seek to live synchronically. Faith can then transform suffering. 


     Thus, for Paul, suffering is like working out. It strengthens faith. The workout room is 


the Wilderness. There, we live our lives daily in total dependence on God. Like Christ on 


the cross, we have only God to rely on. Thus, says Paul in verses twelve through 


fourteen, ―Not that I have secured it already, nor yet reached my goal, but I am still 


pursuing it in the attempt to take hold of the prize for which Christ Jesus took hold of me. 


Brothers, I do not reckon myself as having taken hold of it; I can only say that forgetting 


all that lies behind me, and straining forward to what lies in front, I am racing towards the 


finishing-point to win the prize of God's heavenly call in Christ Jesus.‖  


     To mistake the diachronic for the synchronic is to live life asymptotically. We never 


get where we're going. A synchronic perspective assures us that there actually is no 


―there.‖ Nor is there any "then." Spatial and temporal concerns are the opposite of faith. 


Becoming comfortable with being nowhere in no time liberates us from the illusions of 


diachronic time and space. 


     This is exactly ―the prize of God’s heavenly call in Christ Jesus.‖ We are completely 


liberated from the Promised Land of Creation. When we dwell in the Wilderness, no 


matter where we are, no matter when, we dwell in eternity. Nothing—not time, not 


place—can remove us from God. We are truly where we belong. We are truly home. 


 
Luke 20:9-19 
 
9. And he went on to tell the people this parable, "A man planted a vineyard and 
leased it to tenants, and went abroad for a long while.  
10. When the right time came, he sent a servant to the tenants to get his share of the 
produce of the vineyard. But the tenants thrashed him, and sent him away empty-
handed.  
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11. But he went on to send a second servant; they thrashed him too and treated him 
shamefully and sent him away empty-handed.  
12. He still went on to send a third; they wounded this one too, and threw him out.  
13. Then the owner of the vineyard thought, `What am I to do? I will send them my 
own beloved son. Perhaps they will respect him.'  
14. But when the tenants saw him they put their heads together saying, `This is the 
heir, let us kill him so that the inheritance will be ours.'  
15. So they threw him out of the vineyard and killed him. 
"Now what will the owner of the vineyard do to them?  
16. He will come and make an end of these tenants and give the vineyard to others." 
Hearing this they said, "God forbid!"  
17. But he looked hard at them and said, "Then what does this text in the scriptures 
mean: The stone which the builders rejected has become the cornerstone? 
18. Anyone who falls on that stone will be dashed to pieces; anyone it falls on will be 
crushed." 
19. And the scribes and the chief priests would have liked to lay hands on him that 
very moment, because they realised that this parable was aimed at them, but they 
were afraid of the people. 
 


     We come now to the final meditation of our three-cycle, five-Sunday sojourn in Lent. 


By now, the poor reader must be saturated with the idea that our true spiritual home is the 


Wilderness, and that crossing the Jordan was the worst mistake we ever made. 


Nevertheless, we did cross the Jordan and, regardless of however the Promised Land 


failed to live up to its promise, we are now stuck in it. Yes, of course, we can infuse our 


daily lives with as much of the Wilderness as possible, but unfortunately our confinement 


in time and space will undermine that, as well. 


     And so, the Parable of the Wicked Tenants is a suitable conclusion to our study, for it 


has significance on two levels. The first is symbolic. It portrays how the religious 


authorities of the day treated Jesus in light of their perception of duty. The parable served 


notice to those whose ears and hearts were hardened to the errors of their ways. The 


second is literal. We live in a world where people indulge in the worst possible behavior 


to get what they want, even if it means sacrificing what they have. Among such people 


are we ourselves. 
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Symbolic Possessions 


 


     At both levels, the message is the same: The desire to possess is a form of self-


sabotage.
40


 To grab for possessions is to risk acquiring little but illusions. We can truly 


possess only that which we can willingly give away. The only ones who can truly love us 


are those to whom we can grant the freedom to leave us.  


     God gives us free will. We can reject God if we wish. If we do, God will not punish 


us. We shall simply punish ourselves. 


     Taken symbolically, Jesus is telling the religious authorities of the day that the fields 


ripe for harvest (in this case, a vineyard) do not belong to them. Fields refers to the 


human race, to which no one can lay claim. Chosen does not denote ownership. 


     More to the point, there is nothing to own. Identifying any segment of the human race 


as one's own is valid only in light of what we can do for it. People are "ours" to the 


degree that we can be of service to them—"our" customers, for example. To claim 


ownership (and the control it engenders) of people’s thoughts, ideals, or beliefs damages 


both those presumed owned and those who presume to own. 


     The same is true of objects. We own nothing. Everything is simply lent to us for our 


use. What kind of shape will it be in when we pass it on to others? Are we stewards or 


exploiters? Our answer will determine whether or not there will be anything to pass on.  


     As for religious authorities, how many shepherds have led "their" flocks to disaster? 


When we assume positions of responsibility over others, we enter very precarious 


territory. We may see ourselves as being more competent. We may place ourselves above 


                                                 
40 See our meditation on the Old Testament Reading for the First Sunday in 
Lent, Cycle C. 
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them. We may fail to see our need to be in control, to have people under us to reinforce 


our self-esteem, or to feel that we are serving God by running other people's lives. 


     Jesus tried to enlighten the church authorities of his day. How is he doing the same 


today? Through whom or what is he trying to inform us of our need to prevail over 


others? How is our best intent fraught with self-interest? We must ask these questions of 


ourselves, of those who lead us and of those who seek to be led.  


 


Literal Abuses 


 


     Taken literally, the parable teaches us about the world. That it can be very nasty 


hardly seems necessary to emphasize. We who want stop at nothing to get. As this is the 


world in which we must live, we would do well to watch out for, among the other deadly 


sins, greed. Greed leads to the most egregious of offenses. 


      Furthermore, we must come to the aid of those who suffer the consequences of our 


greed. Endangered species (what shall we say when Christ returns and asks us what 


happened to the plants and animals he created and loved?), prisoners of war, victims of 


oppression, the poor, the mentally ill, the disabled—how can we fill in for what greed 


withholds from them? 


     The parable has a subtler literalism. With which group do we identify when we hear 


it? The wicked tenants? The landlord and his representatives?  


     Few of us would say: ―Ah! I identify with the wicked tenants.‖ Given the choice, most 


of us would prefer to be lumped in with those offended against than with their offenders. 


We also like to think of ourselves as the ones who would have risen up against the scribes 


and chief priests had they laid hands on Jesus. We prefer to possess the higher ground. 
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     Unfortunately, it doesn't work. We all either grab from others or pay someone else to 


do it for us. That car we’re driving: Where do the metals come from that go into building 


it? Is a fair price paid to the owners of the land in far-off countries where minerals are 


mined? Are those who fight against the destruction of their environments adequately 


compensated for their losses? What if it is their lives that are lost? And finally, where do 


we live? If in the United States, we’re living on Indian land. Who grabbed that for us? 


     Like it or not, we all belong to the Order of Wicked Tenants. From there, the 


Wilderness looks far away, indeed. What would we say to Jesus if he appeared today? 


Would we accept him? Would we surrender our Christian beliefs to embrace the new 


beliefs of the current messiah?  


 


Present Tense 


 


     Not likely. We would probably say that the Messiah has already come and there is to 


be no other. 


     Fair enough. But what about prophets? Shall we, like our forefathers of old, kill them, 


too? How should we respond to Paul Simon’s view that ―the words of the prophets are 


written on the subway walls and tenement halls‖?
41


 Read any good graffiti lately? 


Listened to any raving maniacs? Been open to any new ideas, customs, lifestyles? To 


some degree, maybe. But are we really listening? Have we yet awakened to the presence 


of God in the most unlikely places? 


     Living in the Wilderness means receiving everything that comes our way—no matter 


how delightful or distasteful—as potentially either coming from or referring to God. 


                                                 
41


 Simon, Paul. (1966) "The Sounds of Silence." Performed by Paul Simon and Arthur 


Garfunkel. From the album Sounds of Silence. Columbia Records 
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Prayer, reflection and discussion with others are essential to deciding whether to accept it 


or reject it. But first we must be open to it. To do so is to be congruent with our nature as 


beings created in the image of God.  


     As Karl Rahner wrote, the foundation of soul is ―fundamentally and by its very nature 


pure openness for absolutely everything, for being as such.‖
42


 Only by entering into this 


openness can we truly know God, for ―the knowledge of God is always present 


unthematically and without name.‖
43


 As we come to know God, we come to know all that 


is around us, for ―all clear understanding is grounded in the darkness of God.‖
44


 


     We can, of course, refuse to return to the Wilderness. We can remain in worlds of our 


own making, where familiarity grants us (however falsely) a measure of security, and 


certainty grants us (equally falsely) the illusion of knowledge. Or shall we embrace the 


Wilderness, where Grace fills in for what Law cannot, namely, overcomes alienation and 


reconciles us to God?  


    We must see beyond the literal to the symbolic. We must discern the illusions of the 


diachronic perspective. We must seek to live in the eternal presence of God that a 


synchronic perspective reveals. 


     Rahner describes life in the Wilderness with beauty and power. On this Last Sunday in 


Lent of our last cycle of readings, we give him the last word: 


  


Hence, the existentiell question for the knower is this: Which does he love more, 


the small island of his so-called knowledge or the sea of infinite mystery? 


     If a person wants, of course, in the concrete decisions of his life he can choose 


to accept this infinite question only as a thorn in the side of his knowledge and his 


                                                 
42


 Rahner, Karl. (Dych, William V., trans.) (1982). Foundations of Christian Faith: An 


Introduction to the Idea of Christianity. New York. Crossroads Paperback. p. 20 
43 Ibid., p. 21 
44 Ibid., p. 22 
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mastery and control. He can refuse to have anything to do with the absolute 


question except insofar as this question drives him more and more to individual 


questions and individual answers. But only when one begins to ask about asking 


itself, and to think about thinking itself, only when one turns his attention to the 


scope of knowledge and not only to the objects of knowledge, to transcendence 


and not only to what is understood categorically in time and space within this 


transcendence, only then is one just on the threshold of becoming a religious 


person.
45


 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


                                                 
45 Ibid., pp. 22-23 
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Summary 


     In Cycle C we focused on symbolic interpretations of Scripture. We did not 


ignore literal interpretations. Rather, we brought the readings into our 


contemporary lives by considering how the narratives described everyday living. 


Comparisons of diachronic and synchronic views of time also figured 


prominently in our meditations.  


Old Testament 


    We began our readings for Cycle C with the oldest creed in the Bible, 


Deuteronomy 26:5. There we introduced a symbolic interpretation of the 


passage, which placed the more literal interpretations in a new perspective. Our 


meditation focused on the difference between trying to engineer diachronic time 


and trusting that God's actions in synchronic time will obviate diachronic time. 


     On the Second Sunday we looked at the Genesis account of a very early 


ritual, this time to seal the covenant between God and Abram. We took a 


symbolic view of the smoking firepot and birds of prey. This revealed the 


vagaries of relationship with God and our need for reassurance. 


     The Third Sunday reading from Exodus recounted God's call to Moses in the 


Wilderness. We spent time on God's name, which is the epitome of synchronic 


time as the verb in the name has no tense. 


     The Fourth Sunday took us across the Jordan, where we entered the 


presumed Promised Land. We discovered, however, that we ended up in a land 


of our own making, which we had to wrest from its previous occupants. We 


found ourselves imprisoned in a ring of stones. 


     The Last Sunday's readings began with Isaiah's hymn of return from exile. 


We meditated on the fallacy of identifying material things with security. 
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Symbolically, to live in diachronic time is to live as an exile in captivity. Only 


when we surrender to the Wilderness of the moment can we be free. 


Psalms 


     Psalm 91 led us to wonder how the Promised Land relates to abiding in 


God's love. We discovered that we must forgo tangible forms of security in order 


to discover the limitless eternity of God. Only then can we no longer fear death. 


     On the Second Sunday Psalm 27 introduced the idea that God is the surest 


refuge from our enemies. We considered that our worst enemies may just be we 


ourselves. True security lies in integrity. We must live synchronic lives in God, 


paying no head to our fears that diachronic time and place will threaten our 


security. 


     Third Sunday introduced us to Psalm 103, a glorious testimony to God's 


love. The psalm is essentially a roadmap to the Wilderness that folds back into 


itself like a round. Perhaps most importantly, it symbolizes the vagaries of 


trying to live in diachronic time. 


     Psalm 34 is an outstanding example of how a psalm can generate the very 


experience it describes. We meditated on the importance of process over 


product, journey over destination. Having nothing and being nowhere seems to 


be the ideal state of being.  


     On the Last Sunday we read Psalm 26. Again we saw the dual themes of 


exile and captivity. We remembered how past liberation leads us to plea for 


current liberation. We meditated once again on the meaning of land for our 


identity. Liberation, we discovered, comes when we replace literal with symbolic 


interpretations, diachronic with synchronic time, and control with surrender. 
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New Testament Lessons 


     Paul's letter to the church in Rome led off our New Testament readings for 


Cycle C. In this reading Paul distinguishes between Law and faith, extends 


Christ's call to all of humankind and emphasizes the importance of mouth and 


heart to our faith. Our meditation focused on the degree to which Law is 


oriented toward the diachronic and faith to the synchronic. 


     On the Second Sunday we read from Paul's letter to the church at Philippi. 


We noted that the solution to problems often originates in the problems 


themselves. We also reiterated how diachronic illusions of time and place can 


undermine our faith. 


     Paul's letter to the church at Corinth formed the basis for our meditation on 


the Third Sunday. Remarkably, he establishes that Christ was with the 


Israelites in the Wilderness. Thus, our meditation considered the accuracy of 


Paul's belief that natural disasters are punishments by God for our sins. We 


decided that we are punished not so much for our sins as by them.  


     The Fourth Sunday brought us again to Paul's letter to the church at 


Corinth. There, Paul tells us that with Christ's resurrection everything is made 


new. We also meditated on the possibility that by imposing order on the 


Creation we mistakenly project that order onto God.  


     Finally, the Last Sunday returned us to Paul's letter to the church at 


Philippi. In our meditation we marveled at Paul's conversion and how it was a 


logical extension of his faith in God. We saw how openness to death as Christ 


experienced it moves us into synchronic time, where all is eternal. 
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Gospels 


     Luke's account of the temptation of Christ introduced the First Sunday. We 


meditated long and hard on the concept of the devil, or Satan. Just who or what 


is Satan? How does the devil enter into our lives? Ultimately, we decided, it has 


something to do with our desire for magic, to be able to engineer the Creation to 


our satisfaction. 


     On the Second Sunday we read Luke's writing about the Pharisees' warning 


to Jesus. We meditated on how our identities become a function of land and 


destiny. To relinquish both is to lose identity, at least in the short run. We walk 


a narrow path that is for us alone. If we can see the path before us, it isn't ours, 


it's someone else's. This is the essence of Wilderness experience. 


     Luke's Third Sunday Gospel reading corrected Paul's assertion that bad 


people are punished by natural disasters. God corrects us through nurturing 


our love for God, not through punishment. We should do the same for others. 


     The Fourth Sunday brought us to Luke's retelling of Jesus's parable of the 


Prodigal Son. We meditated on both the parable itself and parables generally. 


We discovered that parables are symbolic and incomplete until we complete 


them in our lives. As for the Prodigal Son, his mistake was to seek his fortune 


in diachronic, rather than synchronic, time. 


     Luke wrapped up our Gospel readings for Cycle C on this Last Sunday in 


Lent. The parable of the wicked tenants had an uncomfortable message for us. 


We meditated on the illusions of ownership and how we presume to possess 


what is given us by God. Stewardship is our obligation. Only by living in the 


Wilderness, where we are depend completely on God for all that sustains us, 


can we truly relinquish our membership in the Order of Wicked Tenants. 
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Series Summary 


      By now it should be clear that our readings of the Lenten Lectionary 


strongly suggest that we should never have left the Wilderness. There, complete 


reliance on God felt unbearable. We simply could not surrender the illusion that 


we control our lives and our destinies.  


     Today it is amply clear that neither can we control the land around us. 


Nature lives by her own rules. The Creation does not bend its will to us. We 


may be able to believe that we control our surroundings in the short term, but 


the ways of the world are powerful and mysterious. Many of our mistakes 


become obvious only after we are dead. 


     Nevertheless, there is a way to enter into God's control over the Creation. By 


living synchronically, we engage God's love and compassion for the Creation—


and, especially, us. We find ourselves in no need to control either our destinies 


or others. We live simply and confidently in the eternal love of God. 


     Only then does Law become Grace and alienation become reconciliation. By 


eschewing the supposed certainty of literal interpretations of Scripture we avail 


ourselves of the wondrous mystery of symbolism, which in its images expresses 


what thought and word cannot. While such mystery may feel like a Wilderness, 


it is a secure home with God, wherein God and man may dwell in relationship 


throughout all eternity. 
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FIRST SUNDAY


The journey through the Wilderness of Lent chips away at our certainty


about who we are and what God wants from us. Moreover, while the forty days


that we set aside for the journey give us some time to adjust, Holy Week


abruptly sweeps us up in its disorientation. There the journey tumbles to the


base of the Cross, where the unexpected reigns supreme. Certainty dissolves in


the face of its implacable turn of events. All our self-constructed assurances


become irrelevant. We are left alone with God. We are truly in the Wilderness.


Every year, Lent reminds us of our dependence upon God. We take some


time away from our hectic and demanding lifestyles to ponder how we can open


ourselves more profoundly to the Holy Spirit. To the degree that we are able to


set aside our assumptions and preconceptions, we can find ourselves closer to


God. But it's not an easy task. Thousands of years of discerning relationship


with God have in some ways brought us closer, but in some ways farther, from


the God we seek.


We shall begin by considering the relationship between Law and Grace.


From our first awareness of God we have tried to behave as we should.


Inevitably, we've codified what we've considered, debated and passed along to


the next generation. Originating as a kind of shorthand, codes rapidly become


enshrined in laws, which then multiply in an attempt to cover all conceivable


circumstances. What begins as an attempt to discern and to clarify can quickly


evolve into a prison of confusion that undermines the very goals it seeks.


Pursuing the ephemeral security of certainty leaves little room for the Holy


Spirit's spontaneity and creativity. Law and Grace exist in a powerful tension


that frequently leaves us feeling frustrated and torn. As we shall see, trying to
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walk the narrow path between them is difficult indeed. We can, however, resolve


the tension by dwelling in the Wilderness.


Today's readings take us from the Genesis myth of Creation to the


awakening realization, expressed in Psalm 51, that we can never trust our


presuppositions about what God expects. Then, Paul's deconstruction of the


Law expands upon the Gospel account of Jesus's encounter with Satan, which


recalls the Garden of Eden from which we began our journey.


In preparation, let us pray together the Collect for the first Sunday in Lent:


Almighty God, whose blessed Son was led by the Spirit to be tempted by
Satan; Come quickly to help us who are assaulted by many temptations; and,
as you know the weaknesses of each of us, let each one find you mighty to
save; through Jesus Christ your Son our Lord, who lives and reigns with you
and the Holy Spirit, one God, now and for ever. Amen.


Genesis 2:4b-9, 15-17, 25-3:7


4. At the time when Yahweh God made earth and heaven
5. there was as yet no wild bush on the earth nor had any wild plant yet sprung up,
for Yahweh God had not sent rain on the earth, nor was there any man to till the
soil.
6. Instead, water flowed out of the ground and watered all the surface of the soil.
7. Yahweh God shaped man from the soil of the ground and blew the breath of life
into his nostrils, and man became a living being.
8. Yahweh God planted a garden in Eden, which is in the east, and there he put the
man he had fashioned.
9. From the soil, Yahweh God caused to grow every kind of tree, enticing to look at
and good to eat, with the tree of life in the middle of the garden, and the tree of the
knowledge of good and evil.
(10. A river flowed from Eden to water the garden, and from there it divided to make four
streams.
11. The first is named the Pishon, and this winds all through the land of Havilah where there is
gold.
12. The gold of this country is pure; bdellium and cornelian stone are found there.
13. The second river is named the Gihon, and this winds all through the land of Cush.
14. The third river is named the Tigris, and this flows to the east of Ashur. The fourth river is the
Euphrates.)
15. Yahweh God took the man and settled him in the garden of Eden to cultivate and
take care of it.
16. Then Yahweh God gave the man this command, "You are free to eat of all the
trees in the garden.
17. But of the tree of the knowledge of good and evil you are not to eat; for, the day
you eat of that, you are doomed to die."
18. Yahweh God said, "It is not right that the man should be alone. I shall make him a helper."
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19. So from the soil Yahweh God fashioned all the wild animals and all the birds of heaven. These
he brought to the man to see what he would call them; each one was to bear the name the man
would give it.
20. The man gave names to all the cattle, all the birds of heaven and all the wild animals. But no
helper suitable for the man was found for him.
21. Then, Yahweh God made the man fall into a deep sleep. And, while he was asleep, he took one
of his ribs and closed the flesh up again forthwith.
22. Yahweh God fashioned the rib he had taken from the man into a woman, and brought her to
the man.
23. And the man said: This one at last is bone of my bones and flesh of my flesh!
She is to be called Woman, because she was taken from Man.
24. This is why a man leaves his father and mother and becomes attached to his wife, and they
become one flesh.
25. Now, both of them were naked, the man and his wife, but they felt no shame
before each other.
3:1. Now, the snake was the most subtle of all the wild animals that Yahweh God had
made. It asked the woman, "Did God really say you were not to eat from any of the
trees in the garden?"
2. The woman answered the snake, "We may eat the fruit of the trees in the garden.
3. But of the fruit of the tree in the middle of the garden God said, `You must not eat
it, nor touch it, under pain of death.' "
4. Then the snake said to the woman, "No! You will not die!
5. God knows in fact that the day you eat it your eyes will be opened and you will be
like gods, knowing good from evil."
6. The woman saw that the tree was good to eat and pleasing to the eye, and that it
was enticing for the wisdom that it could give. So she took some of its fruit and ate
it. She also gave some to her husband who was with her, and he ate it.
7. Then the eyes of both of them were opened and they realised that they were
naked. So they sewed fig-leaves together to make themselves loin-cloths.


As we look at the various readings in our cycles of Lent, we shall focus on


some elements and ignore others. We are not attempting to do comprehensive


analyses of the readings. Remember, we are viewing them through a particular


lens that inevitably magnifies some elements while minimizing others. We are


particularly interested in our relationship with God. Today's reading from


Genesis tells us how that relationship began.


Relationship at the Creation


The first Sunday of Lent in Cycle A begins with the second story of the


Creation. In the narrative of Adam and Eve in the Garden of Eden, one verse is


particularly lovely. In verse 18 (curiously not included in today's reading) God


says: "It is not right that the man should be alone."
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How interesting! Firstly, who is God addressing? God? The Heavenly Host?


Secondly, how does God know what it's like to be alone? Finally, where does the


idea originate that Eve is to be a helper?


The answer to the first question is probably that scripture is aimed at and


completed by us. Therefore, God is addressing us. Loneliness is not the normal


state of affairs. We were made to be with one another. Engaging one another,


living authentically with one another, being in community with one another—all


these are why we were and are created. Right from the start, relationship is of


the essence.


The answer to the second question is grounded in the phrase "God is love."


An essential aspect of God's being is love. Love requires an object. Without


someone to love, there is no love. Love combines those who are separate. Love


unites.


If we are created in God's image and if it is not right that we be alone, than it


is not right that God should be alone either. This is of extraordinary theological


importance, for it establishes that God loves us as much as we love God. God


and we are inextricably linked. The only way for that relationship to end is if


one of us pulls out. God has amply demonstrated that God will never be the one


to leave the relationship. Unfortunately, the same cannot be said for us.


Verse eighteen establishes that God loves to be in community with us.


Throughout our Lenten meditations, we shall find this idea constantly reified.


Relationship is synchronic. It transcends time and space. Thusly does it bring


eternity and infinity into the diachronic dimensions of temporality and limits.


Likewise does it partake of the spiritual Wilderness, where relationship with
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God is the totality of existence. In relationship, as in the Wilderness, our


desperate attempts at control bring us little more than delusions.


Finally, the answer to the third question lies not in the supremacy of Adam,


but in his inadequacy. Why would Adam need a helper if he is sufficient unto


himself? Eve had to be created because Adam was only half human. Eve brings


the other half. Without Eve, Adam cannot be fruitful and multiply. With the


creation of Eve, God gave us the means to resonate with God's creative powers.


We'll leave for a moment the question of whether or not Eve needs Adam to


multiply. Perhaps the sons of God took care of that.1 The essential point,


however, is that without another there can be no relationship. Furthermore,


while God was in relationship with Adam and Adam with God, that dyad could


not possibly embrace all the dimensions and dynamics of relationship. For that,


there had to be a third. There had to be an Eve.


Once woman came into being, however, man lost his exclusive relationship


with God. Furthermore, acquiring the means to procreate added enormous


uncertainty to our lives. Who can predict what our children will be?


Could that explain why men have sought to confine women to particular


roles? Is that why none of the Scripture writers in the Canon are women?


The multiple possibilities for relationship that appeared with the creation of


Eve interrupted the simplistic relationship Adam had with God. Moreover, as we


shall see in a moment, only when there were two humans did it become


possible for the serpent to manipulate history. With the arrival of Eve, all three


(Adam, Eve and God) found themselves in the unpredictable and uncontrollable


1 cf: Genesis 6:1-4
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Wilderness of relationship. There forever since have we remained. Only our


illusions allow us to think otherwise.


Law was our first attempt to extricate ourselves from the Wilderness. God


gave us Law and we codified it. Having something concrete to hold onto


reassured us that the chaos of relationship could be confined and controlled.


But of course it couldn't—and can't. After numerous attempts to return to the


illusory security of Law, we finally gave up.


Relationship is its own remedy. So God came as Jesus. From that moment


on, we've oscillated across the Jordan, unable to decide whether to dwell in the


purest relationship with God and one another, which is found in the


Wilderness, or in the fragile and deceptive security that we find in a world of


our own making, which we presume is the Promised Land.


That is the great dilemma of the God-Man relationship. Sorting that out will


be the focus of our meditations on the three Cycles of Lent. As we work our way


toward Holy Week, and thence to the Way of the Cross, we shall see just how


much sense dwelling in the Wilderness makes. The next step will then be up to


us.


The Origins of Law


That awareness of sin requires something to raise it to consciousness is


fundamental to all religions. Without a contrasting viewpoint that calls our


thoughts, feelings and behaviors into question, we simply do what we do


(wander the Garden) heedless of consequences (eat an apple) until something


comes along (God's admonition, Satan's temptation, laws, consequences) to


indicate that what we are doing may be inadvisable.
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In this second story of Creation, there seems to be only one law. But that


law is all encompassing. Basically, it says to leave to God knowledge of the


consequences of our actions. In the Garden, the seeds of negativity originate in


presuming to know the consequences of our actions. If we lack the ability to


perceive and to predict those consequences, we bear no responsibility for them.


Nor can we entertain the delusion of control over our own destinies. That


responsibility lies with those who can predict the consequences—in this case,


God.


Freedom from responsibility for our actions frees us from blame, shame, and


guilt. As we shall see later, guilt and blame reinforce the illusion that we control


our destinies. If we cannot predict the outcome of our actions, we cannot


control what happens. However impotent that makes us, at least it frees us


from blame.


Notice that the passage does not mention Satan or the Devil. Equating the


serpent with Satan is a later development, for example, in the Wisdom literature


(cf. Job) and throughout Christianity. While there may be just cause to equate


the serpent with the Devil solely on the basis of its temptation of Eve, we may


wish to look for a more nuanced interpretation.


The serpent is described as subtle. Other translations are crafty, clever and


cunning. These descriptions are important, for they refer to the capacity to see


beyond what is obvious or given to that which is hidden or unexpressed. Thus,


the serpent is not lying to Eve. It is telling the truth. What the serpent is leaving


out, however, are the consequences of discovering that truth.
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In other words, the serpent is taking advantage of Eve's inability to foresee


the future. Certainly she was warned that there would be a consequence. But


the consequence—that she would die—was not strictly true.


Strictly is the crucial word. Now we can understand how the serpent is


subtle, crafty, clever, and cunning. The serpent appreciates the complexity of


life and its circumstances. It knows that upon peering beneath the surface


deeper layers emerge that cloud the ephemeral clarity of our perceptions. Being


able to see often makes decisions difficult, if not impossible.


The serpent's ability to see beyond the absolute is probably what led to


equating it with Satan. In the second Creation Myth, the serpent is the trickster


figure that reveals the other, less obvious, side of our perception. Trickster


figures straddle both sides of reality: the seen and unseen. They are the flies in


the ointment, so to speak, that sabotage our plans. Yet, they also raise our


consciousness about the complete picture. They rescue us from our own limited


perspectives.


Unfortunately, consciousness is not omniscient. The more conscious we


become, the more we appreciate the limitations of consciousness.


Consciousness that fails to perceive its own limitations is dangerous indeed; it


rapidly becomes megalomania.


We could, in light of the Genesis story, presume that the ability to determine


and to predict the consequences of our actions is a negative thing, that it would


be much better to return to a state of ignorant bliss where we can do no wrong


because we have no idea what right and wrong are. Someone else (God, or those


who presume to represent God) then bears responsibility for what we do. We


need only obey the Law, the repository of right and wrong, and we will be fine.
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Many of us organize our entire lives around trying to live this way, hoping to


live so cleanly that we are uncontaminated by anything that could lead us


astray. Each of us tries in some way to achieve it. But it doesn't work. The


Garden of Eden cannot be reversed. The Fall is a state of being, not an event


located in time and space. Once we betrayed God's trust, we became stuck with


the capacity to determine right and wrong. We can't simply turn it off.


It wouldn't be so bad if we really were able to determine ahead of time the


consequences of our actions. Unfortunately, possibilities for success are


practically nil, for we possess neither sufficient knowledge nor understanding.


We have limited knowledge of the past and of the present. We know nothing of


the future. When we attempt to predict the consequences of our behavior, we


are forced either to presume that we possess godlike omniscience and


omnipotence (that the only consequences of our acts are those we pre-ordain) or


to admit failure (that events rarely accord with our predictions).


Upon eating the fruit of the tree of the knowledge of good and evil, Adam and


Eve did gain insight into the implications of their behavior. As Gen 3:7 says:


"Then the eyes of both of them were opened and they realised that they were


naked. So they sewed fig-leaves together to make themselves loin-cloths."


Thanks to the Fall, we are now compelled to wear clothes, no matter what the


climate.


Although Adam and Eve discovered they were naked, Genesis mentions


nothing about why nakedness requires a remedy. True to the serpent's word,


their eyes were opened. The exact character of what they saw, however,


remained hidden. Consciousness is always partial.
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This reminds me of an event that occurred on one of my trips to Gaza. A


friend and colleague invited me to his house for lunch. While the elaborate


luncheon was being prepared, I asked if I could wash my hands.


"Yes, of course. The washroom is down that hall, the first door to your left."


I proceeded down the hall, opened the first door to the left, and walked into


the kitchen, where his wife and daughter were preparing the lunch. As they


were not wearing their head scarves, there was much commotion and


exclamation upon my entrance. My friend rushed to my side and apologized: "I


meant the first door on the right. I am so sorry."


"No problem," I answered. Upon completing my ablutions, I returned to the


dining room. I knew that as a very fundamentalist Moslem, there would be


some explanation as to what the offense had been. So, I asked him: "Was it


wrong for me to see your wife without her head scarf?"


"No, not at all!" he answered. "You are a doctor. A doctor may see a woman


without her head scarf."


"Oh," I said. "But what if I were not a doctor. Would it then be acceptable to


see your wife without her scarf?"


"Oh, no," he replied. "That would be very bad."


"But why?" I asked.


He was embarrassed and reluctant to speak. Then he said: "Because then


you would want to have sex with her."


"Really!" I said. "You mean that just by seeing your wife without her head


scarf I would want to have sex with her."


"Yes," he answered, now very embarrassed.


"Where did you get such an idea?" I asked.
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"We've seen your movies," he replied.


"Oh!" I answered. "People go to the movies to see what does not happen in


their everyday lives. We don't pay to see ordinary life. We want to see fantasy,


that which we would never otherwise see!"


He looked at me dubiously. We laughed. Our friendship was intact, even if


our logic wasn't.


My friend and I were engaging in a classic discussion about the knowledge of


good and evil. While I knew that seeing a woman without her head scarf was


considered to be wrong, I didn't know why. My friend did: Nakedness leads


inexorably to sex. That is why some interpret the Fall as the entrance of sex


into humankind's daily life. The apple became synonymous with sex.


However, any who believe that nakedness encourages sex should visit a


nude beach. One might then realize that it is not nakedness that encourages


sex, but the prohibition of nakedness. Nothing elicits desire like the illicit. In a


culture where nothing of a woman may be seen in public, even a hand can be


alluring.


Shel Silverstein once did a number of cartoons about visiting a nudist camp.


My favorite shows him sitting in a lounge area kitty-corner to a completely


naked woman. On her shoulder is a band-aid. The caption has Shel asking her


if he can look under her band-aid.


That's why the serpent is described as subtle, crafty, clever, and cunning. It


knew how much we are attracted to that which is forbidden. Dick Gregory used


to say that if religions wanted to fill their churches, they should arrange for the


government to prohibit religions. The next day, the churches would be full.
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The essence of the Fall is hardly about sex. Nor is it confined to


disobedience. We wanted to know more, to see more. We wanted to replace


God's judgment with our own. From that day forward we have stumbled


through life as if it were a minefield. How lovely it would be to trust only to God


and never to make any decisions. Or, how empowering it would be to have the


omniscience of God.


Neither is possible. We walk only the ambiguous path in between. As we


shall see in Psalm 51, our lot is to fail and to offend, thence to seek pardon and


forgiveness. True dependence upon God is found in the need for redemption,


not the need to avoid offense. We are fated to offend. We cannot avoid mistakes.


No one of us is better than anyone else at keeping the Law.2


Any attempt to control God's relationship with us ends in failure. Rituals,


customs and traditions exist for us. They can never sway God. To try to do so is


to engage in magic, not religion. Magic says "Not thy will, but mine." Religion


says "Not my will, but thine."


We would love to live in a world where we can predict the future and


implement our own ideas of what should be. That form of magic is our Promised


Land. Relying solely on God for our redemption (the goal of religion) is our


Wilderness.


Psalm 51


1. Have mercy on me, O God, in your faithful love,
in your great tenderness wipe away my offences;


2. wash me clean from my guilt,
purify me from my sin.


3. For I am well aware of my offences,
my sin is constantly in mind.


2 This is the theme of the Sermon on the Mount: Matthew 5ff.
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4. Against you, you alone, I have sinned,
I have done what you see to be wrong,
that you may show your saving justice when you pass sentence,
and your victory may appear when you give judgement,


5. remember, I was born guilty,
a sinner from the moment of conception.


6. But you delight in sincerity of heart,
and in secret you teach me wisdom.


7. Purify me with hyssop till I am clean,
wash me till I am whiter than snow.


8. Let me hear the sound of joy and gladness,
and the bones you have crushed will dance.


9. Turn away your face from my sins,
and wipe away all my guilt.


10. God, create in me a clean heart,
renew within me a resolute spirit,


11. do not thrust me away from your presence,
do not take away from me your spirit of holiness.


12. Give me back the joy of your salvation,
sustain in me a generous spirit.


13. I shall teach the wicked your paths,
and sinners will return to you.


14. Deliver me from bloodshed, God, God of my salvation,
and my tongue will acclaim your saving justice.


15. Lord, open my lips,
and my mouth will speak out your praise.


16. Sacrifice gives you no pleasure,
burnt offering you do not desire.


17. Sacrifice to God is a broken spirit,
a broken, contrite heart you never scorn.


18. In your graciousness do good to Zion,
rebuild the walls of Jerusalem.


19. Then you will delight in upright sacrifices,
burnt offerings and whole oblations,
and young bulls will be offered on your altar.


Psalm 51 is a hymn of great distress sung by someone facing imminent


demise (v. 14: "Deliver me from bloodshed"). The singer has not committed
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some minor offense, but has undermined the very ground of his/her being. As


redemption from whatever has taken place can come only through divine


intervention, Psalm 51 is a hymn of last resort. The very life of the singer is in


God's hands.


David and Bathsheba


The hymn is attributed to David after he had fallen in love with Bathsheba.


As she was married to Uriah the Hittite, David made plans to have him slain in


battle, thereby freeing David from a legal technicality that frustrated his plans


to claim Bathsheba as his own.


God, of course, is not a legalist. God's Law is not a bunch of rules that can


be bent or broken according to our desires, but guidelines for life. Law saves us


from our own evil: our willing deceptions, putting our own desires above the


needs of others, the offenses that escape our knowledge. Law fosters humanity


in the face of selfishness.


So, God was not fooled. David may have observed the codes governing


marriage and may have been exercising his legitimate (at least in the eyes of


secular law) authority as king, but his behavior was totally unacceptable to


God. When Nathan the prophet brilliantly makes David aware of his deception


and offense, David breaks down in despair. Psalm 51 carries his words of self-


recognition.


Verse 5 recalls the reading from Genesis that begins this cycle: "remember, I


was born guilty, a sinner from the moment of conception." The sinfulness that


removes us from God is present within us whether we like it or not. We have no


control over its presence. The most we can do throughout life is to try to


moderate its effects, leading us to be continually at war with ourselves.
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The first five verses of the psalm elaborate the problem: The psalmist has


sinned greatly. The next four plead for restored relationship with God. The next


eight speak of the manner of relationship with God that follows upon salvation.


Not only will the sinner be washed clean, but will also become a witness to


redemption for others. The final two verses are not generally thought to have


been a part of the original psalm, but added later by those who had a stake in


perpetuating behaviors thought necessary to mollify God. If people believed that


salvation comes from God alone, might they be tempted to live without benefit


of clergy? Whatever the rationale for their inclusion, these two verses contradict


verse 17.


The Diachronic Flaw


Psalm 51 joins the great laments of psalms 6, 22, 42, 77, and 88--all of


which describe the fear that we have acted in ways that so estrange us from


God that the bond has been irreparably broken. These are not psalms of


persecution by others, but of doing ourselves in. Our fatal flaw keeps us from


God. Only God can overcome it.


That flaw, as Genesis so eloquently put it, is our desire to know more, to do


more, to move ourselves beyond what we are to what we would like to be in


order to obtain the power of the gods. Unfortunately, this desire can infect


virtually anything we do, for it is in the service of increasing our power over


Creation. From the best of our intentions (curing disease, relieving suffering,


welcoming the stranger) to the worst, (refining methods of deceiving others to


gain our own desires, exploiting Creation for our own ends) the desire to control


diachronic time and space is the beginning of our downfall.
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And yet, as Genesis so aptly put it, that's how we were created.


Consequently, verses 10 and 11 implore God to correct the error and to put us


right: "God, create in me a clean heart, renew within me a resolute spirit, do not


thrust me away from your presence, do not take away from me your spirit of


holiness." Only God can undo what happened at the Creation. Only God can


restore us.


Then we can truly be one with God: "Give me back the joy of your salvation,


sustain in me a generous spirit. I shall teach the wicked your paths,


and sinners will return to you. Deliver me from bloodshed, God, God of my


salvation, and my tongue will acclaim your saving justice. Lord, open my lips,


and my mouth will speak out your praise" (vs. 12-15). God's salvation is so


overpowering compared with our inability to redeem ourselves that we cannot


help but share it. We "acclaim" and "speak" of it not only in words, but also in


all we do. Relationship with God generates relationship with world (see Gen


2:18, above).


We shall have more to say about Psalm 51 in the readings for the Fifth


Sunday in Cycle B. For now, let us move on to Paul's letter to the Church in


Rome, in which he describes Christ as the perfect antidote to Adam's and Eve's


mistake. As Law is an extension of the first commandment to us in the Garden,


Christ's sacrifice on the Cross is the final readjustment of the Creation wherein


God dissolved the equation of sin with Law.


Romans 5:12-19(20-21)


12. Well then; it was through one man that sin came into the world, and through sin
death, and thus death has spread through the whole human race because everyone
has sinned.
13. Sin already existed in the world before there was any law, even though sin is not
reckoned when there is no law.
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14. Nonetheless death reigned over all from Adam to Moses, even over those whose
sin was not the breaking of a commandment, as Adam's was. He prefigured the One
who was to come . . .
15. There is no comparison between the free gift and the offence. If death came to
many through the offence of one man, how much greater an effect the grace of God
has had, coming to so many and so plentifully as a free gift through the one man
Jesus Christ!
16. Again, there is no comparison between the gift and the offence of one man. One
single offence brought condemnation, but now, after many offences, have come the
free gift and so acquittal!
17. It was by one man's offence that death came to reign over all, but how much
greater the reign in life of those who receive the fullness of grace and the gift of
saving justice, through the one man, Jesus Christ.
18. One man's offence brought condemnation on all humanity; and one man's good
act has brought justification and life to all humanity.
19. Just as by one man's disobedience many were made sinners, so by one man's
obedience are many to be made upright.
20. When law came on the scene, it was to multiply the offences. But however
much sin increased, grace was always greater;
21. so that as sin's reign brought death, so grace was to rule through saving justice
that leads to eternal life through Jesus Christ our Lord.)


The brief exposition on Law that began today's meditation is grounded in


Pauline theology. As there will be much more to say about Law and Grace


throughout Cycle A, we shall confine our meditation on Paul's letter to Rome to


one basic idea, that of Original Sin. This concept, which has generated more


than its share of controversy, basically says that no matter how hard we try, we


can never be sinless. No sinless human being has ever existed.


Original Sin


That is all Original Sin means. Christianity attributes Original Sin to the


first humans' breaking of God's first commandment (v. 14). Had they not


broken that one, all of the others would not have followed. They thusly brought


sin into the human condition. Forever after, humankind could not escape sin.


Paul's discourse continues his exposition of the relationship between Law


and Grace that precedes these passages. There he argues that faith is all that


justifies us in God's view. We really have no basis for justification in our
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actions, as we consistently undermine them with our sinfulness. Faith alone


elicits God's grace.


As a Pharisee, Paul lived for the Law. Pharisees were lawyers, after all.


Remember that his conversion on the road to Damascus occurred while he was


on his way to prosecute Christians for violating the law. Could his superior


intellect have perceived the paradox of arresting people for doing exactly what


he held most dear, namely, worshiping the same God he did? Could it have


generated sufficient ambivalence to catalyze his conversion?


Paul makes it clear that identifying sin with Adam and Eve hardly relieves


us of responsibility for our own sinfulness. Only Christ's sacrifice can redeem


us. Where previously we might have been able to blame our sinful natures on


some event in the distant past (the Fall), upon being offered the redemption of


Christ it is our decision whether or not to continue in sin.


Sin exists whether or not there is Law. Law simply apprises us of sin: "Sin


already existed in the world before there was any law, even though sin is not


reckoned when there is no law" (v. 13). Nevertheless, just as one man (Adam)


brought sin into the world, one man (Christ) redeemed us (vs. 16-19). The


power of one! Furthermore, we cannot return to that state of grace that existed


before the Fall (vs. 12-14). What happened, happened. It's a fait accompli. Time


cannot be reversed.


As complexities of human existence combined with diversities of people and


events, the Law rapidly became an infinite series of rules, no one of which could


possibly cover all exigencies (v. 20a). Rather than being a guide, the Law


became an unwieldy burden. Nevertheless, "…however much sin increased,


grace was always greater" (v. 20b).
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Notice that Law originally applied to our relationship with God. It was


synchronic, existing in the eternal and infinite. However, our preoccupation


with the Creation led us to generate a multitude of laws for trying to control


outcomes in time and space (the serpent's promise to Eve). Thusly did


synchronic Law become converted to diachronic laws. Grace restores the


original, synchronic relationship with God.


Grace


Through Christ our feeble attempts to avoid sin are suddenly and


sweepingly transformed. They are, in fact, redeemed. Once and for all time,


Christ paid the price of our redemption. We are now free to do our best


unburdened by the crushing weight of imminent judgment when we inevitably


fail.


How are we to exercise this "fullness of grace and gift of redeeming justice"


(v. 17) that we have received? Certainly not by shrinking back from sin and all


its consequences! We have not been redeemed to sit forever on the shelf of


righteous inactivity. As Luther put it, we must now sin boldly.3 That is, we must


not allow ourselves to withdraw from life for fear that we will do the wrong


thing. No matter how hard we try beforehand to discern the results of our


actions, only after we have acted do they become fully clear. In the meantime,


we must have faith. We must rely on God's Grace to redeem the unforeseen


negative consequences of our behavior.


When we act in good faith, try conscientiously to discern beforehand the


consequences of our actions, and are willing to put right what we have done


3 "Sin boldly, but believe more bolder still."
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wrong, we open ourselves to God's Grace. Redemption follows upon confession,


repentance, and expiation.


For the redeemed, nothing will do but to put on the armor of light and stride


courageously into the world. Bad as we are at predicting the consequences of


our actions, we appeal to God's ongoing powers of redemption to transform our


failures into successes. We cannot be certain ahead of time how this will occur.


We are as powerless to foresee the good that can come from failure as we are


the evil that can come from success.


Powerlessness and the inability to control the outcome of our behavior locate


us squarely in the Wilderness, where we are totally dependent upon God's


Grace. However uncomfortable that may be, it is the only authentic existence


available. As we shall see throughout our meditations on the readings of Cycle


A, the Promised Land is an illusion of our own making.


Christ demonstrated this to us when he went into the Wilderness


immediately following his Baptism. At the end of his forty days, Satan welcomed


him out of the Wilderness and back into the Promised Land. Jesus was aware of


the illusion. In the following passages, we see how he identifies and counters


Satan's temptations.


Matthew 4:1-11


1. Then Jesus was led by the Spirit out into the desert to be put to the test by the
devil.
2. He fasted for forty days and forty nights, after which he was hungry,
3. and the tester came and said to him, "If you are Son of God, tell these stones to
turn into loaves."
4. But he replied, "Scripture says:
Human beings live not on bread alone
but on every word that comes from the mouth of God."
5. The devil then took him to the holy city and set him on the parapet of the Temple.
6. `If you are Son of God," he said, "throw yourself down; for scripture says:
He has given his angels orders about you,
and they will carry you in their arms
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in case you trip over a stone."
7. Jesus said to him, "Scripture also says:
Do not put the Lord your God to the test."
8. Next, taking him to a very high mountain, the devil showed him all the kingdoms
of the world and their splendour.
9. And he said to him, "I will give you all these, if you fall at my feet and do me
homage."
10. Then Jesus replied, "Away with you, Satan! For scripture says:
The Lord your God is the one to whom you must do homage,
him alone you must serve."
11. Then the devil left him, and suddenly angels appeared and looked after him.


Matthew's account (also found in Mark and Luke) of Christ's temptation by


the devil precedes Paul's letter to the Romans. This amazing story also reflects


the temptation of Adam and Eve in Genesis and Psalm 51's expression of grief


over the inevitability of our failure to live up to the perfection of God's love.


Thus, the temptation of Christ unifies all of today's readings. It also reaffirms


the Wilderness as the location of the most basic tension in life, namely, that


between God and Satan.


The Devil's Bargain


Each of Satan's offers tempts Jesus to engage in activities whose outcomes


can be known ahead of time only by the omniscient. Now that God has taken on


human qualities, Satan sees an advantage. As in the Garden of Eden, Satan


sees an opening in Christ's limited human understanding, an opening for the


illusion of control. Satan offers mastery of the diachronic in place of


relationship in the synchronic.


The serpent's offering to Eve was simply that she would gain the means to


control the outcome of her behavior. That is, by knowing ahead of time the


difference between good and evil, she could be the master of her own salvation.


She would not need divine intervention. God's grace would be unnecessary. She


would be self-justifying.
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When Paul speaks of Original Sin, this is what he is referencing. If we know


the difference between good and evil, we can be masters of our own fate. We


have no need for God. Problem is, that idea is partially correct. Knowing what is


good and what is evil does help us to avoid many mistakes. But as we


mentioned before, our knowledge is always incomplete. We simply cannot know


all of the consequences of our behavior. Some of our worst offenses occur when


the difference between good and evil is ambiguous.


We ate the apple in hopes of gaining control over our lives. To some degree,


that hope was fulfilled. But in very tragic ways, it was not. We had a second


chance when we were in the Wilderness. That, too, was a Garden of Eden where


God took care of our every need. Unfortunately, Satan was there, as well. The


temptation to be the captains of our own destinies proved too great. Leaving the


Wilderness epitomized our desire to live in a world of our own making, rather


than to rely completely upon God. Crossing the Jordan was tantamount to


eating the apple, with Satan leading the way.


Likewise, after fasting for forty days and nights in the Wilderness, Jesus


finds Satan waiting to appeal to his human qualities. Satan's temptations recall


the serpent in the Garden of Eden. There, the serpent had tempted Eve by


offering her the faculty of prediction. He told her that God had lied in saying


that she would die if she ate of the fruit. In fact, she would be able to see. Her


actions would have the power of insight.


Satan tempts Jesus with the same offer. But Jesus is God. He already


possesses insight. His answers demonstrate that the temptations have currency


only in the fallen world of humankind, fallen precisely because of Satan's
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temptations. Here Satan is trying to extend his empire by tempting Jesus as he


had previously tempted Adam and Eve.


This is the last piece of Satan's puzzle. If he completes the picture, he gains


control over everything on heaven and earth. This is his big chance. Virtually


everything in the Old and New Testaments hangs on this one encounter. How


will it play out?


Satan's temptations are the same as always: To be human or to be God.


Each temptation points out the limitations of being human that generate


insecurity. All of his offers—sustenance, protection, control—concern the


material world of diachronic time and space. To each temptation, Christ offers a


synchronically non-material, spiritual answer. He refuses to renounce either his


humanity or his divinity. He refuses to be ensnared in Satan's diachronic


domain between God and humankind.


The Temptations


Satan's first temptation is for Jesus to exercise his divine power to overcome


his human deficiency. Does Jesus need food? Is he famished from fasting for


forty days and nights? He can have all he wants, for he is God. Just turn these


stones into bread (v. 3). Jesus can escape the limitations of being human


simply by being God. That sounds familiar. It's the same offer Satan made to us


in the Garden of Eden.


Jesus refuses to succumb. The temptation is less about having food than


about abandoning the human condition. Jesus answers: "Human beings live


not on bread alone but on every word that comes from the mouth of God" (v. 4).


In one sentence, Jesus not only neutralizes the temptation, but affirms the


indissoluble relationship between God and us.
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The second temptation is even more powerful. We are all afraid of death. The


precariousness of life terrifies us. At any time, our lives could be over. Satan


reminds Jesus that he needn't worry about that element of human existence,


for he is God. The angels themselves will rescue him from his human condition.


He may have come to earth as a human, but he has divine protection. Satan


even quotes Scripture to make his point.


Jesus gives Satan a very personal answer: "Scripture also says: Do not put


the Lord your God to the test" (v. 7). There are two important aspects to the


answer Jesus gives. The first is that Scripture always contains a "yes, but." Any


attempt to make of Scripture an inviolable code is doomed to failure. Ambiguity


and complexity are the hallmark of the Creator. Jesus affirms this in his answer


to Satan's use of Scripture.


The second important aspect of Jesus's answer is that it foreshadows the


Cross. Those who lure him from the Cross so that they can believe essentially


repeat Satan's second temptation. Then as now, Jesus does not embrace the


illusion. In a magnificent display of how we humans can trust God, he accepts


his destiny. He refuses to subject our synchronic relationship with God to


diachronic standards. He refuses to test the promise of God's protection.


The final temptation is the most transparent. Like the two that precede it, to


accept this one is to "fall at [Satan's] feet and do [him] homage" (v. 9). To


sacrifice our relationship with God for spiritual materialism is to fall prey to the


illusions of self-determined sustenance, security, and control.


Life is full of unknowns. Ambiguity and complexity are hallmarks of the


Creator. To try to escape through confabulating absolutes is to Fall yet again.


That, above all else, is Original Sin. Only by trusting God alone can we enter
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eternity, where the angels appear and look after us. Trying to elicit that support


through controlling our own destinies only brings about the opposite, namely,


entrapment in a world of our own making, with Satan for our guide.


Presuming to predict the future is to inhabit Satan's diachronic world,


thereby driving a wedge between God and us. We replace God's synchronic love


and benevolence with our own will. Fearing consequences, we try to predict and


to finesse them. That is the devil's bargain.


The Challenge


On this first Sunday in Lent, we face the most difficult aspects of human


existence. During Lent and Holy Week, we see how Christ faced them, as well.


For God truly to understand humankind's dilemma, Jesus had to suffer the


same inherent contradiction between synchronic relationship and diachronic


control that undermines so much that we do. Only through becoming us could


God fully understand what it is to be us.


Can we, like Jesus, throw ourselves into our destinies secure in the


knowledge that God can redeem whatever we do? Or shall we close ourselves off


from life, from those who most need us, because we fear becoming


contaminated by the same judgment we fear will be imposed on them?


If we have a particular sin of which we are not proud, perhaps we could try


to redeem it for God's use. Like alcoholics who volunteer to help other


alcoholics, why not allow our failures to be converted into triumph? Do we love


money? Our ministry is with others who feel the same. Are we trapped in a


duplicitous cycle of lying? Our mission is to others who share the same


problem. Are we so afraid of offending God that we limit our lives to


meaningless minutia? Our ministry lies with others who do the same.
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Perhaps most redemptive are ministries to those we judge. Judging others is


based on recognition, of personal knowledge. "It takes one to know one"


illuminates the meaning of "Judge not, that ye be not judged."4 How is it that


we have so much insight into the sinfulness of others? Psychology attributes it


to our propensity to attribute to others what we have rejected in ourselves.


Those whom we judge are precisely those to whom we have a ministry. The


degree of difficulty we have in accepting that idea is exceeded only by our ability


to justify our avoidance of such people. We even try to assure that members of


our families, social groups, and churches also have no contact with those we


consider to be too reprehensible for redemption. By cutting ourselves off from


them, we cut ourselves off from redemption and bring God's judgment upon


ourselves.


Jesus summarized the commandments thusly: Love God with all your heart,


soul, mind, and strength; and love your neighbor as yourself. If we observe


these, there is nothing forbidden. There is no more need to determine good nor


evil. We can simply be and do, with the consequences of our actions to be


determined by God.


Christ fulfills the Law. Our job is to live like Christ, free from the fear that


we are failing to observe the rules. The angels can look after us only when we


put our own efforts into proper perspective. Everything is in a constant state of


change. Only our relationship with that which changes can remain constant.


Thus, if we seek to eliminate change, we must bargain with the devil.


The devil's bargain is "if you give me your soul, I'll give you control." God's is


rather different: "If you give me your soul, I shall embrace you no matter what


4 Matthew 7:1
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happens." This is true redemption. No matter what happens to us, even our


deaths, we shall always have a home in God.
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SECOND SUNDAY


Our meditations today continue those of the First Sunday. We are


acceptable because God freely accepts us. God loves us, and that love is what


justifies us. The good that we do is our direct participation in the love of God.


Deliberately placing ourselves in the flow of that love makes it possible for that


love to manifest itself in our actions. God's love redeems the negative


consequences of our best intentions and ensures the best results of our


failures. Our job is openness to the other, willingness to see our failures, and


trying again.


As on the First Sunday, let us begin our meditations with the Collect for


today:


O God, whose glory it is always to have mercy: Be gracious to all who have
gone astray from your ways, and bring them again with penitent hearts and
steadfast faith to embrace and hold fast the unchangeable truth of your
Word, Jesus Christ your Son; who with you and the Holy Spirit lives and
reigns, one God, for ever and ever. Amen.


Genesis 12:1-8


1. Yahweh said to Abram, "Leave your country, your kindred and your father's
house for a country which I shall show you;
2. and I shall make you a great nation, I shall bless you and make your name
famous; you are to be a blessing!
3. I shall bless those who bless you, and shall curse those who curse you,
and all clans on earth will bless themselves by you."
4. So Abram went as Yahweh told him, and Lot went with him. Abram was seventy-
five years old when he left Haran.
5. Abram took his wife Sarai, his nephew Lot, all the possessions they had amassed
and the people they had acquired in Haran. They set off for the land of Canaan, and
arrived there.
6. Abram passed through the country as far as the holy place at Shechem, the Oak of
Moreh. The Canaanites were in the country at the time.
7. Yahweh appeared to Abram and said, "I shall give this country to your progeny."
And there, Abram built an altar to Yahweh who had appeared to him.
8. From there he moved on to the mountainous district east of Bethel, where he
pitched his tent, with Bethel to the west and Ai to the east. There he built an altar to
Yahweh and invoked the name of Yahweh.
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While each of us is called by God, we respond in different ways. Moreover, as


in God's call to Abram, being chosen by God is not without its challenges. Do


we embrace them, or shrink from them and seek other alternatives? How we


answer that question determines whether or not we stand in the lineage of


Abram.


Having heard last Sunday that we must place our faith in God alone, that


nothing we can do by ourselves can assure our redemption, this week we hear


about the rewards of putting faith in God. Abram (soon to be renamed


Abraham) is told by God to pull up roots, leave his home, and take his family to


a strange place, "a country which I shall show you" (v. 1).


Even at Abram's age of 75 we are called to new lives in God's Grace. God


tells Abram to give up all the diachronic security he has (country, kindred,


family homestead) in order to follow God's synchronic directive. He is promised


that God will make him and his descendents a great nation. God will bless all


who bless Abram and curse all who curse him. Abram agrees and embraces


God alone for his security. When Abram arrives at Shechem in Canaanite


territory, God tells him that this land will be given to his descendents (v. 7).


A Diachronic Promise?


Interesting that God's promise now concerns diachronic time and space.


This promise is made before the Exodus, before Moses, before Joseph is sold


into servitude in Egypt. It is the earliest promise of a place to live in a narrative


that leads, eventually, to the Promised Land. Abram moves on beyond Bethel, to


a place between Bethel and Ai, and there sets up his tent and invokes the name


of Yahweh (v. 8). This is the first location that God provides for us after the


expulsion of Adam and Eve from the Garden.
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This passage from Genesis provides a fascinating counterpoint to Satan's


temptation of Christ in the Gospel from last Sunday. Verse 7 reads: "Yahweh


appeared to Abram and said, "I shall give this country to your progeny." And


there, Abram built an altar to Yahweh who had appeared to him." Compare this


with verse 8 of the Gospel for last Sunday: "Next, taking him to a very high


mountain, the devil showed him all the kingdoms of the world and their


splendor. (9) And he said to him, "I will give you all these, if you fall at my feet


and do me homage.""


The two passages are parallel. Both promise land. Both demand that the


recipient of the gift worship the giver. What, then, is the difference between


God's promise and Satan's? As we shall see, Satan never redeems us when we


fail. When everything falls apart, Satan is nowhere to be found. God, however,


abides with us always, even through the disasters we precipitate.


Yet, God and Satan are in relationship with each other. The Book of Job


makes that clear (1:6-12). Consequently, we are faced with a rather intriguing


consideration, namely, is it our interpretation of the Word that makes it either


Godlike or Satanic? Consider Abram and Jesus. Abram hears what God says


and builds an altar. He also lives in relationship with those around him. He


does not feel superior to them, does not seek to conquer them, convert them, or


banish them. He lives synchronically.


Satan's offer to Christ is exactly the opposite. He is offering power, rule, and


authority. Luke, for example, frames Satan's words this way: "I will give you all


this power and the glory of these kingdoms, for it has been committed to me


and I give it to anyone I choose" (Lk 4:6). Earthly power is Satan's realm. Job,


for example, says that "One day when the sons of God came to attend on
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Yahweh, among them came Satan. So Yahweh said to Satan, "Where have you


been?" "Prowling about on earth," he answered, "roaming around there""(Jb


1:6,7) Time and place are Satan's turf.


Abram understands that God's gift of the land is a gift of a home with God,


over which Abram is the steward. He is being given a responsibility, which is


epitomized by the altar, the locus of sacrifice. This is always the way it is with


gifts from God. They entail mission, sacrifice, and humility. Gifts of Satan are


exactly the opposite. They entail privilege, superiority, and power. They are of


this world.


When we choose to follow Satan, we restrict ourselves to the world of power,


control, and domination. We seek to make our will the will of the world, be that


the world of people or environment. Nevertheless, narrowness of vision, the


inadequacy of our abilities, and the alienation of ourselves from that which we


attempt to control always undo us. Failure, frustration, and defeat are the


harvest we reap.


A Synchronic Promise?


When we choose to follow God, we open ourselves to that which extends


beyond our vision, our understanding, and our control. Our self-assurance


comes into perspective. We become less able to place our confidence in


ourselves and our views of the world. We open ourselves to the unknown, the


yet-to-be-discerned, the inadequately understood. In short, we sacrifice


ourselves on the altar of God. We sacrifice ourselves to God.


Whenever we say that God has given us anything, we must remind ourselves


that we have been given not a thing, but an opportunity. We have been given
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God's trust in us to use what we have been given in a manner that is consistent


with God's love for Creation in its entirety.


Satan is simply the temptation to displace God and to seek the more


comfortable way of believing in our own knowledge, our own power, our own


will. Satan's leverage is simply to lead us to believe that our own knowledge,


power, and will are commensurate with God's. Satan encourages us to need


God no longer, to replace the God who is with us with one of our own—and


Satan's—design.


God or Satan? Who will we trust? Can we follow Abram's example?


Psalm 33 elaborates the Satanic delusion that separates us from God. As we


review the psalm, we shall compare it with the desire for power and control that


undermines our relationship with God. While we shall use as examples the


illusions of a "Chosen People" and a "Promised Land," these are only two of


innumerable examples of the pitfalls of identifying ourselves with the power of


God.


Psalm 33:12-22


12. How blessed the nation whose God is Yahweh,
the people he has chosen as his heritage.


13. From heaven Yahweh looks down,
he sees all the children of Adam,


14. from the place where he sits he watches
all who dwell on the earth;


15. he alone moulds their hearts,
he understands all they do.


16. A large army will not keep a king safe,
nor his strength save a warrior's life;


17. it is delusion to rely on a horse for safety,
for all its power it cannot save.


18. But see how Yahweh watches over those who fear him,
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those who rely on his faithful love,


19. to rescue them from death
and keep them alive in famine.


20. We are waiting for Yahweh;
he is our help and our shield,


21. for in him our heart rejoices,
in his holy name we trust.


22. Yahweh, let your faithful love rest on us,
as our hope has rested in you.


The first sentence of verse 12, which begins today's reading from Psalm 33,


notes that nations that have Yahweh as their God are blessed. The next


sentence says that having Yahweh as a natuions God is a decision made by


Yahweh. In other words, a nation is blessed if Yahweh chooses to be the God of


that nation.


Thus, the "chosen people" are defined as those who have found favor with a


particular God, the one they believe is the God of Gods, Yahweh. Nations that


do not enjoy God's favor will not receive Yahweh's blessing, for they have not


been chosen "as his heritage."


The Chosen People


Choice is an interesting concept. To choose something seems to require not


choosing something else. "The Lady or The Tiger." "The Devil or the deep blue


sea." "My way or the highway." I choose either this or that, but I cannot choose


them both. Chosen seems to posit a not chosen. If God has chosen one nation,


then God must have rejected the others.


This exclusive view of the God-man relationship begins to unravel in verses


13 through 15. Here Yahweh is proclaimed as the God of all, who "sees all the


children of Adam," "watches all who dwell on earth," "alone moulds their
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hearts," and "understands all they do." Even if a particular group feels it has


been chosen by God, the psalmist establishes that Yahweh is the God of all.


The Israelites believed that they were chosen by a particular God to be that


God's people. They believed that their God, Yahweh, actually chose one small


group (them) from among a much larger group (the rest of humankind). But


consider that the Jews who were held captive in Egypt all came from one family,


that of Jacob. That family belonged to a larger ethnic group, the Hapiru, who


shared common religious beliefs, customs, vocations, family origins, and lands.1


When the descendents of Jacob's family return from Egypt, they differentiated


themselves from the Hapiru, thinking that they alone had been chosen by God


to be God's people. According to the psalmist, that was a mistake.


Their mistake was to believe that if one would be chosen by God (or by this


particular God Yahweh), then one had either to be or to become a Jew. This is a


bit like saying that to call oneself a New Yorker one must belong to a particular


ethnic group that lives there. That is, one's identity as a New Yorker comes not


from one's unique way of living in New York, but either by one's lineage or by


conforming completely to that which some New Yorkers claim as their identity.


It's the perennial conflict between the "come heres" and the "born heres."


You're not one of us if you think or act differently from us. In the Pacific


Northwest, for example, those who support ecosystem preservation are often


seen simply as "come heres" who have no right to challenge those the "born


heres," who support resource exploitation. In fact, there are "come heres" who


support resource exploitation and "born heres" who don't.


1 cf: Ahlstrom, Gosta W. (1986) Who Were The Israelites? Winona Lake, IN.
Eisenbrauns.
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But we are a fractious and fearful species who attempt to draw distinctions


where none should exist. In fairness, much of what we have accomplished is


due to developing our consciousness, which derives from the ability to


discriminate one thing from another. But any attempt to draw distinctions


among those who believe in God, any God, overly differentiates.


We who count ourselves among Yahweh's believers must recognize that the


criterion for inclusion in the group has nothing to do with our definitions, but


with Yahweh's. It is not the chosen group that decides who does and does not


belong, but Yahweh. It is not the identity of the group chosen by Yahweh that


counts, but Yahweh's identifying those who belong to Yahweh's group.


It is not a subtle point. The final verses of today's psalm make this clear:


"We are waiting for Yahweh” (my italics) (v. 20). We trust in God. Our hope is in


God. These are not the words of someone who knows exactly who and what God


is and is assured that by simply identifying with one group all will be well.


These are the words of those who know that God's relationship with humankind


is a work in progress that will never be completed as long as we fail to recognize


that which the psalmist writes in the earlier verses of Psalm 33, which are not


included in today's readings.


1. Shout for joy, you upright;
praise comes well from the honest.


2. Give thanks to Yahweh on the lyre,
play for him on the ten-stringed lyre.


3. Sing to him a new song,
make sweet music for your cry of victory.


4. The word of Yahweh is straightforward,
all he does springs from his constancy.


5. He loves uprightness and justice;
the faithful love of Yahweh fills the earth.
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6. By the word of Yahweh the heavens were made,
by the breath of his mouth all their array.


7. He collects the waters of the sea like a dam,
he stores away the abyss in his treasure-house.


8. Let the whole earth fear Yahweh,
let all who dwell in the world revere him;


9. for, the moment he spoke, it was so,
no sooner had he commanded, than there it stood!


10. Yahweh thwarts the plans of nations,
frustrates the counsels of peoples;


11. but Yahweh's plans hold good for ever,
the intentions of his heart from age to age.


The hymn of praise in verses 1-3 is followed by an account in verses 4 and 5


of the nature of God: "straightforward…constancy…loves uprightness and


justice…faithful love…." Verses 6-10 describe God in the world: ubiquitous and


omnipotent. When we align ourselves with groups that fail to be


straightforward, constant, loving uprightness and justice, and faithful in love,


then God "thwarts" and "frustrates us" (v. 10).


The psalmist is clear that in choosing us to be God's people God does not


reject others. That is the difference between our choosing God and God


choosing us. When we choose God we reject all other gods. Our choices are


exclusive. God's are inclusive. While we cannot comprehend the limitless


possibilities in God, God easily comprehends the limitless possibilities in


humankind, for we are God's creation.


Our location in time and space means that our choices always involve limits.


How natural to expect the same of God. But God's choosing never involves


limits. God's choosing is the antithesis of limits, for God opens to all, embraces


all, chooses all.
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Contrary to our humanly expectations, our own power "cannot save" (vs. 16-


17). This is a critical point, for like God telling Abram that "I shall give this


country to your progeny" because of his faith, God's Chosen People are simply


those who respond to God's Call.


This is the lesson that God taught us by sending us Christ. Paul understood


it and teaches it in the reading from his letter to the Church in Rome that we


read today. The Chosen People are those who put their trust in God, no matter


what the particular religious form through which they express it.


Can we, as Christians, embrace Christ as the lesson we all needed to learn


and need to remember, namely, that to identify Christians as either the only or


the only true people of God is to completely miss both the nature of God and


Jesus's teachings to us? We must realize that there is nothing more un-


Christian, no worse betrayal of Jesus, than to define ourselves as God's chosen


people and others as not.


Romans 4:1-5(6-12)13-17


1. Then what do we say about Abraham, the ancestor from whom we are descended
physically?
2. If Abraham had been justified because of what he had done, then he would have
had something to boast about. But not before God:
3. does not scripture say: Abraham put his faith in God and this was reckoned to
him as uprightness?
4. Now, when someone works, the wages for this are not considered as a favour but
as due;
5. however, when someone, without working, puts faith in the one who justifies the
godless, it is this faith that is reckoned as uprightness.
6. David, too, says the same: he calls someone blessed if God attributes uprightness to that
person, apart from any action undertaken:
7. How blessed are those whose offence is forgiven,
whose sin is blotted out.
8. How blessed are those to whom the Lord imputes no guilt.
9. Is this blessing only for the circumcised, or is it said of the uncircumcised as well? Well, we said
of Abraham that his faith was reckoned to him as uprightness.
10. Now how did this come about? When he was already circumcised, or before he had been
circumcised? Not when he had been circumcised, but while he was still uncircumcised;
11. and circumcision was given to him later, as a sign and a guarantee that the faith which he had
while still uncircumcised was reckoned to him as uprightness. In this way, Abraham was to be the
ancestor of all believers who are uncircumcised, so that they might be reckoned as upright;
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12. as well as the ancestor of those of the circumcision who not only have their circumcision but
who also follow our ancestor Abraham along the path of faith that he trod before he was
circumcised.
13. For the promise to Abraham and his descendants that he should inherit the
world was not through the Law, but through the uprightness of faith.
14. For if it is those who live by the Law who will gain the inheritance, faith is
worthless and the promise is without force;
15. for the Law produces nothing but God's retribution, and it is only where there is
no Law that it is possible to live without breaking the Law.
16. That is why the promise is to faith, so that it comes as a free gift and is secure for
all the descendants, not only those who rely on the Law but all those others who rely
on the faith of Abraham, the ancestor of us all
17. (as scripture says: I have made you the father of many nations). Abraham is our
father in the eyes of God, in whom he put his faith, and who brings the dead to life
and calls into existence what does not yet exist.


The relationship between Law and Grace is the essence of Paul's reading of


the story of God and Abraham. Even something as revered as the Law, which


we attribute to God, can be a vehicle for Satan. We are capable of perpetrating


the worst of atrocities by implementing the Law. That is why Paul says: "it


produces nothing but retribution" (v. 15). Thus, "it is only where there is no Law


that it is possible to live without breaking the Law." "That is why" says Paul "the


promise is to faith, so that it comes as a free gift and is secure for all the


descendants, not only those who rely on the Law but all those others who rely


on the faith of Abraham, the ancestor of us all" (v. 16)


As in so much of Paul's theology, faith is the key. For all its ability to apprise


us of right and wrong, Law simply tells us of our failures. Valuable as that is,


our successes hardly seem to matter, for the Law consists only of penalties,


never of rewards.


Law and Faith


For that, says Paul, we must turn to faith. As we are unable to obey the Law,


it can never justify us before God. Unlike labor, for which payment is owed, we


cannot get by on our efforts alone. In the God-man relationship, righteousness
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is the property of God. We cannot elicit it by our own efforts. Only by faith is the


relationship between God and man fully engaged.


What is faith? Obviously not a substance that can be purchased, traded,


owned, or bestowed. Rather, faith is a whisper in the night, a cry in the


wilderness, a tenuous essence whose validity is guaranteed solely by its


existence. In other words, faith is the joyous, deliberate, assured connection to


God. Faith is the essence of relationship, the essentials of which are never


verifiable through concretistic, materialistic, or provable-to-all attributes.


Thus, says Paul, we cannot trade in faith like we can in Law. Law can be


determined, specified, articulated, and decided. It applies uniformly to all


people in all situations. Fixed in time and space, it partakes of that which is


composed of the dust and ashes of this world. Leaving no room for situational


leverage, the Law precludes relationship. It is of the flesh, as Paul uses the


term. Its nature is to be here today and gone tomorrow. Only humans make it


immortal.


Not that Law cannot participate in truth. To the degree that there is any life


at all in Law, it is because truth can find a home in it. But truth is a function of


relationship--indeed, is relationship. Law cannot participate in relationship


because when it does, it ceases to be Law. Relationship dissolves Law into


relativity. While truth can easily survive this transformation, Law cannot.


Faith, on the other hand, has no difficulty with relationship because it is


relationship. Without faith and truth, there is no relationship. Law demands


rigid adherence. It does not allow us to alter our stance in conformity to our


faithfulness to others and to the truths that reveal themselves within those
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relationships. Consequently, Law cannot be "reckoned as uprightness" v. 3).


But faith can.


Righteousness


That which is translated as "uprightness" can also be translated as


"righteousness." Righteousness and uprightness are used interchangeably, as


to stand up straight and to be in right relationship with God. Far from being the


sole means of being righteous, Law can actually undermine it, for while


righteousness is a function of relationship, Law is not. Paul now cites some


examples.


The first is from psalm 32. David, God's chosen servant, was well acquainted


with sin. One need cite only David's setting up Uriah the Hittite to be killed in


battle so that David could then marry his wife, Bathsheba. How courageous of


Nathan the prophet to point this out to the most powerful man in Judah, a man


who had already demonstrated his willingness to kill to get his way! How


cleverly he managed it.2


David was also proscribed from building the temple due to his spilling of


blood. Yet, much of that blood was spilled due to his belief that he was ensuring


the safety of his people. He felt that he was doing the right thing, that he was


embodying uprightness and being righteous.


But God informs him otherwise. If someone who was hand-picked by God to


be the leader of his people cannot get it right, who can? The answer, says Paul,


lies in our conception of the situation. Whenever we feel that we can bring


righteousness upon ourselves, that we can ensure our own purity and


worthiness, we are—like David—on shaky ground.


2 cf: 2 Samuel 11
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Of course, we should try. The fault lies not in the effort, but in the criteria


for acceptability. We are acceptable because God freely accepts us. As we saw


last Sunday in Genesis 2:17, being alone is not the normal state of affairs. God


loves us and that love is what justifies us. The good that we do flows from our


direct participation in God's love. Deliberately placing ourselves in that love


makes it possible for love to flourish in our actions. God's love redeems the


negative consequences of our best intentions (v. 6). Our part is to be open to the


other, cognizant of our failures, and willing to try again. If we act in good faith,


God will redeem what doesn't work (v. 17).


The proof of this, says Paul, comes not from insight, thought or theological


sophistication. It comes from history. That Abraham was not circumcised when


God called him indicates that circumcision was not an essential determinant in


Abraham's worthiness. Nevertheless, circumcision is required by the Law.


Consequently, adherence to the Law (which didn't exist at the time of God's


choosing of Abraham) could not be what justified Abraham in the eyes of God.


Rather, it was his faith (v. 11). Consequently, our openness to God is what


makes it possible for us to receive the inheritance, that is, eternal life in God.


That inheritance is always available when we seek it. We have only to choose to


seek it. Nor is it necessary that all who seek God adhere to the trappings of


Law. Abraham is the ancestor of all who have faith, circumcised or not.


In this one broad stroke, Paul reaffirms Christ's ministry. He opens the faith


to all who wish to participate, regardless of how we may differentiate ourselves


from one another: ancestry, nationality, gender, age, color, wealth, intelligence,


status. As Luther reaffirmed, faith alone justifies us. All that is required to


inherit eternal life is faith. Absolutely nothing else.
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The Kingdom is open to all. When Paul says that Abraham was


uncircumcised, but that those who are circumcised also inherit the Kingdom,


he is affirming that external trappings do not determine our inheritance. Only


the openness of our hearts to God does that.


The Choosing People


We are fortunate indeed that Paul, one of the most (if not the most)


influential of the early Christian theologians, recognized and affirmed that the


Chosen People are the people who choose. To choose God (in whatever form)


and to place our faith willingly in God alone (however we may conceive of God)


is to inherit everlasting life. Not only in the future, but right here, right now.


Do we cling to Law for its promises of certainty? Do we feel that we can sort


out life's ambiguities if we appeal to the Law? How can the intangibility of faith


ever compete with the authority of Law? How do we know that Grace is God's


response to faith?


John engages these questions in his account of Jesus's encounter with


Nicodemus. Contrary to our usual view of Pharisees as dedicated to the


elimination of Jesus, Nicodemus was a genuine seeker of Truth. He questions


Jesus from a sincere desire to fathom Jesus's teaching. The key to


understanding Jesus's answer lies in the character of water. Let us ponder how


that may be so.


John 3:1-7


1. There was one of the Pharisees called Nicodemus, a leader of the Jews,
2. who came to Jesus by night and said, "Rabbi, we know that you have come from
God as a teacher; for no one could perform the signs that you do unless God were
with him."
3. Jesus answered:
In all truth I tell you,
no one can see the kingdom of God
without being born from above.
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4. Nicodemus said, "How can anyone who is already old be born? Is it possible to go
back into the womb again and be born?"
5. Jesus replied:
In all truth I tell you,
no one can enter the kingdom of God
without being born through water and the Spirit;
6. what is born of human nature is human;
what is born of the Spirit is spirit.
7. Do not be surprised when I say:
You must be born from above.


Nicodemus is "a leader of the Jews" (v. 1). In that role the responsibility lies


with him to sort out challenges to the accepted view of our relationship with


God. As is often the case, trying to figure out the answers to ultimate questions


can be very disturbing to those who place their faith in Law. So he comes to


Jesus at night so that their encounter will not undermine the faith of those


whom he leads.


The answers he receives are hardly more illuminating than the questions he


asks. He approaches Jesus from the perspective of our entrapment in time and


space. Jesus answers him as the Christ who inhabits the boundary-less infinity


of eternity. Reconciling the two is Nicodemus's (and our) challenge.


Jesus points us beyond that which we presume to be the case. He shakes us


loose from those assumptions we elevate to the status of Law. Law can have a


disproportionate influence on our behavior by determining our perceptions and


behaviors. Law can facilitate or intrude upon relationship: with ourselves, with


others, with God.


Water and the Spirit


Jesus tells Nicodemus: "no one can enter the kingdom of God without being


born through water and the Spirit" (v. 5). Water and the Holy Spirit naturally
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flow together. Consider Baptism and the "living water" of John and Revelation.3


If we look carefully at the character of water, we can see how water is an apt


metaphor for Spirit.


Try grabbing hold of water. Put your hands into a basin of water and try to


lift the water out. It simply flows around your hands and fingers, frustrating


every attempt to grasp it in its entirety. Try to pick up a piece of water. Try to


differentiate one drop from another in a glass of water. Try to keep water from


flowing into all the cracks in your floor when you spill it. Try to keep it from


finding that one tiny space between your collar and your neck when it is


raining. Try to hold back the sea.


Water is essential for life. Without it, we would die. We use it for


refreshment, for cleansing, to help grow food. We try to harness its power. It


provides recreational opportunities. It makes up the largest percentage of stuff


in our bodies. Without it, the chemical reactions that keep us alive, that made


us in the first place, cannot occur.


Yielding and enlivening, water is also enormously powerful. Just before it


freezes, it expands. Flowing into the tiniest of cracks in mighty mountains,


water forces rock apart, to tumble in avalanches come the warmth of Spring.


Rivers routinely re-work the landscape. Oceans periodically erupt onto the


shore in enormous waves that demolish all in their path.


The ungraspably enormous power of that which yields describes the Holy


Spirit well. That is what Jesus was trying to teach Nicodemus. Now, consider


Nicodemus. As a Pharisee, he devoted his entire life to God. Through trying to


understand what God wants us to do, the Pharisees were trying to learn as


3
John 4:10; Revelation 7:17
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much as they could about our relationship with God. Closeness to God through


living the proper life was their goal.


Among them, of course, were those whose primary interest in Law was in


how it could enliven their perpetual game of "Gotcha!" They found closeness to


God less interesting than distance from others. They loved to go around


informing everyone of what they were supposed to do and how poorly they were


doing it. If they could make people doubt themselves, feel badly about


themselves, and compare themselves with others, then they had power over


them. That power could then be exploited for whatever they wanted: self-


inflation, money, controlling others (sport, basically), position in the


community, living the righteous life. Legalism blinds us to complexity, nuance,


and ambiguity. When we cannot see beyond legalism we fall, as in the Garden


of Eden, under the spell of Satan's temptations.


Jesus drove the legalists nuts, for his powers of healing exceeded their


powers of condemning. To them he could only be an enemy. Even worse than


undermining their assumptions, he was using the very means by which they


sought power over others to gain power over them. They knew that game, and


knew how to win it.


Nicodemus, however, was not like that. As a "leader of the Jews" (v. 1), he


obviously possessed some diplomatic ability, forbearance, and wisdom. He was


also deeply committed to trying to find the best relationship between Law and


Grace. If God had chosen someone to be able to teach, Nicodemus was ready to


learn.


He begins by assuring Jesus of his respect for him: "Rabbi, we know that


you have come from God as a teacher; for no one could perform the signs that
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you do unless God were with him" (v. 2). Then, in typical rabbinical fashion, he


questions Jesus's statement about "being born from above" (v. 4).


How can this be understood in human terms? Isn't birth a one-time event?


For it to happen as Jesus describes, doesn't it require doing something


impossible? How can those who have grown to adulthood fit back into


something that could barely contain them before they were born?


Jesus expands his statement. Rebirth is not to be taken literally. This birth


is of water and the Spirit, for "what is born of human nature is human, what is


born of Spirit is spirit" (v. 6). To "see the kingdom of God" we must be "born


from above" (v. 3), "through water and the Spirit" (v. 5). In other words, we can


only understand what Jesus is saying if we relinquish the desire to grasp,


manipulate and control. We must surrender ourselves to that which is of the


essence of water: ungraspable, undifferentiatable, cleansing, enlivening, and of


our essence. Only when we yield to the power of the Spirit can we enter into


everlasting life.


Water is a good metaphor for the relationship between body and Spirit. Of


matter, it resembles and makes up the majority of the body. Ungraspable,


cleansing, and enlivening it resembles the Spirit. No wonder Baptism involves


immersion in water. Water truly is "living."


Like Abram, who gave up all he knew to consecrate himself to God,


Nicodemus must forego the tangible certainty of the Law to be transformed into


something new. In this new state, neither his intellect nor written words can be


his assurance. He can rely only on God. Thusly can he be "born from above" (v.


3). He will be of the earth and not of the earth. He will be born of the Spirit.
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In this second Sunday of Lent, we, too, are asked to cast ourselves off from


all that keeps us fettered to the concrete. We must free ourselves from our


preconceptions, assumptions, hypotheses, conjectures, and prejudice. To be


with God, we must choose God. To be the Chosen People, we must choose to be


chosen. Anything else will interfere with our life in the Spirit.


On this second Sunday in Lent, our challenge is to let go of all that which


seduces us into believing that we should control our destinies (as well as those


of others) and to open ourselves to the eternal love of God.
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THIRD SUNDAY


The readings for this Third Sunday in Lent begin with an elaboration of last


Sunday's reference water. This time complaints over lack of water lead Moses to


ask God: "How am I to deal with these people?" (Ex 7:4), a cry that resonates


with the last lines of today's psalm. From the moment they left Egypt, some


among the Israelites thought they knew better than God what to do, criticized


and complained endlessly and would have returned to Egypt had the Red (Reed)


Sea not blocked their way (water, again).


Water also appears in today's Gospel. Jesus's encounter with the Samaritan


woman at the well brings up the conflict between Samaritans and Jews. As we


shall see, Jesus's acceptance of the Samaritan woman as worthy of engagement


grounds Paul's meditation on Christ's redemption of the unworthy.


Water and acceptance form an interesting parallel. Spirit and redemption


are essentially synonymous. Just how that can be is the focus of our readings


today.


Let us begin with the Collect for the third Sunday in Lent:


Almighty God, you know that we have no power in ourselves to help
ourselves: Keep us both outwardly in our bodies and inwardly in our souls,
that we may be defended from all adversities which may happen to the body,
and from all evil thoughts which may assault and hurt the soul; through
Jesus Christ our Lord, who lives and reigns with you and the Holy Spirit, one
God, for ever and ever. Amen.


Exodus 17:1-7


1. The whole community of Israelites left the desert of Sin, travelling by stages as
Yahweh ordered. They pitched camp at Rephidim where there was no water for the
people to drink.
2. The people took issue with Moses for this and said, "Give us water to drink."
Moses replied, "Why take issue with me? Why do you put Yahweh to the test?"
3. But tormented by thirst, the people complained to Moses. "Why did you bring us
out of Egypt," they said, "only to make us, our children and our livestock, die of
thirst?"
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4. Moses appealed to Yahweh for help. "How am I to deal with this people?" he said.
"Any moment now they will stone me!"
5. Yahweh then said to Moses, "Go on ahead of the people, taking some of the elders
of Israel with you; in your hand take the staff with which you struck the River, and
go.
6. I shall be waiting for you there on the rock (at Horeb). Strike the rock, and water
will come out for the people to drink." This was what Moses did, with the elders of
Israel looking on.
7. He gave the place the names Massah and Meribah because of the Israelites'
contentiousness and because they put Yahweh to the test by saying, "Is Yahweh with
us, or not?"


The word Sin in the "desert of Sin" (v. 1) refers to the name of a place, not its


character. Departing the desert, the Israelites find themselves in a place with no


water. "Tormented by thirst" (v. 3), they expect Moses to remedy the situation.


Moses appeals to God for advice.


The juxtaposition of water in the Gospel last Sunday and in the Old


Testament lesson today points out very well the difference between the desire


for a concrete, graspable God and the challenge of relationship with a living,


dynamic God. While we all would agree that the latter is the ideal, we seem


somehow always to search for the former.


God as Subject or Object


The former is an object, something that can be manipulated by a subject. If


God is an object, perhaps we can influence God to do our bidding.


The latter is a subject, a being one engages in mutuality. Neither controls or


manipulates the other. Both participate in (and are subject to) relationship.


The former easily becomes static, as in humanly constructed images. The


second commandment makes very clear the dangers of that (it's all too easy to


mistake the effigy for the God). The latter, however, is elaborative and


cumulative. We gain knowledge and understanding of God over time, through


the ongoing discovery that characterizes relationship.
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The latter—God in relationship—constantly unfolds. Rather than


contradicting God's immutability, it affirms that God's essence is so immense


that even the fullest relationship with God reveals only the tiniest amount of


that essence. And then, only as it pertains to us in relation to God. Every


individual's relationship with God reveals more about God's essence. Thus,


relationship with God is doubly disclosing. We learn about God and we learn


about ourselves.


Our greatest mistake in approaching God is to believe that all is revealed at


once in final form. Certainly, the most essential aspects of God are revealed in


any encounter. Rudolph Otto articulated this well in The Idea of The Holy.


Phrases like mysterium tremendum, wholly other, and numinous speak of God's


compelling and ineffable presence in relationship with us.1


As we saw in First Sunday's Old Testament reading, God seeks relationship


with us. God wants to engage us. God seeks us out, finds us wherever we are,


accepts us even before we accept God.


But it doesn't always seem so. Like the Israelites in the wilderness, the


demands of the moment can blur our connection with God. From the beginning


of the Exodus, the Israelites have their doubts. After all, they had lived in Egypt


for four hundred years. However intolerable their conditions, at least they were


familiar and graspable.


To the degree that experience conditions perception, reality itself was bound


up with life in Egypt. By leaving, they were giving up both their perspectives on


life and the means by which they generated those perspectives.


1 Otto, Rudolf. (1969) The Idea of the Holy. New York. Oxford University Press.
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That becomes immediately apparent when the reach the Reed (Red) Sea.


Pursued by the Egyptian army and the way forward blocked, they see no way


out. Based on previous experience, their perception of the situation declares it


hopeless.


They cry out in despair. But Moses is in relationship with God. Not only has


he had a personal encounter with this God (beginning with the burning bush),


but he also has lived outside Egypt, freed from slavery. As the fundamentals of


his perceptions differ from the Israelites, he hears the solution. Raising his staff


above the Reed Sea, the waters part, and the Israelites are saved.


Complaints, Idolatry, Redemption


The situation is the same (life is threatened) in the wilderness at Rephidim


(v. 1), but the particulars are the reverse (lack of water as opposed to too much,


ie: the Reed Sea). The Israelites can think of nothing but to go to Moses and


"take issue” with him (v. 2). In their minds, he is responsible for remedying the


situation.


Moses realizes that their issue is with God, or rather, between them and


their preconceptions about God. What they actually need is liberation from their


assumptions, which are undermining their confidence in God. Blinded by their


distress, they cannot perceive God's presence. This God they do not know.


Again, the vagaries of diachronic time and space intrude upon the Israelites'


synchronic relationship with God. Of course, we are not so different. How


difficult it is to see beyond our assumptions. How much those assumptions are


conditioned by confinement in time and space. How frequently they obscure the


eternal presence of God in synchronic relationship with us.
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God instructs Moses to take with him some of the elders and go to the "rock


at Horeb" (vs. 5 & 6). There, he is to strike the rock with his staff just as he


struck the river in Egypt. There, the staff had made the water undrinkable by


turning it into blood. Now, it is exactly the reverse. The staff turns rock, which


is undrinkable, into a source of water, which can be drunk.


The staff—an object to be used—is simply an instrument of God's will. God—


as subject who interacts—is the source of life and salvation. To mistake the


staff for God is to fall once again into the illusion of seeing God as an object to


be manipulated, rather than as a subject to be engaged. Moses engages in a


dialogue with God. He trusts God with his fears and impotence. God provides


water for the Israelites through relationship with Moses. The staff is incidental.


The relationship is essential.


This is a very important point. We who make the leap of faith into knowledge


of God are particularly vulnerable to the perception that those earthly things


that facilitate that leap are themselves Godly. How quickly we identify God with


that which mediates God to us.


Primary among these are the recordings of our experiences of God, foremost


among which is the Bible (for Christians). Unfortunately, we too easily become


like those patriots who are blind to what the American flag symbolizes and


demand that it be handled as if it were some sort of sacred object. From literal


interpretation to veneration of the book itself, we can easily confuse what


scripture mediates with the physicality of the scriptures themselves. The former


is eternal. The latter is transitory.
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Bishop Pike referred to the inability to determine the difference as


Bibliolatry.2 That is, we make an idol of a book. By so doing, we profane the


living presence of God. What exists in scripture is nothing more than potential


energy. It has no life of its own. Only when a living person engages it in dialogue


does the chemistry between God and man become actual.


This is why God tells Moses to take along the "elders of Israel" (v. 5) Those


who live long see their assumptions repeatedly turned on their heads. The


ideals and certainties we of young adults are inevitably shown by life to be at


best inadequate, at worst, erroneous. Elders know this. They have had a


lifetime of experience to see how their beliefs hold up. They know what it's like


to feel completely abandoned by their assumptions only to be redeemed by the


unseen presence of God. Who better to go with Moses to witness the way in


which God redeems humans from their insolvable dilemmas?


Moses and the elders go to the rock, where Moses strikes it with his staff.


The rock symbolizes faith that can seem at times to manifest not only the


strength and durability of rock, but also its lack of adaptive capacities and


responsiveness. The staff represents God's strength when we are drowning in


our own inadequacies.


Faith and strength activate Spirit, which—as we saw in last week's


meditation—is symbolized by water. In this passage from Exodus, rock, staff


and water symbolize faith, strength and spirit: The essentials of life. In this


case, they appear in the context of Moses's and the elders' witness to God's


relationship with us.


2 Pike, James. (1967) If This Be Heresy. New York. Harper and Row.
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Nevertheless, we must remember that Moses names the places where all this


occurred Massah and Meribah because of the Israelites' contentiousness and


because they put Yahweh to the test by saying, "Is Yahweh with us, or not?" (v.


7). Massah means testing or trial and Meribah quarreling or contention.


If we read beyond the passages for today, we find that the Israelites are


attacked almost immediately by the Amalekites (Ex 17:8-16). Moses is key to


the battle: As long as he keeps his arms raised, the Israelites prevail. When he


becomes so tired that he lowers his arms, the Amlekites prevail. While Joshua


defeats the Amalekites in this battle, "Yahweh is at war with Amalek from age to


age" (Ex 17:16).


In this contentious trial of God at Massah and Meribah, the relationship


between God and the Israelites becomes locked in conflict. Could the


Amalekites symbolize how contentious and testing we can be in our relationship


with God? Are we the Amalekites that disturb the peace we could have were we


able to trust God completely? Do the Amalekites symbolize doubt?


It's worth considering. We do seem to harbor a fair degree of ambivalence


toward God. Psalm 95 expresses this well. On the one hand, it speaks of the


extraordinary magnificence of God. On the other, it expresses God's


exasperation with us. Verse 11, the last of the Psalm, could form the basis for


all of our Lenten meditations.


Maybe we never did enter the "place of rest." Maybe the Promised Land is


where we encounter all of the tribulations we ascribe to the Wilderness. Maybe


the Wilderness is the home of all the blessings and ideals that we hoped to find


in the Promised Land.


Let's see what Psalm 95 says.
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Psalms 95


1. Come, let us cry out with joy to Yahweh,
acclaim the rock of our salvation.
2. Let us come into his presence with thanksgiving,
acclaim him with music.
3. For Yahweh is a great God,
a king greater than all the gods.
4. In his power are the depths of the earth,
the peaks of the mountains are his;
5. the sea belongs to him, for he made it,
and the dry land, moulded by his hands.
6. Come, let us bow low and do reverence;
kneel before Yahweh who made us!
7. For he is our God,
and we the people of his sheepfold,
the flock of his hand.
If only you would listen to him today!
8. Do not harden your hearts as at Meribah,
as at the time of Massah in the desert,
9. when your ancestors challenged me,
put me to the test, and saw what I could do!
10. For forty years that generation sickened me,
and I said, "Always fickle hearts;
they cannot grasp my ways."
11. Then in my anger I swore
they would never enter my place of rest.


The Venite


In Rite II of the Order for Morning Prayer in the Book of Common Prayer,


this psalm is called the Venite. As in the hymn Adeste Fidelis ("Oh, Come, All Ye


Faithful") venite means "to come." If we look closely, however, we see that verses


8 through 11 of Psalm 95 are omitted.


Rite I is even more adulterated. There, verses 9 and 13 of Psalm 96 ("O


worship the Lord in the beauty of holiness; let the whole earth stand in awe of


him. For he cometh, for he cometh to judge the earth, and with righteousness


to judge the world and the peoples with his truth") are substituted for verses 8-


11 of Psalm 95.


How interesting that verses 8-11 are not included in the Canticle. Are we


trying to keep the mood upbeat? Do we feel that in the Christian era those
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words no longer apply? Whatever the reason, elimination of the verses destroys


the tension that the psalm so brilliantly expresses. For while this wonderfully


magnificent God (vs. 1-5) "is our God and we the people of his sheepfold, the


flock of his hand" (v. 7), that same God can turn on us in a heartbeat if we


"harden [our] hearts" (v. 8), as when we feared we were dying of thirst in the


Wilderness.


If we look carefully at Psalm 95, the images it employs help us to


understand the tension between our expectations and God's behavior (if we can


call it that). The first image is the rock of our salvation. This is the rock that


yields the water of the Spirit in the passage from Exodus. Verses 4 and 5


remind us that our images of God come primarily from the Creation ("depths of


the earth," "peaks of the mountains," "sea," "dry land").


How might we relate to this God? We should "bow low and do reverence;


kneel…" (v. 6). If we rebel and test God as at Meribah (8-9), God will deny us


access to the "place of rest" (v. 11).


The psalm says that when we turn away from God, God turns away from us.


In fact, if we turn away from God we have no idea what God is doing, for we


cannot see behind our backs. Were God following us to ensure our safety, we


wouldn't know it. We cannot see that from which we turn away. We presume


that God has abandoned us when the opposite is the case.


Symbolism of the Elements


Consider rock. In verse one it symbolizes that in which salvation is


grounded, namely, God. The symbolism of rock is at first quite apparent. It is


solid, heavy, stable, and (at least to our limited perspectives) permanent. Of the
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four primal elements (air, earth, fire, and water), rock is the most rooted in


place—immutable and implacable.


Does rock symbolize God? Not only is God always there, God always was


there and always will be. God's very name, which we shall discuss later,


expresses that timelessness.


There is a tension with rock, however, for it can also be an obstacle that


blocks our path. However we might implore, it remains unyielding. From our


perspective, rock seems to inhabit eternity. Rarely does it change in our


lifetime. And yet, over time, rock can be as fluid as water. When it combines


with the intense internal heat of earth, it becomes molten lava. Wherever it


flows, it rules.


Curiously, water--that most yielding of substances--can alter rock. When


water freezes, it expands. Working its way into the cracks in rock and the


spaces between rocks, water waits until winter for the temperature to drop, so it


can freeze and expand, forcing rock from rock. Eventually, entire


mountainsides slide into the valleys below, changing the course of rivers,


creating new configurations of slope and soil, bringing new possibilities for life,


and extinguishing the old.


Even air, seemingly the least substantial of the four elements, can alter


rock. Over the eons, air wears away at rock surfaces, aided by the minute


particles of dust and grit it carries. Rock becomes eroded, shaped, and sculpted


into the phantasmagoric forms that compel the human imagination (Rainbow


Bridge, Ship Rock, the Matterhorn) many of which become places of worship.


Verses three through five speak of this. God is the greatest of Gods, all


powerful, shaper of land and sea. From the depths of earth and sea to the
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heights of mountains, God is the supreme creative force. And we—ephemeral,


tiny, transitory—can only burst into songs of joy, praise, and thanksgiving


when we become aware of God's eternal presence.


Complaints (reprise)


At least, that's how we would most naturally behave were our memories not


perishingly short. "What have you done for me lately?" is a universally human


mantra. When we ask this of God, we place ourselves in a superior position.


God is to do for us, to bend to our will, to grant to the Chosen People that which


we feel is our due.


Rather than seeing God's choosing us as bestowing opportunities for service,


we see God as granting us a legacy of privilege, largesse, and position. Rather


than acclaiming God, bowing low, kneeling, and being reverent (vs. 1, 5, 6), we


challenge God and complain when God's will does not match ours. As if we were


God's masters, we put God to the test. We forget what we have received and see


only what we lack. We focus on the hole and not the doughnut.


And so, just as God did with "that generation," we cannot enter the land of


rest. And here, once again, we receive a hint of what has happened to us in our


religious history. The land of rest is not diachronic—a place in history and


geography. It is synchronic—right relationship with God. It is a state of being,


an existential place, ontology itself, the pure essence of being.


In Psalm 95 God recounts the reason for the decision not to grant anyone


who came out of Egypt entrance into the Promised Land. "Always fickle hearts;


they cannot grasp my ways" (v. 10) is God's diagnosis of us. Our vacillant


nature precludes us from understanding.
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Far from meaning that "the land of rest" is beyond our grasp, God's


statement simply means that we are too cantankerous to recognize when we are


in the land of rest. We see it as God's denial of entrance into the Promised


Land. We fail to realize that we are already and always in the Promised Land.


The reward of resting in the Promised Land does not occur at the end of the


journey, as in the Promised Land at the end of the Exodus. Rather, the journey


is the reward. The Exodus is the Promised Land. We fail to see that because it


doesn't square with our desires and expectations.


According to the bible, none of those who left Egypt made it to the Promised


Land. How could they? They never recognized it when they were in it.


But what about those who Scripture says did? Where did they end up? Was


there eternal peace and closeness to God? Is there now?


Hardly. Those who crossed over were fated to fight for everything they


wanted, to alienate all the people around them, to suffer internal divisions and


warfare, to experience diaspora and captivity in foreign lands, to murder their


own, to suffer defeat and despair.


From our history, it looks like the Promised Land disappeared the moment


we thought it was located in time and place. We identified it with us, with our


needs, desires, and expectations, rather than with God in a living, breathing,


enduring relationship with our Creator.


Those who thought they were crossing the Jordan into the Promised Land


did no such thing. They simply marched on into their own delusions, trading


synchronic relationship with God for diachronic enmeshment in time and


space. They truly lost sight of God, to the degree that when they came to the


city of Ai, they thought that God wanted them to kill every man, woman, and
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child—people whom God had created and whom God loved every bit as much as


the Israelites.


No, we lost it at Meribah. Most tragically, we didn't even realize it. We've


been living an illusion ever since. We never did make it to the Promised Land


because the Promised Land is relationship with God. It is exactly what we had


in the Wilderness. It is the Wilderness.


The Promised Land has been there from the beginning. We've just had a


terribly difficult time perceiving it. It exists in our lives today, in that Spiritual


Wilderness where we dwell in relationship with God unobstructed by the


transience and vicissitudes of time and place.


Paul saw that Christ was the living embodiment of the place of rest that


Psalm 95 tells us we never entered due to our obstreperousness. In chapter 5


verse 2 of his letter to the Romans, he cites Christ as proof of "God's favor."


Favor and Grace are here interchangeable. They refer to the landscape of the


Promised Land, which is found only in the Spiritual Wilderness.


Romans 5:1-11:


1. So then, now that we have been justified by faith, we are at peace with God
through our Lord Jesus Christ;
2. it is through him, by faith, that we have been admitted into God's favor in which
we are living, and look forward exultantly to God's glory.
3. Not only that; let us exult, too, in our hardships, understanding that hardship
develops perseverance,
4. and perseverance develops a tested character, something that gives us hope,
5. and a hope which will not let us down, because the love of God has been poured
into our hearts by the Holy Spirit which has been given to us.
6. When we were still helpless, at the appointed time, Christ died for the godless.
7. You could hardly find anyone ready to die even for someone upright; though it is
just possible that, for a really good person, someone might undertake to die.
8. So it is proof of God's own love for us, that Christ died for us while we were still
sinners.
9. How much more can we be sure, therefore, that, now that we have been justified
by his death, we shall be saved through him from the retribution of God.
10. For if, while we were enemies, we were reconciled to God through the death of
his Son, how much more can we be sure that, being now reconciled, we shall be
saved by his life.
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11. What is more, we are filled with exultant trust in God, through our Lord Jesus
Christ, through whom we have already gained our reconciliation.


Redemption


"While we were enemies, we were reconciled to God" (v. 10). "Now that we


have been justified by faith, we are at peace with God" (v. 1). What amazing


words from Paul! He speaks in this passage of our estrangement from God. And


yet, were we not the Chosen People living in the Promised Land? What went


wrong? We knew that things weren't right. History was proof of our


estrangement from God. If we were the chosen people, why was the Promised


Land always disappearing under our feet?


The prophets provide an answer by communicating God's answers to our


distress. Through them, God calls us repeatedly to repent of our rebellion and


return to God's ways. Unfortunately, we've codified God's Word into so many


laws and rules that no one can keep them. Therein lie the answers to our


questions.


No matter how hard we try, no matter how many laws we create and try to


observe, we simply cannot save ourselves. The kind of relationship of which


God is capable; the kind of behavior that would facilitate relationships among


ourselves; the kind of unselfishness that would promote the flourishing of


nature, rather than its destruction; the kind of faith that would obviate our


need to control everything; these are simply beyond our grasp.


We are saved only by God's Grace. Saved from what? History? Events?


Rejection by God? Other tribes and peoples? None of these. We are saved from


ourselves. Our own worst enemies, we are also enemies of God simply because


we are so deeply estranged from our essential connection to God. We feel
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constantly unsatisfied by our relationship with God because we expect God to


do for us what we need to do for ourselves. We need God to relate constantly to


us because we are so bad at relating to God.


Because we are so inadequate in our relationship with God, we feel


disconnected, even abandoned. God is there, but we cannot perceive God's


presence because we ourselves are absent. Like the Israelites in the Wilderness,


we cannot trust that the world as God presents it is the world as we need it to


be.


Paul reminds us that God's remedy for this dilemma is Christ. "So it is proof


of God's own love for us, that Christ died for us while we were still sinners" (v.


8). The magnitude of the sacrifice is measured in human terms: the death of


one for another. This sacrifice is not for the "upright," the "really good," but for


"sinners" (vs. 7-8).


Verses 3-6 are extremely important. Paul believes that as long as we have


exiled ourselves from the Promised Land, we might as well utilize our misery to


build perseverance, character and hope. Employing several translations


approximates the depth of what Paul is saying: "…let us exult, too, in our


hardships [tribulations, sufferings], understanding that hardship develops


perseverance [patience, steadfastness] (v. 3), and perseverance develops a tested


character [approvedness, experience], something that gives us hope (v. 4), and a


hope which will not let us down, because the love of God has been poured into


our hearts by the Holy Spirit which has been given to us" (v. 5).


These verses constitute a litany of the oppressed and indicate why they are


closer to God than those who are not. These verses give another reason why the
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Wilderness is the Promised Land. Hardship and suffering deepen us.


Perseverance builds character. Character is the basis for hope.


Notice that Paul does not say that hardship and suffering develop our


strength to the degree that we can redeem ourselves from our dilemmas.


Perseverance, patience and steadfastness refer to the ability to endure, not to


solve. They cannot change our circumstances. They can only help us to bear


them. Hardly creative capacities that transform our suffering, they give us only


the wherewithal to wait for the Grace of God to change either the circumstances


or our relationship with them.


Viktor Frankl, in his book Man's Search for Meaning3, says that when all


else is beyond our control, we can still determine our attitude to what is


happening. Paul says that those of us who can keep ourselves upright while life


is knocking us over create the opportunity for the Holy Spirit to work its own


magic in our lives. Endurance builds hope because it allows us to await the


outcome when we cannot control the circumstances.


Over time, we develop faith, a faith that is predicated not on blind trust


(however it may have originated as that), but on experience. This is why God


directed Moses to go to the rock at Horeb with elders. Having endured a


multitude of sufferings throughout their lives, they had the character to give


them hope through their faith in God.


Carping and complaining are for the young. The old should know better.


That suffering and hardship bring us closer to God explains why Jesus


consistently reaffirms the Old and New Testament teachings that the Kingdom


of God belongs to the oppressed.


3 Frankl, Victor. (1984) Man's Search For Meaning. New York. Simon and Schuster.
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Oppression and Redemption


When we take into account how often we oppress others to avoid suffering


and hardship, it appears that a fundamental choice in life is whether to oppress


or to be oppressed. Oppressors are arrogant, selfishness, destructive, abusive,


obtuse, cowardly, weak, frightened, and narrow-minded. If nothing else, the


oppressed are unable to force their will on others (except, of course, on fellow


oppressed).


Because of their enforced humility, pain, suffering, and powerlessness, the


cries of the oppressed are heard by God. Every religion teaches that God loves


those who are abused by others. When the oppressed become the oppressors,


they fall out of favor with God. God has no use for oppression. Thusly do we


who were once the oppressed and have now become the oppressors cling to our


identity as oppressed, no matter how far in the past that situation existed.


Power lies with the victims.


We didn't understand the value of hardship and suffering in the Wilderness.


We failed to see that when we left the Wilderness, we walked out of the


Promised Land. Trusting in God is so much more difficult than trusting in


ourselves. We prefer to place our faith in our own perceptions and assumptions.


We still can't see that the Promised Land is a place of redemption, not of the


absence of suffering. We lose access to the "state of grace " that Paul cites in


verse 2.


Moses never crossed the Jordan. He remained in the Wilderness. His


character had been severely tested, and he had faith beyond ours. The Bible


says that Moses was denied access to the Promised Land because of his
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failures.4 Can we trust that interpretation? Or does it simply derive from our


inability to understand what Paul is saying in this passage from his letter to the


Romans?


Christ died for sinners. Thus, God redeems the Godless. God redeems us


from the turbulence and destructiveness of life. God redeems us from death.


When God finally gave up trying to get this message to us, God came to us as


the Christ in order to demonstrate it. Of course, that meant that Jesus had to


die, for how else were we ever to get the point that death is a part of life and


that God redeems us from death repeatedly in life?


This theme continues in Jesus's encounter with the Samaritan woman at


Jacob's well. Here again we have an account of those who are chosen and those


who are not. In this case, as in everything we mentioned above, those who are


not chosen by us are precisely those who are then chosen by God.


John 4:5-26(27-38)39-42:


5. On the way he came to the Samaritan town called Sychar near the land that Jacob
gave to his son Joseph.
6. Jacob's well was there and Jesus, tired by the journey, sat down by the well. It
was about the sixth hour.
7. When a Samaritan woman came to draw water, Jesus said to her, "Give me
something to drink."
8. His disciples had gone into the town to buy food.
9. The Samaritan woman said to him, "You are a Jew. How is it that you ask me, a
Samaritan, for something to drink?", Jews, of course, do not associate with
Samaritans.
10. Jesus replied to her:
If you only knew what God is offering
and who it is that is saying to you,
`Give me something to drink,"
you would have been the one to ask,
and he would have given you living water.
11. `You have no bucket, sir," she answered, "and the well is deep: how do you get
this living water?
12. Are you a greater man than our father Jacob, who gave us this well and drank
from it himself with his sons and his cattle?"
13. Jesus replied:
Whoever drinks this water


4 Numbers 20:12
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will be thirsty again;
14. but no one who drinks the water that I shall give
will ever be thirsty again:
the water that I shall give
will become a spring of water within, welling up for eternal life.
15. `Sir," said the woman, "give me some of that water, so that I may never be
thirsty or come here again to draw water."
16. `Go and call your husband," said Jesus to her, "and come back here."
17. The woman answered, "I have no husband." Jesus said to her, "You are right to
say, `I have no husband';
18. for although you have had five, the one you now have is not your husband. You
spoke the truth there."
19. `I see you are a prophet, sir," said the woman.
20. `Our fathers worshipped on this mountain, though you say that Jerusalem is
the place where one ought to worship."
21. Jesus said:
Believe me, woman, the hour is coming
when you will worship the Father
neither on this mountain nor in Jerusalem.
22. You worship what you do not know;
we worship what we do know;
for salvation comes from the Jews.
23. But the hour is coming, indeed is already here,
when true worshippers will worship the Father in spirit and truth:
that is the kind of worshipper
the Father seeks.
24. God is spirit,
and those who worship
must worship in spirit and truth.
25. The woman said to him, "I know that Messiah, that is, Christ, is coming; and
when he comes he will explain everything."
26. Jesus said, "That is who I am, I who speak to you."


27. At this point his disciples returned and were surprised to find him speaking to a woman,
though none of them asked, "What do you want from her?" or, "What are you talking to her
about?"
28. The woman put down her water jar and hurried back to the town to tell the people,
29. `Come and see a man who has told me everything I have done; could this be the Christ?"
30. This brought people out of the town and they made their way towards him.
31. Meanwhile, the disciples were urging him, "Rabbi, do have something to eat";
32. but he said, "I have food to eat that you do not know about."
33. So the disciples said to one another, "Has someone brought him food?"
34. But Jesus said:
My food
is to do the will of the one who sent me,
and to complete his work.
35. Do you not have a saying:
Four months and then the harvest?
Well, I tell you,
look around you, look at the fields;
already they are white, ready for harvest!
36. Already the reaper is being paid his wages,
already he is bringing in the grain for eternal life,
so that sower and reaper can rejoice together.
37. For here the proverb holds true:
one sows, another reaps;
38. I sent you to reap
a harvest you have not laboured for.
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Others have laboured for it;
and you have come into the rewards of their labour.
39. Many Samaritans of that town believed in him on the strength of the woman's
words of testimony, "He told me everything I have done."
40. So, when the Samaritans came up to him, they begged him to stay with them. He
stayed for two days, and
41. many more came to believe on the strength of the words he spoke to them;
42. and they said to the woman, "Now we believe no longer because of what you told
us; we have heard him ourselves and we know that he is indeed the Saviour of the
world."


Fact Versus Fancy


Before we look at the story of the woman at the well, we must place it in its


uniquely Fourth Gospel historical and theological context. Why is such a


significant (Jesus is talking with a woman, a Samaritan, at that) and lengthy


(he stays there for two days) event not reported by the other Evangelists?


Could it be that it was not as important to them? Each Gospel focuses on


that which captured the mind of a particular Evangelist. Those accounts that


appear in all four Gospels are thought to be based on a collection of oral and


written stories—the mysterious "Q" document. The Q document is generally


envisioned as "just the facts" (what Jesus said and did) about events in Jesus's


ministry.


The Gospels are what particular writers (the Evangelists) did with those


facts. Combinations of fact and opinion, of story and commentary, they were


edited by others after they were written. No one knows, for example, what


happened to the texts that "disappeared" during the Middle Ages, when some


were laboriously preserved and copied by monks in remote monasteries. Not all


gospels even made it into our contemporary Bible (the Gospel of Thomas, for


example). As a result, that which we know as our sacred book is actually a


highly edited version of a more extensive bibliography.
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Obviously, what went in and what stayed out was of major concern to those


who felt they were in a position to look after the religious beliefs of their people.


For centuries the Bible was not even accessible to all believers. Originally


written in the vernacular, Europeans later had it only in Latin. Those who


wanted to know what it said had to trust the testimony of the educated,


namely, the clergy. In an era when the internet was not available for people to


check things out with one another, clergy in outlying areas could enforce their


personal theology (highly influenced, as always, by their personal psychology)


on whomever they wished.


Of course, many—if not most—tried to do a good job. They loved the people


they served, sought to facilitate good relationships, lived to see the spirit come


alive in their charges, and recognized their inadequacies in serving an


omniscient, omnipotent, and loving God. Nevertheless, much was left out. And


much crept in that shouldn't have been there.


Nowhere is this more obvious than in those Bible passages that interpret for


the reader what was going on. See, for example, Christ's statement to Peter in


John 21:18-19, which is most likely interpreted erroneously as having to do


with how Peter would die rather than as a general comment about what it's like


to be elderly.


While the story of Jacob’s well is reported only in the Fourth Gospel, it


describes a crucial, if not pivotal, moment in Christ's ministry. Jesus engages


the Samaritan woman genuinely and easily. He does not discriminate according


to gender or ethnic origin (v. 9). He listens to and responds to her statements.


He chides her for her serial adultery, yet does not condemn her.
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Historical Context


Let us look at the story in the context of today's readings. The Samaritan


woman is descended from the people called the Hapiru5, who were descended


from the same patriarchs ("our father Jacob" (v. 12)) as the Israelites. The


Samaritans had not gone into Egypt, had not been held captive and forced into


hard labor, had not been liberated by God through Moses, had not experienced


the Exodus, had not been part of the revelations at Sinai, and had not crossed


the Jordan. The Israelites rejected the Samaritans ("Jews, in fact, do not


associate with Samaritans" (v. 9)) because they did not embrace their revisionist


religious perspective. Thus, they were deemed "unclean" ("goyim").


Remember: The Israelites and their descendents (the "Jews") wrote the Old


Testament. The only records we have of God's interventions in history are


theirs. Accounts of God's relationship with the rest of the Hebrews (Hapiru)


have not been preserved. Perhaps they were part of an oral tradition (How many


sermons are heard but not recorded?). Or perhaps they were destroyed by the


Israelites (placed "under the ban" as they swept across Judea and Samaria).


Either way, the Hapiru were anathema to the Israelites and had to be


suppressed.


Once the Israelites emerged from the Wilderness and crossed the Jordan,


they enforced their hegemony everywhere they went. Coexisting with other


religious perspectives was out of the question, although conflicts over that


principle were among the reasons why the Israelites fractured into the two


kingdoms of Israel and Judah. Those who did not share their belief system had


5 Ahlstron, Gosta W. (1986) Who Were The Israelites? Winona Lake, IN. Eisenbrauns
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to be destroyed. They were labeled anathema and had to be "put under the


ban."


This is not the behavior of a people comfortable with their beliefs. Those who


believe that God is real, active, and in control of world events have no need to


destroy others’ beliefs. “God's Will be done,” is the credo of the believer. Only


those too fearful to doubt are compelled to obliterate challenges to their beliefs.


Those who are secure in their beliefs can be patient in dialogue with others as


both sides seek to "see through a glass, darkly"6 and find their way together to


the truth.


For the Israelites, however, this was not possible. Deeply disturbed by their


experience in the wilderness, they sought to obliterate any who challenged their


beliefs—which the Samaritans certainly did. They had not been in the


wilderness. Thus, they had not doubted, rebelled against, or tested God.


Meribah was not a word in their spiritual vocabulary. They had not abandoned


their homes to sojourn in Egypt, had not lived and mixed with a foreign people


and religion and had not needed God to rescue them. While they certainly faced


the everyday doubts and uncertainties we all do, they were most likely not, in


the language of psychology, religious trauma survivors (as were many who


survived the Exodus).


Of course, the trappings of Samaritan religious beliefs and practices were at


variance with the Israelites'. Theirs was not the earliest creed in the Bible


(Deuteronomy 26:5). But their core beliefs—that Yahweh was their God, that


God chose them to be His people, that God was active in their history, that they


were children of Abraham—were. Whatever conflicts existed between them and


6 1 Corinthians 13:12
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the Israelites were over the details, not the essence. Those details, however,


were essential to both.


The Samaritan Woman


Which explains much about Jesus's encounter with the Samaritan woman.


Not surprisingly, it begins with water. A chance encounter (if such is possible


with God) at a well in a Samaritan village leads a "tired" (v. 6) Jesus to ask a


Samaritan woman for water. Taken aback, she asks him how he—a Jew—could


interact with her, a Samaritan (v. 9). His answer reveals to her that he is the


Christ (v. 26). As the God of Abraham, Isaac, and Jacob, he can unite the Jews


and the Samaritans. In these short passages, Jesus affirms his human and


divine natures.


If we view this passage in light of today's passage from Exodus, we can say


that Christ is what the Israelites lost sight of (couldn't find, were blind to) and


sought in the Wilderness. He is the water they sought in the Wilderness (vs. 13-


15). But, before the woman can connect with this water (internalize it), she


must acknowledge her duplicity, namely, that she has been married many


times and lives now with a man not her husband (vs. 15-19).


That is not Jesus's main concern. He is there neither to point out her sin


nor to condemn her. He does not reject her even though she is not of the House


of Israel (see also Jesus's encounter with the Canaanite woman in MT 15:21ff).


Like the Israelites at Meribah, he was simply thirsty and looking for a drink of


water. But there the similarity ends. In a repetition of God's intervention into


history at Meribah, Jesus offers the Samaritan woman an endless source of


water, a "living water" that never runs out. Those who drink of it will never


thirst again. (vs. 13-14)
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Here as in Exodus water and spirit are synonymous (vs. 24-5). When the


Samaritan woman asks him for the living water, she is asking for the salvation


that comes from the Spirit (v. 15). Again, the image is apt: Water from a well


appears from below the land, spontaneously and independently of those who


drink it (v. 14). Like the water in the second story of the Creation, it "flowed out


of the ground and watered all the surface of the soil."7 The Spirit lies right


under our feet. We have only to dig into things to find it. Grace abounds.


That Jesus brings up her relational history in the context of her desire for


the Spirit that comes from God ("living water") emphasizes the continuity of


relationship and Spirit. Relationship is least enduring when it is materialistic,


that is, when it focuses on that which perishes over time. To be truly eternal,


relationship must be an intertwining of souls.


This is entirely consistent with the main theme that permeates not only


Jesus's encounter with the Samaritan woman, but his entire ministry, as well.


He differentiates between diachronic worship in a geographical location and


place and synchronic worship in a spiritual location ("you will worship the


Father neither on this mountain nor in Jerusalem" (v. 21) but "in spirit and in


truth" (v. 23, repeated in v. 24).


When the disciples return and ask him what he is doing, he articulates who


he is and what his mission is. He begins by describing food in much the same


terms as his description of water: That it is more than just substance. He then


addresses the disciples' unspoken questions about his willingness to consort


with a Samaritan (vs. 31-34). Evangelism knows no bounds, is unrestricted in


7 Genesis 2:6
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its access, and has little concern for prejudice about morals, gender, or national


origin (vs. 35-38).


His words are accompanied by an astonishing phenomenon described in


verse 30: "This brought people out of the town and they made their way towards


him." Far from his time spent with a Samaritan being merely a brief encounter,


Jesus stays on for two more days at the Samaritans' request. His ministry is, at


this point, truly universal.


What, then, are we to make of verse 22, where Jesus accuses Samaritans of


being not only ignorant, but also cut off from salvation due to ethnic origin?


Again, like the story of the Canaanite woman, he seems concerned more with


ethnic origin than with salvation. He seems to place lineage above humanity.


Is this a sign of his human nature? Is he prey to discriminatory tendencies?


Or is he simply stating a fact (that God has chosen the Jews to be the chosen


people)? Could this verse have been inserted later to preserve Church


authority? It certainly does not sound consistent with the dialogue so far.


These are Wilderness questions. They leave us with no absolute answer that


would give us the assurance that we know exactly what God has in mind. Law


must yield to Grace. God alone fills in for our ignorance and acts justly when


we cannot. Our answerless questions apprise us of our ignorance. Unable to


know exactly who God is and what God does, we have never been and will never


be able to control God. We should have learned that in the Garden of Eden.


God, however, is able to become human. As such, God understands our


uncertainty, confusion, lack of vision, and fear. Although these inexorably


permeate the human condition, God is always with us. Redemption triumphs


over finitude. Grace redeems the consequences of our sinfulness.
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To open ourselves to Grace we must give up our posture of certainty and


authority. God alone decides who is acceptable and who is not. Yet, as we have


seen so far with regard to choice, only those who choose not to be with God are


excluded from the Chosen People.


We choose God, we do our best, we confess our sins and forgive those of


others, and we try to live lives in love and faith. But we can never be certain


that what we do is absolutely right. We are neither omniscient nor omnipotent.


We must rely on faith and devotion.


Thusly do we surrender ourselves to the Wilderness. We trust God. We do


not test God. When we sense that the redeeming power of God may be near, like


the Samaritan woman we recognize it, embrace it, and share it with others. In


the Wilderness we are all equal and all chosen—if we choose to be.
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FOURTH SUNDAY


The Fourth Sunday in Lent begins with Yahweh's selection of David as


King. The story must be placed in the context of the dispute between Yahweh


and the Israelites concerning the value of earthly rulers (a dispute, by the way,


that continues to this day). From the time of the construction of the Golden Calf


(Ex. 32) during the Exodus, the Israelites had longed for a physical


representative of God on earth. It continued throughout Samuel's tenure as


judge, when Yahweh finally gives in to Israel's constant clamor for a king. In 1


Sam 8, Yahweh outlines exactly what Israel will suffer due to its folly.


The result is Israel's first king, Saul. It constitutes a stormy time in Israel's


history, for the prime motive for wanting a king was to prevail in wars, which


had not been going well for Israel. Although Saul went on to lead many


successful campaigns, he offended Yahweh. So, Yahweh decided to replace him.


Yahweh's choice, the account of which occurs in today's lesson, flies in the face


of all that the Israelites expected.


Let us begin our meditation with the Collect for today, the Fourth Sunday in


Lent:


Gracious Father, whose blessed Son Jesus Christ came down from heaven to
be the true bread which gives life to the world: Evermore give us this bread,
that he may live in us, and we in him; who lives and reigns with you and the
Holy Spirit, one God, now and for ever. Amen.


1 Samuel 16:1-13


1. Yahweh said to Samuel, "How much longer do you mean to go on mourning over
Saul, now that I myself have rejected him as ruler of Israel? Fill your horn with oil
and go. I am sending you to Jesse of Bethlehem, for I have found myself a king from
among his sons."
2. Samuel replied, "How can I go? When Saul hears of it he will kill me." Yahweh
then said, "Take a heifer with you and say, `I have come to sacrifice to Yahweh.'
3. Invite Jesse to the sacrifice, and I shall reveal to you what you must do; and you
will anoint for me the one I indicate to you."
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4. Samuel did what Yahweh ordered and went to Bethlehem. The elders of the town
came trembling to meet him and asked, "Seer, is your coming favourable for us,"
5. `Yes," he replied. "I have come to sacrifice to Yahweh. Purify yourselves and
come with me to the sacrifice." He purified Jesse and his sons and invited them to
the sacrifice.
6. When they arrived, he looked at Eliab and thought, "This must be Yahweh's
anointed now before him,"
7. but Yahweh said to Samuel, "Take no notice of his appearance or his height, for I
have rejected him; God does not see as human beings see; they look at appearances
but Yahweh looks at the heart."
8. Jesse then called Abinadab and presented him to Samuel, who said, "Yahweh has
not chosen this one either."
9. Jesse then presented Shammah, but Samuel said, "Yahweh has not chosen this
one either."
10. Jesse thus presented seven of his sons to Samuel, but Samuel said to Jesse,
"Yahweh has not chosen these."
11. He then asked Jesse, "Are these all the sons you have?" Jesse replied, "There is
still one left, the youngest; he is looking after the sheep." Samuel then said to Jesse,
"Send for him, for we shall not sit down to eat until he arrives."
12. Jesse had him sent for; he had ruddy cheeks, with fine eyes and an attractive
appearance. Yahweh said, "Get up and anoint him: he is the one!"
13. At this, Samuel took the horn of oil and anointed him, surrounded by his
brothers; and the spirit of Yahweh seized on David from that day onwards. Samuel,
for his part, set off and went to Ramah.


The core of today's reading is verse 7, where Yahweh tells Samuel that "God


does not see as human beings see; they look at appearances but Yahweh looks


at the heart." We shall have much to say about this in today's meditations. We


shall begin, however, by looking at the conflict between religion and politics that


erupted in the Promised Land after the Israelites crossed the Jordan.


Religion and Politics


The deterioration in the Israelites' situation is well represented in the second


verse of the reading, where Samuel, appointed by Yahweh to look after his


people, is afraid of Saul, the king. Remember: Everything that Yahweh has to


say to his people comes through Samuel. Everything that Yahweh says to Saul


comes through Samuel. Samuel's relationship with Yahweh is greater than that


of any living being. No wonder that a visit from Samuel was an intimidating


event, even if you were Saul, the King of Israel.
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Just before this reading God speaks of his anger with Saul, who has failed to


carry out His orders. Yet, what were those? In battle with the Amalekites, Saul


had saved the best of the booty to offer to Yahweh who had actually ordered


him to put everything "under the ban," meaning to destroy every man, woman,


and child along with every trace of the Amalekite's existence.1


But how could any Creator God issue such a directive? If someone either


refused to carry it out or carried it out half-heartedly, how could they ever be


considered to have sinned? Isn't Yahweh's order a direct contradiction of the


Sixth Commandment?


How extraordinary that the moment the Israelites crossed the Jordan,


conflict and war with other peoples became the norm. They even believed they


were commanded by God to eliminate every trace of the peoples they conquered.


In the Wilderness, the enemies of the people were the Israelites themselves.


After crossing the Jordan, however, it seems to be everyone else. But is it? Had


the Israelites never crossed the Jordan, the conflicts they faced would never


have materialized.


Convinced that others were out to get them simply because they believed


that Yahweh had given them everyone else's land, they found themselves in


continuous battle. Not surprisingly, they soon wanted a king to lead them.


Chapters 7 and 8 of 1 Samuel elaborate the Israelites' motives for wanting a


king. First, they want to be victorious in battle. Second, Samuel is old and has


appointed his sons to be his successors. They are more interested in the power


of the office than in the opportunity to serve, and the people want them


replaced.


1 1 Samuel 15:1-11
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Both derive from lack of trust in God. Their first victory over the Philistines


was due to God's intervention after Samuel's acts of devotion.2 Yet, the


Israelites see the effect that strong leaders of other tribes have on their troops,


and want one for themselves. Their internal faith in a God they cannot see


slowly yields to a desire for an external person they can see. Samuel's sons do


not have the same synchronic connection to God, having been seduced by the


ediachronic trappings of society. Finally tiring of the Israelites' ceaseless


faithlessness, Yahweh grants them their wish.


Starting out on such shaky ground, it can hardly be surprising that Saul's


relationship with Yahweh soon fell into disfavor. Here again, the reasons are


subtle. We saw above how Saul did not obey Yahweh's command. Later on,


Samuel confronts Saul:


1 Samuel 15:19. Why then did you not obey Yahweh's voice? Why did you fall on the booty and do
what is wrong in Yahweh's eyes?"
20. Saul replied to Samuel, "But I did obey Yahweh's voice. I went on the mission which Yahweh
gave me; I brought back Agag king of the Amalekites; I put Amalek under the curse of
destruction;
21. and from the booty the people have taken the best sheep and cattle of what was under the
curse of destruction only to sacrifice them to Yahweh your God in Gilgal."
22. To which, Samuel said:
Is Yahweh pleased by burnt offerings and sacrifices
or by obedience to Yahweh's voice?
Truly, obedience is better than sacrifice,
submissiveness than the fat of rams.


Echoes of Psalm 51.3 Saul has presumed to know better than Yahweh what


Yahweh's has in mind. Rather than seeing the sacrifice as a joyous


thanksgiving in gratitude for the victory, he and his men see it only as "the


curse of destruction."4 Rather than wanting to give the best of everything to the


2 1 Samuel 7:7-12
3 cf: First Sunday in Lent, Cycle A
4 1 Samuel 15:9
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One who had championed them, they offer only "what was poor and worthless."5


Samuel points out that Yahweh is pleased more by obedience than by "burnt


offerings and sacrifices…Truly, obedience is better than sacrifice,


submissiveness than the fat of rams" (v. 22).


Perhaps most telling is verse 12: "In the morning, Samuel set off to find


Saul. Samuel was told, "Saul has been to Carmel, to raise himself a monument


there, but now has turned about, moved on and gone down to Gilgal."" What


was this monument? The New International Version of the Bible describes it as


"a monument in his own honor." Thus, Saul seems to be attributing the victory


to his own efforts.


Perhaps this is due to Saul's status as a warrior. Beginning his career in


defense of Israel, he appears to have come to believe, like Louis XIV, that L'Etat


c'est moi.6 Thus, any threat to himself is seen as a matter of state security,


which gives him license to unleash violence against any who oppose him.


Once again, we see the antithesis of Wilderness thinking. Rather than


relying solely on God, Saul becomes his own authority. Rather than engaging


the life's inherent confusion to deepen his relationship with God, he seeks to


eliminate it. He falls into the materialistic fallacy wherein certainty and mastery


become a replacement for absolute dependence on God.


Yahweh's Choice


Thus, when Yahweh instructs Samuel to anoint Yahweh's choice for the new


king, Samuel assumes that Yahweh has chosen a strong, powerful, imposing


man. But, as verse 7 says, "Yahweh said to Samuel, "Take no notice of his


5 1 Samuel 15:9
6


"I am the state"
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appearance or his height, for I have rejected him; God does not see as human


beings see; they look at appearances but Yahweh looks at the heart"."


When Samuel appears in Bethlehem, there is consternation all around. After


all, this is Yahweh's messenger. The news could be good or bad. Samuel


assures them that he is performing a religious task and that all is well. He then


reviews Jesse's sons and, not hearing from Yahweh that any are chosen, asks if


there are any more. Jesse says that there is one more, the youngest, who is out


tending the sheep. Samuel asks for him and, when he sees him, Yahweh


indicates that David is the chosen.


Curiously, Jesse's oldest son's name means "to whom God is father." In


David's time, the firstborn son inherited the mantle of leadership from his


father. When Samuel sees Eliab, he is impressed by his appearance and height.


Surely, this must be Yahweh's chosen one.


From the beginning of time, however, the tradition of favor for the first son


was overturned by God. From Cain and Abel through Jacob and Esau to the


choosing of David, God favors who God chooses. The cultures of Mesopotamia


(and beyond) may have favored the first-born son, but that is not how God


operates. Thus, from the beginning God's ways and ours cannot be assumed to


be synonymous. Grace yields to Law.


"Yahweh looks at the heart." Why is it so difficult for us to do the same? The


answer may lie in our need for certainty. The heart is dynamic. It melts, breaks,


hardens, becomes sick, leaps, and has its reasons of which reason knows


nothing.7 A heart can be open or closed. Sometimes it is absent, as when we are


"heartless."


7 Pascal, Pensees
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David embodied all of these dynamics of the heart. He could be loving and


hateful, gentle and ruthless, self-sacrificing and selfish. Whatever history might


say about David, he lived life to its fullest. The psalms—the songs of David—


roam from the depths of despair to the heights of joy. They testify to the


presence of God's love and to the fear that God has abandoned us.


David is the chosen of the chosen people. That he is from Bethlehem


presages Christ's birth. David is seen as the harbinger of Christ. His humble


origins as the one least likely to be chosen is a consistent theme in the Bible.


God chooses those who are humble in order to lead people to righteousness.


God rejects the distinctions among humans that we establish to assign status.


How fitting that Psalm 23 follows upon this passage from 1 Samuel


recounting God's call to David. The psalm reveals much about David's


relationship with Yahweh. The "valley of the shadow of death" was a landscape


David walked, whether or not he so intended. We often feel the same.


Psalms 23


1. Yahweh is my shepherd, I lack nothing.


2. In grassy meadows he lets me lie.
By tranquil streams he leads me


3. to restore my spirit.
He guides me in paths of saving justice
as befits his name.


4. Even were I to walk in a ravine as dark as death
I should fear no danger, for you are at my side.
Your staff and your crook are there to soothe me.


5. You prepare a table for me
under the eyes of my enemies;
you anoint my head with oil;
my cup brims over.


6. Kindness and faithful love pursue me
every day of my life.
I make my home in the house of Yahweh
for all time to come.
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Comfort in the Darkness


Perhaps nowhere else is David's relationship with God more succinctly


stated than in Psalm 23. It's humility and faith are known beyond the Judaeo-


Christian tradition. The ideas are accessible. The words are eloquent in their


simplicity. David's song has been and continues to be a source of comfort


during the vagaries of life. It may be the Biblical text quoted most often in


secular literature.


Anyone familiar with the events of David's life understands the origins of his


words. Considered the greatest king in Israel, his star decorates Israeli and


Jewish images to this day. Only Jesus's parents assume greater importance


than David in Christ's lineage. And yet, his life was full of turmoil.


In addition to the expectable difficulties of being a warrior and a king, David


also experienced personal and familial tragedies. He could not restrain his


lusts. He had a woman's husband killed so that he could claim her for himself.


For this, the son born to him from this relationship was not permitted to live.


Saul tried to kill him while he was soothing Saul with his music.8 His great


friend, Jonathan, who was Saul's son, was killed in battle along with Saul.9


David was a singer/songwriter. He related the events of his life to his


relationship with God. What comes down to us today are those songs, known as


the Psalms. In the 23rd of these, David combines several images of comfort and


security with only one of danger and threat: "a ravine as dark as death."


Emphasized by its singularity, that image embodies the worst of our fears.


8
I Samuel 19:10


9 1 Samuel 30:2; 1 Chronicles 10:2
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Ravines are precipitous changes in the landscape. If one is not careful and


fully in control, ravines send us falling through the air, totally helpless, to the


sudden termination of our existence. Like crevasses in glaciers, they are often


indiscernible until it is too late. They bring us from the heights to the depths.


Innumerable life forms that frighten us to death hide in the cracks and rubble


of their topography. Once in them, we are never assured that we shall find our


way out.


In their most disturbing aspects, ravines symbolize the pitfalls of life. As we


wander along, happy and content, they spring up out of nowhere. If we are not


constantly vigilant, we fall in. Once in, we may never come back out. Every


mistake we make, deliberately or unconsciously, can send us into the ravines of


life. An unkind or insulting word can ruin a friendship. An ill-advised decision


can send us on a course from which there is little--if any--possibility of return.


How often do we think: "If there was one thing in life I could take back, it would


be_____"?


Through all of this, no matter what happens to us, no matter how deeply we


have fallen into the ravines of life, God is there; not only there, but comforting


us. Even the staff and crook by which God urges us in directions different from


our choosing are there for our comfort. This is something that those who


proclaim "spare the rod and spoil the child" often overlook. God's staff is for our


comfort. Every parent's staff (rod) should likewise comfort their children.10


10 The phrase "spare the rod and spoil the child" appears nowhere in the Bible. According
to Bartlett's "Familiar Quotations," it is an old English proverb from around 1000AD.
The closest to it that one finds in the Bible is Proverbs 13:24: "Whoever fails to use the
stick hates his child; whoever is free with correction loves him." The same meaning of
staff as comforter holds here.
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Psalm 23 speaks of life with God. All is well. Food is plentiful and the


landscape is welcoming (vs. 1 & 2). Yet, a shepherd is necessary to "guide [us]


in the paths of saving justice" (v. 3), for this pastoral landscape is not located in


time and space. Like everything that has to do with our relationship with God,


it is a state of being.


Law and Grace


The image of a shepherd prodding us along with a rod and a staff bring Law


to mind. Is not the purpose of Law to keep us on the straight and narrow?


Without that, might we find ourselves routinely plummeting into ravines? Aren't


laws there for our protection?


Yes, of course. On all accounts. But as Paul has so clearly pointed out, Law


is impotent to save us. It can condemn, but it cannot redeem. The problem is


that we are pretty bad at observing Law. We err and stray from God's ways like


lost sheep.11 Law can only indicate. It cannot enforce itself.


Furthermore, even when we rigorously observe Law, the ravines of life still


occupy our paths. Being good never prevents natural disasters. Natural


disasters are not punishments for our evil. Life simply is what it is.


Consequently, only God's Grace redeems us. Only God's strength upholds


us when we fall. As we saw during the first two Sundays when Moses holds his


staff over the Reed Sea and strikes the rock with it in the Wilderness, the staff


symbolizes strength. The staff and the rod do not symbolize Law. They


symbolize strength, from which flows God's Grace.


Saving justice, or righteousness, is the context in which we dwell with God


in greatest harmony. To live the good life, we must strive to be good. We cannot


11 The confession prayer in the 1927 Book of Common Prayer
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simply observe the trappings of religion. We must live religiously. All that Jesus


teaches us concerns how to live in harmony with God, each other, and the


Creation.


Psalm 23 hints at the tension between Law and Grace. Law indicates to us


what we are to do and not to do. Grace sees beyond Law to God's love, which


sustains us when Law fails. To live lovingly with one another is the goal of Law.


However, as we have seen, Law must never replace love. We make the worst


mistakes when we subvert love to Law.


Love, however, is difficult. Unrequited love, for example, is a pain we all


know well. Heartache is a very popular subject of novels, movies, myths, and


folktales. In the world of human relations, loving does not guarantee being


loved. To love is to risk. To risk is to open oneself to disaster. The ravine of verse


four looms.


Yet, to love God is to realize God's love for us. God always loves us. God is


love. When we love God, we open ourselves to God's love. God guides us away


from that which might harm us and toward that which can fulfill us. God's staff


and crook protect us from the ravines of life. When we stray and fall in, they


pull us back out. God is always there with us.


All that which could do us in, that is hostile to life, that threatens to


overwhelm us can lead us to feel that God is absent. If we cannot trust that God


is present, the table that God prepares for us (v. 5) in the face of these terrors


may escape our notice. But as we have seen, trust can be difficult to practice.


Trust, too, involves risk.


Verse six is brilliant in its imagery: "Kindness and faithful love pursue me


every day of my life." God seeks us, calls to us, desires us. David knew well how
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easily we run from God. In our desperate search for what we need and desire,


we habitually fail to realize what is trying to catch up with us. Tunnel vision


prevents us from seeing what we are leaving behind.


Sometimes, to find God we must direct our vision away from that which


preoccupies our attention and open ourselves to the unpredictable, the


unimaginable, the inconceivable. We must submit ourselves to life in the


Wilderness. We must make our home "in the house of Yahweh for all time to


come" (v. 6).


We can pick up this theme in Paul's words in his letter to the Church at


Ephesus. He articulates well both how to walk the "paths of saving justice" (Ps


23:3) and how easily we fall off course.


Ephesians 5:(1-7)8-14


1. As God's dear children, then, take him as your pattern,
2. and follow Christ by loving as he loved you, giving himself up for us as an offering and a sweet-
smelling sacrifice to God.
3. Among you there must be not even a mention of sexual vice or impurity in any of its forms, or
greed: this would scarcely become the holy people of God!
4. There must be no foul or salacious talk or coarse jokes, all this is wrong for you; there should
rather be thanksgiving.
5. For you can be quite certain that nobody who indulges in sexual immorality or impurity or
greed, which is worshipping a false god, can inherit the kingdom of God.
6. Do not let anyone deceive you with empty arguments: it is such behavior that draws down
God's retribution on those who rebel against him.
7. Make sure that you do not throw in your lot with them.
8. You were darkness once, but now you are light in the Lord; behave as children of
light,
9. for the effects of the light are seen in complete goodness and uprightness and
truth.
10. Try to discover what the Lord wants of you,
11. take no part in the futile works of darkness but, on the contrary, show them up
for what they are.
12. The things which are done in secret are shameful even to speak of;
13. but anything shown up by the light will be illuminated
14. and anything illuminated is itself a light. That is why it is said:
Wake up, sleeper,
rise from the dead,
and Christ will shine on you.


Virtue
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This straightforward passage from Paul tells us how we are to behave toward


one another as we sojourn in the Wilderness. Verse one sets the stage: we are to


model ourselves on Christ. We are to follow him by trying to be like him. Christ


is the pattern through which we can construct ourselves to be as he is. The


pattern is easily recognized. It is love.


Christ sacrificed himself for us. He was able to relinquish his earthly needs


and desires for us. But that is only half of it. Surrendering his self for us


constituted an offering and a sacrifice to God. Thus, the standard for sacrifice is


not our needs and desires as we might define them, but as God defines them.


Imploring Christ to place our needs ahead of others' honors neither God's will


nor Jesus's pattern for living. If we try to be like Jesus, our own needs must


always be evaluated in relation to others'.


"Sweet smelling" (v. 2—other translations use "fragrant") is an apt


description of living lives of respectful appreciation for one another.


Consideration, toleration, generosity, forbearance, affection, kindness, and


helpfulness are delightful ways to live. They smell sweet. They are fragrant.


We use similar language to evaluate others' behaviors and motives. "That


really stinks." "I smell a rat." An athlete "commits a foul." "That was really sweet


of you." A tennis racket has a "sweet spot." If we seek to minimize the foul-


smelling and maximize the fragrant in our relations with one another, we are


that much closer to imitating Christ.


Vice


Paul then goes on to list three areas of concern: sexual vice, impurity, and


greed (v. 3). Each of these were of concern to Judaism since the Exodus, when


the 613 laws of the Torah came into being. Taken together, these three
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concerns define just about everything that can stand in the way of our


relationship with both God and our neighbors.


In verse five, he reveals how sexual vice, impurity, and greed function as the


trap of "worshipping a false god." Unlike the second commandment, he is not


talking about "other" gods. Rather, these are "false" gods. In other words, they


don't really exist. At least, not as gods. They are backwaters in the river of life;


illusions on the path to righteousness; hollow, lifeless forms that delude us into


thinking there is something there. They are, quite simply, devices we employ to


place our own needs above those of others.


Vice, impurity and greed share one thing in common: Ulterior motives.


Actions that are contaminated by vice, impurity or greed are done not for their


own sake, but to obtain something from them that satisfies a need of the one


who acts. For example, sex is clearly not the issue for Paul. Rather, he refers to


sexual vice. Sexual vice eschews the transformative pleasure of intertwining


soul and body with another in favor of what essentially amounts to


masturbation: We gratify ourselves without concern for the other. Rather than a


mutual sacrifice to another and to God, sex becomes a means of obtaining


something that may be otherwise lacking in our lives.


That's the darkness that obscures the light of Christ (vs. 8 & 11). Anything


done in secret cuts us off from others. Dirty dealing, exploitation and


manipulation, self-destruction, all require concealment for their existence. One


could easily equate darkness with lack of consciousness, either our own or


others'. Either way, the goal is to hide what we are doing, for if either others or


we are aware, we might not be able to do it.
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Awareness of others' needs in any given situation requires that we be open


to their input and feedback. Encouraging such feedback often brings up those


aspects of our motives and behaviors of which we would prefer to be unaware.


Without it, we can become isolated in our own assumptions about what will


gratify our and others' needs and desires.


Assumptions in the service of sexual vice, impurity and greed also become


like false gods. They can dictate our behavior, but they can never deliver on


their promises. Because they constantly deceive us, pursuing them leads only


to the compulsion to pursue them further.


False Gods Are Diachronic


Essentially, false gods are materialistic. They are diachronic, presuming to


offer us something concrete, attainable, an end product that we can hold in our


hands (existentially, if not actually). The problem is that we never get it. The


end result never happens, existing only as a lure on the horizon of our


awareness that slips away the harder we pursue it.


Relationship with God and with one another is synchronic. From a


diachronic perspective, it pursues a goal that is ultimately unattainable. But,


the rewards of relationship are never found in some idealized state of affairs or


in some end product that we can possess. Like virtue, relationship is its own


reward. The process of engaging in relationship is the product. Unlike false


gods, pursuing relationship with God and neighbor rewards us every step of the


way. There is no goal other than the purest being with another.


Exploitation means that we give up those ongoing dialogues with others that


constantly modify our behaviors and desires. How can we gain our own ends if


we listen to others? How can we be assured of having what we want, of
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possessing the final product, if we allow others to sway us from the path?


Better to pursue our goals without the knowledge of others.


If we are selling cigarettes, better that people not know that smoking causes


cancer. If we are selling a car that is not worth the money, better the buyer be


unaware. If we want to possess someone else's body for our own pleasure,


better to give them the illusion that we care about them.


If we allow relationship with others to complicate pursuit of the gratification


of our needs and desires, we may not get what we want. For many, this is an


uninhabitable Wilderness. It leaves too many things up in the air. The end


result is too unpredictable. Frustration and confusion complicate our lives. How


can we achieve our ends if we are constantly opening ourselves to the


challenges of others?


Paul exhorts us to dwell in that Wilderness, to reflect upon our needs and


desires. In verse 10, he says: "Try to discover what the Lord wants of you." What


a task that is! Yet such a search has many intrinsic rewards. The process by


which we try to discover what God wants from us is far more gratifying than


clinging to the illusion of knowing exactly what to do in all circumstances.


The materialistic fallacy is exactly what led to the 613 laws of the Torah. We


often prefer the presumed, yet transitory, certainty of statute to the limitless


and uncontrollable Grace of God. Jesus tried to assist us in this dilemma. He


summarized those 613 laws and commandments in two: love God and your


neighbor. In other words, the ongoing process of relationship is far more


important that the mechanistic application of laws.
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Light in the Darkness


Only then can we dwell in the light (vs. 8, 13 & 14). But even this light is not


a full light, complete in its radiance, illuminating all and leaving no shadows. It


is a dawning light, whose limitless increase is a source of joy and wonder on a


daily basis, for it illuminates all the ambiguities, confusions, and uncertainties


that Law cannot finesse. We call our efforts to embrace that light discernment


and formation.


It's like the birth of a child. Children do not come into the world preformed


for the remainder of their lives. They are exercises in becoming. When they are


newly born, we recognize features of their physical appearance and


personalities that will endure throughout their lives. But, we do not know what


they will be like at three, or six, or twelve, or sixteen, or twenty-five, or forty, or


sixty-five, or eighty. Life is an ongoing process of discovery.


Authentic relationship with God and neighbor is like an ever-dawning and


increasing light. Through openness, dialogue, tolerance, and affection we learn


more about ourselves and others every day. We luxuriate in endless discovery.


Again, we don't always like synchronic relationship. The diachronic fallacy of


acquiring material possessions sings a siren's song. Trying to possess others,


however, is like trying to possess light. Grasping at it may illuminate our


hands, but it can never be contained therein. Better to be fascinated by what


light reveals than to try to possess light. As Paul says in verse 14, "anything


illuminated is itself a light." We become light only when we are illuminated.


And so, we must wake up. "Wake up, sleeper," says Paul, "rise from the


dead, and Christ will shine on you" (v. 14). Sexual vice, impurity, and greed


trap us in the materia of the moment. They rely on darkness for their existence.
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When others know that these are our motives, they rarely cooperate with us. To


seduce them into submitting to our will, we must keep them in the dark.


If we find our greatest joy in the process of mutual discovery, however, light


reigns. Ceaselessly revealing the complexities of our souls in openness to one


another joins us with eternity. We awaken from the diachronic darkness of


sleep to participate fully in the continual synchronic unfolding of God's


creation. We bask in the light of Christ's glory.


Our final passage for this Fourth Sunday in Lent provides a wonderful


example of this lesson. Jesus gets into trouble with the authorities for curing a


man's blindness on the Sabbath. For those who cling to materialistic


assumptions, Law always trumps Grace. Those Pharisees who were


fundamentalists simply could not accept Christ's triumph of Grace over Law.


Let's see how it all turns out.


John 9


1. As he went along, he saw a man who had been blind from birth.
2. His disciples asked him, "Rabbi, who sinned, this man or his parents, that he
should have been born blind?"
3. `Neither he nor his parents sinned," Jesus answered, "he was born blind so that
the works of God might be revealed in him.
4. `As long as day lasts
we must carry out the work of the one who sent me;
the night will soon be here when no one can work.
5. As long as I am in the world
I am the light of the world."
6. Having said this, he spat on the ground, made a paste with the spittle, put this
over the eyes of the blind man,
7. and said to him, "Go and wash in the Pool of Siloam" (the name means "one who
has been sent"). So he went off and washed and came back able to see.
8. His neighbors and the people who used to see him before (for he was a beggar)
said, "Isn't this the man who used to sit and beg?"
9. Some said, "Yes, it is the same one." Others said, "No, but he looks just like him."
The man himself said, "Yes, I am the one."
10. So they said to him, "Then how is it that your eyes were opened?"
11. He answered, "The man called Jesus made a paste, daubed my eyes with it and
said to me, `Go off and wash at Siloam'; so I went, and when I washed I gained my
sight."
12. They asked, "Where is he?" He answered, "I don't know."
13. They brought to the Pharisees the man who had been blind.
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14. It had been a Sabbath day when Jesus made the paste and opened the man's eyes,
15. so when the Pharisees asked him how he had gained his sight, he said, "He put a paste on my
eyes, and I washed, and I can see."
16. Then some of the Pharisees said, "That man cannot be from God: he does not keep the
Sabbath." Others said, "How can a sinner produce signs like this?" And there was division among
them.
17. So they spoke to the blind man again, "What have you to say about him yourself, now that he
has opened your eyes?" The man answered, "He is a prophet."
18. However, the Jews would not believe that the man had been blind without first sending for the
parents of the man who had gained his sight and
19. asking them, "Is this man really the son of yours who you say was born blind? If so, how is it
that he is now able to see?"
20. His parents answered, "We know he is our son and we know he was born blind,
21. but how he can see, we don't know, nor who opened his eyes. Ask him. He is old enough: let
him speak for himself."
22. His parents spoke like this out of fear of the Jews, who had already agreed to ban from the
synagogue anyone who should acknowledge Jesus as the Christ.
23. This was why his parents said, "He is old enough; ask him."
24. So the Jews sent for the man again and said to him, "Give glory to God! We are satisfied that
this man is a sinner."
25. The man answered, "Whether he is a sinner I don't know; all I know is that I was blind and
now I can see."
26. They said to him, "What did he do to you? How did he open your eyes?"
27. He replied, "I have told you once and you wouldn't listen. Why do you want to hear it all
again? Do you want to become his disciples yourselves?")
28. At this they hurled abuse at him, "It is you who are his disciple, we are disciples
of Moses:
29. we know that God spoke to Moses, but as for this man, we don't know where he
comes from."
30. The man replied, "That is just what is so amazing! You don't know where he
comes from and he has opened my eyes!
31. We know that God doesn't listen to sinners, but God does listen to people who
are devout and do his will.
32. Ever since the world began it is unheard of for anyone to open the eyes of
someone born blind;
33. if this man were not from God, he wouldn't have been able to do anything."
34. They retorted, "Are you trying to teach us, and you a sinner through and
through ever since you were born!" And they ejected him.
35. Jesus heard they had ejected him, and when he found him he said to him, "Do
you believe in the Son of man?"
36. `Sir," the man replied, "tell me who he is so that I may believe in him."
37. Jesus said, "You have seen him; he is speaking to you."
38. The man said, "Lord, I believe," and worshipped him.


This story of the restoration of the blind man's sight in John 9 is an


excellent example of the tension between Law and Grace. That tension was ever


presenting Christ's work among us. It remains so today. The most important


lesson to be learned is that the more we cling to the need for concrete,
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graspable criteria upon which to base our perceptions and behaviors, the more


we are prone to place Law (and its analogs) above Grace.


Blind or Asleep?


Many of Paul's themes are echoed in this extraordinary Gospel account of


restoring the blind man's sight. Most obvious is Paul's challenge to us to "wake


up!" To be blind is one thing. That simply happens to us. We can do nothing


about it. To be unable to see while asleep, however, has a remedy. We can wake


up. We could open our eyes and see. Unfortunately, we often don't. It takes too


much effort. We'd rather stay unconscious.


Along with this goes the theme of Jesus being the light of the world. We need


light to see. When we are in darkness, it doesn't matter if our eyes are open or


closed. As Paul said, it is those things done in secret that cannot bear the


openness of light.


Finally, there is the matter of those 613 laws to which we resort when we


shy away from reliance solely upon God. Laws enable us to rely on our own


judgment. That, however, is tantamount to living with our eyes only half-


opened.


Consequently, this story sets up a dual level of eye-opening. The first


pertains to the blind man. The second applies to being asleep. The first cure


takes; the second doesn't.


Remember how, in Genesis 3:5, the serpent in the Garden of Eden promised


Eve that if she ate the apple, her eyes would be opened and she would be like


the gods? The promise was that she would be able to differentiate good from


evil. That, of course, was the beginning of the need for those 613 laws of the


Torah, the promise of which was that we would be able to decide on our own
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what is good and what is evil. Not without cause do we consider the origin of all


our woes to be in that one act of eating the apple.


Blind people negotiate life deprived of one of the senses. Especially in


societies where machines do not do a large amount of the work, the blind often


depend on others to help them along. In view of the fact that the other senses


often become more sophisticated to fill in for what is missing, those without


sight are in some ways at a disadvantage relative to those with sight, in other


ways at an advantage. For example, the movie "Wait Until Dark" portrayed a


blind woman who was at the mercy of her attacker until evening fell and the


lights went out, whereupon she gained the upper hand.


In the Eyes of the Law


So, we have a very ambiguous situation at the beginning of our story. The


blind man is seen as a sinner because he has broken one of the 613 laws,


namely, that which says that nothing blemished is acceptable to God as a


sacrifice.12 While this originally warned against offering as sacrifices to God that


which we wanted to get rid of anyway, it inevitably became stretched to include


people who were handicapped. Their state was seen to be, as one of the


disciples articulates, a result of the sins of the parents (v. 2). In other words, a


handicapped child was a curse levied upon the parents because they were bad.


Contrary to expectations, Jesus advises that no one sinned. In this case, it


provides an occasion for God's Grace (v. 3). This tells us that nothing that we


judge unworthy is beyond God's Grace. Likewise, trying to activate God's Grace


through our own efforts often leaves us scratching our heads at the equanimity


with which God dispenses favors. Jesus says that God "causes the sun to rise


12
Leviticus 22:22
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on bad men as well as good, and his rain to fall on honest and dishonest men


alike."13 Paul says "that there will be a resurrection of good men and bad men


alike."14


Jesus reminds his disciples that "As long as day lasts we must carry out the


work of the one who sent me; the night will soon be here when no one can


work" (v. 4). Moreover, he is "the light of the world" (v. 5). Who better to bring


light into the darkness of blindness? Who better to enlighten our blindness?


Making a paste of dirt and spit, he begins the process that results in the blind


man's sight being restored.


Just how miserable we become in our attempts to play God is epitomized by


those Pharisees whose obsession with Law leaves them little room for miracles,


sudden turns of events, or the compassion of God's Grace. Rather than


rejoicing in the cure of the blind man, they find themselves disquieted.


Something unexplainable has happened. There is danger in the air. Jesus is


becoming too popular, too challenging to their ways of thinking.


The parents are consulted. Facts must be gathered. A case must be made.


Explanations must be formulated. People must be accused. The movement


must be stopped.


In the Eyes of God


The light of Christ gives these fundamentalist Pharisees a choice: To


embrace the light that exists beyond the horizon of their control, or to remain


imprisoned in the darkness of their need for self-assurance. We often find


ourselves in similar positions. Rarely are we confronted in our personal lives


13
Matthew 5:45


14
Acts 24:15
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with something as dramatic as the restoration of sight, and even then we can


take comfort in a multitude of scientific theories to explain how such things can


happen. We generally do not like the unexplainable. Events that occur beyond


our control (or beyond the perceived control of explanation) threaten our self-


efficacy. Like traumatic experiences, they undermine our illusions of self-


preservation.


Yet, this is exactly what is required for God's redeeming grace to enter into


our lives. The blind man does not ask Jesus how he intends to cure his sight.


Nor does Jesus ask him if he wants his sight cured, whether he would mind if


Jesus put a paste of dirt and spit on his eyes.


The story is not repeated in the other gospels, so we have only this account


in the Fourth Gospel. The narrative is unusually free of editorial comment.


Everything just happens. That far less space is taken up by the cure itself than


with the fallout from it may be the point of the story.


Those Pharisees who found Jesus threatening tried to marshal the Law onto


their side. For them, the Law was God on earth—essentially, God incarnate.


They believed that until the Messiah came to liberate them, the Law would take


care of them. It told them how to live. It formed a bulwark against those who


would take advantage of people and situations to further their own agendas. It


preserved the best that we could offer to God and pointed out the pitfalls of


trying to be our own moral authorities.


For most Jews, the Law was a living, organic presence. It was open to


debate, provided a framework for analysis of the stories in the Torah, and


constantly challenged perceptions and assumptions. In many ways, it was a
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leveling device. Applicable to all, to some degree it lessened differences among


people.


For the Pharisees who were uncomfortable with Jesus, however, the Law


was a rigid template to be placed on all human situations. Their interpretation


of Law had little life and spirit. Rather, it provided the diachronic assurance


that they could be in charge of their destiny. It comforted the fear that God


might abandon them. In their eyes, that abandonment had less to do with the


vagaries of history or the evil of the power-obsessed than with God's


punishment for not living right.


Consequently, Jesus was a threat to their self-confidence. They saw him not


only as a thorn in the side of their assumptions and perceptions, but also as a


potential activator of God's wrath. If the Law was not respected, God might


wreak havoc upon the people again. Moreover, Israel was under Roman


Occupation. People had to watch what they said and did. Even worse, the


Romans were goyim, "unclean," and thusly contaminating the country by their


very presence. This could not be pleasing to God, who would expect the Chosen


People to re-double their efforts to keep the Law. Any lapses might be seen by


God as acceding to the horrors of Roman pagan worship.


Pharisees Are Us


Whether or not the Pharisees felt these things is a matter of conjecture. But


we do know a fair amount about how we feel when threatened. We become


afraid. The smallest decisions take on great magnitude. What one member of


the group does or fails to do can threaten the security of the entire group. The


past dominates the present as security becomes increasingly a function of the


familiar.
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In other words, we are never more blind than when we are under threat. The


theme of "wake up!" that permeates all of our readings today culminates in the


fear the Pharisees have with regard to Jesus's preaching and activities. Far from


providing comfort and inspiration, Jesus's message of salvation is simply


apostasy.


The blind man and his parents are well aware of this when the Pharisees


question them. They are Jews themselves. They have little patience with—even


fear—the Pharisees, whose powers of argumentation give them enormous


influence over the decisions of the religious leaders. Pharisees are the lawyers of


the day. They could deny people access to the synagogue, and thus to salvation.


Pharisees are skilled at confrontational argument, the theological traditional


of Judaism. The blind man and his parents know how futile it is to argue with


them. So, they simply present the facts. When asked what they think of the


facts, that is, how they interpret them, they see the trap. The parents finally


defer to their son, who is old enough to answer for himself (v. 23).


The son, who has regained his sight, has little to fear from the Pharisees.


He's been an outcast all his life. In their eyes, his handicap prevents him from


being acceptable to God. Now that his sight is restored, the handicap no longer


exists. The sin that is seen by the theology of the day to be the cause of his


handicap is redeemed. Now, not only is the son no longer unacceptable, but his


parents are also freed from the accusation that they have sinned. Jesus wipes


the slate clean.


The son has nothing to lose by confronting the Pharisees. What results is


the kind of confrontational argument at which the Pharisees are so skilled. But


the blind man holds the trump. He has experienced a phenomenon not covered
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by the law. His argument in verses 30-33 is airtight. Only God could perform


miracles, so Jesus must have some profound relationship with God. The


Pharisees exercise their only available trump: They throw him out.


Wake Up!


The story reminds us of how easily we become so blinded by what we


presume to know that we cannot see the truth standing right in front of us. It is


the same with God's choice of the smallest and youngest son to be the King of


Israel. It permeates Psalm 51. It resonates in the last verse of the passage from


Paul. We consistently fail to recognize that Grace surrounds us every moment of


our lives. Clinging to the known, we make of it a god. While much of what we


know certainly does bring us closer to God, much does not.


The key is faith. When Jesus hears that the man who was cured of his


blindness has been kicked out of the synagogue, he seeks him out. When he


finds him, he reveals to him yet another insight, namely that Jesus himself is


the Son of Man, the Messiah, the Christ. Having experienced the reality of God's


intervention in history (in this case, his own), the blind man is able to see not


only the world around him, but the living power of God that so permeates that


world, as well. His theological eyes have been opened along with his physical


eyes.


The Pharisees, however, seem to have learned nothing. Like us, they cling to


the known as their compass in diachronic time. And so, we hear God's


challenge to us: "Wake up!" We must be wary of our assumptions so that they


do not blind us to that which does not fit. God is synchronic: Constant renewal.


We cannot see what is new if we are blinded by what is old. We must leave the


supposed Promised Land of our own self-assurance, where all is familiar and
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predictable, and return to the Wilderness, where all is new, where God truly


lives.
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FIFTH SUNDAY


Every lesson on this last Sunday speaks of God's Grace. Beginning with


Ezekial and the dry bones; proceeding through the psalm, which speaks of


redemption; through Paul's epistle that describes our new life when we


foreswear our sinful ways; to the Gospel account of the raising of Lazarus from


the dead; the message is the same: God's Grace permeates and transcends the


limitations of the Creation.


To prepare ourselves to meditate on God's Grace, let us begin with the


Collect for the Fifth Sunday in Lent:


Almighty God, you alone can bring into order the unruly wills and affections
of sinners: Grant your people grace to love what you command and desire
what you promise; that, among the swift and varied changes of the world,
our hearts may surely there be fixed where true joys are to be found; through
Jesus Christ our Lord, who lives and reigns with you and the Holy Spirit, one
God, now and for ever. Amen.


Ezekiel 37:1-3(4-10)11-14


1. The hand of Yahweh was on me; he carried me away by the spirit of Yahweh and
set me down in the middle of the valley, a valley full of bones.
2. He made me walk up and down and all around among them. There were vast
quantities of these bones on the floor of the valley; and they were completely dry.
3. He said to me, "Son of man, can these bones live?" I said, "You know, Lord
Yahweh."
4. He said, "Prophesy over these bones. Say, `Dry bones, hear the word of Yahweh.
5. The Lord Yahweh says this to these bones: I am now going to make breath enter you, and you
will live.
6. I shall put sinews on you, I shall make flesh grow on you, I shall cover you with skin and give
you breath, and you will live; and you will know that I am Yahweh.' "
7. I prophesied as I had been ordered. While I was prophesying, there was a noise, a clattering
sound; it was the bones coming together.
8. And as I looked, they were covered with sinews; flesh was growing on them and skin was
covering them, yet there was no breath in them.
9. He said to me, "Prophesy to the breath; prophesy, son of man. Say to the breath, `The Lord
Yahweh says this: Come from the four winds, breath; breathe on these dead, so that they come to
life!' "
10. I prophesied as he had ordered me, and the breath entered them; they came to life and stood
up on their feet, a great, an immense army.
11. Then he said, "Son of man, these bones are the whole House of Israel. They keep
saying, `Our bones are dry, our hope has gone; we are done for.'
12. So, prophesy. Say to them, `The Lord Yahweh says this: I am now going to open
your graves; I shall raise you from your graves, my people, and lead you back to the
soil of Israel.
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13. And you will know that I am Yahweh, when I open your graves and raise you
from your graves, my people,
14. and put my spirit in you, and you revive, and I resettle you on your own soil.
Then you will know that I, Yahweh, have spoken and done this, declares the Lord
Yahweh.' "


Ezekiel is a prophet. God calls him "Son of Man." Through him, God works


the miracle of bringing the dry bones to life. The blind man in last Sunday's


Gospel lesson most certainly knew this story, which is part of the prophetic


tradition. Thus, when his sight was restored, he would naturally see Jesus as


the same kind of prophet as Ezekiel, namely, a "Son of Man."


Incidentally, while Jesus referred to himself as "Son of Man," he never


referred to himself as "Son of God." The Fourth Gospel has many references to,


and a long discourse on, Jesus as Son to the Father. Yet, only there do we find


Jesus suggesting that he is the Son of God.1 In John 6:69 Peter refers to Jesus


as the Son of God and in 20:31, the Gospeler follows suit. To the degree that


Jesus ever actually referred to himself as the Son of the Father is a matter of


some conjecture, for it could easily have been the disciples only available


metaphor for understanding Jesus's relationship with the Godhead. We don't


know the answer.


Life and Death


Both this passage from Ezekiel and Gospel speak of the raising of the dead.


The psalm and the passage from Romans help us to understand what this is all


about. We read them as believers. For us, God can do anything, so raising the


dead is not surprising. We even sing of this passage from Ezekiel in a rousing


Spiritual.2 The raising of Lazarus from the dead is also familiar. Hearing these


1 John 10:36, 11:4
2


"Now, hear the words of the Lord."
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passages over and over and singing the spiritual normalizes God's miraculous


powers. They become routine, an everyday part of life, even expected.


As well they should be. God's ability to create life anywhere and at anytime


is as common and expectable as the daybreak mentioned in the psalm. Life is


everywhere within us and all around us. We are so used to it that it fails to


surprise us.


Until, that is, life becomes tenuous. When death becomes imminent, when


crops fail, when violence threatens, we become suddenly and horrifyingly aware


of how fragile life can be. We implore God to reverse it. Never do we pray more


fervently than when life is at stake. We feel betrayed and confused when our


prayers seem unanswered; relieved, grateful, and even justified when they are.


Yet, God clearly does not see things the way we do. For God, life is not


transitory, but permanent. Life infuses every part of Creation. Death is the


name we give to life transformed. We often confuse life with the forms it takes at


the moment.


The Fifth Sunday in Lent brings us to the threshold of Jesus's death upon


the Cross. This yearly experience is not only a process of recollection, a


recalling of something that once happened, but a celebration of a fundamental


truth of existence, namely, that life is ongoing and permanent. What happened


once always is. Only the trappings change. Death truly is a part of life.


We could have learned this in the Wilderness. At first glance, everything


there appears dead; bare rock, endless arid earth, wizened flora, dry scaly


fauna. Not a place for life. It recalls Ezekiel and the dry bones. To our eyes, the


Wilderness is a place of imminent non-being. Everywhere is that which reminds
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us of death. Our impending deaths—something we usually manage not to think


about—hits us squarely in the Wilderness.


This is the setting for Ezekiel's encounter with the dry bones. God "sets


[him] down in the middle of the valley, a valley full of bones" (v. 1). The allegory


is apt. This is a graveyard. Like graves, it is deeper than the surrounding earth.


Like graves, it is full of lifeless bones. This is where life meets its end. In this


case, the end has come to Israel.


Verses 11-14 confirm the metaphor. Driven into exile (the Babylonian


captivity), the Israelites are certain that God has abandoned them. As in all


tragedies, many believe that their sins are to blame. Ezekiel 36:16ff, which


precedes this passage, says as much. But to see the lesson only as that would


be to miss the larger point.


The reason for their exile and the destruction of life as they knew it has less


to do with sinning against God than with choosing to leave the Wilderness in


the first place. Consequently, God does not take Ezekiel to Babylon (the place of


exile) to view the dry bones. Ezekiel finds himself in the Wilderness, in a valley,


in a graveyard. Here are all those who no longer have life. Nothing is left but the


human infrastructure—the hard, dry bones.


Wilderness Bones


Bones are strong and difficult to destroy. Under the right conditions, they


can last for millennia. They are the last of the body to decompose. As such, they


bear the image of the body beyond death. A skeleton reflects the legs, arms,


torso, and head, which clearly identify it as human or animal. Perhaps that is


why skeletons can seem so creepy: They bear the image of that which they once


were.
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Bones are also dry. While we tend to equate life with water (see our previous


meditations) and death with desiccation, to do so is to judge through


appearances. Even though the Wilderness may seem like a waterless, dry and


lifeless place, there more than anywhere else have the prophets encountered


God. During the Exodus, no one was claimed by the perceived dangers of the


Wilderness: None died of thirst, starved to death, died of heat stroke, was killed


by wild animals, or became so lost that they were never found.


The Wilderness is full of life and revelation. Nevertheless, it is not a place


where we can indulge the fantasy that we are our own guarantors of life. The


dry bones that Ezekiel saw were not the remnants of people who died in the


Wilderness. Rather, they were the remains of those whose hope in God's Grace


had been extinguished by exile. Living flesh had moldered away. They could not


see that the spiritual Wilderness is where we all dwell. They mistook real estate


for Grace.


When God presents the dry bones to Ezekiel, God affirms that Grace can


turn them into living flesh. Grace is the sustenance of the Wilderness. Those


who lost hope in exile failed to realize that death is not an event, but a part of


the life process. Thus, bringing the dry bones back to life is not a one-time


affair, but an honoring of an imbedded truth, namely, that death is part of life.


Death never trumps Grace.


The resurrection of the dry bones demonstrates how life-giving the


Wilderness can be. In the Wilderness we are completely dependent upon God.


Here, we can attain that ideal relationship of love and trust solely with God that


eludes us when we are immersed in assurances of our own making: houses,


apartment buildings; farms, distribution networks, supermarkets; ambulances,
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hospitals; reservoirs, sewage treatment plants; roads, cars, trucks, airplanes,


trains; theaters, schools, universities; police, judiciary systems, governments;


churches, mosques, synagogues. While all are necessary for daily living, they


can easily become substitutes for faith in God. We too easily put our trust in


them as they reassure us of the illusion that we are the captains of our own


destinies, rather than God.


None is evil, bad, or negative in its own right. Each has a very constructive


role to play. Who could dispute the value of educating ourselves, preparing for


eventualities, ensuring that we all get along in a civil fashion? What we must


watch out for is our inclination to believe that these aspects of culture can


either guarantee what they promise or substitute for God. Due to our addiction


to control, that which we establish often seems more secure than that for which


we depend upon God. God is not always accessible to our eyes. That which we


(presume to) have created is.


That is the prophets' dilemma. How can people who have become blinded to


the omnipresence and ubiquity of God be led to see? How can we be shaken


from our fixation on worlds of our own making? How can we be sensitized to the


presence of God that calls to us around the edges of our own conceit? How can


we see beyond the diachronic entrapments of linear existence to the synchronic


presence of God?


That was Ezekiel's dilemma (as it was Jeremiah's, Moses's, Elijah's, and


every prophet's down through Jesus). The solution to the dilemma is always the


same—retreat to the Wilderness. Whether this retreat is enforced through


disaster or formation, the result is the same: only through demythologizing


illusions of control can we perceive God's love and care for us. In other words,
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we can perceive God's providence only when we most accurately perceive the


limitations of our own. Our perception is conditioned too much by the here and


now. God's is eternal.


That is the great lesson of the Wilderness. Ezekiel knew it and saw it


dramatically enforced with the dry bones. David also understood it, as Psalm


130 so poetically explores. Let us see where David leads us.


Psalm 130


1. From the depths I call to you, Yahweh:


2. Lord, hear my cry.
Listen attentively
to the sound of my pleading!


3. If you kept a record of our sins,
Lord, who could stand their ground?


4. But with you is forgiveness,
that you may be revered.


5. I rely, my whole being relies,
Yahweh, on your promise.


6. My whole being hopes in the Lord,
more than watchmen for daybreak;
more than watchmen for daybreak


7. let Israel hope in Yahweh.
For with Yahweh is faithful love,
with him generous ransom;


8. and he will ransom Israel
from all its sins.


How desperately we call to God when we fall into the depths, down where it's


dark and isolated. The force of our descent pulls us ever more deeply into the


unknown. Down and deep, we lose our connection with all that is familiar.


Faith evaporates. We become obsessed with the memory of that which plunged


us downward, be it heartache, failure, confusion, disappointment, betrayal,


abandonment, rebuke, or brokenness.
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Singing in the Darkness


Psalms are songs. However hopeless our situation, they continue to ring out


in song. This lament is David's song in the darkness. However far we fall, we


must never to forget how to sing. We must never believe that we have fallen so


far from God that our voices cannot be heard. The deeper the gloom, the more


brilliant the song.


Psalm 130 is an eloquent testimony to faith. The major point of orientation


is our sinful nature and how God responds to it. The very first verse


establishes the psalmist's relationship with God as the song's context. Thus,


the psalm gives us an experience of what it describes. It is participatory theatre,


if you will. As once David called to God from the depths of his despair, now so


can we. Singing along with David, we acknowledge God's eternal presence. God


is in eternity. God is eternity.


Verse 2 recalls the reciprocity that exists in our relationship with God. We


know God listens to us. We call upon God assured of being heard. We can even


come very close to commanding God to hear our cry, to "listen attentively to the


sound of my pleading." Faith is knowledge of God's Grace.


Verses 3-5 describe how our sinfulness alienates us from God. Such


sinfulness is not entirely within our control, for try as we may, we continue to


sin. But God ignores the history of our sinfulness and refuses to keep records.


God transforms diachronic time and space through eternal presence. God


redeems history so that it is not solely a consequence of our sins. God hears


our cry and rescues us. Our "whole being" rely on God's "promise."


In verse six, David reiterates that his "whole being hopes in the Lord." This


is an excellent description of faith. But faith is not always easy. Freeing
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ourselves from preoccupations with diachronic time and space to embrace the


inscrutable synchronic presence of God can be a challenge. It takes practice. It


takes discernment and formation.


Remember our description of synchronic functioning as the pulley that


moves the diachronic clothesline?3 We are the architects of God's Will only


synchronically, never diachronically. Our views of the future (where the


clothesline is going) are fantasy only. We must never impose them on others.


Our job is to be the pulleys in the machinery of history, the design and purpose


of which is concisely expressed in the Two Great Commandments. By observing


them, we function in history smoothly, efficiently, and faithfully. We may


certainly implore others to do the same. Where the clothesline is going,


however, is not up to us.


The Wrong Lyrics


Many of the Old Testament authors identify with the clothesline rather than


the pulley. They see the Chosen People as the essential engine of destiny. The


prophets recognize that such a view can be accurate only in the moment, for


God's Will is greatly facilitated when humans behave appropriately toward one


another.


That prophets are evaluated on their ability to foretell the future (discern the


clothesline) reveals a diachronic fallacy. No one sees the future. The Greek


perspective that we go through life facing backwards, seeing only what has


occurred and never what is to be, is nevermore accurate than in describing our


relationship with the Will of God.


3
See the Series Introduction.
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To conflate synchronic and diachronic dimensions of existence is to become


disoriented. Moses went to Egypt to free the Hebrews from the ill-treatment they


were experiencing from Pharaoh. He was to intervene into a synchronic state of


affairs that was polluting diachronic history. Pharaoh was a pulley that wasn't


operating properly.


God makes no mention of what is to happen to Pharaoh and the Israelites in


the diachronic future. Moses was simply to inform Pharaoh that he was not


behaving justly in the synchronic. When he refused to listen, God initiated an


series of actions to alert him to his error. When God locates those actions in


human relationship, gathering all of the Egyptian first-born to his arms,


Pharaoh finally realizes how powerless he is to determine his destiny. The result


is the Exodus.


Wandering in the Wilderness was such a foreign experience that we


embraced the illusion that it was leading to something else. Unable to accept


our fate as pulleys, circling forever about the same axis, we behaved like a


clothesline that was moving in a particular direction, a Promised Land and its


(presumed) establishment of God’s reign on earth.


Thusly did we make an essential mistake: we substituted the diachronic for


the synchronic. To this day we believe that we are the agents of God's will not in


how we treat each other, but in how we force them to conform to our clothesline


illusions, which we profess to be the Will of God.


Of course, there are many throughout history who recognize and try to


correct this error. It's a difficult task, however. Embracing the diachronic


fantasy grants us the illusion of knowing where we are going. Who wouldn't


prefer that to simply rotating in place?
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It's hard to implement God's Will when seduced by diachronic fallacies.


Simply doing the right thing synchronically without knowing where it's leading


diachronically can be disconcerting and disempowering. We prefer to know how


our efforts will pay off and to believe that we have God's blessing.4 But actually


our only role is to behave in ways that preserve the Two Great Commandments.


Authentic existence is confined to synchronic time. Striving to inhabit


diachronic time is simply presumptuous.


Saint Paul understood the difference. Rotating in place is eternity. Moving


from one place to another is history. The former is timeless. The latter is


imprisonment in time and space. Paul also knew that living sinfully in


synchronic time will not lead to good results in diachronic time.


Romans 6:16-23


16. You know well that if you undertake to be somebody's slave and obey him, you
are the slave of him you obey: you can be the slave either of sin which leads to death,
or of obedience which leads to saving justice.
17. Once you were slaves of sin, but thank God you have given whole-hearted
obedience to the pattern of teaching to which you were introduced;
18. and so, being freed from serving sin, you took uprightness as your master.
19. I am putting it in human terms because you are still weak human beings: as once
you surrendered yourselves as servants to immorality and to a lawlessness which
results in more lawlessness, now you have to surrender yourselves to uprightness
which is to result in sanctification.
20. When you were the servants of sin, you felt no obligation to uprightness,
21. and what did you gain from living like that? Experiences of which you are now
ashamed, for that sort of behaviour ends in death.
22. But, now you are set free from sin and bound to the service of God, your gain
will be sanctification and the end will be eternal life.
23. For the wage paid by sin is death; the gift freely given by God is eternal life in
Christ Jesus our Lord.


This passage from Paul articulates the difference between serving sin and


serving God. He begins by framing slavery to sin as a choice: we undertake to


be a slave of sin. Choosing sin rejects God and denies us "saving justice," or


4
We have actually been known to bless soldiers as we send them to war.
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righteousness (v. 16). This is a very different idea from that of falling into sin, or


being led into sin. Paul is very specific here. We do not unwittingly find


ourselves in sin. We choose it.


How is it that we could make such a dumb decision? In what may be the


most important phrase in the passage, Paul attributes freedom from the slavery


of sin to giving "whole-hearted obedience to the pattern of teaching to which you


were introduced" (v. 17). Note particularly the word "pattern," which is


translated in other versions as "form," or "standard." There is a crucial


difference between obedience to the immediate content of a teaching and


obedience to its pattern or form. The former tends toward legislation, as in Law.


The latter demands we see beyond the obvious and opens us to Grace.


Form or Content?


Consequently, pattern, form, and standard are synchronic. Transcending


time and place, they are synchronic: Independent of circumstances, always


applicable, neither derived from nor grounded in a particular moment or


location.


For Paul, Jesus is that "pattern of teaching" (v. 23). We are to follow Christ.


We are to be imitate Jesus. We are to treat others the way Jesus treated them.


We are to behave as Jesus behaved.


If we focus only on Jesus's words or on the specific circumstances of a


particular teaching, we do not have enough information to know what Jesus


would do in every situation. For example, Jesus taught nothing about abortion,


cloning, homosexuality, tithing, how to dispose of the wine after communion,


and so on. If we try to stretch the words themselves into what we consider to be
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analogous situations, we rarely gain a firm foothold in what we should or


should not do. Debates rage.


We do know, however, what kind of person he was. We know that he treated


others with openness and willingness to engage. At various times, he was


compassionate, loving, sensitive, bold, firm, masterful, skilled, tireless,


dedicated, empathic, angry, frustrated, impatient, fearful, despairing,


humorous, fun, fatherly, filial, and brotherly. We could, of course, choose


anyone of these as adequate responses to the situations in which we find


ourselves. To some degree, all would be perfectly appropriate ways of engaging


others. The problem is this: How do we know which is most appropriate for


which situation?


The answer, according to Paul, is quite simple: Follow the pattern, not the


content (v. 22). Jesus lived a life of devotion to God and service to humankind.


Devotion to God was perhaps the more difficult of the two, as God's Will was not


always discernible, even to God as son. Jesus professed to be doing "the Will of


my Father," but there were times when he pleaded with, bargained with, or


questioned what he saw as that Will. Nevertheless, service to others was a


constant that never varied.


The parallelism in verse 19 is the focal point of the passage. Where once we


surrendered to sin, now we must surrender to righteousness. Our behavior in


both cases is the same, surrender. Only that to which we surrender changes.


Here again, the focus is on the synchronic. Surrender must be a constantly


repeated action. That to which we surrender influences how the diachronic


plays out in history.
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God's Will manifests synchronically in Creation. How we are to treat each


other is eternally consistent. Only when desires, presumptions, and willfulness


color our interpretations of God's Will do things become murky. This is


especially the case when the synchronic truth of God's Will interferes with our


desire to control the diachronic dimensions of Creation.


To try to engineer diachronic time according to our own expectations is to


make history a function more of our free will than of God's unilateral


intervention. Thus, for example, God can offer the Christ for our redemption,


but we can kill him. Amazingly, God does not prevent us from acting with


stupidity, cupidity, and avarice. Grace can redeem the negative consequences of


our actions that are generated in diachronic time if we recognize our sinfulness,


confess and repent of what we have done. Paul recognized that the diachronic


consequences of our free-will killing of the Christ were synchronically redeemed


by God's Grace (v. 23).


Synchronic Grace in Diachronic Creation


This may be the most important point of these Cycle A readings in Lent.


Creation without God equals diachronic time and space. Its beginning-to-end


from-here-to-there progress-through-time is a function of the limitations of


Creation, which came into existence in a moment in time and presumably will


cease to exist at some point in the future.


Diachronic time has no place in eternity, where God acts synchronically—


always in the same manner. Grace is timeless. It always is as it always is.5


Grace can influence diachronic outcomes through God's eternal, synchronic


presence in Creation.
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Predestination is not diachronic. Often interpreted as God's plan for our


lives, predestination simply means that if we live our lives synchronically,


always and endlessly repeating acts of openness, love and acceptance toward


God, one another, and the Creation, then God's Will is being done. When we


use religion to influence what we perceive to be God's control over events,


however, religion becomes little more than magic.


To surrender control over events is to find ourselves in the Wilderness,


where we must live synchronically without trying to control what occurs


diachronically. Our influence should be manifested only through trying to


amplify God's Grace in a historical world.


Even Jesus could not foresee how events in diachronic time would work out.


Nevertheless, God's Will is not inscrutable. God's Will is that Grace permeate


Creation. Rather than imploring God to control outcomes in diachronic time, we


should seek to act as mediators of God's Grace synchronically, over and over


again throughout eternity.


Christ brought an entirely new paradigm to humankind. His message was


always and everywhere the same: the Will of God creates or alters history only


through how we treat others. In the following passage from John, we meet once


again the theme of death and resurrection that we read in Ezekiel. Let's view it


through both synchronic and diachronic lenses and see how well each


determines the outcome of events.


5
In the same manner that God is love, God's name is Grace (cf: our meditation


on the Old Testament lesson on the Third Sunday in Lent, Cycle C).
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John 11:(1-16)17-44


1. There was a man named Lazarus of Bethany, the village of Mary and her sister, Martha, and he
was ill.
2. It was the same Mary, the sister of the sick man Lazarus, who anointed the Lord with ointment
and wiped his feet with her hair.
3. The sisters sent this message to Jesus, "Lord, the man you love is ill."
4. On receiving the message, Jesus said, "This sickness will not end in death, but it is for God's
glory so that through it the Son of God may be glorified."
5. Jesus loved Martha and her sister and Lazarus,
6. yet when he heard that he was ill he stayed where he was for two more days
7. before saying to the disciples, "Let us go back to Judaea."
8. The disciples said, "Rabbi, it is not long since the Jews were trying to stone you; are you going
back there again?"
9. Jesus replied:
Are there not twelve hours in the day?
No one who walks in the daytime stumbles,
having the light of this world to see by;
10. anyone who walks around at night stumbles,
having no light as a guide.
11. He said that and then added, "Our friend Lazarus is at rest; I am going to wake him."
12. The disciples said to him, "Lord, if he is at rest he will be saved."
13. Jesus was speaking of the death of Lazarus, but they thought that by "rest" he meant "sleep";
14. so Jesus put it plainly, "Lazarus is dead;
15. and for your sake I am glad I was not there because now you will believe. But let us go to him."
16. Then Thomas, known as the Twin, said to the other disciples, "Let us also go to die with him.")
17. On arriving, Jesus found that Lazarus had been in the tomb for four days
already.
18. Bethany is only about two miles from Jerusalem,
19. and many Jews had come to Martha and Mary to comfort them about their
brother.
20. When Martha heard that Jesus was coming she went to meet him. Mary
remained sitting in the house.
21. Martha said to Jesus, "Lord, if you had been here, my brother would not have
died,
22. but even now I know that God will grant whatever you ask of him."
23. Jesus said to her, "Your brother will rise again."
24. Martha said, "I know he will rise again at the resurrection on the last day."
25. Jesus said:
I am the resurrection.
Anyone who believes in me, even though that person dies, will live,
26. and whoever lives and believes in me
will never die.
Do you believe this?
27. `Yes, Lord," she said, "I believe that you are the Christ, the Son of God, the one
who was to come into this world."
28. When she had said this, she went and called her sister Mary, saying in a low
voice, "The Master is here and wants to see you."
29. Hearing this, Mary got up quickly and went to him.
30. Jesus had not yet come into the village; he was still at the place where Martha
had met him.
31. When the Jews who were in the house comforting Mary saw her get up so
quickly and go out, they followed her, thinking that she was going to the tomb to
weep there.
32. Mary went to Jesus, and as soon as she saw him she threw herself at his feet,
saying, "Lord, if you had been here, my brother would not have died."
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33. At the sight of her tears, and those of the Jews who had come with her, Jesus
was greatly distressed, and with a profound sigh he said,
34. `Where have you put him?" They said, "Lord, come and see."
35. Jesus wept;
36. and the Jews said, "See how much he loved him!"
37. But there were some who remarked, "He opened the eyes of the blind man.
Could he not have prevented this man's death?"
38. Sighing again, Jesus reached the tomb: it was a cave with a stone to close the
opening.
39. Jesus said, "Take the stone away." Martha, the dead man's sister, said to him,
"Lord, by now he will smell; this is the fourth day since he died."
40. Jesus replied, "Have I not told you that if you believe you will see the glory of
God?"
41. So they took the stone away. Then Jesus lifted up his eyes and said:
Father, I thank you for hearing my prayer.
42. I myself knew that you hear me always,
but I speak
for the sake of all these who are standing around me,
so that they may believe it was you who sent me.
43. When he had said this, he cried in a loud voice, "Lazarus, come out!"
44. The dead man came out, his feet and hands bound with strips of material, and a
cloth over his face. Jesus said to them, "Unbind him, let him go free."


Verses 17-27 express the core of the Gospels as they pertain to the Lenten


experience. Martha and Mary think diachronically when they say to Jesus that


had he been there their brother would not have died (vs. 21 & 32). They locate


their brother's death in history. Jesus replies to Martha in those terms when he


assures her that her brother "will rise again" (v. 23). To her, that locates his


resurrection in the future, "on the last day" (v. 24). For her, death and


resurrection occur diachronically—in sequence, within the flow of history. One


dies before one can be resurrected.


Life and Death


Martha believes that her brother will be raised back to life at the


resurrection, as if it were a diachronic event. Jesus reveals that the resurrection


is not diachronic, but synchronic: "I am the resurrection. Anyone who believes


in me, even though that person dies, will live" (v. 25).
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How easily we see that as sequential. At first glance, the auxiliary verb will


at the end of the verse seems to locate Jesus's statement in the diachronic.6 But


to see it only as that is to miss what is perhaps the ultimate revelation of


Jesus's ministry, namely, that life and death are synchronic. They are two


forms of the same thing. Jesus confirms this in his phrase: "I am the


resurrection." Resurrection is not an event located in time, it is an aspect of life,


of being, that is continuous through time.


Death and resurrection are synchronic. They dwell in the eternal now,


participating in history (diachronic) but not determined by it. This is


particularly well portrayed in the last verse (44): "The dead man came out, his


feet and hands bound with strips of material, and a cloth over his face. Jesus


said to them, "Unbind him, let him go free"." Note that the Gospel does not say:


"Lazarus rose from the dead and came out." Rather, it says: "The dead man


came out." The significance of that phrase is in the confluence of living and


dead.


Walking out of the cave is a dead man whose behavior is as one who is


living. Here, life and death are not opposites, opposed to one another or


mutually exclusive. They are synonymous. In this passage, death and rebirth


transcend time. They neither following upon nor fade into one another. They are


two dimensions of eternity that fold into one another in ways that make them


inseparable.


6
Verb tense in Hebrew, Aramaic and Greek are not the same as in English. For


example, Greek tenses tend to indicate the character of an action more than its
location in time. Thus, will in Jesus's statement probably indicates something
that will happen when something else happens in the future. Thus, we could
translate the last phrase as "even though that person will die, will live" or "even
though that person dies, lives."
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Consider the body and how it grows. Cells continually brake down into their


component parts (atoms and molecules), which are constantly forming


themselves into new configurations. Nothing is lost. The sum total of stuff in the


universe is, as far as we know, constant. Physics tells us that when matter


disappears it becomes energy. Matter that appears to arise out of nowhere


consists of a similar transformation—in this case, of energy into matter.


Nothing is lost, nothing is gained.


When Lazarus emerges from the cave, " his feet and hands bound with strips


of material, and a cloth over his face," our view of him is conditioned by his and


our diachronic perspective. In history, with its past, present, and future, the


processes by which death molds matter into new forms disturb us. In verse 39,


we are reminded that dead bodies eventually begin to smell. It can be difficult to


perceive eternity when preoccupied by diachronic events. Past, present, and


future are such a part of our perception that we often see little else.


Remember Exodus and Ezekiel? What the Israelites failed to perceive and


what God was showing Ezekiel is exactly what Jesus revealed by raising


Lazarus from the dead, namely, that eternity permeates history. Although we


reside in history, we must struggle not to become trapped in it. Life is more


than diachronic: nations, empires, geographies, governments, laws, battles,


victories, defeats, vengeance, struggles, competitions, hierarchies, and events.


Eternity wipes all of these away. In eternity, there is only an everlasting now.


The German theologian Gerhardt von Rad wrote about heilsgeschicte, or


"salvation history."7 Heilsgeschicte describes Israel's understanding of its God


as one who acts in history on behalf of the chosen people. Too often, however,
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we fail to realize that God's interventions are not of history, but of eternity.


God's Grace exists in diachronic time and space only as a counterpoint that


redeems us when we fail to act synchronically.


Thus, the Promised Land is not a physical location somewhere in the future,


but a spiritual one here and now. From the perspective of our preoccupation


with diachronic time, the Promised Land can only be a wilderness.


And so it was that when we crossed the Jordan, we walked out of the


synchronic Promised Land into the diachronic desert of history. There, we


became enslaved to sequences, the most important of which is that of birth, life,


and death. But, if the Wilderness permeates history in synchronic eternity, then


we can always re-enter, there to live in authentic relationship with God


In the Wilderness we can fully experience abiding in the Spirit. In the


Wilderness, there is only us and God. Free from the exigencies of history, we are


free to love freely. And to be loved in return.


7
See von Rad, Gerhard. (1965) Old Testament Theology. Edinburg. Oliver and


Boyd.
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Cycle A Summary


At its best, Law facilitates God's synchronic presence in history (ie: when


Law legislates tolerance, justice, and love). At its worst, it complicates it (ie:


when it gives us license to exploit and abuse others). Inevitably, conflicts among


individuals and groups defeat Law's best intent and force it to become little


more than an authoritarian parent on the diachronic road of history.


Fortunately, Grace is more powerful than Law. Grace redeems when Law can


only condemn.


Our meditations on Volume One of this Four-Part Series embracing Lent


and Holy Week focused on the relationship between Law and Grace, as


embodied in the conflict between control and love. Looking back over our


readings for these five Sundays, here is what we have found:


Old Testament Lessons


We began with the Genesis account of the second Creation. There we


learned how when the serpent promised Eve that she would see and be like the


gods, such was not to be the case. This first instance of our breaking a


commandment grounded our first consideration of the relationship between


Law and Grace. Eve's desire to be like the gods derives from our human distrust


of life in the Wilderness, where God alone is our salvation.


On the Second Sunday we moved to God's calling of Abraham, which we


compared with Christ's temptation in the Wilderness (the Gospel lesson from


the First Sunday in Lent). We noticed that God's promises do not concern


details of the Creation (ie: land) but offer opportunities for service.


On the Third Sunday we read of the Israelites' rebellion against God and


Moses when they believed they would perish from thirst in the Wilderness. Our
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concern there was the difference between God as an object to be manipulated


and as a subject to be engaged. We saw that Law is a function of the former and


Grace of the latter.


The Fourth Sunday taught us about God's selection of David to lead the


Israelites. Having wanted a king and then seeing what kind of leader Saul was,


they hungered for a better sovereign. We looked at what may have led Saul into


disaster (identifying himself with the State) and the paradigm shift that led


Samuel to designate the youngest, rather than the oldest, son to be the


anointed.


Finally, on the Fifth Sunday we experienced God telling Ezekiel to raise the


dry, lifeless bones of the House of Israel. We saw how those bones symbolize the


potential for life that exists in an apparently dry, lifeless environment. All one


needs is faith in God.


In summary, a living, breathing, subjective relationship with God creates


innumerable opportunities for Grace. Grace is simply authentic (characterized


by openness, trust and engagement) relationship with God.


Law objectifies God. Law tries to put judgment, condemnation and


punishment into our hands. Law essentially replaces God. Law represents our


desire to control our destinies, to assure outcomes and to manipulate God.


As we shall see as we proceed with our summaries, Law makes magic of


religion. Grace transforms law into religion. Law substitutes for relationship


with God. Grace is relationship with God.


Psalms


Psalm 51 speaks of having offended against God to the degree that anything


we do to placate God is rejected. In other words, we cannot engineer life in a
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way that gets us off the hook from observing the spirit of the Law even if we


adhere to the letter thereof.


We viewed Psalm 33 through the lens of choice. That is, we looked at how it


places the idea of a "chosen people" into perspective. Our meditation led us to


conclude that God eternally chooses every member of the human race. To


complete the process, however, we must respond. In other words, the decision


whether or not to be the chosen people is ours alone.


In Psalm 95 we focused on the symbolism of rock. We contrasted the rock of


faith with the fickle allegiance to God and to Moses that the Israelites


demonstrated at Meribah. We then noted that the psalm reveals why God


forbad the Israelites from entering the Promised Land. We then considered that


the Israelites never recognized that the Wilderness was the Promised Land,


where trust in God gave them all that they needed.


Psalm 23 epitomizes God's love. Grace is always with us. We need fear no


evil. We have only to direct our focus away from what frightens us to the


boundless Grace of God to realize that nothing on earth can deprive us of


salvation and everlasting life.


Finally, we viewed Psalm 130 as an example of what it describes, namely,


that our call to God today is in unison with David's call to God when the psalm


was written. We considered time as being both synchronic (constantly repeating


in the eternal now) and diachronic (changing as it moves through linear time).


We saw what a mistake it is to believe, as did the Israelites, that God's Will is


diachronic rather than synchronic.


New Testament Lessons
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Paul's readings from his letters to the churches at Rome and Ephesus focus


on the relationship among sin, faith, Law and Grace.


We began our First Sunday meditation on Paul's epistle to the Romans with


a consideration of the meaning of Original Sin. While there were


commandments before the Fall, that we seem fated to do the wrong thing


despite our best intent creates a need for Law. Paul recognized that Christ was


redemption from our failure to adhere to Law.


Paul's reflections on Abraham, which we read on Second Sunday, expand


the Genesis account of God's call to Abram. Paul's main concern is the


relationship between Law and Grace that is reflected in Abram's call. Rather


than relying on Law, which apprises us only of our failures, we should dwell in


faith in Christ for our redemption.


Justification by faith alone is Paul's theme upon which we meditated for the


Third Sunday. Faith is our connection with God. Hardship strengthens us and


gives us the opportunity to develop perseverance and character, which give us


hope, for such are seen favorably by God. We also proposed that this is why


God loves the oppressed, which in turn explains why we cling to a victim's


status even when we become the oppressor.


On the Fourth Sunday we read from Ephesians. We considered that a life in


the Wilderness entails concern for others' needs. Paul describes vice, impurity


and greed as arising from the darkness in our lives. Projecting our own needs


onto others in the name of sacrificing for them perpetuates that darkness.


The Fifth Sunday brought us back to Romans, where Paul tells us that


righteousness consists of following the pattern of Christ's teaching. We


considered how this might influence our use of the content of Christ's teaching.
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Synchronic and diachronic views of time again proved essential to


understanding Paul's words.


The Gospels


As the New Testament lessons focused primarily on Romans with a brief


diversion into Ephesians, the Gospel readings begin with Matthew, but


thereafter confine themselves to John. We framed our meditations about the


Wilderness by looking closely at our human desire to grasp and to control our


destinies, rather than to trust God to look after us.


The Gospel on First Sunday recounts Satan's temptation of Christ in the


Wilderness. As with Eve in the Garden, Satan's temptations entice us to be like


the gods. When we fail and our hopes turn to dust in our hands, Satan is


nowhere to be found. Only God remains with us always.


The image of water that we examined on Second Sunday symbolizes well the


essence of God's Grace, which is impossible to manipulate and control. Like


Nicodemus, we are left in confusion when the power of God's love manifests


itself in the world. Like Abram, we must surrender ourselves to God without


knowing exactly where that will lead.


Jesus's encounter with the Samaritan woman, which we read on Third


Sunday, led us to examine not only the history of the Israelites in relation to the


Hapiru, but also the manner in which that history was recorded, edited, and


canonized. Once again, the image of water embodies the elusive qualities of the


Spirit in the face of our attempts to define and to control God.


Our Fourth Sunday Gospel reinforces the differences between Law and


Grace that epitomizes Christ's encounter with the Samaritan woman. This time,


it is the story of the blind man that illustrates how judgmental and self-
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righteous we can become when we appeal to Law for our salvation. As with the


blind man in the Gospel narrative, Christ is the cure for our own blindness. We


have but to open our eyes and awaken from the illusions of our own desires to


be like the gods.


On the Fifth Sunday, Jesus calls Lazarus back from death. As with our


meditations on the other readings for this day, we viewed the story through the


lens of synchronic and diachronic views of time. The Promised Land that we


seek can be found only in synchronic time. To view God's Will in terms of


diachronic time, however, is to court the disasters of recruiting God to be on


our side, to accede to our wishes and to raise us above others.


Conclusion


Our examination of the tension between Law and Grace provides a very


interesting perspective on the readings for Cycle A in Lent. While the temptation


may lead us to revise earlier interpretations, such would violate the spirit of our


endeavor. For, above all else, trying to concretize the living Spirit of Scripture


into something that reassures us of our own power to control our lives is to


dwell in the illusory. As we said earlier, it is like trying to grasp water.


We now move on to the readings in Cycle B. As we elaborated the tension


between Law and Grace in Cycle A by looking at the relationship between


control and love, in Cycle B we shall elaborate Law and Grace from the


perspective of the tension between alienation and reconciliation. But remember,


the essence of God as revealed in Scripture lies not in any particular concept,


either Law or Grace, alienation or reconciliation, but in the tension that unites


them and forces them to engage one another.
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Series Introduction 
 
The Challenge 
 
     Religion begins when first we ponder our place in the universe. So it has 


been from the dawn of humankind. Who or what creates? What's the point of 


existence? What exists beyond our comprehension? However presumptuous, we 


enduringly try to discern the mind of God. That endeavor has led—and 


continues to lead—to the discovery and articulation of many amazing and 


transformative dynamics that permeate the ground of our being. 


     We have also made many mistakes. We have misinterpreted, misunderstood, 


and manipulated for our own ends the grounding principles of religion. Over 


time, our views have changed. Happily, we frequently recognize and correct our 


mistakes. Sadly, we just as often generate new versions of the old.  


     That can lead us to assume that God is neither permanent nor immutable. 


We become seduced by our own growing awareness into thinking that change 


originates not in us, but in that which we perceive. To recognize that error, 


however, requires that we challenge the validity of our perceptions, which can 


undermine our confidence in that which we believe. How much more palatable 


to see the root of the problem in God, rather than in ourselves. 


     Thusly do many turn away from God and religion. Failing to see the 


inevitable blind alleys, detours, dead ends, and self-delusions attending any 


attempt to understand the ineffable, many give up the quest altogether. To do 


so, however, is to miss the main point of religion, namely, that the journey of 


discovery is far more important than its outcome. Much that undermines 


people's confidence in religion is exactly what constitutes formation—the 


deepening and broadening of relationship with God. 
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     In 1933, Teilhard de Chardin wrote: 


 
The resistance the Church now encounters in becoming accepted does 
not arise, as is sometimes said, from its dogmas being too lofty or its 
moral teachings too difficult. It is due to the fact that men, no longer 
recognizing in us their religious and moral ideal, are turning away from 
us and looking for something better. (author's italics)1 


 
Timely today, his words describe how we feel when belief no longer inspires. 


Then, our spiritual journeys need a radical transformation. 


     At that point, we're like space shuttles trying to free ourselves from earth's 


gravitational pull. Those highly-effective booster rockets that launch us into 


space inevitably burn out. Now dead weight, they must be jettisoned or we fall 


back to earth. 


     Such is the religious life. Our booster rockets are the images, rituals, and 


ideas of organized religion that introduce us to God. They give us some ideas 


about who and what God is. They tell us how everything came to be and where 


it all is headed. We learn how to behave, what constitutes good and evil, and 


what fates await the just and the unjust. 


     While different religions use different booster rockets, each attempts to 


launch us into relationship with God. Like the space shuttle, however, the 


booster rockets can lose their energy and become impediments to further 


progress. What once fascinated and inspired deteriorates into the worst kind of 


dogma: inadequate, simplistic and ideological—even misleading and 


presumptuous.  


                                                
1 de Chardin, Pierre Teilard. (Hague, Rene, trans.) (1968) Science and Christ. 
New York. Harper and Row. p. 115 
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     Then it's time to jettison the booster rockets. What made it possible to seek 


the heavens now drags us back to earth. Perhaps, in de Chardin's words, we 


need to look for "something better."  


     Fortunately, all religions embrace the ineffable. They are replete with 


spiritual traditions that transcend the basics of dogma. In Christianity, Saint 


John says that "No one has ever seen God."2 Saint Paul's letter to the 


Colossians makes clear that we must move beyond earthly views of the religious 


life. The Book of Hebrews says: "Truly, anyone who is still living on milk cannot 


digest the doctrine of righteousness because he is still a baby. Solid food is for 


mature men with minds trained by practice to distinguish between good and 


bad."3 


     In other words, we do not need to leave our religions. We need to grow in 


them. Scriptures of all religions reveal new meanings the more deeply we 


explore them. They are asymptotic, bringing us ever closer to God but never 


actually intersecting. 


     While we may need to jettison our booster rockets to remain in our religions, 


we must not mistake our trajectories for everyone's. Just as failing to jettison 


them leaves us unable to launch into space, jettisoning them too early fails to 


get us off the ground. The proper time (if ever) for jettisoning is a decision we 


must make for ourselves.  


     We face it many times during our spiritual/religious journeys. Every 


spiritual journey consists of many spiritual journeys. Booster rockets are not a 


one-time thing. Moreover, only after death do we reach the heavens. In life we 


                                                
2 John 1:18; 1John 4:12 
3 Hebrews 5:13-14 
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are suspended between earth (materiality) and sky (spirituality), forever 


oscillating between the two. 


 
The Solution 
 
     We'll jettison a few booster rockets in our four books on Lent and Holy Week. 


We'll also bear in mind that striving for de Chardin's "something better" is risky 


business. What determines better? Who are we to denigrate the old in favor of 


some transitory new? Our answer is simple: We do not intend to establish a 


new theology to replace the old. Rather, as Conrad put it, we only wish "to make 


you see."4  


     We shall focus our attention on the texts so that new perspectives can 


emerge that illuminate and complement the old. We agree with Paul Ricoeur 


that "The lowest degree of attention" exists when we try to fit what we observe 


into pre-conceived notions, "as when a child looks for the head of a wolf in the 


clouds and branches on a hidden-picture puzzle." Instead, we shall seek "…the 


naivete of observation, the innocence of observation," for "The true name of 


attention is not anticipation but wonder."5 


     Encountering Scripture unencumbered by presuppositions honors how 


wondrously the Holy Spirit engages us in any time or place. Thus, we continue 


the best orthodox tradition of seeking the revealed Christ, who came not to 


abolish Scripture but to fulfill it.6 Imitatio Christi, we also fulfill Scripture 


through living it. We complete the picture the Holy Spirit paints. 


                                                
4 See his introduction to The Nigger of the Narcissus. 
5 Ricoeur, Paul. (1966) Freedom and Nature: The Voluntary and The 
Involuntary. Evanston. Northwestern University Press. p. 155 
6 Matthew 5:17 
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     Consider parables. Sometimes their meaning seems clear, at others murky. 


Some contain editorial insertions that interpret them for us. Okay. We'll take all 


the help we can get. But if we don't live them, if we do not allow ourselves to be 


challenged by their ambiguity, symbolism and metaphor, they exist simply as 


interesting stories. They enliven us only when we bring them alive. 


     That is precisely what this book is about. Our meditations on Lent and Holy 


Week attempt to correct two interwoven errors. The first concerns how we 


perceive God's presence in time and space.  


     Think of time as synchronic and diachronic. Synchronic time is circular and 


repetitive, always at one with itself. Timeless and spaceless, it is the eternal 


here and now. Diachronic time is linear, as in the flow of history. It take place I 


within our arbitrary categories of time and space.  


     Synchronic time is like a pulley that forever rotates on an axis. Diachronic 


time is like the clothesline on the pulley that runs from one place to another. 


The pulley's constant rotation moves the line from here to there. When all goes 


well, synchronic generates diachronic.  


     God is the pulley that moves the line. If we adhere to God's commands, the 


line moves freely. If we do not, then we force the line off its course. History 


wobbles or freezes up completely. If the line slips off, God's Will is sabotaged. 


This is of little consequence for God, who consistently and constantly moves 


through history. Our decision is simply whether or not we wish to be part of the 


process. 


     The second derives from the first. Correcting our erroneous views of God's 


actions in time and space make it possible to see how illusory crossing the 


Jordan into the Promised Land actually was and is. Leaving the Wilderness 
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means leaving the Promised Land. Crossing the Jordan was and continues to be 


a terrible mistake that took us out of the Promised Land into multiple 


wildernesses of our own making. 


    In our analyses of these two errors we shall strive to remain faithful to 


enduringly orthodox views of our relationship with God, one another and 


history. Along the way we'll observe the astonishing lessons of all religions: That 


truth is paradoxical, orthodoxy is iconoclastic, and certainty is illusion. We'll 


begin with a general introduction and proceed to our meditations on Scriptural 


passages for the Sundays in Lent. Holy Week will then offer us a penultimate 


experience of the Cross, that breathtaking embodiment of our two ideas.  


     Everything depends on our openness to the mystery of Christ. Integrating 


Scripture with everyday life requires humility, patience and endurance as we 


entertain new meanings that move us beyond the comfortable security of our 


presuppositions. We must listen to each other, observe the consequences of our 


actions, and be ever ready to confess our errors. We must admit that we cannot 


predict the future. Only then can we find deeper meanings hidden in the 


familiar, see beyond what we have seen before, and understand more 


completely, more complexly. Unobstructed by the pesky minutia of our own 


designs, we spend our days wandering the awesome beauty of the mysterium 


tremendum.7  


     That's difficult when we live in secular time and space. The world truly is too 


much with us.8 Nevertheless, we can incorporate the Wilderness into secular 


society as a spiritual place that we inhabit through our attitude toward 


                                                
7 Rudolph Otto's term for our encounter with God. See Otto, Rudolf. (1969) The 
Idea of the Holy. New York. Oxford University Press. 
8 William Wordsworth, "The World Is Too Much With Us," written in 1802 
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everyday life. We are, after all, spirit and flesh. We must somehow be faithful to 


both. 


     Ultimately, our goal is to live in the immediate eternity of God's presence 


through love for God and for neighbor. To do so, we'll surrender presumptions 


of self-determination. We'll rely on God alone. We'll cross the Jordan back into 


the Wilderness, there to discover the true Promised Land. 


 





